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The one you can't afford not to own! O J 'n n .M 

The REAL computer that starts from under 5100! 
You'd love to learn about computers? But thought 
all you could buy for your money were a few boring 
games. Now, we are the EXCLUSIVE Australian 
distributors of the new Aquarius. Not the "Claytons" 
computer but the perfect beginner's computer 
which gives you the opportunity to see what a real 
computer does. 

Learn how to RUN YOUR OWN PROGRAMS in the 
Basic language! PLAY GAMES! Organise your 
HOUSEHOLD FILES! And much much more! 

Simply connect the Aquarius to any colour TV and 
it's ready to teach and entertain the whole family. 
There's something for everyone. And what's more, 
you won't outgrow the Aquarius! As you need to 

1. MINI EXPANDER 
Adds versatility to your AQUARIUS. Game playing is 
easier and more exciting with 2 detachable hand 
controllers and additional sound channels. Also has 2 
cartridge ports so you can plug in your expanded memory 
cartridge into one even while you're using software in the 
other. 

Cat X-6005 569 

2. DATA RECORDER 
Save your own program or utilise one of the many great 
software programs available on cassette with this great 
value unit. 

Cat X-6010 $49 

3. MEMORY EXPANSION 
CARTRIDGES 

learn more, the Aquarius offers a huge range of add- 
ons that will take you into the world of electronic 
wizzardry once offered only by the BIG ones. 

With a full moving -key keyboard Aquarius is truly 
EASY to USE. Microsoft BASIC computer language 
is built right in! The easy -to -read manual and 
simplified instruction cards make learning a snap. 

CREATE your own VISUAL EFFECTS with 16 
colours and 256 built-in characters or design your 
own sound effects! Once you start to expand your 
Aquarius with the huge software and hardware 
range you'll find endless uses and possibilities for 
your system. With it's own mini expander, data 
recorder, memory expansion cartridges and 
thermal printer you'll soon wonder what the Great 

16K or 32K memory cartridges give you far greater 
flexibity by giving your Computer a much larger memory. 
For more advanced programming. 

16K Cartridge Cat X-6015 $69 

32K Cartridge Cat X-6020 /1 29 ! 

4. THERMAL PRINTER 
Ideal for documenting programs, keeping records 
or printing charts and records. You'll probably never 
again see one at this price! 

Cat X-6025 1129 

Paper roll to suit. Cat X-6026 $350 

Aquarius Colour Computer 
Cat X-6000 

Fantastic 
Value 

ONLY $99 
Dick Smith Electronics Pty Ltd 

-- 

2. 

Computer Secret was all about! 

FANTASTIC SOFTWARE RANGE 

With more than two dozen fantastic games and 
educational programs available now and many being 
developed to add to the range shortly, there's just no 
end to the versatility of Aquarius. Software cartridges 
just plug into your Aquarius and you're ready for work 
or play. All software programs are available sep- 
arately so you can purchase only those which 
interest you. 

AQUARIUS with built in 2K memory (expandable to 
34K) and its long list of expansion units and 
software is the REAL computer for the price of a 

TOY! 
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Your one stop computer shop at your 
nearest Dick Smith Electronics centre. 
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- FROM .HOBBYIST TO PROFESSIONAL - 
FLUKE MUST BE YOUR FIRST MULTIMETER CHOICE 

FOR FEATURES, QUALITY AND VALUE 
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FLUKE 

SOLD & SERVICED IN AUSTRALIA BY ELMEASCO 

Elmeasco Instruments Pry 

-NEW SOUTH WALES 
15 Macdonald Street. 

a MORTLAKE 
P.O. Box 30. CONCORD 

NSW 2137 
Tel: (02) 736 2888 
Telex' AÁ25887 

Ltd - incorporated In N.S.W. 

VICTORIA 
12 Maroondah Highway. 
RINGWOOD 
P.O. Box 623. RINGWOOD 
VIC 3134 
Tel:103) 879 2322 
Telex: AÁ36206 ELMVIC 

QUEENSLAND 
243 Miltdn Road. 
MILTON 
P.O. Box 2360. BRISBANE 
OLD 4001 

Tel. 1071 369 8688 

Telex: AÁ44062 

Instruments Ptu. Ltd. 
SOUTH, AUSTRALIA 
99 King William Street. 
UNLEY 
P.O. Box 1240. ADELAIDE 
SA 5001 
Tel: 108)271'1839 
Telex: AA88160 

FLUKE MULTIMETERS 
CARRY A ONE YEAR 
MINIMUM WARRANTY 
AND ARE BACKED BY 
COMPREHENSIVE SPARE 
PARTS, CALIBRATION 
AND SERVICE 
1 8050A 

41 digit bench portable 0.03% basic 
accuracy 10uV, 10nA. 10mohm sensitivity 

True RMS to 50kHz dB with 16 reference ° 
impedances Relative reference for 
comparing values Mains/Battery option . 

8010A 8012A (similar to 8050A) 
8010A has 10A 'range and true RMS 8012A 

has low ohms (0,001 ohm resolution) Both 
- have conductance Mains/Battery option 

2 8020B 
31 digit 0.1% basic accuracy Eight 

functions including conductance ! Continuity beeper 

3 8021B 80228 - 

31 digit 0.25% basic accuracy Diode 
test Continuity beeper (8021B only) 

4 8024B 
3% digit 0.1% basic accuracy 
11 functions Including temperature with 

K type thermocouples Peak hold oh voltage . " 

and current Logic detection and continuity 
testing Audible and visible indicators 

5 8026B 
31/2 digit ,0.1% basic accuracy True RMS 

to 10kHz Conductance to 10,000Mohm 
Diode test and continuity beeper-. 

6 8O62Á 
4% digit 0.05% basic accuracy Similar 

to 8060A without counter and dB Relative 
reference True RMS to 30kHz 

7 8060A . 

Á 4'h digit 0.05%. basic accuracy True 
RMS to 100kHz Frequency counter to 
200kHz dB and relative dB Microprocessor - 

self diagnostics Relative reference for 
comparing values Direct resistance to 
300Mohm 

LOW COST 70 SERIES 
WITH ANALOG:& DIGITAL 
DISPLAY 

8 73 - - - 

YEAR 
- W 

3200 count display 32 segment bar graph 
18 ranges Automatic power down 
10A current range Autorange 0.7% basic 

accuracy 2000 hour battery life .. 
75 

All the features of the 73 plus: 
Audible continuity tester Autorange/ 

O Range hold 0.5% basic accuracy Low . . 

mA range 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
20 Barcomb Way. 
GOSNELLS 
P.O. Box 95. GOSNELLS 
WA 6110 
Tel' 1091 398 3362 

77 
All ,the features of the 75 plus: 

Touch Hold function 0.3% basic accuracy ' Multipurpose protective holster 

ACCESSORIES INCREASE 
THE VERSATILITY OF 
YOUR FLUKE 
MULTIMETER 
An extremely"wide range of accessories is 

available for your Fluke multimetero 
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THIS ISSUE WE DECIDED to have a 
close look at hi-fi because of the intense 
activity in the industry at the moment - 
manufacturers seem to have doubled their 
usual output of new products. 

We have seen compact disc players come 
down to almost a third of their introductory 
prices, with hardly any noticeable reduction 
in quality. 

There is little doubt that the CD player is 
the most significant thing that just about 
anyone can buy to upgrade their hi-fi 
equipment, cheap CD player or not. Now 
that players are becoming much more 
affordable, buyers are discovering a 
renewed interest in fidelity that is being 
reflected in their purchases of high power 
amplifiers and better quality speakers. 

There are many reasons for the seemingly 
endless range of hi-fi products that have or 
will be released this year, but most come 
back to the fact that manufacturers have' 
predicted that the market would turn its 
attention away from video towards audio. 

The only thing that is likely to slow down 
sales of hi-fi in Australia is the fact that 

virtually all equipment is imported. The fall in the value of the Australian dollar has 
meant that most hi-fi prices have gone up. 

But, be careful. We have had at least one retailer claim a price rise of around 40% 
because of the devaluation of the Australian dollar over the last six months. 

While it is true the dollar has fallen in value, the fall has been nothing like 40%. 
Anyone who cares to check will find our dollar has fallen against most currencies over 
the last six months by just under 20% and against the Japanese yen by 15%. 

That means that price rises as a result of devaluation for products from most countries 
should be less than 20% and for products from Japan 15%. 

Also of special interest in this issue is the ETI-699 300 baud modem. Designed by 
Geoff Nicholls around a new chip from AMI, this project promises to be one of the 
most successful for some time. You will be hard pressed to find a kit supplier that won't 
be carrying it. 

David Kelly 
Editor 

SERVICES 
TECHNICAL INQUIRIES: Technical inquiries by 
mail must be accompanied by a stamped self- 
addressed envelope. There is no charge, but we re- 
serve the right to publish the Inquiry and the reply In 
Electronics Today or any of Its associated publications. 
We can only answer quer!es relating to projects and ar- 
ticles as published. We cannot advise on modifications, 
other than errata or addenda. Difficult questions may 
take some time to answer. 

GENERAL INQUIRIES: For all Inquiries about back 
Issues, subscriptions, photocopies of articles, artwork 
or submitting articles, call (02) 663-9999 or write to: 
ETI Reader Services, 140 Joynton Avenue (PO Box 
227), Waterloo, NSW 2017. 

CONTRIBUTIONS: Submissions must be 
accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed envelope. 
The publisher accepts no responsibility for unsolicited 
material. 

COPYRIGHT: The contents of Electronics Today In- 
ternational and associated publications is fully pro- 
tected by the Commonwealth Copyright Act (1968). 
Copyright extends to all written material, photographs, 
drawings, circuit diagrams and printed -circuit boards. 
Although any form of reproduction is a breach of copy- 
right, we are not concerned about individuals construct - 

kg projects for their own private use, nor by bands (tor 
example) constructing one or more items for use in 
connection with their performances. Commercial or- 
ganisations should note that no project or part project 
described In Electronics Today International or associ- 
ated publications may be offered for sale, or sold in 
substantially or fully assembled form, unless a licence 
has been specifically obtained so to do from the pub- 
lisher, The Federal Publishing Company, or from the 
copynght holders. 

LIABILITY: Comments and test results on equipment 
reviewed refer to the particular item submitted for re- 
view and may not necessarily pertain to other units of 
the same make or model number. Whilst every effort 
has been made to ensure that all constructional proj- 
ects referred to In this edition will operate as Indicated 
efficiently and properly and that all necessary compo- 
nents to manufacture the same will be available, no re- 
sponsibility is accepted In respect of the failure for any 
reason at all of the project to operate effectively or at 
all whether due to any fault in design or otherwise and 
no responsibility is accepted for the failure to obtain 
any component parts in respect of any such project. 
Further, no responsibility is accepted in respect of any 
injury or damage caused by any fault In the design of 
any such project as aforesaid. 
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NEWS DIGEST 

Printronics builds China 
pc board factories 
Printronics, the Sydney based printed circuit board manufac- 
turer, has just announced a contract with the People's Repub- 
lic of China to set up $47m worth of factories. 

Negotiations began with the 
Chinese government in March 
1984, with stiff competition from 
overseas based companies. Gen- 
eral manager Michael Brinsden 
attributed the company's success 
to its good track record in this 
area of manufacture. This in - 

eludes 14 years worth of experi- 
ence at two factories, one in Syd- 
ney and the other in Melbourne. 

Under the terms of the agree- 
ment, Printronics will set up five 
complete factories in China. De- 
tailed planning has been com- 
pleted for the introduction of the 

first factory in Schezhuan. Neg- 
otiations are now underway for 
the construction of the second 
factory, which will be located in 
Beijing. 

Each plant will be able to han- 
dle single and double sided 
boards. They will be capable of 
generating multiple layer boards 
with up to fourteen layers. Chi- 
nese and Australian staff have 
been swapped to ensure rapid 

technological transfer to the Chi- 
nese. Six Printronics staff have 
been in China, while five Chi- 
nese spent time at the Mel- 
bourne plant. 

Printronics expects that the 
sale will lead to further work off- 
shore. The company is currently 
chasing orders throughout SE 
Asia. Brinsden said that Aus- 
tralia's market was just too small 
to guarantee a fruitful existence. 

A new face at ETI 

Sau Kong Hui (Jerry to his 
friends) has joined ETI after a 

stint at the Unl of New South 
Wales where he was working on 
the design of a cattle tracking 
chip (and you think you're weird). 
He was born into a big family in 
Hong Kong. A misspent youth 
singin', dancin' and playin' tennis 
ended at the tender age of 18 when 
he was second sourced to some 
particularly nasty professorial 
types at the University of Warrick in 
England. After buying his freedom 
from the poms he came to Aus- 
tralia in 1983 to do a masters 
degree. 

His interests still include sing- 
ing and playing guitar (it pays bet- 
ter than engineering) and table 
tennis. He was a finalist in the 
New Territories Table Tennis 
Competition in 1976. Now he 
plays for fun. His greatest claim to 
fame: he can carry five dishes in 
each hand. 

We ask world to 
follow us on BMAC 
The Department of Communi- 
cations (DOC) is gearing up for 
the November meeting of the 
CCIR, the international stand- 
ards setting authority for radio 
and broadcast communications. 
Having taken the plunge to go it 
alone with the BMAC transmis- 
sion standard for satellite TV 
transmission (see ETI March 
1985), DOC is anxious to see the 
standard adopted internat- 
ionally. 

It is almost a certainty that 
one of the MAC (multiplexed 
analogue components) systems 
will be chosen as the favoured 
standard. MAC offers far su- 
perior transmission quality to 
any conventional TV standard. 
The real race will he between 
the five different MAC stand- 
ards. They differ only in the way 

they handle the sound compo- 
nent of the signal. 

Front runners are the B and C 
versions. Both systems time 
multiplex audio data, the B ver- 
sion at baseband and the C on 
an rf carrier. B can carry 6 audio 
channels and fit into cable con- 
strained bandwidths. C gives 
higher quality sound, but re- 
quires a higher bandwidth and is 

far more complex technically. 
BMAC was developed by the 

British, refined by the Cana- 
dians, bought by the Americans 
and sold to the Australians. 
Thus it has a solid international 
following. It is the system fa- 
voured over North America and 
will probably be used by Mexico 
when its satellite broadcasting 
begins soon. 

CMAC was also designed in 

Europe, but has remained a 

home grown product. It is the 
favoured system over most of 
the continent, especially with 
the highly nationalistic French. 

CCIR does not have the 
power to force countries to use a 

particular system. However en- 
dorsement carries considerable 
international weight. If the con- 
ference selects BMAC it is likely 
we will soon be joined by many 
other nations in BMAC trans- 
mission. When that happens 
considerable economies of scale 
should become apparent as 

overseas markets open up; mak- 
ing earth stations much cheaper. 

If CCIR goes CMAC the pro- 
cess will be longer and a lot 
slower and Australian consum- 
ers will suffer. 

SA Technology Park 
bigger all the time 
South Australia's Technology 
Park has scored another coup. 
The aerospace company, British 
Aerospace Australia (BABA) 
has decided to set up a $4.3 m 
facility in the park. 

BAeA is working on a num- 

ber of contracts for the Aus- 
tralian defence forces, including 
work on the FA 18 contract for 
the RAAF. There is also offset 
work involving the Orion air- 
craft for the Navy and the ar- 
my's SAM, the Rapier. All this 

work is leading to export orders. 
BAeA has also been involved 

in the Starlab project. The com- 
pany is looking for a close in- 
volvement in the future of space 
science in this country. 
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New far -infrared laser 
Physisists at UCLA in Santa 
Barbara in the US have an- 
nounced the world's first tuna- 
ble powerful laser to operate in 
the far -infrared. 

The result of a five year 
$US5m research effort, it will 
allow scientists to probe molec- 
ular systems that are sensitive 

to a wide range of far -infrared 
waves. By tuning to specific 
frequencies they can identify 
the precise frequency at which 
responses occur. Understanding 
these is the key to understand- 
ing the motions of molecules in 
a wide variety of physical inter- 
actions. 

Queensland Electronic 
Show 
The Electronics industry in 
Queensland is gearing up for the 
biggest trade show of the year in 
Brisbane. It's the Queensland 
Electronics Show, and it's being 
held at the Crest Hotel from 
May 9-12, 1985 . 

The show is an opportunity 
for retailers to show off their 
latest offerings. According to 

the show organizer, Mr Rob 
Woodland, the Electronics 
Show will see a convergence of 
Queenslanders as they come 
from all over to see the exhibits. 

Companies represented will 
include National, Sony and 
Toshiba. They will exhibit CD 
players, MSX microcomputers 
and much more. 

Starlab is dead, long live 
Starlab 
Australia's most prestigious 
space project, Starlab (See ETI 
May 1982) died quietly in 
December, after receiving the 
death of a million cuts. Far 
from being depressed, how- 
ever, scientists at Mt Stromlo 
observatory were hustling the 
Federal government for $50m 
to fund a project being dubbed 
"Son of Starlab". 

Originally conceived as a 
joint project between the US, 
Canada and Australia to build 
an ultraviolet space telescope, 
Starlab was continually plagued 
by money problems. The Fed- 
eral government was initially 
reluctant to put money into 
it, and the Canadians had an 
on -going problem dividing 
scarce dollars between their 
various space interests. 

The death knell was sounded 
by the Canadians who with- 
drew last year, conserving their 
money for experiments on 
Spacelab, the European Space 
Agency's orbiting laboratory, 
and their own space program. 

After endless talks with any- 
one who would listen, Mt 

Stromlo director Dr Donald 
Mathieson was able to sell 
Australian expertise to the 
Europeans and Americans in 
the form of detection systems 
for a new far -ultraviolet tele- 
scope set to fly in 1992. 

The new telescope will oper- 
ate in the range 200-1200 Ang- 
strom. This will complement 
NASA's space telescope, which 
gets going at around 1200. 

The exact division of labour 
on the new telescope remains 
to be worked out. It seems 
likely that the Australian effort 
will include the electronics and 
instrumentation. According to 
Mathieson, Australian tech- 
nology in the field of light de- 
tection is at least two years 
ahead of comparable work 
overseas. 

Australian industry will be a 

major beneficiary of the new 
project. Hawker DeHavilland, 
the Commonwealth Aircraft 
Factory and James Optics have 
all been involved in the devel- 
opment of the system, together 
with overseas companies like 
British Aerospace and Matra. 

BRIEFS 

NEW IE Aust President 
Mr Bob Davies has just been appointed President of the In- 
stitute of Engineers. In his acceptance speech he said that 
Australia's economic future depended on the government 
finding carrots for local industry, rather than using sticks to 
defend them against foreign competition. 

TI sells Al 
TI has introduced its Explorer system into the country. The 
Explorer is being advertised as the first affordable artificial 
intelligence machine on the market here. AI is distin- 
guished by its use of logical symbolism rather than numeri- 
cal processes in solving problems. The explorer uses LISP 
as its programming language. 

AWA satellite on target 
AWA has announced that its subcontract work for Hughes 
aerospace on the Aussat project is proceeding as planned. 
This involves the communications system monitor and the 
station management subsystem, contracts worth about $5m. 

More papers 

The Institute of Radio and Electronic Engineers has issued 
a final call for papers for IREECON 85, the annual conven- 
tion of the institute. This year's gabfest will be held in Mel- 
bourne between September 30 and October 4. Subjects cov- 
ered include virtually every subject of interest to electronic 
engineers. For more details get in touch with IREE. 

Perth Electronics Show 
Manager Chris Gulland is already talking up the Perth 
Electronics Show to be held August I to 4, 1985. Over 100 
exhibitors are expected for this year's show from all sec- 
tions of the industry. Organisers are expecting to be able to 
charter a jet to fly industry people from the eastern states 
out west. 

Chip copywrite 
Intel registered the first integrated circuit under the US 
Chip Protection Act during a ceremony in Washington DC. 
The chip was a CMOS EPROM, an Intel 27C256. The Chip 
Protection Act makes it illegal to copy the topographical 
features of a chip for 10 years after it is registered. There is 
no similar law in Australia. 

Sydney apricots look 
good 
The British BBC Acorn com- 
puters are to be manufactured 
at North Ryde in Sydney, ac- 
cording to an agreement signed 
by Barson Computers and 
Acorn. 

Barson, distributors of both 
the Apricot and Acorn, already 
has plans to produce the Apri- 
cot at the factory so the expan- 

sion makes good sense. 
The Apricot has been 

awarded a contract with TAFE 
and the Department of Agri- 
culture, and the deal is part of 
an offset program. It is under- 
stood that Australian content 
in the new computers will be 
twenty per cent right from the 
start of the contract. 
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Viatel banking 
The Commonwealth Bank is to 
he the first bank in Australia to 
set up a remote banking 
service. 

According to John Koch, the 
retail manager of the Common- 
wealth, it is now possible to 
obtain a range of services by 
wire. 

Access to Viatel is via either 
a personal computer or a dedi- 

cated terminal. The manager of 
Telecom's Viatel services, 
Lindsay Cunningham, says that 
personal computer owners will 
need to add a modem and au- 
todialler to their systems to re- 
ceive the services. 

Meanwhile information 
providers continue to queue up 
for space on Viatel, with sixty 
already signed up. This is twice 

Telecom's target for the start 
of services. 

Telecom is also looking at 

the possiblity of launching elec- 
tronic yellow pages. Currently 
only two systems operate; one 
in the Netherlands and the 
other in Sweden. 

Cable Shop is the first tele- 
shopping service on Viatel. 
Wine, publications, personal 

computers, software and other 
services can be offered. Pay- 
ment is made through Bank - 
card. 

According to Cunningham, 
Telecom is very pleased with 
the response from the business 
community. Although it's intro- 
duction was marred by years of 
political infighting, Viatel ap- 
pears to be set for a good run. 

Local sonar 
stops subs 
The first Australian designed 
and built sonar system was 
handed over to the RAN 
recently. 

The sonar, code named the 
Mulloka, was manufactured by 
Thorn EMI at the Defence Re- 
search Centre in Salisbury, 
South Australia. 

Currently, seven Mulloka 
systems have been ordered, 
two for training establishments 

in Sydney and Adelaide, and 
five for River Class anti-subma- 
rine frigates. 

The Mulloka is especially de- 
signed to operate in the warm 
waters of the Pacific. To do 
this it uses a higher frequency 
than units purchased from 
overseas. 

According to Navy spokes- 
men, the cost of the order is 

$50 million. 

Light brings end for 
optical telescope 
One of the world's most fa- 
mous optical telescopes, the 
100 -inch Mt Wilson telescope 
in California, USA, is to close 
shortly. 

The 100 -inch was the largest 
telescope in the world from 
1917 to 1948, when the nearby 
Hale observatory was opened 
on Palomar Mountain. This 
period was probably the most 
fertile in the entire history of 

optical astronomy. 
The telescope is still one of 

the largest in the world, but its 
observation capacity is slowly 
being degraded by the light 
pollution from Los Angeles. 
Like many an Australian city, 
LA is creeping outward, bring- 
ing lights and smog with it. 

The Carnegie institute, which 
owns the veteran, looking is for 
a buyer by July. 

Programming in space 
NASA programmers have an- 
nounced the completion of re- 
programming the world's remo- 
test computer. Currently 2.5 
trillion metres from earth, the 
Voyager 2 spacecraft is now set 
up for its Uranus encounter, 
due on 24 January, 1987. 

There are three on -board 
computer systems, each consist- 
ing of two identical computers 
for redundancy. One is a com- 
mand system, one is used for 
pointing and orientation and 
one is used for controlling ex- 
periments and transmission. 
Considerable connection exists 
between the six computers to 
provide back up computer 
power as necessary. 

Voyager 2 has already passed 
Jupiter and Saturn, its prime 
targets. It was guided around 
Saturn in such a manner that 
gravity flung it at Uranus. 
NASA is hoping that the Ura- 
nus encounter can be arranged 
such that an encounter with 
Neptune will be possible in 

August 1989. 
The problem for NASA is 

that the Uranus system, con- 
sisting of the planet plus five 
large known satellites, is tilted 
at almost 90 degrees to the 
plane of the solar system. This 
means that Voyager will see 

the system as a bull's eye. No 
close encounters with any of 
the satellites will he possible 
and total transit of the system 
will take just five hours. 
Transit of the Jupiter system 
took 35 hours. Saturn was even 
longer: 13 days. 

The problem is compounded 
by the fact that Uranus is two 
and a half light hours from 
earth at hest. This means sig- 
nals will take five hours for the 
round trip out to the spacecraft 
and back. 

In the eight years since 
launch at least two major faults 
have developed in spacecraft 
systems. Only one of its two 
radio receivers is still opera- 
tional and this has a failed tun- 

ing capacitor. The result is that 
the automatic frequency correc- 
tion that causes the receiver to 
tune itself to the Earth signal 
has failed. So the receiver is 

locked to a single frequency. 
Engineers on Earth have deter- 
mined that this frequency de- 
pends in a rather complex way 
on the temperature on board 
and can, with a certain amount 
of luck, predict the frequency 
they should use for transmis- 
sion. In any event they can no 
longer rely on instructions 
being received first time out. 

The second problem is me- 
chanical. One of the camera 
pointing motors has failed. This 
happened during the Saturn en- 
counter. The fault has been du- 
plicated in an engineering 
model on Earth and seems to 
have been caused by inade- 
quate lubrication of one of the 
gears. 

Partial movement of the plat- 
form is still possible however. 
Scientists have spent some time 

working out ways to use the 
existing movements plus" the 
spacecraft's limited manoeuvr- 
ing ability, to obtain full point- 
ing for the camera. 

Because of all these prob- 
lems it has been decided to 
radically alter the operations of 
Voyager 2 during the Uranus 
encounter. It will function very 
much as a stand alone unit, 
and use a new delta modula- 
tion method of sending back 
picture information. 

The programs were tested 
first on Earth, and then on 
Voyager 1, currently heading 
out of the solar system and not 
due for its next encounter for 
20 000 years. They had to work 
first time. According to Bill 
McLaughlin of the Voyager 
flight engineering office at the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: 
"Testing computers on space- 
craft is like open heart surgery. 
If anything goes wrong, you 
don't get a second chance". 
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LaserVision: 
inevitable 
LaserVision, Phillips' video 
equivalent to the audio compact 
disc is now making an impact on 
the Australian business market. 

The LaserVision concept is 
realized by a LaserVision disc 
(something like a spaceage 78), 
a disc player linked to a com- 
puter (micro, mini or main- 
frame) via an RS232 interface or 
alternatively a disc player with 
CPU option using an EPROM 
cartridge and a TV screen 
monitor. ' 

The laser disc stores audiovis- 
ual information and with the 
player allows almost instantane- 
ous access. The system provides 
for a teletext overlay, the infor- 
mation for which can be either 
stored on the laser disc or gener- 
ated by the computer. The chief 
design feature of the Laser - 
Vision system (besides laser 

discs!) is the computer facility to 
allow programming a combina- 
tion of tracks with teletext, and 
allow interaction between the 
user and stored (and updated) 
information. 

The programming facility of 
the LaserVision system comes 
into its own with the `vidiwall' 
product built out of modules of 
nine monitors to form a wall of 
image. The image is controlled 
by the user's program which 
determines what each monitor 
will do with the video signal: 
build up a composite view, en- 
large some particular aspect or 
all monitors can show the same 
picture. 

As with other LaserVision 
products the vidiwall consists of 
a controlling computer, the 
LaserVision player, the monitor 
(or wall of monitors) and an 

COMPANY NEWS 

Microsoft has announced the 
appointment of National Com- 
puter Services as its official dis- 
tributor in WA. Managing 
director Linda Graham says the 
WA market has increased 
dramatically in recent years and 
a local distributor was 
necessary. 

The British company Citron- 
ics, maker of mixers and con- 
soles has appointed Musitronics 
of 19 Ashford Rd, Keswick SA 
5035 (08)297-8932 as its sole 

agent in Australia and New 
Zealand. 

Arisa Electronics has released 
a new product catalogue to coin- 
cide with a move to new prem- 
ises at 57 Yore St, Silverwater 
NSW 2141. (02)648-3488. 

Data Parts has just set up a 
new retail store in 519 Burke Rd, 
Camberwell, Vic 3124. The store 
will handle components for most 
project kits as well as computer 
products. 

image controller distributing the 
signal to the particular monitor. 
More than one laser disc player 
can be linked to widen the 
choice of images. 

The future for the vidiwall is 
assured in advertising - from 
where most interest has come. It 
is, after all, basically a huge bill- 
board. For the other Laser - 
Vision products the near future 

is not in the family home. Soft- 
ware is not available and the 
advantages of easy access, (ana- 
logue) information storage 
capacity and user interaction are 
not yet demands of the home 
user. The future seems to rather 
lie in education and sales - 
where interaction, illustration, 
information and quick access are 
the requirements. 

No service manual 
RECENTLY I TRIED to purchase a 
National VCR service manual from Na- 
tional at North Ryde. I was told service 
manuals for current models could not be 
sold to the general public until the warranty 
period for the model had expired. 

Considering the current warranty is three 
years, and there is at least a further year of 
selling life, this effectively prevents pur- 
chase of a service manual for four years. 
When I asked why, I was told this was a 
policy decision by senior management in 
National Australia. 

I cannot see what National has to fear 
from people who purchase service manuals. 
Perhaps someone can shed some light on 
this rather curious policy. Does National 
have something to hide? 

David Hynd 
Bangor, NSW 

Not all get service 
1 WISH TO CORRECT a statement on 
page 25 of your January issue. 

In your story "Broadcast Bungle" it is 
stated that the supplementary licence 
scheme will allow all radio broadcasters a 
second licence. 

This is totally wrong. The Minister for 
Communications, Mr Duffy, has instructed 
the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal, 
through legislation, that a supplementary 
licence can only he granted if it is deter- 
mined that it is not likely an independent 
station could he viable. 

Nor can they grant a supplementary 
licence if it is established one would he 
against the community interest. 

Therefore the supplementary licence 
scheme may allow some radio broadcasters 
to have a second licence. 

Max Thorhurn 
Mildura, Vic. 

ABC was on HF 
PERMIT ME to differ with a head on page 
118 of the March issue, Mr Editor. 

The ABC was heading close to 20 years 
on HF before "Australia Calling" (which 
grew into Radio Australia) came up. 
Through VLQ, Brisbane, VLR, Mel- 
bourne, and VLW, Perth. 

Ian Crompton 
Richmond, SA 

Letters to the editor are welcomed, and 
should include the author's name, ad- 
dress and telephone number. They 
should be forwarded to: 
The Editor, 
Electronics Today, 
140 Joynton Ave, 
Waterloo, NSW 2017. 
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lélecommunication equipment manufacturers 
face constant pressure for more and more user 
features. These pressures are accompanied by 
complex technical problems imposed by the 
highly sophisticated integration of business 
communications and information systems. 

"New" equipment frequently becomes 
obsolescent, virtually from the first production 
run. 

Elegant technical solutions, design flexibility 
and inherent reliability stem from the very latest 
"chip" and component technologies. So the long- 
term winners will be the companies who employ 
the most up-to-date and reliable electronic 
technology right from the start - moving their 
new designs smoothly into production. 

This is where Elcoma fits in. It is precisely the 

PHILIPS Electronic 
Components & 
Materials 

area in which we shine - innovation and reliability. 
Our research laboratories in the UK. West 

Germany. France, Holland, Belgium and the USA 
are long established and internationally acclaimed 
centres of fundamental research. 

Considering that our catalogues contain 
200,000 products for all branches of the electronics 
industry - and our turnover, globally, exceeds our 
nearest competitor by over 50% - it is highly 
likely that Elcoma are already efficient suppliers 
to your needs. 

If not, why not use your telephone to take 
advantage of our experience? 

Sydney 439 3322 Melbourne 542 3333 
Adelaide 243 0155 Perth 277 4199 
Brisbane 44 0191 

PHILIPS 
TAW P001-252 
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Yamaha Hi -Fi catalogue. 
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Yamaha Hi -Fi Division, Rose Music Pty. Ltd., 
17-33 Market St., South Melbourne. Victoria. 3205. 
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H1.FI 3N 1985 
a revival 
Once or twice each decade high fidelity audio has a 

renaissance when makers dust off research of the earlier few 
years to offer buyers a seemingly endless array of new 
products. 1985 heralds the next revival .. 

I HAVEN'T TAKEN much interest in hi-fi 
over the last few years. Too many other 
things to do. But that changed recently 
when I realized just how bad the old system 
sounded. So I, like many another, began 
the long wander through hi-fi stores, peek- 

'" 

ing into black boxes and brooding over 
glossy pictures. 

What's changed in the last few years? At 
one level, not much. The manufacturers 
and their sales people are'still talking up a 

storm, trying to confuse, everybody with 
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Jon Fairall 

their latest 'original' circuit. At another 
level, quite a lot has happened. 

Digital has come. It has had an obvious 
effect in terms of transmission standards - 
the CD is one example. The Pulse Code 
Modulated (PCM) tape deck is another op- 
tion; less popular, but just as viable. Less 
obvious, but just as significant, has been the 
growth pf digital techniques in playback 
equipment. Generally, these control the 
analogue signal processing path in order to 
optimize it for the particular signal passing 
through it. 

Variable bias is also making its effect felt 
in the performance of amplifiers and quite a 

few companies are starting to put out intelli- 
gent graphic equilizers that can tailor a sys- 
tem to your room. 

Another trend has been the integration of 
components in novel ways. This is particu- 
larly true of video and audio. Typically, the 
sound from video productions is being han- 
dled by the hi-fi system. At the same time it 
is now possible to use a VCR for fully audio 
purposes. 

Tuners have become more sophisticated, 
reflecting increased concern with fidelity by 
the broadcasters on both the FM and AM 
bands. AM, in particular, has had a good 
run lately with the introduction of AM 
stereo. FM broadcasters have gone increas- 
ingly to digital replay, going direct to air 
with CD and PCM recording. 

The sad thing about AM stereo is that it's 
virtually impossible to get hold of an AM 
stereo tuner. A couple of manufacturers 
have put out AM stereo car radios, but hi-fi 
components are few and far between. 

Digital techniques 
Cassette decks 

The most notable examples of digital en- 
hancement are to be found in cassette 
decks. That's not really surprising, since the 
manufacturers are fighting desperately to 
prevent them from becoming the poor cous- 
ins in the hi-fi family. The result of this 
trend has been that it is possible to get 
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reproduction approaching that of a CD 
player out of a cassette deck, but the price is 
horrendous. 

A good example is the Nakamichi 
Dragon. This uses a processor to control the 
azimuth angle of the head and the motor 
transport mechanism. The azimuth angle is 
important since a mismatch between the 
angle at which the tape is recorded and the 
angle at which it is played back can result in 
an effective widening of the head gap. (See 
Figure 1.) However it is this head gap, 
among other things, that sets an upper fre- 
quency limit in the reproduced sound. The 
result is that misalignment of the head will 
be heard as attenuation of the high fre- 
quency signals. 

Another interesting development has 
been the growth of systems that customise 
the playback system to the tape. The Lux - 
man K05 uses a processor to fine tune head 
bias current, recording levels and equaliza- 
tion, depending on the nature of the specific 
tape in the machine at the time. 

Processors also control the tape transport 
system. The Marantz SD 930 uses a pro- 
cessor and 2K of RAM to provide IC logic 
for the two transport motors, one of which 
drives the capstan direct. Apart from opti- 
mizing speed and minimizing wow and flut- 
ter, the computer also makes the system 
kind to the tape. It does things like take up 
the slack and reduce strain. 

Other digital functions are involved with 
giving the cassette deck CD -like operator 
flexibility. Most manufacturers now have 
systems that detect the beginning and ends 
of tracks, so they can do things like index 
tracks (that is, play the first ten seconds of 
all tracks in succession), or play them in 
some predetermined order, or skip some of 
them, etc, etc. 

Tuners 
Most of the top line tuners are now using 

processors as a matter of course. They are 
being used to control the bandwidth of vari- 
ous sections of the circuitry to improve se- 

re- 
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Brute force: The Luxman M -OS 105 watts pure class A. 

Sheer simplicity: One of the best preamplifiers on the market, the Perreaux SA2. 

lectivity and sensitivity, muting and AFC. 
Predictably they are also used for operator 
ease (or gimmicks, depending on your point 
of view). Tuning memory, for instance, 
which gives push button channel selection is 
very common. 

One interesting tuner is the JVC 
TX900B. When the operator manually 
tunes in a station the computer goes 
through a number of steps. It checks the 
front end signal strength and reduces it by 
steps of 10dB to prevent overload distor- 
tion. It then checks the signal at the end of 
the IF chain. Under normal conditions it 
will select `wide' IF bandwidth to bring in a 
good stereo signal. However, if there is an- 
other station within 300 kHz, interfering 
with the received signal, a 'narrow' setting is 
used to improve selectivity. 

When all these are set for a particular sta- 
tion, the computer remembers all the set- 
tings, plus the noise reduction circuits that 
were necessary to optimize reception. You 
may elect to override the computer and 
make you own settings. In either case it is 
then possible to recall all the settings at the 
touch of a button. 

Of course, applications like these take 

only a small percentage of processor capaci- 
ty. Adding extra functions is often simply an 
exercise in imagination. Take the Revox 
B780 for instance. As well as all the usual 
things, it uses a processor to monitor the 
temperature of the heatsinks and the 
speaker outputs. In the event that the tem- 
perature of either rises above certain limits, 
the computer interprets this as a malfunc- 
tion, and shuts down the unit, so protecting 
the loudspeakers and the output stages from 
possible damage. 

Another interesting digital application is 
digital decoding. It's been around for a 
while, but is only now starting to creep into 
domestic sound systems. As far as I could 
determine, the Sansui TU D99X is the first 
tuner to introduce these techniques into 
Australia. Sansui call the circuit the Super 
Linear Digital Decoder, and claim no multi - 
path interference or RF intermodulation 
with 100% image frequency rejection. 

Turntables 
The turntable is in trouble. It is only kept 

afloat by the huge amounts of software 
available, and sentiment. (Which amounts 
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Yamaha equalizers. On top is the 6E-60 with spectrum analyser and 10 bands. 

to a pretty powerful combination.) The long 
playing record is still the cheapest way to ac- 

cess material, and most people have large 
numbers of them. The result is that turn- 
tables are still selling, in spite of their 
generally poor reproduction qualities com- 
pared to CD players. 

Of course, this is not completely true, in 
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the sense that it is possible to get records 
and turntables that turn in reproduction in- 
distinguishable from a CD player. But you 
pay for the privilege. 

There is a relatively cheap option for the 
manufacturer, however, and that is to add 
gimmicks to the record player. As a result, 
makers now offer expensive, extremely well 

Sheer cleverness: keeping the record player alive; 

The Dual PCR 50. 

engineered, and very plain turntables that 
go a long way towards the fabled "no com- 
promise" design, as well as cheaper units 
with more buttons. 

Features that are common include track 
detection, record presence detection and 
index playing. It is possible to pre-program 
some decks to play tracks in a particular 
order, or to skip unwanted tracks. 

Variable bias 
Another trend common to many manu- 

facturers is dual class amplifiers. These are 
an attempt to solve the problem that dogged 
amplifier design for many years: efficiency 
versus fidelity. The problem is approxi- 
mately this: Class A amplifiers are very 
inefficient. The" output transistor is biased 
to half way between the supply rails, so it is 

always turned on. Current always flows 
even when no power is being delivered to 
the speaker. 

The first effort towards solving this prob- 
lem was the introduction of Class B ampli- 
fication. Class B used two transistors. One 
was turned on for the positive cycle and one 
for the negative. The result was far greater 
efficiency, but at the cost of fidelity. As one 
transistor turned off and the other turned 
on there was a large non-linear response 
caused by the inherent non -linearity of the 
transistors themselves. 

A modification to this was the introduc- 
tion of Class AB. The idea here was that 
both the transistors in a Class B configura- 
tion would be biased to be sitting at the 
bottom of their linear slope. It's not quite as 

efficient as pure Class B but far more linear 
in response. However, there was no doubt 
that even the best Class AB delivered sig- 
nificantly more non linearities than the pure 
Class A. 



A few manufacturers seem to have solved 
the problem of hi fidelity by biting the bullet 
and designing pure Class A amplifiers with 
"what inefficiency?" written all over them. 
Luxman is one example. They produce a 
line of amplifiers that look a little like Wal- 
lerawang power station. The L550 for in- 
stance, has a huge transformer that delivers 
400VA for 50 watts a side. This design phi- 
losophy at least has the advantage that it's 
not difficult to design good amplifiers for 
moderate cost. 

The more traditional makers have chosen 
a different method involving variable bias. 
Typically, the amplifier operates in Class A 
while the output power is below a few 
watts. As soon as consumption gets up a bit 
the system switches over to Class AB. 
There are a number of names for this type 
of thing, Quarter A at Marantz, Super A at 
JVC, Dual Class A from Dual and Auto 
Class A at Yamaha. Pioneer weights in with 
Dynamic Power Supply and Kenwood with 
Dynamic Linear Drive. Take your pick. 

Whatever it's called the basic outline is 
the same. There is some control circuitry, 
often digital, which samples the input to the 
amplifier and decides on the power require- 
ment. Whenever this exceeds some prede- 
termined level the amplifier switches to 
Class AB. The non-linearities of the switch 
over process are apparently not significant. 

Audio visual integration 
Audio visual integration is taking a num- 

ber of forms. At one level it can mean noth- 
ing more than sticking a "video" label 
where the "aux" used to be on the pre -am- 
plifier. At the other it can mean redesigning 
the entire system around the monitor. Ken - 
wood has the KVA 502 amplifier, which 
can deliver 55 watts a side to the speakers 
plus a colour picture to a TV set. it can also 
feed a monitor with RGB and accept input/- 
output from two VCRs so you can use it for 
dubbing. All the normal inputs for an audio 
tuner and cassette decks, record player, etc, 
are provided. 

Another particularly interesting unit is 
Sansui's S -X1130 audio -video receiver. It 
features a stereo AM/FM tuner, controls 
and connections for two VCRs and a video 
disc, as well as the normal MM/MC and cas- 
sette deck connections. There is video out- 
put for a monitor and RF output for a TV. 
It has sharpness and fader controls for the 
video, and sound mixing facilities on the 
audio tracks. There is even a stereo 
synthesizer so you can jazz up mono TV 
transmission. 

Another permutation is the device that 
allows you to use a VCR as an audio source. 
Usually this is done with Pulse Code Modu- 
lation (PCM), where the superior band- 
width of the VCR allows you to make 
recordings as good as those you can get off a 
CD player. 

For instance, Sansui has a line of devices 
called the Tricode PCM processors, the 
PCXi and PCXii. They can record success- 
fully even using the extra slow mode on a 
VCR, so you can generate up to eight hours 
worth of music on a single cassette. 

Graphic equalizers 
There is a very strong body of opinion 

that holds that one cannot make decisions 
about the optimum characteristics of a sys- 
tem without considering the acoustic envi- 
ronment in which it operates. This has led 
to the advent of intelligent spectrum analyz- 
ers. These are devices that generate pink 
noise internally and play it through the sys- 
tem speakers. The resulting sound is then 
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analyzed via a built-in microphone in the 
unit. 

According to manufacturers this makes it 
possible to customize the system for the en- 
vironment in which it will operate. The ad- 
vantage of generating pink noise as opposed 
to the traditional method of setting up a 
graphic equalizer is just the difference be- 
tween objective and subjective set ups. 
With a known noise source it is possible to 
use meters to obtain a response as close to 
optimum as possible. 

The Technics SH 8055 uses this approach 
to display the received pink noise on an 8 
channel bargraph display. The graphic 
equalizer is then used to equalize the re- 
sponse across the frequency range. 

WHAT'S BEST? 

ETI invited some well known people within the 
audio industry to give us their opinions of the 
right way to go about buying a sound system. 
There was a large amount of unanimity among 
the people we approached on what constituted 
an ideal system, and where you should spend 
your dollar. Some of the details differed, 
however. 

Journalist 
Dennis Lingane, electronics journalist and hi-fi 

buff (1000 Ips) was one of the first we ap- 
proached. His reaction: "I'm not into buying furni- 
ture. I'd buy a CD player, an amplifier and a pair 
of good speakers". 

Lingane's prescription for success: good 
speakers. He said that he would budget about 
$700 for a CD player, $600 for a class A amplifier 
and $700 to $800 for a set of "good English" 
speakers. 

His reasoning is that the better the speakers, 
the less demands you place on the other compo- 
nents. A CD player has a dynamic range of about 
90 dB, so a minimum requirement is for speakers 
that can produce that kind of sound pressure 
level. 

The $700 price for a CD player reflects a mis- 
trust of cheap CD players. He is suspicious of 
both the mechanical and sonic qualities of the 
cheapies. There have been reports of mechani- 
cally suspect loading procedures, for instance, 
and he is concerned by the brick wall filtering ef- 
fect associated with the 44.1 kHz sampling rate. 

FM radio engineer 
Graham Greenwood, the chief engineer at 

radio station 2DAY-FM in Sydney listed his order 
of Importance: good speakers, a current delivery 
type amplifier, a good AM/FM tuner, a CD player 
and a Beta hi-fi VCR. And don't expect change 
from $3000. 

According to Greenwood, speakers are the 
most important part of the system because they 
dictate the sound, and the sound is very subjec- 
tive. His advice: don't buy speakers off the show- 
room floor. If you do you will make a mistake. Get 
some music you know and like and spend some 
time listening to a set at home. He advises 
against trying to buy speakers by switching be- 
tween a whole range of them. "Something hap- 
pens to your ears." 

Predictably, perhaps, Greenwood would 
spend a lot of money on an FM tuner, less on the 

AM component. His thoughts: before committing 
money to AM stereo he would like to see pro- 
gramming on the AM band settle down a bit. 
Money spent on FM stereo is well worthwhile. 
Most programme material now comes of CD or 
PCM tape and it's worthwhile buying high quality 
to take advantage of it. 

On CD players, it's difficult to make hard and 
fast rules. Things are still developing at such a 
pace that it is possible to buy quality cheaply, 
and lemons for twice the price. The Sony D50 
portable, for instance, sells absurdly cheaply, but 
seems to have similar performance to $1000 
players. 

AM radio engineer 
Colin Crowe, chief engineer at Melbourne 

radio station 3XY was also infatuated with CD 
players from an engineering point of view, and 
even more emphatic on the importance of good 
speakers. His suggestion - three-quarters of 
the budget on the speakers. 

He also said he wanted to see at least 50 watts 
in the amplifier, although he cautioned against 
worrying too much about the power rating. "I 
probably spend most of my time listening to 
music at less than a watt." The extra is neces- 
sary to handle the transients, but a good signal- 
to-noise ratio is probably more important. 

Crowe said he thought the biggest single 
change in hi-fi was that ten years ago the most 
important element in the system was the record 
stylus. If that was bad not only would the system 
sound bad, but the records played on the system 
would be destroyed. CD has changed all that. 

Industry pundits 
The Consumer Electronics Suppliers Associa- 

tion has instituted a system of awards called the 
Hi -Fi Grand Prix Awards. They are to be held an- 
nually. Products were separated according to 
function and all the manufacturers present in 
Australia were invited to submit three different 
items for each category. 

Conditions were that the product had to have 
been released in Australia during the last 12 
months. 

The results were: Best Amplifier - the Lux - 
man CM05; Best Receiver - NAD 7140; Best 
Tuner - Yamaha T80; Best Cassette Deck - 
Aiwa ADF 990; Best Compact Disk Player - 
Yamaha CD2; Best Loudspeakers - KEF 104.2. 
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THE BRILLIANT 

SERIES 5000 
PRICES SLASHED! 
FOR ONE MONTH ONLY! 
By directly Importing and a more technically orientated organisa- 
tion, ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS can bring you these products at 
lower prices than their competitors. Enjoy the many other advan- 
tages of RIE Series 5000 kits such as "Super Finish" front panels at 
no extra cost, top quality components supplied throughout. Over 
1,000 Sold. 
For those who haven't that time and want a quality hi-fi, we also sell 
the Series 5000 kits Assembled and Tested. 

SÁVE,_60 THIS -MONTH ONLY' .. 
POWER AMPLIFIER 
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY A "ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS" 
SERIES 5000 POWER AMPLIFIER. 
* 1% Metal Film resistors are used where possible. 
* Aluminium case as per the original article. 
* All components are top quality. 
* Over 1000 of these kits now sold. 
* Super Finish front panel supplied at no extra cost. 
Please note that the "Superb Quality" Heatsink for the Power 
Amplifier was designed and developed by ROD IRVING 
ELECTRONICS and is being supplied to other kit suppliers. 
SPECIFICATIONS: 150 W RMS Into 4 ohms 
PPO W ER OUTPUT: 100 W WAS ,n10 6 ohms (255 V SUPPLY) 
FREOUE NCY RESPONSE: B N, 10 20111..0 0 a dB 2 B H,1065 
K Ha 0 3 dB NOTE These 'pores are determined solely by pass,./ Idlers 
INPUT SENSITIVITY: I V RMS for 100 W output 
MUM: 100 dB below lull output 111111 

NOISE: 116 dB below lull output 111*L 20 RH, bandendlnl 
2nd HARMONIC DISTORTION: <0.001% al 1 KHz 10 0007% on Prototypes' al 100 W output usuq a 

256 V SUPPLY rated al 4A continues <0003% at 10 KHa and 100 W 

3rd HARMONIC DISTORTION: <00003%tor all Ireouenc,es less than 10 KM, and all powers below 

cl,ppin9 
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION: Determined by 2nd Harmon. D,slonion pee aboset 

INTERMODULATION DISTORTION: 0003%51 100 W 150 Hz and 7ItU, ~zed 4 10 

STABILITY: Uncondd,onal 

Cat. K44771 Normally $339, SPECIAL PRICE $279 
Packing and Post $10 Assembled & Tested $499 
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PREAMPLIFIER H ONLY! 
THE ADVANTAGES OF BUYING A' ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS' 
SERIES 5000 PREAMPLIFIER KIT ARE: 
* 1% Metal Film Resistors are supplied. 
* 14 Metres of Low Capacitance Shielded Cable are supplied (a 

bit extra In case of mistakes). 
* English "Lorlin" switches are supplied (no substitutes here). 
* Specially imported black anodised aluminium knobs. 
Available Assembled and Tested. (We believe that dollar for dollar 
there is not a commercial unit available that sounds as good.) 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
FREOUE NCI RESPONSE: H,gnde.el.nput 15 Mz130 AM, .0 -108 Low Le,el /now -.onlormst0 
RIAA equal,sal,on. 202 dB 
DISTORTION. 1 KHz <0003%on all Inputs Itimn or resolution on eIeasuting cou,pmen, due t0 none 
hnutobon 

, SIN NOISE: Hgh'Level,nputmastellu11,wdnrespect to 300mV,nput spNI al lull 0u1~N11 2V1>92 dB 

'NI > 100 dB Awmgnled MM moot master lull. wait respect 101u11 output 11 2101115 mV input 50 ohms 

source es,slance connected >86 dB bat :92 dBa wepnted MC /flout. master loll, wall respect IO1011 Out. 

put 11 201 and 200 yV ,hoot swat >71 dB hat >75 dB A we,gnted 

° Cat. K44791 Normally $299, SPECIAL PRICE $239 
. Packing and Post $10 Assembled & Tested $599 

y Illtll,Il ,I0. 111, ¡511,',11, - 
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THIRD OCTAVE GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
BANDS: 28 Bands from 31.5 Hz to 16 KHz. 
NOISE: <0.008 mV, sliders at 0, gain at 0 (-102 dB0). 
20 KHz BANDWIDTH DISTORTION: 0.007% at 300 mV signal, 

- sliders at 0, gain at 0; maximum 0.01%, sliders at minimum. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 12 Hz -105 KHz, +0, -1 dB, all controls 
flat. 

1 Unit. --$i 99 
BOOST AND CUT: 14 dB. 

Cat. K44590 
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RITRON 1 

Our most popular model in a steel 
cabinet to minimise R.F.I. 
Interference. 
1-4 5-9 10+ 
Green, Cat. X14500 

$169 $165 $159 
Amber Cat. X14500 
$179 $175 

2 Units... $379 
PACKING AND POSTAGE 510 

li 

rrrffor 1,, 
KEYBOARD AND CASE 
Cat. x11080 $299 

$169 Errors and Ommissions Excepted 

rio i m. 
- 

. 
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MODEL 05-645, 
15 kV, 45 MHz, 1 mV/div. 

"RITRON 
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES 
* LOW PRICE * HIGH QUALITY * EX STOCK 
* 12 MONTHS WARRANTY * ON DISPLAY * 
* WIDE FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH: (70 MHz -6 dB) 
* OPTIONAL SENSITIVITY: All steps of vertical deflection factors 

are multiplied 5 times for the highest sensitivity of 1 mV/dIv.; 

10 MHz. 
* DELAYED TRIGGER SWEEP: Any point of the waveform is 

addressed as a triggering start. So, any waveforms can be sub- 

stantially and brightly magnified, thanks to the 5 kV bright CRT. 

* EXTREMELY BRIGHT DISPLAY: The metal back CRT (PDA) 

provides brightest trace display. 
* DELAY LINE: (for BS -625): Approximately 20 nsec before 

triggering point is displayed for real analysis of rise times. 
* SCALE ILLUMINATION 
* SINGLE SWEEP: A triggered sweep of a single waveform can 

be displayed. 
* TV SYNC.: TV composite signals can be easily synchronized. 
* MAGNIFIERS: Both vertical and sweep time are simply 

magnified to 5 times. (1 mV/div., 40 nsec/div.). 
* X -Y, or X -Y -Z OPERATION: Simply by turning the "sweep time/ 

div. knob" to CH -B, this functions as a very high sensitivity X -Y 

oscilloscope (1 mV/div.) with intensity modulation. 
* HF REJ: High frequency noises can be rejected for the stable 

triggering by use Of the low pass filter built in the triggering 
Circuit. 

REMEMBER: Ex stock, 12 month warranty, High quality com- 

ponents, Direct Import, Flat face internal graticle screen, On view at 

both stores, Our 8th year of business! 
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VOYAGER CAR COMPUTER 
NEW IMPROVED MODEL WITH 
MASSIVE SAVINGS!! 
ONLYCOMPLETE!! 
Originally 5199, the Voyager Car Computer represents absolutely 
outstanding value for money. The voyager is the only low-cost lull - 
function" car computer that will give you fuel consumption (the 
most important feature In a car computer) In both litres/100 km. and 
good old miles/gallon! 
The voyager comes absolutely complete with all fitting hardware 
(even a roll of insulation tape!) Installation generally takes 4-6 hours 
depending on the vehicle. 

VOYAGER OPERATING FEATURES: 
* Instantaneous fuel consumption from sec. to sec. as you drive. 
* Distance travelled since the log computer was last re -set. 
* 5 digit display (10mm high). 
* Fuel used since the log was last re -set. 
* Average fuel consumption since the log computer was last re- 

- set. 
* Instantaneous speed as you drive from sec. to sec. 
* Clock with 12 hour format. Can be used as a stop watch. 
* Straight forward calibration. 
* Metric and Imperial conversions. 
* Light sensor automatically adjusts brightness of display. 
* Average speed over trip. 
* Elapsed time since the trip computer was last re -set. Can be 

used as a split lap timer. 
* Distance travelled since the trip computer was last re -set. 
* Lights left on alarm. 
* Dimensions 200 (W) X 71 (H) X 90 (D) mm. 
Hundreds sold of the old version at $199, now you can grab a new 
improved model, Including a full 90 day warranty, for a mere a' 
That's a colossal savingof 574!! 9 
(As reviewed in EA Oct.'82 and ETI Nov. '89' 

Cat. X12010 0141.. 
SPARE FLOW SENSORS: We will be supporting 
this product for many years to come. To avoid problems changing 
cars, why not buy a spare fuel flow sensor? They are about the only 
thing that wears out! 

Cat. X120361 $29.50 
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Rod Irving Electronics 
425 High Street, 
NORTHCOTE, 3070 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
Phone (03) 489 8866 
TELEX: AA 38897 
48-50 A'Beckett Street, 
MELBOURNE, 3000 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
Ph. (03) 663 6151 
Mall Order and 
correspondance: -n 

P.O. BOX 235 
.NORTHCOTE 3070 

MAIL ORDER 
HOTLINE 

i(031 481 1436 
POSTAGE RATES 
S1-$9.99 $2.00 
$10-$24.99 $3.00 
$25-$49.99 $4.00 
$50- $99.99 $5.00 
$100-199 $7.50 
5200-5499 ... $10.00 
$500 plus .. $12.50 
This is for basic postage 
only, Comet Road freight, 
bulky and fragile items 
will be charged at 
different rates. 

Certified Post for orders 
over $100 included "free'! 
Registered Post for orders 
over $200 Included "free"I 
Account orders from 
schools, Government 
Departments, Public Co., 
gratefully accepted. (Min. 
order of $20). 
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HAVE YOU BEEN 
INTO OUR CITY 

s 

STORE??? 
Conveniently located on - 

the edge of the city where 
parking is easy! Over 
4,000sq. ft. of an 
extensive range of - 

products and great "in 
store" bargains . . for 
those interested In 
computers we have a 

' wide range on display 
upstairs. For good advice 
and a good price, see Rod 
Irving Electronics. 



BONY 

The world is waking up to 
the ultimate sound experience 
that only digital perfection can 
deliver. 

And Sony's ES Series are 
the top of the range digital 
components. 

The CDP-501ES Compact 
Disc Player with multi -function 
cordless remote control. 
featuring volume control. 

SONY DIGITAL AUDIO DEALERS: 

BRISBANE, 
Reg Mills Stereo 391 5606; 
MACKAY, 
Mackay Stereo Sales 57 7512; 

M" 
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The TA-F444ES integrated 
amplifier gives you the 
outstanding dynamic range of 
over 120dB and the channel 
separation of over 100dB (at 
1KHZ) that digital audio 
demands. 

The ST-S444ES FM stereo/ 
AM tuner, the original direct 
comparator quartz frequency 
synthesis tuning for striking 

SYDNEY, 
Berñy's Radio 9693830, 
Chatswood Colour TV 4112090, 
Sydney Hi -Fi Centre 291082; 
CANBERRA, 
Kent Hi -Fi 82 2874; 

SONY® 
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SIN ratio of 88dB (stereo). 
The TC-K555ES-Mkll 

cassette deck, with three head 
laseramorphous record and 
playback heads plus closed loop 
dual capstan tape transport, 
assure the wide dynamic range 
and reduced modulation noise. 

The SEQ-555ES programme 
equaliser automatically 
customises music to suit the . 

r 

ES 

EEL 
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It's a Sony U 

room and the full function . 

wireless remote commander 
adds convenience.. 

APM-55W speakers, (from 
the APM range), with flat square 
diaphragms for clean, powerful 
sound. 

For the best in sound it has 
to be digital and it has to be the_ 
Sony ES series. ' 

MELBOURNE, . PERTH, 
Beta Audio Video 5096846, . Audio Equip 3303397, 
Encel Electronics 4283761, Vince Ross Audio 3212644. 
lntercape Video Centre 63 3086; 
ADELAIDE,. 
Grenfell Plaza Hi -Fi 515017; 

AUD 0548 



SOUND, REVIEWº., 

CD PLAYERS: 
the developments go on 
with breathtaking speed 
Louis Challis recently returned from Japan where he visited a 

number of the leading manufacturers of hi -fidelity equipment. 
This is his report on one specific aspect of the hi -fidelity 
market: the victorious CD. 

IN THE TWO YEARS since the simultan- 
eous commercial release of CD players in 
Holland and Japan, we have witnessed an 

exciting game of `economy leap frog' with 
one manufacturer after another upstaging 
his competitors in the market place. By the 
time I had planned a `circle Pacific' trip 
overseas late last year, I realized that the 
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Japanese manufacturers of CD players had 
already made their crucial decisions as to 
how far the product would develop and, 
more importantly, at what pace. 

As I soon discovered; the pace of devel- 
opment was not just fast, it was positively 
breathtaking. In order to be able to assess 
the trends I decided to visit three of the 
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Yamaha's prototype breadboard from which its LSI circuits were developed. 
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Louis Challis 
firms who appeared to be the technological 
leaders: Nippon Gaki (whose products sell 
under the Yamaha brand name), Matsush- 
ita (whose products are known under both 
the National and Technics brands) and 
Sony. 

The first of my inpsections was at the 
Yamaha development laboratories at 
Hamamatsu. There I was able to explore 
one of the most important trends in CD 
development, the development of large 
scale integrated circuits. These are the 
veritable pillar stones on which both the 
majority of present CD players and all 
future development will be based. 

Design developments ' 

The first generation of CD players used 

copious quantities of conventional transis- 
tors, dual -in -line ICs and small numbers of 
large scale integrated circuits. These pro- 
vided the special control and playing func- 
tions required by every CD player. If you 
examine the block diagram of a Yamaha (or 
any other CD player) what you find is com- 
plex and often bewildering. The early de- 
signs and circuitry proved to be so complex 
and so costly to manufacture that Yamaha, 
Pioneer, Akai and many other Japanese 
manufacturers found that they were forced 
to sell their first generation CD players for 
less than they cost to produce. 

Obviously, you can't keep on doing that 
for very long and still retain your viable 
position in the market place. The political 
decision to market those first CD players at 
less than cost, was an important one be- 
cause most Japanese companies take the at- 
titude that their image and status has an 
equal importance to their financial viability. 
In Japan to 'lose face' is totally unaccept- 
able. 

It did not take Yamaha or the leading 
Japanese manufacturers particularly long to 
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develop the only solution póssible which 
would remove the problem. That solution 
was achieved through the development of a 
series of new special purpose, `dedicated 
large scale integrated circuits' (LSIs). These 
`monster chips' reduced the superficial com- 
plexity of the first generation of electronic 
circuitry, so that many dozens (or in some 
cases 100s) of separate integrated circuits, 
could be combined in one large package. 
This reduced the number of chips to five or 
six and in the most advanced cases, to only 
two very large LSIs. Electronic develop- 
ments such as these were at the same time 
matched by some unusually clever and inno- 
vative development work on hardware, 
such as high performance laser tracking 
assemblies. 

Few readers will be aware of the extent to 
which precision plastic moulding has been 
used to achieve significant manufacturing 
cost savings. The problem with plastics is 
that they are not a panacea and this is 
particularly true in the electronics industry. 
It didn't take the mechanical design engi- 
neers at Yamaha very long to find that there 
are some uses plastics cannot serve and 
even if they do, the cost penalties outweigh 
the suspected savings. This proved to be the 
case for CD players, as well as compact cas- 
sette players. The Yamaha engineers tried 
using various bolt -on configurations and 
combinations of plastic inserts to achieve a 

solution but while these concepts initially 
proved to be functionally workable, they 
also proved to be far too expensive. 

It was early in 1984 that someone at either 
Hamamatsu or in Osaka had the brainwave 
of the `exsert' concept. (The reason why the 
location is in doubt is that each of the corpo- 
rations I visited stated that the idea for the 
development was its own.) It's the concept 
that is important however, not the manufac- 
turer, and this concept is based on the use of 
a conventional flat steel chassis system in 
which holes are drilled or punched with un- 
usual precision. The external plastic ele- 
ments which produce the special shapes are 
then inserted to achieve the `exsert'. 

These plastic elements have a shape and 
form producing a combination of external 
profiles with straight, curved or large add- 
on elements of the type normally achieved 
by much more expensive injection mould- 
ing, yet with comparable rigidity, strength 
and more significantly, at a fraction of the 
cost. 

The resulting systems may look a trifle 
untidy, but they work exceptionally well. 
The Japanese decided that as you wouldn't 
see what it looked like, and as long as it 
works, then the appearance didn't really 
matter. So the `exsert' concept has taken off 
and has achieved the essential cost reduc- 
tions and enhanced efficiency through 
which the Japanese industry has been able 

to progress. 
The next most important development 

was in the field of laser transmitter and de- 
tector technology. Each of the three manu- 
facturers that I visited had a different design 
philosophy, except they all closely followed 
the same set of basic rules contained in the 
Sony/Philips 'Red Book'. In practice, their 
approaches appeared to be poles apart, 
both in the physical appearance of their 
players, as well as the way they had de- 
veloped their conceptual approaches. No- 
where was this more evident than in their 
servo tracking systems, and in their latent 
approaches to the linear actuation systems; 
they all seem to end up with radically differ- 
ent designs. By way of example, the latest 
generation of Yamaha laser detectors, as 
exemplified in the CD -X1 (see ETI review 
of August, 1984) is able to track a disc with 
a central eccentricity as high as 1 mm (1000 
microns) which few other CD players have 
yet equalled. 

By contrast, Sony has developed a laser 
detector which is able to track discs the 
skew angle of which may vary by as much as 
0.4 degrees, which in optical terms, consti- 
tutes extremely long optical focusing dis- 
tances at the outer extremities of the CD 
disc. 

The need to evaluate and the need to de- 
sign for such parameters, may not appear 
significant if one could presume that all the 
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criteria in the Red Book were being strictly 
followed by all disc manufacturers. In 
theory this is true, but in practice it is not, 
for as I have found a small number of the 
discs on the market are being marketed with 
residual eccentricities at the extreme limit 
of the tolerances specified in the Red Book. 
The next generation of American, Japa- 
nese, European or even Taiwanese manu- 
facturers may well choose less precise 
equipment or less exact quality,, control 
procedures and may then say "to hell with 
the tolerances". 

The challenge of the car 
Even if these problems don't materialize, 

there are new problems, which very few of 
the manufacturers (or their staff) were pre- 
pared to talk about. 

Possibly the most important of these are 
to do with the development of the new car 
CD players. I probed this issue for many 
hours in technical discussions at Yamaha, 
Technics and Sony. It was interesting to ob- 
serve that each of the manufacturers had a 

different perception of the problem and 
consequently this had led to substantially 
different design philosophies. 

Yamaha is convinced that the problem is 

primarily to avoid the possibility of the 
driver putting dirty fingerprints on the discs. 
As a consequence, they stressed the impor- 
tance of developing a car CD player which 
is designed to accept a series of 'loading car- 
tridges' into which the driver would slip his 
precious CD discs and thereby avoid con- 
taminating the surface of the disc. 

While I examined the 'loading cartridge', 
Yamaha conjured up visions of a driver with 
his eyes glued to the road, trying to insert a 

Yamaha's car CD holder. 
View of a car CD cartridge. 
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disc carefully held by its edges into a slot 
located on the front panel of the vehicle's 
dashboard. 

When I asked "How would this design 
cope with the problems of dust or dust 
storms in the centre of Australia?" (or any 
other country for that matter), it was appar- 
ent that the Japanese hád only really given 
serious consideration to cities and similar 
nominally 'clean' environmental conditions. 

By contrast the key issue at Sony was the 
design of the vibration isolation system used 
to support the player from the car body. 
During discussions on the most appropriate 
design parameters for the isolation system, 
we reviewed the details for the testing 
procedure needed to prove the adequacy of 
the optical tracking system. 

It was apparent again that in those design 
parameters serious consideration has not 
been given to Australian roads (or their 
conditions) which in most cases are well 
below Japanese standards. With the added 
complication of heat and dust, we have 
conditions which could dishearten even the 
most ardent designer of CD players. These 
problems have not yet been solved, even 
though Yamaha, Technics, Sony and more 
than a dozen other manufacturers are aboút 
to release their first generation car CD 
players. 

The most significant problem centres on 
the design of the optical tracking system. 
Philips has developed the 'swing arm' mech- 
anism to an advanced stage, but this system 
is particularly unsuited to mobile applica- 
tions, because of its high. mass and conse- 
quent inertia. Sony (and probably many 
other manufacturers) has developed a light 
weight linear motor system which is fast, 
cheap and much better suited to the needs 
of a car. This will undoubtedly enable them 
to overcome most of the worst vibration 
problems in cars. 

From my observations and initial ássess- 
ment of the design philosophies of the vari- 
ous manufacturers, I believe that the testing 
and reviewing of car CD players will also re- 
quire a comprehensive evaluation of their 
resistance to dust, to vertical vibration 
(levels as high as 0.7 g) and will most prob- 
ably require some form of 'blindfold' test 
for evaluating the problems of disc inser- 
tion, if they don't come up with their own 
integral 'loading cartridge'. 

- Hidden models 
During discussions with the Japanese 

manufacturers, I was surprised to find how 
many different models have been released 
in Japan that we have neither seen nor been 
made aware of in Australia. Sony has pro- 
duced at least 12 different machines, while 
Technics has produced at least 13. The 
Japanese selling prices of these machines 
range between $US250 at one end of the 
spectrum to more than $US4000 at the 

other end. It is doubtful whether in a sub- 
jective comparison test, many well trained 
listeners would readily be able to pick the 
difference between a $250 machine and a 

$4000 machine. Of course, there are many 
measurable (instrumental) differences be- 
tween these machines, and many more 
functional and control differences, which 
result in price and performance differences. 

The $4000 machines will do almost every- 
thing, except open and shut doors, and are 
generally designed specifically for radio stu- 
dios and music production facilities, for 
which the next generation of 'goodies' for 
the CD medium will be produced. 

The exciting future 
The most important of these 'third or 

fourth generation capabilities' will include 
the ability to simultaneously project video 
still pictures on to an interconnected video 
monitor, where the picture may be viewed 
with high definition using the residual band- 
width capabilities of the CD disc. I viewed a 

series of exciting demonstrations of this 
capability at the Technics factory and these 
features will open up a 'whole new commer- 
cial ballpark' some time around 1986 or 
1987. 

The most exciting developments that I 

saw were the first commercial examples of 
the laser disc recorders. Although these are 
currently expensive, they provide the ability 
to store thousands of megabytes of digital 
information in the form of alpha numeric 
text, music or graphics data as part of a spe- 
cial dedicated retrieval system which you 
can then access through either a computer 
or even your $250 (or your $4000) CD 
player. 

If you find the speed, complexity ánd 
even threats of such developments bewil- 
dering, you are not alone. The majority of 
the Japanese engineers with whom I dis- 
cussed these developments made it clear 
that they are concerned that the future 
development of CD players and laser disc 
players is at the most delicate stage of its 
development. 

At Sony, in particular, they made it clear 
to me how apprehensive they are and point- 
edly stated that any adverse criticism of the 
CD medium might well result in irreparable 
damage to the long term commercial devel- 
opment of compact discs. 

I do not share all their fears as I believe 
that the CD concept is now firmly estab- 
lished as the pre-eminent hardware system 
for home audio entertainment and is about 
to irreversibly displace ordinary turntables 
and record players in the market place. As 
for CD players, I have yet to be shown a 
system which is as convenient as the com- 
pact cassette and consequently believe that 
combined radio and cassette players will 

give the CD player a tough run for its 
money in the foreseeable future. 
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Now with AM Stereo here, 
Pioneer puts twice as much stereo fun 
in your car with the launch of the KEA 
433AM Electronic Tune AM/FM 
stereo cassette player. 
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OUR CAR. 

stations to the classics. From talk - 
back radio to sports broadcasts, 
everything will sound twice as good 
because it's in stereo. 

And like all Pioneer 
products the advanced 

TUNE ML ...», ¡¡ 

._., = 
n 

La" 
®AM STEREO 6 FM STEREO W eE1{ 

PIONEER.FIRST IN AM STEREO 
Pioneer has always led the way 

in car stereo sound. 
From designing the most 

advanced tuner/deck combinations, 
graphic boosters and power amps to 
building the widest range of speakers 
in Australia. 

KEA 433AM lets you listen to 
the widest range of AM and FM 
stations in brilliant stereo sound. 

From the top rock and roll 

features of the KEA 
433AM are equally 
brilliant . 

From AM/FM stereo, 
electronic station preset 

. and seek, lock in fast 
forward and rewind, auto tape replay 
and metal tape facility to a built-in 
fader system for 4 speaker control. 

You can own the Pioneer KEA 
433AM stereo radio cassette for as 
little as $349*It's a small price to pay, 
to make everything you listen to in 
your car twice as much fun as before. 

Q PIONEER 
The power to move you. 

SE r I,,Q 

* Rec. Retail Price P10 2000 
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2m Amateur Transceiver 
The perfect mate for the UHF kit. The 
DSECommander VHFtransceiverhas 
been developed in response to the 
huge number of requests from our 
customers; those who had the 
'Explorer' under their belts and have 
been bitten by the old 'home brew' 
bug! (In fact,a number of customers 
said they didn't really need another 
2m transceiver: they'd built it for the 
sheer fun of making something again!) 
The 'Commander' has specs which 
more than match most commercial 
transceivers selling for two and three 
times the price. It covers the full 144- 
148MHz band in 10kHz channels 
(with 5kHz offset), with full repeater 

Led Level Meter 

facilities built in. and it delivers 
around 10-15 watts with a receiver 
sensitivity of 0.5uV or better! 
The DSE Commander comes 
complete with a verycom prehensive 
step-by-step construction manual 
(including a 'Sorry Dick it doesn't 
work' repair coupon) plus microphone 
and mobile mounting bracket. 
Npthing more to buy! Cat K-6308 

$199 
Here's the one the beginner can build - and add to a mono or stereo 
amplifier to give a level meter just like those found on $$$ imported 
amplifiers! You can build one and use it to show either a 

mono amp, one channel of a stereo amp or sum the 
channel outputs and show that 
(instructions show how). Or you 
can build a pair and have a 

true stereo level meter. 
Cat K-3370 ._._ 
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70cm Amateur 
Transceiver 
The one that started it all? Now almost 
1000 DSE UHF Explorer transceivers 
have been built and, from the reports 
we've received, very few problems 
have been found: most constructors 
are delighted with the ease of 
assembly and the performance. 
It's definitely not a kit for the beginner 
(after all, you need an amateur licence 
to use it!) and we strongly advise both 
UHF and digital troubleshooting exper- 
ence, as well as professional standard 
of construction (UHF is not kind to 

o v ' 

sloppy constructors!) 
The result: you'll end up with a trans- 
ceiver at least the equal of most 
commercial units, at a fraction of the 
cost(now that the dollar's gone through 
the 6I 
Cat K-6300 yc 

Repeater upgrade kit: 
Add-on kit to give your Explorer full repeater operating 
capability, plus S -meter, an additional crystal filter 
and a new front panel to take S -meter and repeater 
switching. Cat K-6302 

s245o 
For the UHF or VHF transceiver 

13.8V 2A Power Supply 
Matching supply for the Explorer UHF or 

Commander VHF transceivers. Built in the 
same style, supplies 13.8 volts regulated 

at 2 amps continuous. The perfect way 
to complete your home brew 

station. Cat K-6310 

$4950 
General 
Purpose 

Stereo 
Preamp 

This amazingly versatile unit can be 
built as a magnetic cartridge preamp (for upgrading your 

stereo), a tape preamp or auxiliary preamp with 40, 55 or 80db gain. It is 
extremely simple: uses only one special IC and is very small, all parts fit 
on a PCB less than 65mm square. It does not need a 

special power supply as any reasonable power supply 
from 10 to 40V will do. Frequency response is well 
beyond 20kHz. Full instructions are supplied. 
Cat K-3427 

$ 890 



en you build it you If! 
Funway 1 Gift Box 
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All the components AND Fun Way 1 book In a great pack - everything 
needed to build any of the projects in Fun Way 11 PLUS our specially 
manufactured re -usable plastic 'breadboard' - a great way to build not 
only the Fun Way 1 kits, but also to 'mock-up' other circuits as you 
become more experienced. 

AND EVEN MORE! Everything is housed in a multi -division plastic tray, 
which is fantastic for housing components both now and in the 
future. 

The Fun Way 1 Gift Box makes an ideal birthday or Christmas pre- 
sent...and who knows: it could be the start of an absorbing lifetime 
hobby in electronics, or even an exciting career!. 

Cat K-2605 

Over $25 Value! 5 
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Cricket 
Here's a ton of fun! 
Hide the cricket: 
when the lights go 
out it starts chirping. 
Turn the lights on or 
make a noise and it 
stops. Makes it so 
hard to find!! It really 
is Infuiriating! 
Cat K-2663 

$995 

Mini Colour 
Organ 
Your very own disco 
colour organ - but 
ours is battery oper- 
ated - so it's much 
safer than mains 
devices! Connect it to 
your radio cassette 
or stereo for a real 
lightshow! 
Cat K-2664 

$ 695 

Binary Bingo 
A great school proj- 
ect: it's a fun game - 
but even more it 
demonstrates binary 
numbers very well. 
And they're the basis 
of all computers! It 
seems pretty simple 
to play...but try it! 
Cat K-2668 

$1495 

Light and 
Sound 
What versatility! It's 
really 6 projects in 
one: you just build 
the form you want - 
a LED flasher, a mini 
strobe flasher, police 
siren, motor boat 
sound effects, cont- 
inuity tester and 
Morse Code practice 
oscillator. 
Cat. K-2665 

$ 695 

Mini Stereo 
Amp. 
Want an amplifier for 
your 'walkle' stereo 
or radio? Don't be 
tied to 'phones: use 
this project and listen 
in comfort! Or you 
can build this into 
a mini PA amplifier. 
Cat K-2667 

$1495 

Combination 
Time 
Lock Switch 
You can make a 
game - or make a 
real electronic 'lock' 
with this one. Use 
it to control an alarm, 
a door control, etc. 
You set the combin- 
ation you want - or 
change it when you 
wish. 
Cat K-2666 $ p95 

Mini Synth 
It's a real beauty,this 
one: a real'live' mus- 
ical synthesiser - 
and it's live because 
it uses YOU as the 
note generator! You 
get an amazing range 
of control over the 
sound. 
Cat K-2669 

$1295 

Funway 2 Flasher 

r- 
Instructions are not 

Included in the kit: see Funway 2 Cat B-2605 $6.95 

Make It as the latest in electronic 
jewellery or a burglar warning light, 
etc. The choice is yours and Its 
easy! 
Cat K-2621 95 

Two Up 
Australia's 'national 
game' has finally 
been converted to 
electronics. And you 
don't have to find 
any King George 
pennies!Simulates 
the throw, the spin 
and the final result. 
Come in spinner! 
Cat K-2661 

$ 695 

Minder 
C'mon, Guvnor - 

leave the auto alone 
That's the Fun Way 
3 Minder telling sill 
ians that it is looking 
after the car! It's act- 
ually doing much 
more - makes a 
great 'lights on' 
warning and 'door 
open' warning as well 
as a pseudo burglar' 
alarm. 

4 Cat K-2660 $ 95 

Lii Pokey 
You'll have a ball with 
this on - and you 
don't risk losing a 
ssingle cent! A digital 
project which not 
only shows how the 
one armed bandit 
works - it teaches 
you how logic cir- 
cuits work, too. 
Cat K-2662 

$1495 

And when 
you've 
finished Fun 
Way 3??? 
You're ready to build 
just about any of the 
kits from the Dick 
Smith range 
You could even be 
ready for a career 
In electronics! And it 
all starts with Dick 
Smith's Fun Way Into 
Electronics. 

Fluoro 
Starter 

Keyboard Kits $495 
Standard 'OWERTY' typewriter layout 
keyboard with individually switched keys (no 
matrix necessary!) High tactile response, 
suitable for huge range of computers & allied 
projects. 60 keys. 
Cat K-3601 s5390 

Do your fluorescent lights go blink, blink, blinkety 
blink when you switch them on? This substitute 
electronic starter solves that problem and gives a 
smooth rapid start EVERY time you switch on. And 
all the parts are housed in a standard starter case! 
Far outlasts conventional starters as well as pro- 
longing tube life. 
Cat K-3082 As described In EA 

SPEEDY 
FAULT FINDING . 

Transistor 
Tester 

Not just another Transistor Tester! This one tests 
bipolar transistors, diodes, F.E.T.'s and even 
S.C.R.'s and P.U.T.'s This practical low-cost test 
instrument is simple enough to be built by a 
beginner and then provide him with a valuable 
piece of test equipment. 
Requires 9V battery 
Cat S-3006 85C extra 
Cat K-3052 

LED 
Tacho 

Don't spend a fortune buying a tachometer - build your 
own and save! Displays engine speed in analogue form 
in an illuminated row of LED's. Instructions included - 

a great kit! Cat K-3240 

s245o EL 
Brake Lamp Flasher 
You've seen those snazzy lamps that mount on the parcel 
shelf and flash when you brake? A great Idea for road 
safety, too: you cannot avoid the flashing! Now you can 
build your own with this simple kit - and save $$$ on the 
commercial units. Flashes the lamp three times before 
holding on. Usesour A-8525 1 
Rear WindowBrakecY 
Lamps (at extra cost) 
Cat K-3245 

ITH 
I ou: 

See page 98 
for store addresses 
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011, Rockwell 

QUALITY 
SEMICONDUCTOR 

PRODUCTS 
68000 - 6500 

R6800006 
R6800006 

R6502P 
R6503P 

R6511Q 

R6520P 
R6522P 

R6532P 

R65410 

R6545 -1P 
R6551P 

R6592P 

CMOS 
R65CO2 P1 

R65C21 P1 

R65C24 P1 

R65C51 P1 

exempt 
CPU Ceramic DIL $50.72 
CPU Plastic Compact 
QUIP $33.42 
(8, 10 MHz avail. soon) 
CPU, 40 pin $7.52 
R6504P R6507P 
CPU, 28 pin $6.56 
Single chip 
microcomputer, 64 pin 

CPU, RAM ACIA I/O, - 

Timers, 64k address S18.98 
PIA 40 pin $4.65 
VIA 40 pin, 20 I/O, 2 

x Timer/Ctr S. Reg 

COMBO 40 pin, 128 
byte RAM, 20 I/O, 
timer 
Slave Processor, 64 
x 8 RAM, 23 I/O, 
host slave I/F, timers, 
4K external address $13.61 
Video controller $11.34 
ACIA integral Baud 
rate gener $8.00 
Single chip printer 
controller for Epson 
Low Cost Printer $13.73 

$6.68 

$8.35 

CPU, 40 pin plastic, 
enhanced instruction 
set $9.07 
PIA 40 pin $7.16 
PIAT, I/O x Timer 40 
pin 6821/6521 
compatible S8.59 
ACIA 28 pin $9.07 

Plus 55.00 P 8 P. All prices Tax exempt. 
Note: Rockwell CMOS has 

superior latch up resistance 
compared to compatible designs 

from other makers using 
first generation masks. 

Parts also available 2MHz. 
Contact the office for 

prices and availability. 

CflCI[ÇLj 
CONTROL 

73 Eric Street, Goodna, Old. Aust. 
P.O. Box 6502, Goodna, Old. 4300 

Telephone (07) 288-2455. 
Telex AA 43778 ENECON 

FA AHEAD 
The NAD 7140 receiver is today's most 

satisfying example of a high performance unit that 
is as superbly functional as it is honest. 

Quite simply, it puts fidelity before frills. 
If you want a barrage of flashing lights and 

tricky gizmos, this is not for you. 
But if you want a powerful receiver 

incorporating the exceptionally sensitive FM tuner 
section designed by the famed Larry Schotz, 
examine the NAD 7140. And hear why NAD 
have won 10 Audio Grand Prix Awards. 

Stereo Review U.S.A. called 
the 7140 "outstanding" with 
"amplifier and tuner sections 
incorporating valuable circuit 
features that place the unit 
far ahead of similarly placed 
competition" 

Check out the NAD 7140 
before you decide. It might look 
plain. But it's plainly the best for 
the money. 

NAD 

.44 ry, ...I., 
$ 

.., i 1 

FALK ELECTROSOUND GROUP 
BOX 234 ROCKDALE 2216. PHONE (02) 597 1111 

`,1 

PETITE SPEAKER 
ENORMOUS SOUND 

Andy Petite designed two of the all-time best-selling speakers in North America. 
Then, when he founded Boston Acoustics, his first design was voted "Speaker of the Year" in a 

nationwide poll of retailers. 
Now Petite has incorporated his genius for sound engineering in the Boston Acoustics 

A40...a small two-way acoustic suspension speaker with an astonishing BIG clean sound. 
It is a triumph of what is called "stereo imaging" - that thrillingly real presence that 

almost has you ducking the violinist's bow. 
But you get the presence. 

BostonAcoustics FALK ELECTROSOUND GROUP 
BOX 234 ROCKDALE 2216. PHONE (02) 597 1111 
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GOOD LISTENING 
Technics SU-V6X 

Integrated A 
"fichnkx ,..,..eSK:.mo.....,,. 

... In. ..b.. 

. _ :.40o. ' . 

Technics' designers have kept `value for money' in mind with 
their "Computer Drive New Class 'A' " stereo amplifier. 
Attractive and well made, this new model provides low 
distortion performance that is almost unequalled at the price. 

WHEN THE FIRST transistorized ampli- 
fiers were released in the 1950s, most of the 
final power output stages incorporated used 
class 'B' stages. That trend continued well 
into the 1970s because by using class 'B' 
output stages the designers ensured maxi- 
mum power output with optimum efficiency 
for the chosen power transistors in the out- 
put stages. 

Whilst the designers may have been 
happy with what 'they achieved, many of 
those who purchased the equipment they 
designed were not. The purchasers' most 
vocal complaints related to the distortion 
characteristics of those amplifiers and 
specifically the third order and cross -over 
distortion which was both audible and in 
most cases very disturbing. Subsequent im- 
provements in the design of feedback and 
associated linearizing circuitry did much to 
improve those problems. 

Such problems plagued the early ampli- 
fiers and quite a few of the later ones so that 
many purchasers still wanted to buy valve 
amplifiers which they claimed were "audi- 
bly superior". 

In the late 1970s and early 80s, quite a 
few amplifier designers in Japan and Amer- 
ica decided to incorporate class 'A' output 
stages either by themselves or with optional 
class 'B' stages so that the low level ampli- 
fication requirements of classical music 
could be provided with minimal distortion. 
This provided a neat way of reducing the 
most significant second order distortion 

components and particularly the cross -over 
distortion. 

Thé most outstanding amplifiers with 
class `A' output stages provided the option 
of variable bias so that the output could be 
converted to a class `B' stage which then 
provided typically twice or three times the 
power output capabilities of the class 'A' 
biased output stage. Whilst that may have 
appeared to be a neat solution, in practical 
terms it created new problems for the user 
who had to decide whether he wanted ex- 
tremely low distortion and moderately low 
output powers (as provided by the class 'A' 
output mode) or whether he preferred the 
benefits of the higher output power and the 
conflicting result of moderately low distor- 
tion (which was a natural result of the class 
'B' output mode). 

It didn't take the `smarter' engineers at 
Technics very long to realize that it is just as 
easy to provide a little more electronics in 
the amplifier to automatically detect the 
bias requirements so that the amplifier 
selects the variable bias requirements ap- 
propriate for the signal, and low and be- 
hold' the concept of what they have called 
"computer drive new class 'A' " was born. 

Features 
The Technics SU-V6X Stereo Integrated 

Amplifier is a particularly attractive and ex- 
ceptionally well made example of the latest 
amplifiers produced by Technics. The am- 
plifier features a brushed satin aluminium 

Louis Challis 

Technics SU-V6X Stereo 
Integrated Amplifier 

Dimensions: 

Weight: 
Manufacturer: 

RAP: 

430 mm wide x 142 mm high x 
380 mm deep. 
11 kg 
Matsushita Electric Trading 
Co. Ltd., Japan 
$679 

Measured peformance figures for the Tech- 
nics SU-V6X amplifier transient overload re- 
covery test (IHF-A-202). 10 dB overload re 
rated power into 8 ohms both channels driven. 
Overload duration: 20 ms; repetition rate: 
512 ms. 

J °,'°g 
° 
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1 ms/div 

50 ms/dIv 
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SOUND REVIEW 

stages are neatly mounted. On the right 
hand side of the amplifier is a large and very 
well screened power transformer. 

The designers have considered a number 
of user requirements, which have been 
overlooked by most other manufacturers. 
One of these relates to the provision of sup- 
plementary locations for the mounting feet 
at the rear of the amplifier and the provision 
of effective rubber isolation elements be- 
tween the perforated steel cover and the 
sides of the chassis to reduce the likelihood 
of electro -magnetic induction. 

Objective testing 
The objective testing of the integrated 

pre -amplifier and amplifier provided a 

series of test results which are remarkably 
good considering the modest $679 recom- 
mended retail price quoted for the unit. The 
frequency response was essentially the same 
with either the tone controls disconnected 
or with the tone controls centred. The fre- 
quency response extends from below 1 I-Ik 

to beyond 100 kHz and is ruler flat within 
the operating range of the amplifier. The 
sensitivities for the various inputs are all ex- 
cellent with 13.6 millivolts being required 
for 1 watt output from such diverse inputs as 

tape, tuner, auxiliary and, much to my sur- 
prise, from the CD terminals which I would 
have expected to be a little different from 
the rest. 

The moving magnet input has a sensi- 
tivity of 205 microvolts, which is excellent, 
and an overload threshold of 220 millivolts, 
whilst the moving cartridge has a 16 micro- 
volts sensitivity and a healthy 19 millivolts 
overload threshold. The output impedance 
of the main amplifier is 90 milliohms and 
the power output delivered is a genuine, 
and very desirable, 100 watts into 8 ohms. 
Exactly the same output is provided with a 4 

ohm load which is a little disappointing. The 
peak output at clipping is 150 watts, result- 
ing in a 1.8 dB head room, which is a trifle 
lower than I would really like to see for an 
amplifier specified as having 100 watt 
output. 

The distortion characteristics at the 1 

watt output level are extremely good and 
confirm that the basic class 'A' performance 
is maintained to achieve distortions that are 
as good as any consumer could reasonably 
expect. The distortion levels are very low at 
100 Hz being only 0.0043%, at 1 kHz being 
0.0013% and at 6.3 kHz being an equally 
excellent 0.0025%. 

At the 100 watt output level (with both 
channels driven) the distortion figures are 
only slightly higher, so that at 100 Hz the 
total disortion is 0.005%, at 1 kHz only 
0.0007% (which is lower than the 1 watt fig- 
ure), whilst at 6.3 kHz it is 0.0033% which 
is only slightly higher than the 1 watt figure. 

The evaluation of the high frequency 
total difference frequency distortion reveals 
a very good performance with a level of dis- 
tortion being 0.013% distortion at 76 watts 
and 0.0032% at the 1 watt level. This lower 
figure is dominated by noise rather than by 
distortion characteristics of the amplifier. 

The signal to noise characteristics of the 
amplifier are excellent with noise levels of 
82 dB(A) for the auxiliary input, 86 dB(A) 
for the phono moving magnet input and 
74.3 dB(A) for the phono moving coil 
input. The channel separation is 56 dB at 
1 kHz and the channel balance is better 
than 1 dB from 10 Hz to 10 kHz. 

Taken overall, the manufacturer's data 
sheet performance figures are essentially 
met or bettered in all significant areas and 
this amplifier has most of the objective per- 
formance attributes that the intending pur- 
chaser could reasonably desire. 

Subjective testing 
The subjective evaluation proved to be 

even better than the objective performance. 
The controls proved to be extremely easy to 
use, with no problems in interpretation of 
usage or function. The ability to record 

Building your own speakers? 
Or updating your old? 
Now available in Australia, are the famous 
DYNAUDIO loudspeaker drivers from Denmark. 
World leading loudspeaker brands use the magnificent 
drivers from DYNAUDIO. 
All drivers are protected by US patent 4048713. 
They feature hexagonal wires for voicecoils, magnetic 
oil in voicecoils for high power handling, woofers with 
symmetrical drive, voicecoil sizes up to 4". 
Crossovers use only the best components available. 
We stock woofers, dome midranges and tweeters as 
well as matching crossover networks. 
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Sole Australian Distributor: 
SCAN AUDIO PTY. LTD. 
P.O. Box 242, Hawthorn. 3122. (03) 819 5352 

DYNAUDIO" 
AUTHENTIC FIDELITY_ 
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INTEGRATED CIRCUIT STORAGE FRAME 
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60 separate pigeon holes in each frame 
Call or write for a free brochure 
FRAME $28.00 Supplied flat with assembly instructions 
P&P $4.00 Posted anywhere in Australia 
SALES TAX $4.00 Applicable unless Sales Tax number quoted 
To order: Please forward your order with payment, by cheque or money 
order to our address below. Sales tax must be paid unless a sales tax 
number is quoted. 

Hales & Rogers°n.00.a;; ,n Nsvn 
OTY LIMITED 

17 Mobbs Lane Carlingford NSW 2118 
Telex AÁ3870 (ALTYPE) Ph: (02) 85 7540 



MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF : Technics SU-V6X 

FA4L I4A010 

Tone Controls Defeated 

HARMONIC DISTORTION 

IkHz 6.3kHz 

-100.5 96.0 
-101.4 96.0 

0.0013 0.0023 
-97.7 -93.0 

= 28.3 V 

IkHz 6.3kHz 

SERIAL NO: 
POWER OF 1.0 WATTS INTO 8 OHMS 

100Hz 

2nd -106.7 
3rd -87.0 
4th 
5th 
T.H.D. % 0.0043 
= dB -86.9 

POWER OF 100 WATTS INTO 8 OHMS 

100Hz 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE(-3dB re I watt): 

Input to Aux = 0.3V 

Turnover Frequencies 

Lett 1.0 Hz to 100 kHz 
Right 1.0 Hz to 100 kHz 

Tone Controls Centred 
FIXED Left 1.0 Hz to 

Right 1.0 Hz to 

100kHz 

100 kHz 

2nd -105.5 -104.2 -90.3 SENSITIVITY (for I watt In 8 Ohms): 
3rd -85.3 -110.6 -97.2 Left Right 4th -114.6 - - 

CD Aux. 13.6 mV 13.-0-m V 5th -111.7 - Tuner 13.6 mV 13.0 mV T.H.D. % 0.003 0.0007 0.0033 Tape 13.6 mV 13.0 mV = dB -85.2 -103.1 -89.4 
Phono m/m 205 mV 205 mV 
Phono m/c 16 mV 16 mV 

OVERLOAD Phono m/m 226 mV 220 mV 
OVERLOAD Phono m/c 19.0 mV 19.0 mV IEC HIGH FREQUENCY TOTAL DIFFERENCE FREQUENCY DISTORTION 

INPUT IMPEDANCE (@ 1kHz): Left Right 
8 kHz and 11.95 kHz mixed 1.1 CD Aux. 18 k ohms 18k ohms 

Tuner 18 k ohms 18 k ohms At76w 0.013% Tape 18 k ohms 18 k ohms 
At I watt 0.0032% Phono m/m 47 k ohms 47 k ohms 

(in noise) Phono m/c 230 ohms 230 ohms 

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE ((d 1kHz): 90 milliohms 

NOISE & HUM LEVELS (re I watt in 8 ohms): 

Input 0.3 V Auxiliary 79.0 dB(Lin) 82.0 dB(A) 
Input 5 mV Phono m/m 82.5 dB(Lln) 86.0 dB(A) 
Input 0.5 mV Phono m/c 69.0 dB(Lin) 74.3 dB(A) 

MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER AT CLIPPING POINT (IHF-A-202) : 

(20 mS burst repeated at 500 mS intervals) 

.. Dynamic Headroom (re 100 watts) 

98 V p -p 
= 150 watts 

1.8 dB 

from tape to tape whilst listening to a record 
player or CD is very desirable and an essen- 
tial requirement of an amplifier of this type. 
The 'lack of power output indication will 
not be missed by many users and all other 
desirable and possible features are incor- 
porated. 

I evaluated the unit with a number of dif- 
ferent CD players, including the new 
Marantz CD44, the Sony CD P101 and the 
Sony D50. The discs I used for this evalua- 
tion included Rudolph Serkin playing 
Beethoven's Five Piano Concertos (Telarc 
CD80061), Maazel conducting Tchaikov- 
sky's Symphony No. 4 (Telarc CD 80047), 
Respighi's "Pines of Rome" with the Mon- 
treal Symphony Orchestra (Decca 410 145- 
2), and Status Quo's "Never Too Late" 
(Vertigo 800053-2), which provides exciting 
audible content and made my subjective as- 
sessment a pleasure. 

I then connected the amplifier to a 
Nakamichi Dragon cassette recorder on 
which I played a series of pre-recorded cas- 
settes recorded by CBS, Phonogram and 
Sony. These cassettes received all the punch 
and quality that one could reasonably ask 
for and provided sound pressure levels bor- 
dering on deafening. 

Depending on the speakers you propose 
using, and quite apart from the environ- 
ment in which the amplifier would be used, 
you can reasonably expect this amplifier to 
fully satisfy 98% of all consumer applica- 
tions. This is one amplifier that is designed 
for superior fidelity, way above average 
power output and which provides both the 
power output and overall performance with 
a fidelity which is almost unequalled at the 
price. 

IEC High Frequency Total Difference Frequency Distortion for Technics SU-V6X. 
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SIGHT AND SOUND NEWS 

Slow TV 
Philips released its slow rate video transmission (SRTV) at the 
second Australian Telecommunications User Group Confer- 
ence at the Sydney Hilton recently. 

The SRTV provides an effi- 
cient means of detecting threats 
and maintaining effective obser- 
vation and surveillance facilities 
in areas where it may normally 
be uneconomical to install video 
cabling for a normal closed cir- 
cuit television system. With 
SRTV, pictures can be relayed 
using the public telephone 
system. 

In the SRTV system, the inter- 
laced signals from the cameras 
are relayed to a SRTV transmit- 
ter. The bandwidth of the signals 
is compressed so that they can be 
relayed over the telephone lines. 
At the control centre, a SRTV 
receiver converts the signals 
back into video format so they 
can be displayed on the moni- 
tors. These displays take the 
form of a steady sequence of real 
time pictures. The system can 
operate, unattended, with the 
signals being recorded by ordi- 
nary audio recording equipment 
such as reel-to-reel or cassette 
recorders. The tapes can be 

stored for recall whenever 
required. 

O' 

SRTV Receiver 

Remote Control Unit for system control 

t 
f A 

1 

. 

Monitor 

111111 . . 

Audio cassette or tape recorder may be 
linked to SRTV Receiver to enable a 
permanent (Taal of signals 

An SRTV system, according 
to Philips spokesman Jeff Wes- 
ton, provides effective observa- 
tion capabilities in banks, public 

buildings, and gas, oil or water 
storage installations. 

For more information contact 
Mr J. Weston, Philips Communi- 

cation Systems, 2 Greenhills Ave- 
nue, Moorebank, NSW 2170. 
(02)602-2000. 

Hughes ups its 
game 
Hughes Communications, the 
distributors of TRP Spectrum 
loudspeakers, has announced 
the re -opening of its sound 
demonstration area. Com- 
pletely refurbished, the sound 
lounge now boasts more high - 
end demonstration equipment 
to partner the Spectrum range 
of loudspeakers. Source equip- 
ment now includes a Sota turn- 
table and the new Spectrum 
pre -amplifier. 

The pre -amplifier has a twin 
power supply to preserve mini- 
mum channel crosstalk, as well 
as a high 78.5 db S/N ratio for 
the moving coil disc pre -amp 

stage. RIAA equalization is via 
a passive network and all input 
connectors are gold-plated. 
Distortion is less than 0.012 at 

I V output, and output imped- 
ance is less than 27 ohms. 

The new pre -amplifier is the 
fore -runner of a new line of 
electronics from Spectrum. A 
power mosfet amp is also ex- 
pected later in the year. Price 
for the Spectrum pre -amplifier 
is $998. 

For more information contact 
Hughes at 58 Moonya Rd, 
Carnegie, Vic 3163. (03)568- 
0612. 

8 mm compact 
video at last 
Sony recently announced the 
introduction of its 8 mm com- 
pact video `Video 8', model 
CCD-V8, for the Japanese 
market. 

The Video 8 CCD-V8 is a 

one-piece video camera recor- 
der/player based on the com- 
mon format agreed upon by 
the 8 mm Video Standardiza- 
tion Committee in April 1984. 

Weighing only 1.97 kg, the 
makers claim easy operation 
and high performance. 

Its built-in CCD camera and 
record/play function enable 
one -push recording and im- 
mediate playback. on the elec- 
tronic viewfinder or any TV. 

Video 8 promises to encour- 
age the growing outdoors port- 
able video market, but for 
conventional domestic and 
commercial use Sony said it 
will continue the refinement 
and deve opment of the t/z" 

Beta format range of products. 

Tell them yóu read it in ETI 
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Stereo rush 
The high consumer demand for 
receivers following the recent 
public launch of AM stereo has 
led Pioneer to air -freight more 
than 2000 KEA433AM 
AM/FM stereo cassette players 
into Australia. 

Pioneer's group product 
manager, Laurie Ruddock, said 
that the decision to speed up 
the supply stream of stereo 
AM units to Australia was a 

reflection of Pioneer's commit- 
ment to the new medium. 

For further information 
please contact Laurie Ruddock 
at Pioneer Electronics, 178-184 
Boundary Road, Braeside, Vic 
3195. (03)580-9911. 
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New Teac 
products 
Teac has announced release of 
its V530X and V430X cassette 
decks. They are similar except 
that the 530 has a processor 
controlled program search 
mode. Frequency response is 

said to be 30-20 kHz: wow and 
flutter 0.045%. 

Recommended selling prices 
are $399 and $329 respectively. 

For further information con- 
tact Teac, 115 Whiteman St, 
South Melbourne, Vic 3205. 
(03) 699-6000. 
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Craig car stereo 
Craig's range of road -rated car 
stereos first appeared in Aus- 
tralia almost three years ago. 
Craig has just recently 

(I-OFF/VOLUME 
,JW. .....ct 
GA 'S 

..ul< s 

launched a complete range of 
five new decks complemented 
by eight new speakers, with 
black cosmetic lines and high- 
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tech features. 
The AM/FM 

range starts at 
T504 and $189 
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radio cassette 
$129 for the 
for the T506. 
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Both offer auto reverse, loud- 
ness, metal tape, and many 
other features. 

The range also includes three 
new digital tuned radio cas- 
settes ranging in price from 
$289 to $389. 

The new speaker range in- 
corporates such features as car- 
bon filled polypropylene cones, 
directional tweeters, strontium 
magnets using a bayonet fit sys- 
tem. Prices start at $49 through 
to $169 for the power hungry 
V852 6" x 9", 3 -way speaker 
system. 

For more information contact 
Pace Enterprises, 4 Clarendon 
St, Artarmon, NSW 2064. 
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SOUND REVIEW 

THE MAIN MOVEMENT, 
by the Marantz CD44 
The Marantz CD44 compact disc player was released on the 
Australian market late in 1984. That release announced loudly 
not only the demise of the microgroove but the consolidated 
position of the CD today. 

MARANTZ CD44 COMPACT 
DISC PLAYER 

MEOW 

Dimensions: 320 mm (wide) x 199 (high) x 
310 mm (deep) 

Weight: 6.3 kg 
Manufacturer: Marantz Belgium 
RRP: $499 

JUST BEFORE CHRISTMAS, 1500 Aus- 
tralians who practice the art of impulse 
buying were lucky enough to snap up the 
first new Marantz CD44 compact disc 
players. These units, it should be noted, 
were also purchased at a 'bargain base- 
ment Christmas Special price'. More than 
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two months later, apparently only two of 
those 1500 machines have been returned 
for servicing under warranty. The rest are 
still in their new owners' homes providing 
unparalleled listening pleasure. 

At the recommended selling price of 
$499, Marantz expects to sell more than 
10,000 of these players in Australia during 
the next year. This indicates that the total 
market for CD players in Australia in 
1985 may well exceed 100,000 units which 
will require approximately 1 million CD 
discs, if the 'American rule of thumb' 
holds true. That 'rule of thumb' currently 
states that the purchaser of a new CD 
player buys 10 CD discs in the year fol- 
lowing purchase. 

Louis Challis 

The forecast number of CD discs being 
imported into Australia in 1985 is unlikely 
to equal the forecast market demands and 
consequently we look like experiencing 
some bottlenecks during the first part of 
1985 when demand is likely to surpass the 
supply. 

With those salutary thoughts in mind, it 
is time that we closely examined the new 
Marantz CD44. 

Outside 
The CD44 is probably the 'sharpest' and 

most remarkable CD player introduced by 
the Marantz company. The physical ap- 
pearance of the unit is a 'little more tech- 
nical' and regrettably not as visually at- 



Marantz CD44. Audio characteristics as measured. 
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tractive as any of its predecessors, as a re- 
sult of the use of 10 very small push but- 
tons and a large ON/OFF switch on the 
front panel. 

The left hand side of the unit incorpo- 
rates the motorized front loading disc tray 
which is activated by a small bright yellow 
OPEN/CLOSE button on the front panel. 
The disc loading well is a little noisier in its 
operation than other previous Marantz 
players but that noise level in itself is not 
disturbing. 

The type of controls provided are a little 
different from those we have become 
familiar with in the last two years. The 
primary controls are provided on the ex- 
treme right hand side of the deck with 
four well placed and clearly labelled black 
push buttons arranged in a cruciform fash- 
ion. The uppermost is the START and 
REPLAY button which when activated 
will also close the disc tray; the lower is 
the PAUSE button. The two buttons 
which form the side elements of the cruci- 
form provide rapid forward and reverse 
cueing and searching of specific sections of 

the disc. These cueing controls utilize the 
'Philips system' of increasing the rate of 
search the longer one holds one's finger 
on the button. The PAUSE control is sup- 
plemented by a small rectangular green 
LED to indicate it is operating. 

Between the primary controls and the 
disc tray the secondary functional controls 
and displays are incorporated. A numeri- 
cal display, with bright green LEDs, 
shows the track number and track playing 
time, beneath which sit the secondary con- 
trols. As I didn't have a handbook, it took 
me qúite some time to discover that these 
controls enable you to program a selection 
of tracks through the use of the PREVI- 
OUS and NEXT buttons in conjunction 
with the PROGRAM REVIEW button 
control. These buttons are supplemented 
by a red ERROR signal which enables 
you to check the complete sequence you 
have selected. A maximum of 20 pro- 
grammed entries is possible. The last two 
controls are a REPEAT button and a 
STOP button, which respectively enable 
the player to repeat the total program re - 

Measured square wave response of the 
Marantz CD44 at 100 Hz and 1 kHz using 
bands 37 and 38 on Sony Test Record 
Type 3. 
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100 Hz 

1 kHz 

Measured Impulse response of Marantz 
CD44. 
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corded on the disc, until cancelled. 
The unit does not incorporate a head- 

phone socket and within the scope of its 
design it is doubtful whether many of its 
prospective owners would really want that 
facility anyway. 

The cabinet is solidly made of steel with 
a neat extensive area of perforations at 
the rear. The rear panel has connections 
for two cords, one being 1.5 m long with 
two RCA type coaxial sockets at the end 
while the other is a double insulated mains 
lead with a two pin plug. In the middle of 
the panel is a large thin heatsink which 
ensures adequate cooling under most op- 
erating conditions. 

Inside 
When the covers are removed, one 

quickly perceives that Marantz has not at- 
tempted to market a cheap or shoddy 
piece of equipment, rather its circuit de- 
signers have gone to extreme lengths to 
produce a precision piece of equipment. 

The disc -drive assembly and its associ- 
ated laser tracking head assembly in t. 
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MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF MARANTZ MODEL NO. CD44 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE on Bruel & Kjaer QP1 124 

SERIAL NO. AH00448 100885 

Paper h 10dB POT 5. 

SEE ATTACHED CURVES OF LEVEL RECORDING 

20 Hz -20 kHz +0.2 dB 

2. LINEARITY 6. 

@ 1kHz 

TRACK NOMINAL LEVEL L. OUPUT R. OUTPUT 
1 0dB Td- 0dB 
22 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
23 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 
24 -6.0 -6.0 -6.0 
25 -10.0 -10.0 -10.0 7. 
26 -20.0 -20.0 -20.0 
27 -30.0 -30.0 -30.0 
28 -40.0 -40.0 -40.0 
29 -50.0 -50.0 -50.0 
30 -60.0 -60.0 -60.0 
31 -70.0 -70.5 -70.5 
32 -80.0 -77.7 -78.4 
33 -90.0 -86.0 -86.8 

3. CHANNEL SEPERATION 

FREQUENCY RIGHT INTO LEFT dB 

100Hz 
'kHz 
10k Hz 
20kHz 

Below Noise 
-118.3 
-98.1 
-93.4 

LEFT INTO RIGHT dB 

Below Noise 
-118.3 
-100.4 
-94.4 

EMPHASIS 

Frequency Recorded Level Output Level IL) 

I kHz 
5kHz 
I6kHz 

-0.37dB 
-4.53dB 
-9.04dB 

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO 

TRACK 

23 

24 

Without Emphasis 

With Emphasis 

FREQUENCY ACCURACY 

TRACK 

24 

-0.4 dB 
-4.6 
-9.4 

98.5 dB (Lin) 

105.0 (Lin) 

- 0.1 Hz for 20kHz test signal 

8. SQUARE WAVE RESPONSE 

4. 

Level 

o 

DISTORTION (@ IkHz) 

3rd 

-96.6 

4th 

-103.7 

5th 

-100.7 

THD% 9. 

0.0019 

2nd 

-1.0 -94.8 -101.0 -101.5 0.0022 
-3.0 -90.9 -93.1 -102.4 -98.1 0.0039 
-6.0 -102.5 -101.3 -101.5 . 0.0014 
-10 -95.3 -95.8 -99.0 0.0026 
-20 -83.2 -78.8 -84.2 - 0.015 
-30 -70.8 Below Noise 
-40 Below Noise 
-50 -60.6 -50.7 0.31 
-60 -44.8 -39.7 -44.4 -49.9 1.37 

-70 -24.4 -35.3 -27.8 -31.0 8.0 
-80 -28.5 -21.3 -27.1 10.4 
-90 -16.6 -23.3 -14.3 25.2 

DISTORTION (@ 100 Hz) 

Level 2nd 3rd 4th 5th THD% 

0 -87.1 -98.5 -107.7 0.0013 
-20 -82.7 -81.1 - 0.011 
-40 Below Noise 
-60 -44.4 -40.5 -45.2 -51.5 1.27 

DISTORTION (@ 6.3kHz) 

0 -88.7 -92.3 -99.1 out of 0.0045 
range 

TRACK 

37 100Hz Square wave 

38 'kHz 

See attached photos 

IMPULSE TEST 

Square wave 

Time Base 0. Ims/div 

Photograph using Tektronlk digital CRO 

settings Vertical Amplifier IV/div. 

DIRTY RECORD TEST 

INTERRUPTION IN INFORMATION LAYER 

TNO 3; 
TNO 4; 
TNO 6; 
TNO 7; 
TNO 8; 

00'10" 
00'36" 
01'05" 
00'20" 
02'26: 

up till 
up till 
up till 
up till 
up till 

BLACK DOT AT READ OUT SIDE 
TNO 10; 01'00" up till 
TNO II; last minute 
TNO 13; first minute 
TNO 15; Full Track 

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE @ I kHz = 43 ohms 

Output Level (RI 

-0.4 dB 
-4.7 
-10.6 

110.7 dB(A) 

111.5 dB(A) 

RESULT 

TNO 4: 00'36" 
TNO 6: 01'05" 
TNO 7: 00'20" 
TNO 8: 00'23" 
TNO 9: 01'20" 

TNO II: 00.00" 

particular, are beautiful examples of preci- 
sion engineering, which although not 
micro -miniature like the Sony D50, are 
nonetheless exciting and functional. 

The laser tracking head assembly utilizes 
a neatly conceived series of flexible ribbon 
cables for interconnecting the elements 
and much to my surprise this player was 
able to faithfully track our 1 mm eccen- 
tricity test disc without any real problems. 

The other components within the chassis 
include two large fully screened printed 
circuit boards with eight large scale inte- 
grated circuits, a larger number of dual in - 
line chips, printed circuit motors and 
numerous other special integrated circuits, 
transistors and rectifiers. Some of the wir- 
ing uses conventional wire cable har- 
nesses, all of which terminate in neat 
plugs and sockets for ease of assembly and 
maintenance. 
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Testing 
The objective performance tests which 

we performed on this unit proved to he 
something of an eye opener. Although at 
the time of its initial release it was un- 
doubtedly the cheapest CD player in Aus- 
tralia, the objective performance results in 
no way correlate with that `cheap' stigma. 

The measured frequency response of the 
unit traced by the level recorder using a 

conventional 50 dB potentiometer pro- 
duced a ruler flat response from 10 Hz to 
20 kHz. This response did not substan- 
tially change its appearance until I exam- 
ined the frequency response with the ex- 
panded scale provided by a 10 dB potenti- 
ometer. The resulting visual ripple which 
is only evident between 1.5 kHz and 
20 kHz and encompasses a miniscule 
0.2 dB range, is very impressive. The 
other measured parameters of the unit 

are, if anything, more impressive. 
The digital -to -analogue conversion line- 

arity is ruler flat to -60 dB, 0.5 dB low at 
- 70 dB, 2.3 dB low at -80 dB and is re- 
markably only 4 dB low at -90 dB. That 
transfer linearity performance is on a par 
with any other CD player we have yet 
seen and is a credit to the designers. 

The channel separation is extremely 
good being better than 120 dB at 100 Hz, 
118 dB at 1 kHz, 98 dB at 10 kHz and a 

very commendable 93 dB at 20 kHz. The 
distortion figures are also excellent being 
0.0019% for 1 kHz at 0 dB and subse- 
quently not rising significantly until 
- 60 dB, where the distortion figure in- 
creases to 1.37%. At lower signal levels 
the distortion performance is on a par 
with other modestly priced CD players, 
rising to 10.4% at -80 dB and 25% at 
- 90 dB. 



 SOUND REVIEW 

At 100 Hz the distortion figures are 
lower at high signal levels and substan- 
tially higher at low signal levels when 
compared with other comparable ma- 
chines. At 6.3 kHz the figures are better 
than those for other machines and this 
tends to be the general characteristic and 
objective performance trend with this 
particular player. 

The linearity of the 'emphasis replay' 
characteristics of the unit is reasonably 
good and in general terms slightly better 
than that of the majority of other players 
that we have reviewed. The signal-to-noise 
performance is again outstanding with the 
unweighted performance being 98.5 dB, 
while the weighted performance is 
110 dB(A) without emphasis; with empha- 
sis these figures rise to a remarkable un - 
weighted 105 dB and 111 dB(A) weighted. 

If I had any qualms about this unit 
being 'cheap' by this stage they were being 
rapidly erased. 

The frequency accuracy of the player 
proved to be outstanding. The consequent 
frequency deviation was only a paltry 
0.1 Hz for the 20 kHz reference signal. 
That sort of accuracy is unlikely to be im- 
proved upon by any other player. 

The square wave test results displayed 
the typical uniform leading edge and trail- 
ing edge ripple characteristics produced by 
the double sampling frequency digital fil- 
ter. This same characteristic is also dis- 
played by the impulse test reponse which 
produces a clean and exemplary symmetri- 
cal pulse. 

The player readily tracked all of the 
standardized finger mark and black dot 
tests on the Philips test disc and also han- 
dled our 4° warp angle test disc with the 
same panache. 

Taken overall the test results confirmed 
that this particular CD player is something 
of a 'wolf in sheep's clothing'. This sort of 
performance would be raved about by 
other manufacturers or their PR personnel 
as 'state of the art' performance! 

The subjective testing proved to be de- 
lightful, using a wide range of tried and 
proven discs as well as some very new and 
exciting ones. Two of these were Albi- 
noni's "Adagio" and Pachelbel's "Canon" 
played by the Berlin Philharmonic Orches- 
tra (DGG 413 309-2) along with Re- 
spighi's "Pines of Rome" with the Mon- 
treal Symphony Orchestra .(Decca 410 145- 
2). 

Various members of my family and staff 
associates then proceeded to put the 
player 'through its paces' for an extended 
period of time. All agreed that some 
aspects of the functional controls and er- 
gonomic design could be improved upon. 
Notwithstanding any such criticism, all 
were unanimous in their praise for the 
subjective performance characteristics of 
the unit. 

Only one other minor comment related 
to a slightly higher level of audible noise 
emission produced by the disc tray motor 
drive and the level of noise emission from 
the disc drive at very close proximity. 
Even these faults were not felt to detract 
from the subjective rating and user fea- 
tures provided by the player. 

The release of this CD player will have 
a similar end result to that of the Sony 
D50 player last month. It heralds the 
eclipse of the conventional microgroove 
stereo recording and its replacement by 
the new market leader - the CD player. 

Finally, I perceive that the Marantz 
CD44 player is a 'bargain' not because of 
its price but rather because of its outstand- 
ing technical performance. 

ARROW ELECTRONICS 

Proudly bring you the 
new range of NEC 
amplifiers which include 
a CORRECTLY LOADED 
input to match their new 
range of 3rd generation 
compact disc players. 

- 

'° -`.1ftroo 

Come and audition these excellent new 
products at our showroom and allow your ears 
to be the judge ... (02) 29-6731 
342 KENT STREET, SYDNEY (02)29-8580 
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The real alternative 
from Dick Smith El. epics! 

OLIVETTI/AT&T M24 PC 
Yes! The finest alternative yet. Born of the 
most important partnership in the history 
of computing. 
A fast, flexible, reliable personal computer 
that is much more than just a superior 
piece of hardware. 
Behind it is a commitment to a better way of 
managing information and communications. 
One that can pay off handsomely in in- 
creased productivity and profits: Because 
it is designed to be flexible enough to meet 
all your business needs - today and in the 
future. 
Whether you use it as a stand-alone work 
station or in a fully integrated system, you'll 
find the M24 a high performance machine. 
And a hard working addition to your office. 
Its faster processing and high resolution 
graphics will help make any computer task 
a computing pleasure. In addition, you can 
expect more standard features. More 
expansion slots. More options for future 
growth. 
As you'd expect, the M24 is also totally 
compatible with the MS-DOS operating 
system. It runs the most popular off -the - 
shelf software (including Symphony, 
Lotus 1-2-3, Framework and Flight Sim- 
ulator) with no modification. 
Financial analysis. Forecasting. Budget- 
ing. Word processing. Inventory. The Olivetti 
-AT&T M24PC does it all. 
And its flexibility means that when it's time 
to expand, the M24 will actually make your 
computer growing pains painless. 
Now the Olivetti -AT&T PC is ready for 
business. 

Standard System 
ONLY 

Includes Olivetti M24 base unit with 128K 
RAM, one 360K disk drive, high res. green 
screen monitor, IBM -style keyboard, full 
MS DOS Operating system with GW Basic. 

Expanded system $4495 
As above with an extra 360K disk drive and 
a total of 256K RAM. 
MS-DOS and Flight Simulator are trade marks of Microsoft 
Corporation. Lotus 1.2-3 and Symphony are trade marks of Lotus 
Corporation. Framework is a trade mark of Ashton Talte. 

illill t 
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Specifications 
Basic Unit: 

16 -bit CPU (8Mhz) 
Socket for optional 8087 numerical 

processor. 
16KB ROM for bootstrapping, power -on 
diagnostics and BIOS. 
Alphanumeric and graphic monochrome 
and colour display controller with 4 sim- 

ultaneous "shades of grey" or colours 
from a palette of 16. 
Asynchronous serial port (RS232) 
Parallel port (Centronics) 
Sound circuitry 
Calendar/Clock with battery 
One expansion slot (7 -slot bus optional) 

Display: 
80 x 25, 40 x 25 (col. x lines) characters. 
640 x 400 pixel resolution 

Dick Smith Electronics Pty Ltd 
- 
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Your one stop computer shop at your 
nearest Dick Smith Electronics centre. ,.,.1[0r.,. ,11.r. 
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IAN J. TRUSCOTTS 

Electronic World 
Kits, tools, components 

books etc. 

Products from 
Dick Smith 

Altronics 

Everything for the 
electronic hobbyist 

Now open till 9pm 
Friday evenings. 

Electronic World 
Cnr. Lacey St. and 

Windsor Rd. 
Croydon, 3136, Vic. 

Phone: (03) 723 3094 

[etj 
CIAIIIT 
techniques 

volume four 

r.. 

O. 
ora. W ,a ..a 

R, 

5595 s..a 

An ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL puaxaOnn 

The how, what, which, where, why and 
how much anthology of electronic 
components, circuits and techniques. 
This book is packed with articles on 
Analogue Delay Lines, Gain Control, 
CMOS circuits and how to make them 
work plus much, much more. 
Your copy is available by mail order for 
$5.95 plus $1 to cover postage and 
handling (add $5 to these charges for 
air mail postage outside Australia) from: 
Federal Marketing 
P.O. Box 227, Waterloo, NSW 2')17 
Trode enquiries welcome. 

When can this be said about 
the sound from so-called budget 
loudspeakers now on the market? 

Yet for around the same price 
you can enjoy the glorious sound 
of KEF's world -acclaimed 
Standard Series. 

As British manufacturers of 
the world's most thoroughly 
engineered speakers.. .with top 
speaker projects for the 
BBC... KEF do not compromise 
quality for a price. That's why we 
urge you to listen to the thrilling 
realism for the new KEF Standard 
Series loudspeakers. 

They're for people who 
demand higher standards. 

And glorious sound. 

KERN 
FALK ELECTROSOUND GROUP 
BOX 234 ROCKDALE 2216. PHONE (02)597 1111 

e 

HEAR NOTHING 
...but the best! 

All that needs to be said about Dual's famed turntable standards has 
been said. 

So now we introduce the latest and finest Dual belt -drive - the CS 505-2. 
The pure sound produced by this superbly engineered unit is the result of excellent 
tracking and efficient noise suppression. From the totally floating chassis, anti - 
resonance turntable mat to the U.L.M. tone arm technology for cleaner, more wear - 
reducing tracking, the CS 505-2 offers the most decisive improvement in recent 
years. 

From now on Dual ensures yuu hear nothing... but the pure sound of the 
music itself! 

Ir 

FALK ELECTROSOUND GROUP 
BOX 234 ROCKDALE 2216. PHONE (02) 597 1111 
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SIGHT AND SOUND 

Philips/Sony stereo TV 

MORE REALITY 
Something for both the hi-fi buff and the average family. 
That's how our reconsidered opinion of the Philips KR684 and 
Sony KV-2064EC apologetically goes. We've had some more 
to think about on the subject of those stereo TVs since that 
September '84 review .. . 

WHEN WE REVIEWED the Philips 
model KR684 and the Sony model KV- 
2064EC stereo TV sets last year (ETI, Sep- 
tember 1984), we did so with some trepida- 
tion as the test equipment that we were 
using was, for once, not our own. You may 
not have noticed, but because it was not 
possible to either calibrate or certify the ac- 
curacy of the test equipment used, we did 
not use the normal NATA labels on the re- 
sults presented. 

When writing the review we commented 
on the difficulties we experienced in achiev- 
ing the separation figures claimed by the 
manufacturers as well as the distortions 
which measured far higher than we were 
able to audibly detect. The review in many 
respects panned both the units on the basis 
of the objective testing although, as we 
clearly stated, the subjective performance 
was considerably better than indicated by 

our testing. 
It was only after the review appeared in 

print that Lloyd Atkinson, Manager of the 
Consumer Products Division of Philips Aus- 
tralia, approached us to point out a number 
of technical anomalies in the review and 
that they had undertaken their own investi- 
gations as to why! 

Explanation 
As we delved deeper we discovered that 

the design engineer and product manager of 
Philips had gone to considerable trouble to 
obtain the very receiver we had tested as 
well as the signal generator used. With 
some skilful detective work they deter- 
mined why we had obtained these 'anoma- 
lous results' and the reasons were as 
follows: 
1. The signal generator that we had used, a 

PM 5519 Colour TV Pattern Generator, 

MR 

Philips KR684. The first stereo TV on the market in December 1983. 
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was unable to meet the prerequisite in- 
ternal distortion figures when fed by an 
external audio signal generator when 
producing the prerequisite frequency 
deviation and at the required modulation 
levels. 

2. Because, at the time of the original test 
we did not have a circuit diagram or a 
proper handbook for the Philips stereo 
TV receiver, we were unaware of a 'de- 
sign feature' of the Philips stereo TV re- 
ceiver which provides a SCART socket 
on the rear. This special multipin connec- 
tor provides for attachment to a VCR 
with composite video output and input 
connections, RGB video inputs, plus 
stereo (left and right) audio inputs. But 
the feature we missed was the provision 
of 'non -spatial' or true stereo left and 
right audio outputs which can be con- 
nected to a stereo hi-fi amplifier system. 

Without a SCART plug and associated 
circuit details, we were both unaware 
and unable to measure the very parame- 
ters that we most needed to measure in 
the original test. 
In the case of the Sony model KV- 

2064EC stereo TV receiver, there was no 
such restriction as the unit came with an ex- 
tremely well presented service manual to 
ease our burden. Notwithstanding, the limi- 
tations of the signal generator still made it 
impossible for us to measure its true 
performance. 

When these factors were drawn to our at- 
tention, we were somewhat 'shame -faced' 
for inadvertently misleading readers as well 
as being over -critical of the two manufactur- 
ers. We had sought to obtain a circuit of the 
KR684 from Philips, but in the limited time 
available for the testing, and in our eager- 
ness to present a review on this new devel- 
opment in Australian television, we went 
ahead with the only documentation with 
which we were provided. 

The changed results 
Philips Australia were quick to suggest 



that we should use a Hewlett Packard RF 
signal generator model 5082B, of the type 
they themselves used to carry out evalua- 
tions. We accepted their recommendation, 
and borrowed one of the suggested signal 
generators to repeat the tests on both 
stereo TV receivers. 

Lo and behold, with the appropriate 
SCART socket terminal data for the Philips 
set, and the appropriate signal generator, 
the measured parameters were entirely 
different to those we had previously 
presented. 

The single most important improvement 
was that obtained for the audio frequency 
distortion at 30 kHz deviation. 

Almost miraculously the distortion fig- 
ures which we had originally quoted as 
being typically 4% at 1 kHz for the left and 
right channels had dropped to a figure of 
0.3% with comparable distortions at 100 Hz 
and slightly higher distortions at 6.3 kHz. 
These figures were typically one -tenth of 
the values originally stated and were more 
in keeping with what we had been able to 
hear (long live the golden ear'!). 

The measured distortion performance of 
the Sony receiver was not quite as good as 
that provided by the Philips receiver but 
was still less than 1% and less than one - 
quarter of the figures we had originally 
quoted. In both cases the separation was 
better than 30 dB in the full stereo (non - 
spatial) mode. 

If our original review dissuaded some of 
our readers from considering the purchase 
of either the Philips model KR684 or the 
Sony model KV-2064ED, we are truly mol- 
lified. Each of these particular stereo TV re- 
ceivers provided a picture quality which is 
particularly good and really equal to RGB 
monitor quality as I can now safely attest. 
The audio quality when used in the full 
stereo mode was almost as good, although 
not quite of the same standard as that 
provided by the latest generation of stereo 
hi-fi VCRs which we have subsequently 
reviewed. 

Both of these stereo TV receivers provide 
exceptional visual and audible perform- 
ance, especially when the self-contained 
stereo output connections are correctly 
used. Under such circumstances, and with a 

reasonable program content, the results can 
be outstanding. At least one Sydney TV sta- 
tion (Channel 9), and I believe one Mel- 
bourne station, have reconstructed their 
main TV production studios to accommo- 
date the capabilities of the new medium and 
this augurs well for those of you who pur- 
chase a stereo TV receiver with the hope of 
viewing better quality local TV. 

Background 
The KR684 is a wholly Australian de- 

sign, built specifically for Australian 
conditions, and is manufactured entirely in 

". 

a 

Sony KV-2064EC. A good picture quality equal to RGB monitor quality. 

Philips' Clayton plant - the pc boards, 
the electronic assemblies, the cabinet and 
all! 

The KR684 was the first stereo TV re- 
ceiver on the market when the Minister for 
Communications, Mr Duffy, announced the 
official introduction of dual -channel TV 
sound transmissions in December 1983. 
How did they manage such a marketing 
coup? 

Philips, naturally enough, maintained a 

keen interest in the. industry debate which 
lead to the adoption of the double sound 
carrier (or `German') system here. In order 
to maintain its lead in the `floor model' or 
`furniture' end of the TV receiver market, 
Philips had to be first in the stores with a 

fully -featured receiver incorporating dual - 
channel (stereo/bilingual) sound when the 
announcement of the standard for Aus- 
tralian TV was made. As there is a consider- 
able lead -up time between setting down 
design specifications and actually shipping 
the product to retailers in the manufacture 
of any consumer electronic equipment, this 
meant Philips had to take a punt on which 
dual -channel sound system would be chosen 
for Australia. As you could imagine, a lot of 
money rode on such a punt. 

Undaunted by that, and backed by con- 
siderable engineering research and wide- 
ranging discussions with those TV stations 
involved in testing different systems here, 
Philips settled on the German dual -carrier 
sound system for their new receiver around 
a year ahead of the official announcement. 
Their punt was a good one, and it paid off. 

The design of the receiver, electronically, 
ergonomically, and cosmetically was heavily 
influenced by the results of their consider- 
able local market research. Australian con- 
sumers exhibit distinct differences from 
consumers in other countries in many re- 
gards. For example, large screen TV receiv- 
ers-principally intended for installation in 

ñ 
n 

the lounge room of the family home - must 
have legs or the Australian consumer will 
not consider them. Nowhere else in the 
world does this matter. 

The results of Philips' market research 
led the designers of the KR684 to carefully 
review the control functions provided on 
the set, and they did not include a stereo/ 
spatial selection switch. When using the in- 
ternal speakers, adjudged the most com- 
mon arrangement for viewing stereo TV 
programmes, the spatial mode subjectively 
provides the more realistic impression as 
the sound and vision images are more 
closely matched. If, through misunder- 
standing the controls or by inadvertently 
selecting the stereo only mode the viewer 
obtains a subjectively poor result, he or she 
will be dissatisfied and judge the set a poor 
performer. And that would ultimately re- 
flect on Philips. 

It's a subtle problem, but clearly an im- 
portant one, especially with such a 'new' 
facility as stereo TV sound. It's a problem 
we clearly did not appreciate when review- 
ing the set last year. 

However, for the more discerning 
owner/viewer, the designers decided to in- 
clude true stereo (non -spatial) audio out- 
puts via the SCART connector. With a suit- 
able interconnecting cable, these can be 
hooked up to the auxiliary input on a hi-fi 
stereo amplifier. 

The above only covers a few points 
among many in the factors which influenced 
the design of Philips KR684 receiver, and 
no doubt the designers of Sony's KV- 
2064EC receiver were involved in similar 
process. 

In summary, it seems Philips' punt on the 
German dual carrier sound system and its 
careful market research paid off. Philips 
was first on the market with a stereo TV re- 
ceiver and claims to have comfortably main- 
tained the market lead in this area. 
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Cat XC-2010 

VOYAGER CAR COMPUTER 
BELOW $100!!! 

For the month of MAY ONLY we are offenng the famous Voyager Car 
Computer for only 59995. That's cheaper than what M sells for in 
England where M's made! 
This offer is STRICTLY LIMITED to MAY ONLY. DO NOT ASK FOR THIS 
PRICE AFTER MAY. It is to celebrate our new store opening at GORE 
HILL in Sydney. 

SAVE 50% ON 

GREAT NEW KITS FROM ETI 
Modem Kit Ref. ET) May 1985 

This brilliant new design is a once breakthrough. Never has a modem 
with such SOPHISTICATED FEATURES beer. offered at such an 
incredibly low price. Now you can have no excuse to gain the 
tremendous benefits that a modern will offer viz. 
* Access to huge data banks 
* Networking 
* Telecommunications 
* Electronic shopping 
* Software exchange 
* Arid much more 
This ETI kit is a fa modern with facilities similar to unas costing 
hundreds of dollars more It even includes a Telecom approved push 
button telephone' Now is your chance to use your electronic skills in 
your new hobby and saw a fortune over ready banks 
You can obtain this modern kit (which includes a telephone for us 
humans) for the incredibly boo introductory pace of only $ 139 That's 
right' 5139 inc case, down to the last nut and bolt But hurry' Stocks of 
the critical modem chip are very low and will severely limit kit supply. 

Cat KE4695 ETI 699 

ONLY $139 
NEW! 
ET/ ECONOMY MOUSE/CAR 
ALARM MODULE Ref: En May 1985 
This low cost full feature module can form the basis of a sophisticated 
anti theft system! 

ETI 1 527 Cat RE -4698 $24.95 
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TWO PLUGPACKAND 
DC CONVERTOR BARGAINS! 

Plug Pack Thu unit will give a DC output of 11/2. 3 or 41/2V 

P 250mA(max). A switch on the back of the unit changes the voltage It 

is also supplied with a 1.6m cord. polanty reversing plug and muitway 
connecting plug, We have over S00 of them 
This voltage range is fairly useless except for small transistor radios. 
calculators etc. At this price however. la's worth having one or two for the 
Inevitable occasion when such a power source is required 
Cat MP3002 

ONLY $2.95 
You could pay over $ 10 elsewhere! 

DC Convertor This unit plugs into your car cigarette 
lighter socket and wtl provide up to 300mA at 6 and 9V DC. Ideal to 
power the Ghetto Blaster in your cart We only have Just over 200 so 
hurry' 
Cat MP3015 
Normally sell For around $10. This 

month $4.95 - 1/2 price!! 
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

To save you lime (and therefore money) we have Installed a 
special HOTLINE direct to the inner workings of our mail order 
dept. This saves you from going through our Head Office 
switchboard! If you wish to place an order, enquire about an order 
or simply check for more information, call: 

(02) 646 1300 
MULTIMETER "PIN PLUGS" to 
EZ HOOKS - Great multtmeter probes that wil fit the 2mm 
diameter pin tip sockets of your multimeter. (NOT -banana" type 
sockets). 
Cat WT5314 

Normally $3.95/set 
this month $1.50 

WHACKOI Only 430 available. Hurry! 

1 

SM 150 Midrange Speaker 
* BARGAIN * 

Upgrade your 2 way system with this economical but smooth unit! 
51/2" (152mm) midrange corrugated edge black cone silver 

dust cap sealed back effective frequency range 1k to 5k 
sensitntly99dB power 5W nominal IOW maximum Impedance8 
ohm magnet weight 2.3oz 
Cat CM 2060 
NORMALLY *7.95 SLASHED TO 

$4.95 each!! 

s-°' ... tttgk 

CATALOGUE PRICE 
ONLY $99.95 

BLANK PCB - BARGAIN 
OF THE CENTURY 

We have secured massive stoclu of high quality copper -clad PCB 
material in both single and double sided versions. Jaycar has NEVER 
had the opportunity to sell material at anything NEAR this price before 
We suggest that you stock up NOW as we doubt that we will EVER be 
able to repeat this bargain again. 

OFI°idR 1 
Blank single sided board Phenolic base. Dimensions approximately 
350mm (141 a 330mm (13"). 

Limit 2 sheets per customer 

May Only $3.95 
(Normally $6.95) SAVE $3.00 

OFFER 2 
Blank single sided board Rbreglass base. Dimensions 350 x 330mm 
Cat HP -9510 May Only $4.95 

(Normally $8.95) SAVE $4-00 
OFFER 3 

Blank, double sided board. Fibreglass base Dimensions 300mm (12") 
a 300mm (12-) 

Link 4 sheets/customer 
Cat HP -9520 May Only $6.95 
(Normally $12.95) SAVE $6.00 

Note that the normal puce is based on 300mm square sheets and not 
this larger size - an even greater saving' 

PCIS dimensions may alter slightly 

Cat HP -9508 

3C -2V 75 Ohm COAX - 7 metres?? 
Seven metres? Well this is a pack of 7 metres of high quality coax cable 
Why seven metres is beyond us except that It was thought to be the 
most asked for length and why not therefore prepack 07 The bean 
counters got their sums wrong because M did not sent 7 untemunated 
metres would normally cost $350. Jaycar has a fm quantity of these 
fairly useful lengths for only $2.00 which amounts to a substantial 
saving, 

ONLY $2.00/7 metres 
Cat HP.1360 

Cat XM 4540 

TILT BASES for 
COMPUTER MONITORS 

1/2 PRICE MAY ONLY 
BELOW CURRENT COST? 

ONLY $ /4.98 
.J" 



Call in to our NEW Gore Hill store. We have specials that will 
BLOW YOUR MINDI 

4164-150nS DRAM 64K x 1 
INCREDIBLE SPECIAL SALE 

We have made swoop purchase of National Semrconductor brand-new 
prime spec 64K DRAM At the pnces shown below we expect many 
manufacturers to b so huoy' Quantities naturally are limited PLEAS& NOT. that these prices INCLUDE 20% sales tax which 
the hobbyist MUST PAY so don't be misled by offers that may appear 
cheaper' 
Cat Z2-8420 

f-9 
$4.95 ea 

10-24 
$4.50 ea 

25-99 
$3.95 ea 
100-249 

$3.75 ea 

.5 

250+ 
$3.60 ea 

only 
50C 
ea 

dny 
aaitíty 
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C=1, 
COAXIAL BELLS 

The same bells that go In the Telecom "Gondola" phone Beuatlfully 
engineered Ideal extension bell as can be driven from Telecom line 
current. 
Cat LA -5270 

CARDBOARD PORT FOR 
SUBWOOFERS - 1981 i nntoye 
This heavy duty cardboard port tube was specially made for the EA 
Subvoofer cabinet (Ref EA July/Aug 1982) The tube is 150mm long 
EXACTLY, 80mm O.D. and 70mm L.D. We have a few surplus to 
requirements at a below cost price of 53.00 each Cat. CP.2450 

BELOW COST $3.00 each 
Ask about our Fibro Liqueur Muscat! 

NOW OPEN 
188-192 Pacific 

Highway 
CORE HILL 

Phone 439 4799 

C 3. 
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ELECTRONICS 
Incorporating ELECTRONIC AGENCIES 

NUMBER 1 FOR KITS 

SPECIAL QUARTZ CRYSTAL CLOCK 
MOVEMENT - Grab them while they last. Only 19 94 save one 
cent on Last months price Hurry' 
Cat XC 0100 

11 

5 9.9d 
Sweep cored hand 

115mm long 

SPECIAL 
Low Cost Audio Cassette Recorder 
Works well mains/battery operation special tape loading 

instructions rape counter (a must) inbuilt electret microphone 
LED recording indicator. 
Cat XC-0905 

Special price 
For MAY only 

$19.95 
save $10.00 

HEART RATE MONITOR 
Not a kit. Built, tested and guaranteed This fully self contained unit 
enables you to monitor your pulse rate anywhere' The unit features 
large easy to read LED display and comfortable finger grip pulse sensor. 
An exclusive feature Is the bracket that enables you to mount the unit to 
tubular objects such as a bike (or exercise bike), weight training 
equipment etc NOW you can monitor your heartbeat accurately and 
easily while in the middle of your exercise' The comprehensive booklet 
gives you explicit instructions plus mounting guidelines Presented in a 
vinyl case and Includes 9V battery. 
Cat OM -6110 

Normally $89.50 MAY ONLY $79.50 save $10.00 

wwe w. ryr eya.. 
TIMiffifA 

PLUGPACK Ferguson 240 volt to 12V DC 400mA 
plugpack - This qualify Australian made plug pack used to sell for 
516 95 We had them on special for one month last year at 54 95 and 
we sold a stack of theme 
This is your second chance to SAVE and SAVE even more. 

LIIAITE OF 2 PEP CUSTOMER 
Cat MP -3013 

ONLY 
$3.95 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 
(02) 646 1300 

N.S.W. 
SHOWROOMS 

We're In a bind over Binders, 
Our magazine binders have never been so cheap! 
Are your ET)'s and/or Ms for any other monthly mags) in a mess? 
Keep them tidy with a jaycar binder Buy them this month and SAVE 
Cat B137000 

DATA FILE. 
eucraoHKS 

USUALLY 
$4.95 each 

ONLY 
$3.95 
or 10 up 

$3.65 each 

ROTARY DIALLERS- As used M"normal' 
telephones Hundreds of uses 
Cat XT -6900 

OTHERS SELL FOR $4.95 
JAVCAR NORMAL PRICE $2.95 

JAVCAR SUPER SPECIAL PRICE 
ONLY $1.00 each 

Maiden's Prayers Answered 
But only dshe wants to mount 2t speakers You know, the little ones 
wtth no holes for mounting screws How do you make them sit behtnda 
panel. With our nifty hale double -sided holes' Or rings to be more 
precise Imagine a ring punched out of thick double sided foam tape 
about 214" lameter With a 13/4" diameter hole m the middle You rip 
the backing from one side of the nng and stick it to the flange of the 
speaker Remove the backing from the other side and presto! A 254" 
speaker wherever you want it, 
They come in a pack of two even if you only need one because that's the 
way packs are Cat HP -1227 

ONLY $1.00 for 2 
FULLY IMPORTED SX-2000 

ELECTRONIC IGNITION KIT 
NOW RACK IN STOCK 

This fully imported be from the UK has a patented clip that attaches the 
unit to the coil itself which makes mounting really easy. It will ft all 12V 
negative earth vehicles and s voy professional looking Reactive 
discharge type 
Cat KJ-6650 

FREE CATALOGUE 
Ask for a FREE copy of our 1985 
Engineering Catalogue or send large 

SAE with 501 stamp. 

SYDNEY: 117 York Street Tel (021 267 1614 
CARLINGFORD Cnr Carlingford 8 Pennant Hills Road Tel (02) 872 4444 
CONCORD. 115/517 Parramana Road Tel (02) 745 3077 
HURSTVILLE: 121 Forest Road Tel (02) 570 7000 
GORE MIL 188/192 Pacific Highway (Cnr Bellevue Avenue/1021 439-4799 

51000 MAIL ORDER HOTLINE (02) 646 1300 COMET ROAD FREIGHT ANYWHERE IN AUSTRALIA ONLY $12 

QUEENSLAND 9URANDA: 144 Logan Road Tel (07) 3930777 
MAIL ORDERS: PO Box 480. AUBURN 2144. Tel: (02) 643 2000 
HEAD OFFICE: 7/9 Rawson Street. AUBURN 2144. 

Tel: (02) 643 2000 Telex: 72293 
SHOP HOURS POST 8 PACKING 

Carimgtord HurstviLe 9 Gore Hill 55 5999 _ 51 50 
Mon -Fn 9am . 5 30pm. Thurs B 30pm Sat 12pm 510 524 99 _ 53 20 

Sydney 525 - 549 99 54 50 
Mon Fn 830am- 530pm, Thurs 830pm. Sat 4pm 550.59999 _ 5650 

Concord 5100 5198 _ 5800 
Mon Fri 9am - 530pm, San 4pm Over $199 

vJSA 

7 MAIL ORDER VIA 
YOUR PHONE 



NEW COMPONENTS 

New battery technology 
Chloride Batteries has launched a comprehensive range of re- 
chargeable batteries for systems support that it claims does just 
about everything a sealed nickel cadmium battery does at noth- 
ing like the price. The new series is called the `Powerstone' 
range. 

The batteries use RE (Recom- 
bination Electrolyte) to provide 
primary or standby power in 
neat, clean packages that resem- 
ble kiddies building blocks more 
than they do rechargeable 
batteries. 

RE technology produces no 
gassing or charging. Gases are 
recombined electrochemically so 

that the Powerstore has no holes 
to leak, no water loss, and no 
need for top -up. 

According to Chloride this 
makes the Exide Powerstore 
range ideal as standby power 
packs for memory back-up in 
computers and electronic office 
equipment, electronic cash regis- 
ters, fire and security alarm sys- 
tems, emergency lighting, tele- 
communications and uninter- 
ruptible power supplies. 

Shelf life is at least two years. 
Total life is up to 10 years under 
recommended operating condi- 
tions. 

For more information contact 
Chloride Systems Division, 55 
Bryant St, Padstow, NSW 2211. 
(02) 774-0500. 
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Integrated 
charger controller 
The UC2906 series of battery 
charger controllers contains all 
of the necessary circuitry to op- 
timally control the charge and 
hold cycle for sealed lead -acid 
batteries. 

These integrated circuits 
monitor and control both the 
output voltage and current of 
the charger through three sepa- 
rate charge states: a high cur- 
rent bulk -charge state, a con- 
trolled over -charge, and a 

precision float -charge, or 
standby state. 

Separate voltage loop and 
current limit amplifiers regulate 
the output voltage and current 
levels in the charger by control- 
ling the on -board driver. The 

driver will supply up to 25 mA 
of base drive to an external 
pass device. Voltage and cur- 
rent sense comparators are 
used to sense the battery condi- 
tion and respond with logic in- 
puts to the charge state logic. 

Other features include a sup- 
ply under -voltage sense circuit 
with a logic output to indicate 
when input power is present. 
In addition the over -charge 
state of the charger can be ex- 
ternally monitored and termi- 
nated using the over -charge in- 
dicate output and over -charge 
terminate input. 

For more information contact 
VSI Electronics in Melbourne 
on (03) 819-5044. 

Resistors set 3 A 
regular voltage 
The UA150/250/350 are adjust- 
able 3 -terminal positive voltage 
regulators capable of supplying 
in excess of 3 A over a 1.2 V 
to 33 V output range. They re- 
quire only two external resis- 
tors to set output voltage. 

A feature of the UA family 
is time -dependant current limit- 
ing. This allows peak currents 
of up to 6 A to be drawn from 
the regulator for short periods 
of time, so the UA150 can be 
used with heavy transient loads 
and speeds start-up under full - 

load conditions. Under sus- 
tained loading conditions, the 
current limit decreases to a safe 
value protecting the regulator. 
Also included on the chip are 
thermal overload protection 
and safe area protection for the 
power transistor. Overload pro- 
tection remains functional even 
if the adjustment pin is acci- 
dentally disconnected. 

For further information con- 
tact Fairchild Australia, 366 
Whitehorse Rd, Nunawading, 
Vic 3131. (03) 877-5444. 

Tell them you read it in ETI 
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Video 
cables 
STC-Cannon Components 
which distributes Hitachi 
cables, has available the latest 
details on Hitachi LC-OFC 
video cables. 

LC-OFC (Linear Crystal Ox- 
ygen Free Copper), is a su- 
perior material for signal trans- 
mission. 

The range available from 
Hitachi includes the PCX - 
101C, a 75 ohm coaxial cable 
with terminals at both ends, 
and the VSX-102, a pair type 
shielded cord, also with termi- 
nals at both ends. 

For full technical details con- 
tact STC-Cannon Components 
Pty Ltd, 248 Wickham Road, 
Moorabbin, Vic 3189. 

II 

*' 
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TRW D -sub connector 
An all plastic, D -subminiature 
connector for PC board appli- 
cation designated the Cinch 
Super D is being offered by 
Total. The latching block 
flange style designed EIA 
RS449 is available with either 
straight or right angle (1/16" or 
Vs") DIP solder tails. 

The new connectors are 

available in 9, 15, 25 and 37 
contact sizes, and are designed 
to withstand 1000 V RMS and 
operate at 3 A between -55°C 
and 125°C. 

For further information, 
please contact Total Electron- 
ics, 9 Harker Street, Burwood, 
Vic 3125. (03)288-4044. 

Switchers 
The GS -R400 Series is a family 
of high current, high voltage 
switch mode regulator modules 
for use in centralized and 
decentralized power supply 
systems. 

Features include high input 
voltage (48 Vmax), high output 
current (4 A), and high effi- 
ciency (up to 90%). The series 

is PC -card or chassis mountable 
with a reset output, a remote 
inhibit/enable and a remote 
output voltage sense. It also 
has short circuit and thermal 
protection. 

For further information con- 
tact Ellistronics, 797 Springvale 
Road, Mulgrave, Vic 3170. (03) 
561-5844. 

QUALITY FROM ENGLAND 

CLIFF 
K919x20mm 
K9 - Matt black finish 
available in push -on or 
screw -fix. Push on caps, 
available colours red, black, 
white, blue, yellow, orange, 
grey or green. 

K9PF 1+ 100+ 18-7-1 
incl. ( cap) 41c 31c T- 
K9SF 57c 47c ]° 

(incl. cap) 
+ tax 20% 

AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTOR 

DELSQUND PTY. LTD. 
1 WICKHAM TERRACE, BRISBANE 4000. 
PH: (07) 229-6155' ' " 

YOUR ONE -STOP =ELECTRONICS SUPPLIER 

I.C. Test Clip 
14-16 - $5.00 
26-28 -$10.00 
40 -$11.90 

+ tax 20% 

Quicktest 
Ideal for w/shops 
and test depts. 
.$26.00 
plus tax 7.5% 

S2 Series 
S2 range 6.5 mm nylon 
mono and stereo sockets. 
High quality brass and 
Nickel contacts. Colours 
available. 

S2 BNB Mono 
S2 SNB Mono 
S2 BBB Stereo 
S2 SSS Stereo 

Specify colours 

1+ 100+ 
48c 39c 
48c 39c 
61c 49c 
48c 36c 

+ 20% tax 
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NEW COMPONENTS 

Capacitor has built-in fuse 
An electrolytic capacitor oper-. 
ated with reverse polarity can be 
a fire hazard. Siemens offers a 

tantalum electrolytic capacitor, 
the B 45185, which features a 

built-in overload fuse that auto- 
matically disconnects the capaci- 
tor from power before it can 
harm equipment. 

The rectangular plastic pack- 
age (designed for severe cli- 
mates) with single -ended leads is 

supplied in four types ranging 
from 0.1 to 330/11F and from 6.3 
to 50 V. 

The integrated overload fuse 
consists of a solder wire con- 
nected between cathode and 
lead. Operation with reverse po- 
larity quickly heats this wire 
until it melts, interrupting the 
cathode circuit and rendering 
the tantalum electrolytic capaci- 
tor open circuit. 

Low power 
counter/timer circuit 
The low -power CTC can be pro- 
grammed for a broad range of 
counting and timing applica- 
tions. Its four independently 
programmable channels satisfy 
common microcomputer system 
requirements for event count- 
ing, interrupt and interval tim- 
ing, and general clock rate 
generation. 

It features down -counters, re- 
loading automatically at zero 
count and eliminating software 
timing loops; three channels 

with zero count/timeout outputs 
capable of driving Darlington 
transistors; selectable positive or 
negative trigger for timer opera- 
tion and standard Z8OL family 
daisy chain interrupt structure 
fully vectored, with prioritized 
interrupts without external 
logic. 

For further information con- 
tact The George Electronics 
Group, 174 Parramatta Road, 
Camperdown, NSW 2050. 
(02)519-5855, telex 21732. 
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Alternative source for 
alphanumeric displays 
With the introduction of the 
HPDL-2416 display, Hewlett- 
Packard Australia becomes an 
alternative source for alpha- 
numeric displays. 

The new display is a 4.1 mm., 
four character, 16 segment, red 
display. 

The display performs at high 
speed over an operating tern- 
perature range of -20 to +70 

degrees C. 
Fast IC access time of 260 ns 

makes the HPDL-2416 directly 
compatible with a micro- 
processor. 

The HPDL-2416 conforms to 
the industry standard of 5 volts, 
making it fully TEL compatible. 

For further information, con- 
tact Hewlett-Packard Australia, 
(02)888-4555. 

PS Series connects 
To meet the needs of more 
compact, smaller electronic 
equipment, STC-Cannon Com- 
ponents offers the "Pan Con- 
nection System" PS Series 
connectors. 

These have been developed 
for connection between pcb and 
cable, and between pc boards, 
to provide a total connection 
system for various applications. 

The series covers IDC socket 
connectors for flat ribbon cable, 

crimp socket connectors for dis- 
crete wire, pin headers for 
mounting on pc board, dip 
socket receptacles for mounting 
on pc board, pc board transition 
connectors and two contact 
short circuit socket and low pro- 
file pin headers. 

The PS Series connectors 
catalogue is available on request 
to STC-Cannon Components, 
248 Wickham Rd, Moorabbin, 
Vic 3189. 
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194349 1.60 

0136 90 
0137 90 

2113251 
2N1302 

1.90 
1.90 

KBPC1002 
420 

71278 
74279 

345 
05 

74F244 3.72 
744.251 1.93 

1147556 3.50 
MC101161 745112 1.30 747240 3.75 7415352 220 1M350K 10.50 

90 263440 160 KBPC1001 74283 2A5 74F253 1.93 1.50 745117 1.30 747244 J.% 
745133 1.20 74C373 5.75 

7415353 2.20 
7415354 3.% 

LYl51N 1.002N3440 
LM353 250 

00913359 

D.p1 2NJ442 
2.90 
J.50 

4.90 
35AMP 

74289 
74290 

3.25 
.% 

74E257 1.93 
744.251 1.93 

/1/13600 7.% 
14453741 80 7151N 1.40 74C374 SAS 7415365 100 L64356N 240 0232 90 203563 .30 K8P73502 74293 .90 7444350 4.34 1E137410 1.50 745135 130 747901 3.00 

715138 330 717907 150 
7415366 1.00 
7415367 60 

164357 2.40 
114358 900 

0233 90 
0735 .90 

203561 
2147565 

.30 

.30 
590 

K8PC15014 
74295 
74298 

1.65 
2.45 

74F352 1.93 
74F353 1.93 

0575451 .60 
D575452 40 745139 330 717907 2.50 7415368 100 LM361 3.50 0236 .90 203566 30 MD 63504 74299 1.75 7444773 464 057591 2.00 745140 190 747901 2.50 

715151 ].10 71C905 15.00 
71L5373 1.90 
7415374 1.90 

111377 4.90 
LMJ18 7.% 

0737 90 
01JB 90 763567 

783568 
.30 
30 

6.90 
KBPC3510 

71351 
74352 

I85 
1.85 

71F221 4.64 
74F399 2.78 

057592 2.00 
0442502 22.50 745153 100 74C906 1.90 

715157 3.10 747907 290 
745158 3.10 747908 2.75 

7415375 1.00 
7415377 2.15 
7415378 1.20 

06380 PIN 
1 80 

1.4438014PIN 

0262 120 
0263 1 20 
O477 1.50 
0147 1.50 

1N3569 
7 03638 
7143640 

.30 
.31 
.30 

AIDA 75109 % 

74 

74365 
74366 
74367 

/.50 
550 
1.50 

74E521 4.22 
74E533 4.01 
74E534 164 

ADC 080 16.00 
0670800 450 
0670806 4.50 745160 5% 747910 14.00 

745161 5.90 747911 12.50 
7415379 1.90 
7415396 180 

1.90 
151381 3.50 

0647 180 
0648 1.80 

783641 
2143642 

.30 
30 

7400 .35 
7401 45 

74368 
74373 

1.50 
2.25 MEMORY 

SAKI 40 9.50 
214111 /.95 745162 790 747912 12.50 7415390 180 164363 3.50 0681 18o 203643 .30 7402 .45 74374 2.25 2101 6.90 U0170 5.95 715167 7.90 74C914 1.50 

715165 11.50 7.4C9151.00 
7415793 1 80 
74153% 200 

111303 3.50 
11384 7.50 

0681 2.00 
0687 2.00 

7143644 
103645 

30 
30 

7403 .45 
7404 .60 

74375 
74377 

1,75 
245 

2102 1.50 
2112 7.90 4000 .50 745169 1130 74C917 15.50 

745171 450 71C918 2.90 
74153% 250 
741598 300 

19386 l95 
LM367A 3.% 

00640 3.90 
DV658 3.90 
0063 650 

7N3646 
203702 

.30 
1211 

7405 00 
7406 80 

74390 
75107 

195 
7.50 

2114 2.95 
7708 6.90 

4001 .SO 
1001 .50 745175 a 50 747920 12.50 

715181 8.50 74C911 12.50 
71L5399 1.90 
NLSII4 5.50 

L.2787 200 
Lw790 2.95 

%(BUSB/1 
4.90 

1N3704 
2NJ719 

9A0 
4.50 

7407 30 
7408 .80 

75110 
75150 

2.50 
2.50 

2716 6.90 
2732 7.00 

d006 1.90 
4007 AO 715187 3.40 74C9n 750 7115440 5.50 LM]91 2.90 0797 (1380 2N7771 5.50 7409 60 75154 2.50 2764 12.00 4006 120 74519969 4.10 747913 7.90 

74S1B9 B 50 747925 I-90 
71LS431 5.50 
74/5442 5.50 

LY93 1.00 % 1.90 
1w39sT 9.% B 115 1.50 203772 

203773 
5.70 
5.90 

7110 .60 
7411 .70 

75450 
76451 

1.50 
.90 

27128 29.00 
4110 3.95 

4010 .90 
4011 AO 745194 3.30 74C926 690 

745195 2% 74C927 990 
745196112590 747920 900 

7415443 150 
74L5445 230 
7415446 5.50 

L643%K 22.50 844167 I20 
LFl% 5.90 BF177 1.10 

NE544 6.50 8F177 120 
BF190 120 

103792 
2:3819 
2NJ866 

6.00 
1.70 
295 

7112 .70 
7413 37<I 
T411 !0 

75452 
775453 
75461 

.90 

.90 
1.50 

4164 800 
6116 /.00 
8264 59.00 

4012 .10 
4013 .60 
4014 190 4.% 71C99 950 

74519712591 747930 2.75 
7115447 1.90 
7415448 5.50 

94E555 .40 OE .90 
6E556 1.20 BF103 60 

1N190a 
293906 

I00 510,300 

.00 
7415 .70 
7416 .80 

75462 
75471 

1.50 
7.00 

5/725 (61161 
7.00 

4015 1.90 
1016 .75 4% 747932 150 

745701 990 74C941 250 
701544º 5.50 
7415490 3.20 

NE558 5.00 844174 00 
NE560 4.00 BF199 00 

1N4030 
254032 

1.50 
2.20 

7417 80 
7420 .60 

764n 
75491 

3.00 
2.00 

7101 s10/ 
(8101).% 

4017 1.50 
4018 1.90 745214AN 14C989 B90 

P.O.A. 
7+15540 595 
7115641 7.95 

NE 567 7.00 BF199 ..... 

NE570 590 2N00]J 
IN4036 

2.10 
2.50 

7421 BO 
7422 80 

7519I 
75493 

2.00 
3.00 

101 7.90 
8101 7.90 

4019 .90 
4020 1.50 745225 10.90 74L5 

746226 790 70L500 35 
7415621 175 
74L5623 275 

BF2 1.5260 NE571 5.90 84.337 550 NE592 6.% 13F335 1.90 
2144031 
204123 

9.50 
1.50 

7423 90 
7425 90 

8121 
8123 

5.00 
4Áo 

2532 12.50 1021 ./50 
m23 130 745110 690 741501 .40 7415623 595 0E594 9.50 13E458 1.00 2N12J6 1.90 7476 .70 0130 6.95 OPTO 4023 .75 745241 6.90 741502 20 7415629 595 116709-N 1.50 0F459 100 2564277 1.90 7477 80 8131 595 4025 1.20 4024 110 745244 9.90 741503 .40 

745251 3.90 741504 .60 
7115640 7.95 
7415642 275 

U4710711 1.00 131489 120 
114711 1.20 1.20 2N1246 

2N4N9 
40 N28 80 

7430 .70 
8136 
8303 

6.% 
5.50 

41126 120 
INZI 120 

4025 BO 
4026 I.10 715253 1% 7+1505 .60 7a564J vs :13 1:4:1705 

LM72J .75 
á4.iº5 90 2144250 

.40 
7432 -70 8304 6º5 41128 1.20 4027 1.20 715267 J.70 74L508 .40 71L564 7.75 LN72JC91.50 BFW10 264258 

.40 
7433 .70 82573 5.95 4979 1.50 4028 120 745258 3.30 741509 80 

2.90 741510 .60 
745274 MA PO4 741511 80 

7415645 175 
7415660 1.75 
7415669 1.75 

1.50 1.18725 4.75 BFW11 ISO 161733 19E5616 1.50 
047 39 2.75 BF750 120 

2144355 
204356 
204360 

.50 
.50 
.50 

100 

7437 00 
7438 
7439 

825123 
83444111 

11 

6% 

59% 

IN30 1.60 
4032 1_50 
INi7 1.50 

4029 /.50 
1.50 

405 ]1 2.95 745275 POA 741512 80 7415470 2.75 741 .40 BFY% 1.90 2Na401 
.90 

7440 90 6870 fi 95 44:15 5.50 1012 2.75 715280 5.% 111517 90 7415673 11.55 U4717 1l0 BF%% 1.50 2H4402 
.30 

)a42 .90 89J0 6.95 4937 130 4033 2.75 715161 POA 741514 BO 

71528] 7.% 741515 BO 
7115681 12.55 
71L%% ].95 

U4148 1.00 BU126 1.50 
MC1310 9.50 BU2oB 4.90 704403 

.30 
.30 7443 14i0 

7444 1.50 
8837 
BeIJ 

6.95 
6.95 

94776 2.50 
MC 766 6.90 

4034 3.50 
4035 1.% 745287 190 71L519 .90 7115691 3.95 401312 7.95 90 130326 

i90 
7N44I6 
104437 

1.% 
2.90 7445 I.00 88N 6.95 Mcn 130 409 325 745287 1.90 74L520 .50 71LSfi97 795 BUx80 MC/J11 ].95 44FE131 2.90 2114919 2.90 7446 1.20 8835 5.95 11074 5.% 4040 1.20 715299 17.90 741521 .90 7415693 395 MC1315 895 MFE3001 9.80 7115088 1.00 7447 1.50 1488 1.00 11074 6.50 4041 1.50 745301 13% 741523 90 

715314 PO4 741524 .90 
711%96 395 
7415699 3.95 

MC1327 7.95 MEE3003 695 
MCI 350 1.95 M.N13 5.90 

395009 
2N5139 

1.00 
120 

7449 1.20 
7450 .90 

1489 
B1L595 

1A0 
3.75 

FNo500 2.00 
FND50T 2.00 

1011 100 
ao43 1.80 715330 704 74/526 90 YC14oBLB 7.50 MJB02 7.50 1N5119 1.20 7451 .90 BILS% ].75 TIL31A 2% 4044 110 745331 PO4 711577 .90 

713373 990 741518 90 
COP 
C0P18011010 

MC1487 4.95 642901 150 
9471445 595 YJ1001 3.90 295190 

205191 
250 
330 

7452 .80 
7457 

81L590 
B1L5% 

3.75 
3.75 

n/81A 2,% 
TIL3M 14.50 

4045 490 
1016 250 745374 990 741530 48 

71591 9.90 71L531 .70 
71SSBT 3.3D 74L53] .M 
7454128217 741537 .70 

COP186417.50 

CPU 
6502 13.00 

YC1456 1.95 MJ11011 9.90 
MC1458 120 YJ11015 14.50 

44251016 14.50 MCIa66l 14.50 MJ15003 6.50 
1.4714694 690 MJ150d 6.50 

aN5197 
2N5193 
2N5194 
2M51% 

3.10 
2.50 

1.95 
J.30 

.70 
7164 80 
7155 .90 

7460 .70 
7a61 90 

8T26 
8nB 
8730 
BJ% 

3.00 
3.00 
300 
1.80 

MA/472 
ID.702) 

3.50 
IAA 514 

4047 1.20 
4048 I 213 

4049 1.00 
4050 IAO 590 711516 48 65024 I4.00 4471488 1.20 MJ15024 10.00 1N5710 1.50 7062 1.00 6T9T 1.80 (DL70a) 1051 /.50 7/54260212 741540 80 

7% 71L641 .60 
6503 13 00 
6504 13 00 

MC1449 120 YJ1501 B90 
MC1194 BAU 

2N5745 
1N531J 

1.50 
8.50 

7463 1.20 
7470 80 

8T13 
BT54 

2.95 
2.95 

3.50 
BPW50 2.25 

4052 1.50 
4053 1.50 

715470 9.% 71LS47 100 6505 17.00 MC1495 890 1,1000371 800 
7µ5a01 1.S0 74n .90 8080 8.00 HP50B2.2811 4054 7.% 745471 9g0 741548 1.00 6507 13.00 1250 MC1496 2.50 wJ1501 l90 2N5451 1.00 7177 90 BOBS 9.50 4.% 4055 3.90 745472 990 Td1_54g 5B0 

745473 9.90 711551 .70 
6520 150 
6521 5.90 

/581S% 300 MJE]40 1.E0 
14C1648 8.90 MJE350 1.90 

3NS45B 
IN6459 

.90 7474 .70 
7475 .70 

8086 
9088 

59.00 
2900 

91140 6620 
3.95LEDS 

4056 410 
a060 150 715474 9% 74/551 80 6522 17.00 LM1B12 10.50 MJE371 290 205461 

.% 
7476 30 81y5 6.50 Jmm REO 25 4063 200 745475 9% 741555 80 

745482 11.90 741S63 2 80 
74549 7.90 741573 60 

71L574 60 

65724 1300 
6532 14.00 
6545 19.50 
6551 1290 

1118830 3.90 MJES21 210 
1141907 3.90 MJE700 7.50 
L142917 PIN 8121800 2.90 

4.%' 412E7801 J.% 

7145462 
205485 
2N5486 

.% 

.% 

.90 

.90 

7477 9 20 
7478 1.20 
7480 1.20 

81 S6 
6185 
0702 
8203 

/1.50 
37.50 
52.50 
69 50 

2mm YELL .30 
lmm GRN .30 
5414m RED .15 
5mm YELL 

4066 2.50 
4067 9.90 
4068 1.00 
4069 1.00 

7440 741575 .60 
74900 60 741576 1.00 

2650 11.00 
2651 23.00 

1642917 14 P114 
443E2955 490 

1% M2E9055 390 
MJE13005 590 

205489 
2115590 
195591 

14.50 
16.50 
18.50 

7482 1 00 
7443 1.10 
74115 120 

8712 
8214 

190 
4-% 

.30 
5,nm GRN 30 
5100 ONG 30 

4070 90 
4071 .40 7JH01 70 71/577 1110 

71407 80 741578 1.10 
6800 600 
6802 7.00 

MN3001 17.50 MJE130017.40 
CA3078 2.00 MJE11009 

2N5641 
3N5656 

19.50 
2.50 

7486 1.20 
7489 3.90 

8224 
8226 

].50 
4.90 

RIFDRECi.30 
GRNRECT20 

4012 .% 
4073 .90 741103 BO 741583 .70 

71H01 00 74L585 60 
6808 12.50 
6809 1000 

7A3048 1% 1250 
CA3056 650 MPFITI 2.50 

2N57>D 
2145777 

30 
1.S0 

7490 1.00 
7491 1.00 

8778 
8231 

5.50 
199.00 

YEl RECT .31 
RED CHROME 

4075 .90 
4076 1.50 7a905 ,% 711586 80 

74908 1.10 7415% 60 
74910 BO 741591 ,60 

74911 80 741592 .60 

6810 i50 
68810 750 
6820 5.50 
6821 5.50 

C43059 595 MPF131 2.50 
743080 190 MPSA05 100 
CA3086 1.90 MA% 1.00 

CA3100E 7.95 
MPSA10 100 
1.0155/12 100 

aM5B30 
105831 
IN587] 
2115874 

.30 
.30 

1.40 
1.70 

719I 1.00 
7493 1.00 
7494 I.SO 
7495 1.00 

8232 
0237 
8238 
8741 

199.00 
3900 
9.50 
8.50 

BEZEL 126 
YELLOW 
CHME BEZEL 

120 

4077 80 
4078 BO 
a081 .44 
4082 80 71017 BO 711593 ,70 

74915 80 74/595 110 
68621 7.50 
6840 650 

7A3130E 220 MPSA93 500 
7431301 2.95 MP5494 1.00 

295944 
705945 

15.50 
10.50 

7496 1.50 
7497 210 

8251 
8253 

6.% 
7.50 

GRN 7111.2E 
BEZEL 120 

4085 220 
4086 2.30 71910 BO 741596 110 _6645 12.50 CA3140E 2.20 4495470 1.00 2115948 19.50 74100 165 6255 5.50 4089 3.50 71821 10 74/5107 90 

74922 .130 7413109 60 
6847 7.50 
6850 790 

7A71407 2.95 MPS047 1.00 
713240E MPSA4] 11p 205961 

2N6027 
190 
1.00 

74107 120 
74109 

8257 
8259 

16.50 
6.50 

VOLTAGE 
REGS 

4093 .75 
4094 7.75 74030 .90 7415112 .70 

74940 90 7415113 .70 - 

68050 10.00 
6860 19.50 

11.95 MPSASS I.Oa 
CA3401 1.00 MPS 456 1.00 2N60a9 

2N6080 
1.90 

16.50 

.% 
74110 1.50 
74111 1.50 

81]1 
8272 

B900 
33.00 

]BOSC BO 
7e056C 2.50 

4095 2.40 
4096 I40 74650 ,90 7415114 30 

74051 .% 7415122 1 ]0 
6675 1100 
Z60CPU 5.00 

CA3900 1.70 A9P5A6J 1.00 
CAJ9ps 1.75 MPSA65 1.00 2146083 

266084 
21.90 
32.50 

74112 1.50 
74113 1.50 

8273 
8274 

65.00 
42.50 

715120C 1 20 
7812KC 2.50 

4097 6.50 
4090 1.90 74952 90 74/5123 % 

74H53 90 7415125 BO 

1904CPU 6.00 
ZOOBCPU12.00 

CA3909 295 9P5492 100 
LY391I 2.95 MPSA9l 1.20 2H6/11 

7146125 
190 
/90 

74114 1.50 
74120 195 

8775 
8276 

J8.50 
28áp 

78/5UC I20 
7OISK7 2.50 

4099 ].90 
4104 690 i 741164 ,9p 7415126 1.20 ZBOPtO 4.50 1643914 590 MPF102 90 2N6130 /90 74121 .% 8179 0.50 761807 1.20 4160 125 74955 g0 7415132 I50 

ó 74460 90 7415133 490 
Z80AP10 6.50 
Z80C7C 5.50 

LM3915 5.90 4498107 .90 
1163916 5.% MPF105 .90 266177 

2µ6256 
1.90 

11.50 
74122 .% 
71171 1.50 

6282 
828J 

6.% 
6.50 

781507 250 
7834U7 1.26 

4161 1.25 
4163 125 ¡ 74661 90 7415136 150 Z80ACTC 650 LY39992 7.60 MPf1% 90 756259 17.50, 74125 1.00 8264 /.50 78NKC 2.50 4174 1.75 W 74962 .90 744.5138 BO 

74964 ,90 7115139 00 
7900MA 16.00 
780ADYA 

314136 1.% .2PF109 .90 
RC4145 26.% MPSLOI 1.50 2N6274 

2146378 
29.50 
4.90 

71126 1.00 
74128 1 B0 

8786 
8287 

6.50 
6.50 

]905UC 1.90 
7905KC 3.00 

4175 1.60 
4194 I.% 74965 90 74151d5 2.10 Ó2146435 19.00 RC4194 3.90 MPS/51 1.50 4.50 74131 100 0269 7300 791260 190 1402 /00 Ñ 74974 120 7415117 250 

E 74977 120 74/5148 1,% 
Z00A510 15.00 
280550 13.00 

MM5369 4.% MPSlK12 1.75 
MPSU52 1.90 1N6578 

16201 
4.90 
130 

74116 1.00 
7413e I 80 

0261 
8292 

4300 
N.50 

7912KC 2.50 
7915U7 190 

4404 1.15 
4408 6.% E 74H17 100 71L5151 126 AD570 69.50 SCRB MPSU56 1.75 256683 1.50 74139 1.50 8293 10 26.50 7915KC 2.50 4409 17.50 0 74974 1 80 71.5152 195 

v 71976 1.90 7415153 1.00 
40590 9S0 
AD7524 17.50 

70/47S MP171 1.75 
571410 1.90 MRF231 19.50 25Ci026 

25C2629 
3.% 
3.95 

74141 1.10 
71112 1.45 

8141 
6748 

5730 
6500 

7918UC /.90 
7924U7 1.90 

4410 1110 
4411 12.60 ¿ 74678 190 7415154 295 A7-34910 57141E 1.95 MRF222 5.% 2572166 4.95 74143 125 8719 58.50 78109 .SO 4412 5.45 w 74087 7.% 7415155 500 

ó 74H101 100 7115156 150 
14.50 

AY -}251J 
57142E 2.95 MRF1]B 2950 
SC1460 285 MRF745 57.50 

7SC1]30 
2SC1%9 

195 
fi 30 

74144 390 
71015 1.45 

BJ55 
0035 

3i.50 
6% 

J8117 .50 
78115 .75 

4415 10.15 
4416 5.60 749102 180 7415157 1.10 

W 749103 250 7115158 1,00 
1430 

MSM573216.50 
5C1500 4.% 64NF171 53.50 
SC151D 2.% MRF464 52.50 257197] 3.95 71147 1.95 8039 7.90 78110 .75 

781_14 .75 
4419 1.45 
4422 9.50 

- 

ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
425 High Street; 
NORTHCOTE, 3070 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
Phone )03)489 8866 
TELEX: AA 38897 
48.50 A'Beckett Street. 
MELBOURNE, 3000 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
Ph. )03) 663 615.1 
Mall Order and 
correspondance: 
P.O. BOX 235 
NORTHCOTE 3070 

MAIL ORDER 
HOT LINE - 

t 6 

MOW 63 
11 

(03)481 1436 

POSTAGE RATES 
f1-59,99 $2.00 
810- $24.99 $3.00 
525-549.99 54.00 
f50f99.99 31 00 
$100.199 $7.50 
5200.5499 ..... $50.00 
5500 plus .. $52.50 
This Is for basic postage only, 

IIII__-_ 0 
SmS 

NEW IC'S 

z 
1-9 10+ 

41256 24.95 23.95 
27126 29.50 18.75 
74HCO2 .50 .40 
74LS1Í19 2.50 2.40 
AV -3_1050 12.50 11.95 
WD2791 59.00 57.00 
WD2793 59.00 57.00 
WD2795 59.00 57.00 
WD2797 59.00 57.00 
LM71CN 2.95 2.75 
LM1871 5.95 5.75 
LM1872 5.95 5.75 
Z8OADART 13.50 12.95 
LM3384 10.60 9.50 
R.F. Module 
57716 64.95 59.95 

I C S P E C I A LS 
1-9 10f 

4116 1.80 1.70 
4164 3.25 2.95 
2716 5.90 5.50 
2732 6.25 5.95 
27128 12.50 11.50 
6116 5.50 5.15 
41256 14.50 12.50 
27 64 29.50 23.95 

4476 
44443378 

M714433 

4435 
4441 
4443 
4da5 
a4a6 
4449 

3.35 
1.75 
275 

1i90 
7,95 
1.50 
3.% 
I.65 
3.55 
1 00 

4549 7.25 
I551 180 
I55] 5.50 
4564 2.35 

4555 
1.10 

4556 125 
1557 705 
4558 7.25 
4559 715 
4560 3.75 
4561 1 80 

29Nx 690 
I3MOMM4 

6.50 
24576MHz 

.50 
2.76485804 

4.90 
7MN4 490 
7.57954Hz 

3.00 
7.9711614Hz 

4450 
4451 

3.75 
3.75 

4562 8A5 
4566 3.00 

190 
46401 1.90 

4457 
4457 

5.90 
9.90 

4568 4.25 
4569 2.50 

4.194304MHz 
3.90 

4469 
44% 

14.% 
5.90 

4572 .75 
4580 /.95 

4.433618MHz 
4.90 

4495 3.95 ISIS 
].10 I.NMMx 490 

d500 
4501 

0% 
.50 

4581 3.26 
458J 1.65 

I.75MNz 4.90 
1.915100MHx 

4502 
450.1 

/.60 
.90 

4564 .85 
4585 2.10 

690 
4.9562YM4 

1564 
a506 

2.00 
.75 

4597 
1599 3.15 

4.% 
90 

4507 Ap /55104 3A5 550688004.414114/144 

4506 
4510 

4.50 
1.50 

45106 7/5 
45107 725 

490 
614114 4.90 

1511 
1517 

1.00 
1.10 

45109 7I5 
45117 785 

6.144Hx 190 
6.66]O4Nz 

4513 
1514 

7.66 
2.90 ANALOG 

4.90 
BMHi ./.90 

4515 2.90 DIGITAL B B6nJBYHt 
4516 145 ADC08001CN 4.1 
45/7 B 75 23.50 IOYHl 1.% 
514 
4519 

250 
1.90 

ADC08001.LN 
23.95 

10 6445M114 
490 

4520 120 ADCp10ILCN 11MHx 4.90 
1521 
4572 

7.90 
ISO 

7.50 
ADCOBOaLCN 

12MMz 4.90 
147181BMNx 

4526 
4527 

1.65 
2.65 

6.50 
ADC0808ICN 

4.90 
15MH4 4.% 

6526 
4529 

1.15 
1 80 

54.95 
DAC1120LCN 

16904 490 
90MI/i 1.% 

4630 
4571 

160 
1.65 

14.% 
DAC10201CN 

16.472MNz 
4.% 

1571 2.65 13.% IOMMx 4.90 
a5N 
4536 

B% 
6.50 

DACOBl2LCN 
5.50 

2151Nz 1.90 
27MHx 4.% 

4539 165 32MHx 690 
1641 1.60 CAYSTAIS 76MHz 1.% 
4545 7.50 1MHz 11.50 32.7681494 
4544 1050 1.832.244 7.50 4.90 
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200 Circuits & Ideas 
for the Engineer 
Technician and 
Hobby Enthusiast!!! 

Computers + Audio + RF 
Electronic Music and 
Much, Much more .. 

AN ELECTRONICS TODAY PUBLICATION 

NOW IT'S HERE !!! 

PICK ÚPYOUR COPY 

FROM YOUR NEWSAGENT 
ALSO AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER 

$3.95 plus $1 postage 

FEDERAL MARKETING 

P.O. BOX 227 WATERLOO, N.S.W. 2017 
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Please send me one full year (12 issues) of 
Electronics Today, delivered to my home, PLUS 
my free Dick Smith soldering iron at the special 
offer price of just $27.00 

Subscribe to Electronics Today 
now, and receive a 20 -wait 
soldering iron worth $9.95 

Right now is certainly the best time to take 
out a 12 -month subscription to Electronics 
Today. You'll not only be ensuring that you 
receive each copy regularly each month, 
delivered direct to you, but you'll also receive 
a bonus gift: a free 'Dick Smith' soldering iron suitable for 
the electronics hobbyist, home handyman or technician. 
But don't delay - this offer is limited. 

a 

Australia's dynamic electronics monthly! 
Electronics Today is your key to the exciting world of 
modern electronics - whether you're a professional, an 
enthusiast or an interested consumer. Electronics Today 
provides you with news and analysis of the latest 
developments, authoritative test reports and reviews of 
new equipment, down-to-earth information on electronics 
in theory and practice, and well -engineered construction 
projects. 
Electronics Today is also written right here in Australia, 
so you know that it really does cover the local electronics 
scene. 

Electronics Today 
Subscription Offer 
YES! F DÉ>G 0,00 

NAME: JOBTrITLE: 

ADDRESS: 

POSTCODE: ORGANISATION: 

Please tick box to indicate method of payment: 

Cheque'/Money Order' American Express Bankcard Mastercard 
'Please make cheques and money orders payable to the Federal Publishing Company Ply Ltd. 
Credit Card No. 

Card Expiry Date: Signature: 

(Unsigned orders cannot be accepted) 

ABSOLUTELY 
FREE! 

The 'Dick Smith' 
lightweight 20 -watt iron is 
ideal for most general 
soldering work. It features 
interchangeable screw -in 
tips, a two -metre mains 
cord with moulded -on plug 
for safety and durability, 
and is fully S.E.C. tested 
and approved. It comes 
fitted with a plated conical 
tip, suitable for most 
general soldering. 
Normally this quality iron 
sells for $9.95 - but 
currently we're offering it 
to you FREE with each 
12 -month subscription to 
Electronics Today! 

Just 
$27.00 
That's a $3 saving on 
our regular 12 -month 
subscription rate! 

So don't 
delay 
subscribe 
now in 
this issue! 

Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of first issue and soldering iron. 



NEW, EQUIPMENT 

AVO pencil 
Avo has recently released its first `probe style' digital volt -ohm 
meter - the TD20. It's an auto -ranging meter with four ranges 
that enable measurements to be made of voltages up to 500 Vac 
or dc and of resistances up to 2000k. 

Due to its pencil design, the 
meter is ideal for in -circuit 
measurements, rapid continuity 
testing, work on PCBs and tak- 
ing measurements in difficult 
situations. The display -hold 
facility enables a reading to be 
taken when it is not possible to 
make a measurement and view 
the display simultaneously. 

Safety features include a 

shrouded probe tip, a fused prod 
with shrouded lead connector 
and a crocodile clip fór simplify- 
ing the connection of the prod 
thus providing one handed 
operation. 

For more information contact 
Measurement & Control Divi- 
sion, Electrical Equipment Lim- 
ited, Unit C, 8 Lyon Park Road, 
North Ryde NSW 2113. 

i 

CRO-logic 
analyzer 
The new HP 1631A/D is a dedi- 
cated benchtop logic analyzer 
that provides state analysis, tim- 
ing analysis and digital oscillo- 
scope functions. 

As a general-purpose system - 
integration tool for the digital 
hardware designer, the Hewlett- 
Packard product windows in on 
specific analogue events to pro- 
vide information for trouble- 
shooting. 

The combination of logic 
analysis and oscilloscope func- 
tions in a single instrument will 
foster sale of the HP 1631A/D 
for applications where both a 
logic analyzer and oscilloscope 
would have been purchased, HP 
officials said. 

The HP 1631A/D is a follow- 
on product to the HP 
1639A/D/G line of stand-alone 
benchtop logic analyzers. The 
new model provides the full 
capability of the HP 1630A/D, 
including state and timing chan- 
nels, inverse assembly and pre- 
processor support, but with 
more channels. 

Two analogue channels are 
available with 200-megasample- 
per-second digitizing rate, al- 
lowing simultaneous single -shot 
capture and storage of wave- 
forms up to 50 MHz bandwidth. 

For further information con- 
tact Geoff Foley, Hewlett-Pack- 
ard Australia. (03)895-2895. 
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OEM power supplies 
Semiconductor Circuits has in- 
creased the number of off-line 
switching power supplies in its 
product line. These units fall 
into three output power ranges: 
10 to 75 W single output, 100 
and 150 W single output and 
12.5 to 50 Watt dual and triple 
outputs. 

The 28 new 10 to 75 W single 
output models offer 5, 12, 15 

and 24 Vdc outputs, and incor- 
porate internal features to pro- 
tect the input, load and supply. 

There are 16 new 100 and 150 
Watt units with 5, 12, 15 and 
24 Vdc outputs. They feature 
switching frequency to 80 kHz. 
According to semiconductor cir- 
cuits, this provides a near con- 

stant 86% efficiency over a wide 
input range. 

The remaining 21 units are 
dual and triple output models 
with an output power range 
from 12.5 to 50 W. Main output 
voltages are available in 5, 12, 
15, and 24 Vdc. 

All 65 new units are designed 
to comply with UL1012 and are 
suited for a wide variety of 
applications such as process 
controls, computer peripherals, 
data processing and test 
equipment. 

For further information con- 
tact The George Brown Elec- 
tronics Group, 174 Parramatta 
Road, Camperdown NSW 2050. 
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Sprint 
dc fan 
Using brushless dc technology, 
E. G. and G. Rotron have engi- 
neered a do product - with 
many advantages over its ac 
counterpart. They claim that 
with equal reliability and air out- 
put, you get less noise and less 

power. 
It has been designed from the 

ground up as a dc product. 
Thus, it is thinner (31.75 mm) 
than comparable ac products. 

For further information please 
contact Total Electronics, 9 

Harker Street, Burwood Vic. 
3125. (03)288-4044. 

GPIB for the 
The power of the IBM PC as an 
instrument controller can be 
considerably increased by the 
use of the Ziatech GPIB inter- 
face card. Designated the ZT 
1488, it plugs directly into one of 
the IBM pc expansion slots and 
allows the user to control up to 
15 GPIB devices on one daisy 
chained cable. The interface 
also features a real time calen- 
dar clock with battery -backup 
and an on -board I/O multimod- 
ule socket. The multimodule 
facility allows the PC to be con- 
figured for particular UO 
requirements such as analogue 
input/output, floating-point 
maths, streamer tape controller 

IBM pc 
or additional parallel channels. 

A recommended accessory for 
the ZT 1488 is Ziatech's ZT 488 
GPIB analyser tool. The ZT 488 
is a low-cost diagnostic device 
which facilitates the develop- 
ment and debugging of GPIB 
communications. 

The ZT 1488 GPIB interface 
offers easy to program BASIC 
language support and assembly 
language driver routines for use 
with other programming 
languages. 

For further information on 
Ziatech's products contact A. J. 
Distributors, 44 Prospect Road, 
Prospect, SA 5082. (08)269- 
1244. 

Lab power 
supplies 
The new Topward 2303 and 
4303 power supplies both fea- 
ture constant voltage and con- 
stant current capability; short 
circuit protection and extremely 
low ripple and internal resist- 
ance. 

The single output model 2303 
gives you 0-30 V and up to 3 A. 

The model 2303 costs $238 
plus sales tax, and model 4303 
costs $460 plus sales tax. For 
more information, please con- 
tact Parameters, 41 Herbert 
Street, Artarmon. NSW. 
(02)439-3288. 

Eprom eraser 
The DE -4 model EPROM 
eraser has been designed with 
the needs of the small operator, 
or the decentralized larger 
operator in mind. 

Measuring only 22.9 cm x 

9.4 cm x 6.6 cm overall, it fits 
conveniently on any desktop, 
and can hold from one to eight 
EPROMs. Operation is simplic- 
ity itself - load the drawer, 
slide it in, and press the red 
"on" button. 

A safety feature of the DE -4 
model is the captive drawer, 
which prevents UV exposure, so 
no interlock is needed. The in- 

tensity generated by its 4 watt, 
254 nm tube is approximately 
6800 µW/cm2 at the centre of 
the drawer. 

Erasive time varies, depend- 
ing on the erase energy of the 
EPROMs and the number in the 
drawer - for example one 6 W- 
s/cm2 EPROM can be erased in 
15 minutes and eight 15 W-s/cm2 
EPROMs can be erased in 51 
mins. 

For further information, con- 
tact: John Wilson, Australian 
Ultra Violet Services, Valley 
Road, Wattle Glen Vic 3096. 
(03)438-1279. 

Noise analysis 
The 215-45 analyzer isolates and 
measures the frequency compo- 
nents of total noise and identi- 
fies them in specific octave 
bands. This isolation of individ- 
ual noise components identifies 
the frequency bands of greatest 
noise and permits the most 
direct action in reducing the 
overall noise level. 

It weighs 26 ounces, meets 
ANSI S1.4 Type 2 requirements 
and exceeds the most stringent 
ANSI requirements for octave 
band filter sets. It has a measur- 
ing range of 30 to 14(kdB re 20µ 
N/m2; a frequency range of 

20 kHz to 10 kHz; A, B, C, lin- 
ear and external scale weighting 
with fast and slow response. 

The OB-45 filter covers nine 
frequency ranges from 31 Hz to 
8 kHz centre frequencies with 
full octave band width. The 
input from the sound level meter 
is 1.2 V rms plus 12 dB crest 
factor, 20 Hz to 10 kHz. The 
output ranges from 0 to 4 V rms 
with impedance less than I ohm. 

For further information and 
pricing contact Paul Flynn, As- 
sociated Calibration Laborato- 
ries, 27 Rosella Street, Doncaster 
East Vic 3109. 842-8822. 
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NEW EQUIPMENT 

61/2 digit multimeter 
Tech Sales has released details 
of the new Solartron DMM. The 
new multimeter has all the usual 
functions, like voltage, current 
and resistance. 

It also has a diode test facility 
and can make 2 or 4 wire meas- 
urements. There are 61 digits to 

give 100 nV sensitivity. The 
7150 comes with an IEEE 488 
interface built in for easy pro- 
gramming. 

For more information about 
the Solartron 7150 contact Tech 
Sales at 12 Maroodah Highway, 
Ringwood Vic 3134. 
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HP releases the 'Pioneer' PC instrumentation 
Hewlett Packard has recently 
released a range of computer 
controlled test and measure- 
ment equipment designed to be 
driven by either the IBM PC or 
the HP Touchscreen PC. Previ- 
ously, most PC -controlled in- 
strumentation has been based 
on the IEEE -488 protocol and 
allowed stand-alone test instru- 
ments to be interfaced to a com- 
puter for automatic monitoring 
and data collection. 

The HP approach uses its own 
specially developed instrument 
bus to interface a series of 'soft' 
test instruments to the comput- 
er. The instruments are not 
stand-alone units and merely 
contain the necessary hardware 
to interface probes etc to .the 
outside world. The conversion 
and display is all done on board 
the computer and several instru- 
ment faces can be displayed on 
screen at the one time. The ad- 
vantage of this system is that a 

greater degree of automation 
and versatility is possible. 

The key to the system 's the 
advanced software it supports. 
The system software allows easy 
set up and design of automated 

test routines, and allows the 
computer to automatically con- 
trol the functions of the various 
instrument modules. A 'soft 
front panel' program displays 
simulated front panels for the 
various instruments to be dis- 
played on the computer screen. 
In manual mode the various 
controls displayed can be manip- 
ulated by the keyboard or a 

mouse. The HP Touchscreen PC 
allows the user to select control 
function by merely touching the 
screen. 

Traditionally, engineers have 
been suspicious of PC based in- 
strument systems on the basis of 

insufficient sophistication and 
accuracy and in the past this has 
been justified. Although the HP 
system could probably not com- 
pete on a spec basis'with dedi- 
cated instruments, the cost and 
versatility of the system will 
make some engineering firms 
look twice at PC based instru- 
mentation. 

Some of the modules that will 
be available at the release of the 
system will be a digital multime- 
ter, digitizing oscilloscope, func- 
tion generator, universal 
counter, dual voltage DAC, 
digital I/O board and relay ac- 
tuator board. HP plans to 

greatly expand the range in the 
near future. 

Software for the system is 
available for both the IBM-PC 
family and . Hewlett-Packard's 
own touchscreen PC. The soft- 
ware allows for the control of 
the modules via the instrumen- 
tation bus either manually or au- 
tomatically in the course of a 

programmed test procedure. 
Data acquisition and statistical 
programs allow the formatting 
Ind processing of the incoming 
data so that a comprehensive au- 
tomatic data logging and analy- 
zing system can be implement- 
ed. 

With the advancing power and 
declining cost of the personal 
computer there is sure to be a lot 
of interest in a quality, well sup- 
ported PC instrumentation line. 
The opportunities for electron- 
ics R & D and small manufac- 
turing companies to implement 
these systems are vast and the 
launch of this line of products 
from Hewlett-Packard will un- 
doubtedly see the start of an era 
of rapid development and inter- 
est in this area. - Robert Irwin 

Optical fibre tester 
Data Cable has introduced a 

new range of fibre optic convert- 
ers from Fotec. The new C500 
series is designed to allow com- 
puterized testing of fibre optic 
components. 

They interface with computer- 
ized data acquisition systems to 
allow automatic power measure- 
ments for production and quali- 
fication testing. They provide a 

conversion from optical power 
to electrical voltage compatible 
with typical computer data ac - 
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quisition systems. Thus tests can 
be automated to provide more . 

complete and accurate testing 
than using manual data collec- 
tion. Typical applications in- 
clude testing multiple cables or 
connectors under environmental 
stress and monitoring the output 
of sources undergoing life cycle 
or temperature testing. 

For more information contact 
Data Cable, 538 Mountain High- 
way, Bayswater, Vic. 3153. 
(03)729-0044. 

Mains connector 
The Quicktest solves the prob- 
lem of connecting plugless leads 
to mains. Imported by Delsound 
from the UK, this unique device 
allows total isolation from the 
main supply when the lid is 
lifted. 

With the lid opened, the wires 
of a plugless lead are inserted 
into the insulated clips. When 
the lid is closed, current passes 
to the equipment in use. The lid 
has a spring latch to hold it open 
when the Quicktest is wall 

mounted. A neon light indicates 
that the connector is live and 
ready for use. The 13 amp fuse 
(BS1362) is easily accessible for 
replacement. 

The Quicktest is made of 
tough safe materials. The base is 
phenolic moulded for insulation 
and rigidity. The lid is flame- 
retardent glass -filled thermo- 
plastic. 

For more information contact 
Delsound, 1 Wickham Terrace, 
Brisbane QId. (07)229-6155. 
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With the exchange rate through 
the floor and imported goods rising in 

price, it really makes sense to build your own gear! 

You save a fortune because you supply the labour. And 
you get the satisfaction of home brewing all over again! 

(1) 70cm amateur transceiver 
Nearly 2000 now built: one of our most popular amateur kits. 40 Channels 
on the 430-440MHz band. Everything supplied, including 
mic and full step-by-step instructions. Cat K-6300 

Upgrade kit for above: 
Gives you repeater capability 'S' meter. Cat K-6302 

UHF Antenna Kit: 
Suits above transceiver. Magna -base with co -axial mount, 
whip & cutting chart plus UHF grade co -ax & PL -259. 
Cat D-4014 

(2) amateur transceiver 

$199 
X2450 

$2850 

The worthy 'brother' to the above set. Similar construction, (same case) 
with huge savings over the commercial rigs of the same standard. 40 
channels & 5kHz offset. Cat K-6308 

VHF Antenna Kit $799 
As above but with longer whip to suit 2m band (1/. wave), $2 Q 50 
and standard VHF antenna mount. Cat D-4024 V 
Matching Power Supply 
To suit either UHF or VHF transceiver. 
13.8V at 2A regulated. 
Cat K-6310 $4950 

Available at all 
Dick Smith Electronics stores 
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(3) `Glass RTTY for the S6950 
VZ-200/300 
The low cost way to get into RTTY! Easy to build kit gives you full 
transceiver control and all 'wanted' RTTY features including WRU buffer, 
quick brown fox, etc. Works with the new VZ-300 too! Cat K-6318 

(4) VK Powernnaster 
(short form) Supply $99 
What a supply! Used with M-2000 transformer, you can get a massive 14A 
continuous or 25A pk from this monster! Build it with the transformer you 
want for the power you want. Cat K-3448 

14A cont. Transformer: Cat M-2010 $54.50 
6A cont. Transformer: Cat M-2000 $24.95 

(5) 70cm preamp kit 
Get more from your 70cm receiver. Preamp is easy to add, takes un 
minimal space and can be diode or relay switched. 
Cat K-6306 

r ~worn 
tl 

(6) UHF Power Meter 
A brand newey! Build a power meter for the 70cm 
band (also goes up to the CB band!) 
for top performance out of 

rigs. Cat K-6312$4995 

$1995 

,SMITH 
ELECTL'. «N: 

PTY LTD 

Have you got your 
new 1985 
Dick Smith Electronics 
Catalogue yet? 
Now out! The all new 1985 Dick Smith Electronics Supercatalogue. You 
can' possibly last the rest of the year without one so race into your 
nearest newsagent for your Dick Smith Catalogue (you'll find it with a 

bonus issue of EA or ETI!) Whoops. Try buying EA or ETI: you'll get a free 
Dick Smith Electronics Catalogue. 
Or if you miss out, you can send the coupon at left for your very own copy! 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

Yes please! I missed out (or someone has already pinched it!) Please send 
me a copy of the new Dick Smith Electronics Catalogue. I've enclosed a 

dollar and understand you'll give me the dollar back with a bonus coupon. 
Send to DSXpress PO Box 321. North Ryde, NSW 2113. 

A-938 



ENCLOSED ROTARY 
SWITCHES AT SPECIAL 
PRICES!! 
$1.20 

SIP RESISTORS 
Standard values. 

1-9 

6 Pm 50C 40e 
e Pm 60c 500 
10 Pen 65c 60C 

51.00 

10+ 

PIN VICE 
Its infuriating when all you 
need to do is drill one hole a lit- 
tle big bigger and haven't got a 
drill that fits in your tool boy. 
Buy one of these for drilling or 
curt boards Will hold drill bits, 
laps files etc up 10 3mm. 

Cat T12352 $7.95 

10,000uF 75V 
ELECTROS 
25% more microf of ads' Ideal 
for those who want a more 
powerful amp' 

1-9 10+ 
Cat. R16587 $10.50 $9.00 

RELAYS 
Massive 3A connectors. 
1.9 10+ 
S.P.D.7. S14060 

$1.20 $1.10 
D.P.D.T. SI4061 
$1.50 $1.40 

100+ 

50.90 

$1.20 

P.A. SPEAKERS 
Low dual cone, wide range. 

° 200mm (8in I. Ideal for public 
address, background music. 
etc Tremendous Value al these 
;me 

gl C12000 1-9 t0+ 
$5.95 $4.95 

1 -_-_ i=Y ' . 
RS232 & 'D' TYPE 
CONNECTORS 
PART DESCRIPTION CAT. No. 
1-9 10+ 
DE 9P 9 Pin Female P10880 
$1.75 $1.60 
DE 9S 9 Pin Male P10881 

$2.25 $2.45 
DE 9C 9 Per Cover PI0992 
$2.55 $2.45 
DA 15P 15 Pin Male P10894 

$2.10 $1.95 
DA 15S 15 Pin Female P10895 
$2.25 $2.10 
DA 15C 15 Pin Cover P10892 
$1.15 51.05 
DB 25P 25 Pin Male P10900 

$2.95 $2.80 
DB 25S 25 Pin Female P10901 
$3.45 $3.30 
DB 25C 25 Pin Cover P10902 
51.20 $1.10 

DISK STÓRAGE BOXES 
Efficient and practical, these disk 
storage boxes protect your disks 
from being damaged or lost. 
50's Features smoked plastic cover 
with provision for a lock. High Impact 
ABS plastic base. 

Cat C16025 526.50 
50's.Features smoked plastic 
cover. Divided into 10 secidns. 
each Ian elevates the disks for easy 
identification and access. 

Cat. C16050 $34.50 

PROFESSIONAL SERIES 
RACK MOUNTING 
CABINETS 
These beautifully crafted rack 
cabinet boxes will give your 
equipment a real 1st class appear- 

ance: AN aluminium construction. 
Rernoveable lop and bottom 
panels. 
All dimensioning conforms to the 
International Standard. 
Natural or black finish 
Venblalted lid. 
Deluxe brushed finish anodised 
front panel. 

H10401 Natural 
H10402 Natural 
H10403 Natural 
Hí0411 Black 
H10412 Black 
H10413Black 

1 5+ 
549.50 $43.50 
$55.50 $49.50 
562.50 555.50 
549.50 543.50 
555.50 549.50 
562.50 555.50 

COLOUR CAPPED 
KNOBS 
Economy knobs with elevated 
white pointer. 
Cat. H10001 RED 
Cal. H10002 BLUE 
Cat. H10003 GREEN 
Cat. H10004 YELLOW 
1-9 10-99 100+ 

60.45 $0.40 $0.35 

MICRON 
tai.. 

l339sett+ 

BLANK DATA 
CASSETTES 
Brings out the best km any micro) 
Cat D11141 
1-9 10-99 1001- 

51.50 $1.40 $1.20 

MAGNETIC BULK 
ERASER 
The best and by tar the 
quickest way to erase tapes. 
cassettes and computer discs' 
Reduces noise levels below 
recorders own erase head 
level. On/otl switch located in 
handle. 240V AC operation. 

Cat. C14950 $29.50 

TRANSISTOR 
NIPPERS 
Normally 57.95f This Month 
Cat. T12070 $6.95 

MICRO NIPPERS 
Normally $9.95 This Month 
Cat. T12050 S6.95 

VIDEO SWITCHING BOX 
Low loss RF. switching - allows 
inputs for: VCR, video, disc, antenna 
cable TV, home computer and video 

$39.50 

SWIVEL BA -St 
Makes life easier, normally 
$29.50. 
Cal. D11100 $27.50 

o Lj 

BRAND NEW FANS 
Not nosy pulloutslSlacks of uses in 
power amps compulms.hotspot 
cooling etc. Anywhere you need 
plenty of air. 
240V 468' Cal. T12461 

$10.95 
115V 4543" Cat. T12463 

$10.95 
240V 312" Cat. T12465 

$10.95 
115V 312' Cat. T12467 

$10.95 
10 Fans (mixed) less 10% 

CRYSTAL SPECIA. S 
Prime specs We lust too 
many in slock' 
3 5795 MHz 14 318 MHz 
400 MHz 180 MHz 
4 1943 MHz 200 MHz 

All $2.50 each! 
10 or more $2.00! 

Ily 

2K OHM MULTI 
METER 
11 Ranges, pocket 
size. 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
11 RANGES 
DC VOLTAGE: 0.10.50250- 
1000 volts 2000 ohms/volt 
AC VOLTAGE: 0.10.50.250- 
1000 volts 2000 ohms/volt 
DECIBELS' -10 to +22dB in 
lour ranges 
OHMETER' 0-10 kzohms 0- I 
mega -ohms 
DC CURRENT: 1-100mA 

normally 514 95 
this month 59.95 

-/! 
NEW! 
U.V. TUBES 
Ids into standard 15W flouro holder. 
Si.able for Scotchcal. Eprom 
erasing etc. As used in ETI Eprom 
Erasing Kit. 
WARNING: Do not look directly into 
UV Tubes!, 
II orderio by mail please include 
an extra 52 for 'SPECIAL'packing 
Cat. H28600 S 95 

. 
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RITRON (ZETA) 
DATASETTE 
For data loading and saving. 
this Micron Datasette stela 
most home computers and 
features tape Counter. monitor 
function for audio venlication 
and slide volume Control for 
Output level 

Cat C14900 $29.95 

MICRON SOLDERING 
IRON 
240V. 30 W general purpose for 
electrical and electronic 
soldering 
Cat 712430 

UNIVERSAL 
SOLDERING 
IRON STAND 
Cat. 711302 

$5.95 slashed to $3.95 

This month 
$10.95 

VIDEO RF MODULATOR 
Al an unbelievable price' 
Our RF molulators are Channel 
seleclable either Channel O or 
Channel I 

1.9 10+ 
.at Ing S3.95 

KEY SWITCHES 
t-9 t0+ 

Cat 1 .54g 

11 

$3.75 

.TAPERED REAMER 
Great for enlarging holes that 
are a bit 100 small Enlarges 
from 5mm 1020mm 

Cat T12370 $6.95 

MIR 
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FAIRCHILD TTL 
DATA BOOKS 
Just arrived' This book is the 
same as used in the Victorian 
Education System. Includes 
data on new Fast series 
Limited stock 500 only. 

Cat. 810050 514.95 
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DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
YFE YF1100 FEATURES 

Large easy to read 312 digit 
display 
Facilities for transistor and 
diode testing 
Clearly laid out front panel 
10A DC AC range 
Pnced to undersell me j6yrs0 

Cat. 016025 S 

PANEL METER 
BARGAINS!! 
250ua Sensdyivity Panel cut out 
36 x 16mm. Mounting hole centres 
at 49mm. 
Cat. 010400 

no,..21y$11.91 

250ua Sensitivity centre "0" very 
useful for balanced circuit and 
applications needing a centre "O" or 
null irdicatien. 
Cat 010405 normally 549 

NOW $3.95 

TELECOMMUNICATION 
PLUG TO 2 SOCKETS. 
Ideal for modem connections. 

Cat Y16014 $12.95 

TELECOMMUNICATION 
PLUG/SOCKET 
Plug Cal. V1601 53.95 
Socket Cat. V16018 $4.95 4 N 

TELECOMMUNICATION 
EXTENSION LEADS 
Cat. Y16010 5m$12.50 
Cal. VI6012 10,414.95 

o 

BREADBOARD 
SPECIALS 
Why pay more?? 
Competito's Our 
Price Price 
Cal Pt 1000 100 holes 
S2 95 51.50 
P11005 b40 soles 
SR 95 S5 95 
P11009. 840 holes 
S14 85 510.95 
P 1 t 0 t 2 1 680 holes 
527 95 $19 95 
P11(115 2 4.'0 holes 
545 00 $29 9S 

T03 HEATSINK 
i 9 10+ '00+ 
SI .00 SO.90 S0.75 

NEGATIVIIMSITIVE 
CIRCUIT RESIST 
Make your own presensitrzed 
PC Boards POSITII/c PHOTO 
RESIST for using 1 tapes and 
pads on clear film for one off or 
prototypes Resist 50m1 borne 
for apprx 1500 sq cm of pub 

Cat P85500 $6.95 
DEVELOPER 70 gins of 
Crystals to mu with 211 of 
water. enough to complement 
50m1 of resist. 

Cat. P85504 $3.25 
NEGATIVE PHOTO RESIST for 
using normal negative PCB 

ages 
Resist : 50m1 bottle for apprx 
1500 so cm of pub 

Cat. P85508 $5.45 
DEVELOPER' 500m1 bottle 
enough to complement 50m1 of 
resist No dilution reugeed 

Cat P85510 58.50 
ETCHANT 4009ms Of Crystals 
to mix with 1 to 1'7 Its of HOT 
water 

Cat P85512 $3.25 

1'°°r i7i511'1 
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DISKS GALORE!! 
All prices for bores of 10. 
Single disks 10% extra. 
Head Cleaners 

C12551 5' Head Cleaner 510.50 
C12851 8' Head Cleaner $11.50 

6" Verbatim 

C12800FD32-1000 S/S SrD 539.50 
C12801 F032-8000SI50/0 549.50 
C12802FD32-9000 S/S D/D 549.50 
C12803 F034-1000 S/S OiD 549.50 
C12804 F034-8000 S/S DID 555.50 
C12805F010-4008 0/SS¡0 55950 
C12806F010d0150/SSrD 56450 
C12807FD10-4026 D/S S/D 564.50 
C12808FF32-2000S/D1243 $69.00 
C12809FF34-2000S/DD/D 569.00 
C12810 DD32-4000 D/S D/D 552.50 
C128110034-4001 D/50/1) 552.50 
C12812DD34-4008D/SD/D 554.50 
C128130034.4015D/5DJD 554.50 
C12814DD34-4026 D/S D/D 554.50 

51/4" Verbatim Disks 
5 year DatalHe guarantee 
MD525-01 S/S D/D 
C12501 579.50 
MD525-1O S/S D/D 10 Sect 40 Track 
C12502 $39.50 
MD525-16 S/S DID 16 Sed 40 Track 
C12503 $39.50 
MD550-01 D/S p/D 
C12504 539.50 
MD550-01 DIS DID 10 Sect 40 Track 
012505 $49.50 
MD550-16 D/S D/D 16 Sect 40 Track 
C12506 549.50 
MD577-01 SS D/D Soft Sect 80 Track 
C12507 54950 
MD577-10 S/S D/D 10 Sed 80 Track 
C12508 559.50 
MD577.16 5/5 DAD 16 Sect 80 Track 
C12509 $59.50 
MD557-010/5 D/D Soh Sect 80 Track 
C12510 $59.50 
MD557-16 D/S D/D 16 Sect 80 Track 
C12511 $59.50 

r =, 
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SWITCH MODE 
POWER SUPPLY 
DC +5V at 3A.+12V at IA 
DC -5V at 200mA, -12V at 500mA 
Dimensions: L250 x W90 x H5keyn 
Cat. M16680 5889 

11xni1inellliiitiiillixjallL 

S100 PROTOCARDS 
SAVE $20 
Horizontal Buss 
Cat. H19125 $19.50 
Vertical Buss 
Cal H19130 $19.50 
Pad Per Hole 
Cat H19135 $19.50 

RELAY AND BASE 
Can carry 10A at 28V DC or 
5A at 240V AC Supplied with 
Chassis Mounting Socket with 
screw terminals Great for 
school prolecls and demon- 
slral ions. switching DC power 
supplies. Central Circuits and 
with Conlacts parallel up to 
20A can be switched 
Normally 58.95 
Cat 514074 This month 

$6.95 
Errors and Omissions Exceptgd. 
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MULTI SECTOR ALARM 
STATION 
Protect your home from intruders 
with this up-to-the-minute burguWr 
alarm system. his easy to build, costs 
less than equivalent commercial 
units, and features eght seperate 
inputs, individual sector control, 
battery back up and set test facility, 
Specifications: 

Eight sectors with LED status 
ndecarnn, 
Two delayed entry sectors 
Variable exit, entry and alarm 
time settings: entry delay variable 
between 10 and 75 seconds. exit 
delay variable between 5 and 45 
seconds; alarm time variable 
between I and 15 minutes. 
Resideve loop sensing: suits 
both normally open and normally 
closed alarm sensors 
Battery back-up with en built 
charger arc<rl 
Bug in siren an ver 

Cal. K85900 5129 

sit-- l 
LAB SUPPLY 
Fully vanable 0-40V current limbed 
O -5A supply with both voltage and 

Ú-t meterng (two ranges: 
o5A/0-5A). This employs a 

conventional serves -pass regulator, 
not a swedrmode type with Its 
.attendant problems, but dissipation 
is reduced by urigue relay sketching 
system switching between laps on 
the transformer secondary. 
(ETI May1113) Ell 163 
Cat. K41630 5175.00 

!{7 
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CAR IGNITION KILLER 
Most car burgular alarms are easily 
circumvented but not this cunrxrg 
-Igntion Killer', This sneaky 
antitheft device uses a 555 timer to 
place an interment short circuit 
across the points Until disabled by 
its hidden switch the areal 

effectively 
makes the car 

edrrveable-a sure deterenr to 
thieves, (EA Feb 84AU1 

Cat. K84010 516.95 
(Our kit ncludes the box!) 

ELECTRIC FENCE 
Mains or battery powered, this 
electric fence controller Is both 
inexpensive and 
an automat,. gintobotit 

on 

should prove an adequeate 
deterrent to all manner of livestocJk- 
AAdlonally, its operation comtorms 
to the relevant clauses of Australian 
Sled 3129. (EA Sept:82) 82EF9 
Cat 682092 519.50 u 1a 

50V 5A LABORATORY 
POWER SUPPLY 

- 

New 
swrtchrnode supply can delver 

anywhere front three to 50V DC and 
currents of 5A at 35V or lower. 
Highly efficient design, 
(Ea 
Cal. 683050 

'83183PS5 $149 

RADIOTE1LETYPE 
CONVERTER FOR THE 
MICRO BEE 
Have yOur computer print the latest 
news from the international 
shortwave news service. Just hook 
up this protect e between your short 

receiverswave audio output and the 
MicroBee parallel port. A simple be 
of software does the decoding 
Can be hooked up to other 
computers too. (ETI Ap:8.7120.00 
Cat $ 

MOTORCYLCE 
INTERCOM 
OVER 300 SOLDI 
Motorcycling rs fun. but the 
conversafion between rider and 
passenger es usually just not 
possible. But build this Intercom and 
you can converse with your 
passenger at any lone while you are 
on the move There are no push -to - 
talk' buttons, adpuslablr volume and 's easy to bud, 
(EA Feb '841 84MC2 
Cal. K804020 

c3, 
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$45.00 
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COMPUTER DRIVEN 
RADIO -TELETYPE 
TRANSCEIVER 
Here's what you've been asking for, 
a full trasost receive system for 
computer driven radio teletype 
statbn. The software provides all 
the latest whizz bangs -like 
split screen operation. 
automatically repeating test 
message peter output and more 
The hardware uses tried and proven 
tedingues While designed to team 
with the popular Mercorbee, tips are 
avaialtie on interlacing the unit to 
other 

1 

computers 
((ET I 755 
Cat K47550 $139.00 

40 W INVERTER 
This 12 240 V inverter can be used 
to power up mains appliances rated 
up 1040 W, or to vary the speed of a 
turntable. As a bonus, 11 will also 
work backwards as a trickle charger 
to top up the battery when the power 
is on. (E A May132) 821 V5 
Cal. K82050 549-50 

TEMP PROBE 
Can measure temperature horn -50 
to 150.. It simply plugs into your 
multimeter - great for digital 
Telemeters Accuracy of 0.1< 
resolution of 0.1 c 
(Ell June'83) ETi 153 
Cal K41530 $24.50 

2 ; C. 1 . 4. 
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MOSFET POWER 
AMPLIFIER 
Enployrrg Hitachi Mosfels. this 
power amplifier features a'nho 
compomvse design. and and is rated to 
deliver 150 W RMSm m 
and features extremely low 
harmonic, transient and 
e termorlulaton distortion 
(ETi Jan '81) Ell 477 
Cat. 644770 569.50 

14 1111 
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MICROBEE SERIAL -TO - 
PARALLEL INTERFACE 
Most mraocorrqurers worth 
owning have an 'RS232 connector, 

or 
pod, 

d, 
througho which serial ns (inptl tpur) is 

coriducteit It is a convention that, tor 
listing on a punter, the BASIC WST 
or LPRINT command assumes a 
printer rs connected to the RS232 
port. Problem ls, serial interlace 
punters am more expensive than 
parallel 'Centronics' interlace 
printers . Save money by building 
this interface. (Ell Jan841E11675 
Cat- K46750 559.00 

9 'tá"1 
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LOW OHMS METER 
How many tholes have you cursed 
your Mubmerer when you had to 
meuure a low -value resistance? 
Well with the -Low Ohms Meter" you 
can solve those old problems and re 
tact measure resistance from 100 
Ohms down to O 005 Ohms 
1E11 Nov: Bt) Ell 158 
Cal. K41580 $34.50 

EA AM STEREO 
DECODER 
AM stereo es now broadcast in 
Australia on an experirnental basis. 
Thus add-on decoder works with the 
Motorola C-OUAM system 
(EA Oc1.84) 8461510 
Cal. 684101 

ii 

$24.95 
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1W AUDIO AMPLIFIER 
A low-cost generalp i.rpose l watt 
audio amplifier, sortable for 
increasing your computers audio 
level, etc (EA Nov. &I) 
Cal. K84111 $9.95 

PHONE MINDER 
Dubbed the Phone Minder, this 
handy gadget tunctions as both a 
bell extender and paging unit, or e 
can perform artier function 
separately. (EA Feb. 84) 84TP2 
Cat K84021 $24.00 vi . 
SOUND SIMULATOR FOR 
MODEL TRAINS 
Fancy a diesel sound simulator lot 
your model train layout? This circuit 
mounts inside the tram for added 
realism and even varies its 'speed 
accordeng to the throttle setting 
(EA 

K84110 $18.00 

SENSA TION LA NEW 
MICROBES KIT! - 

MICROBEE ENHANCER 1 I 

This brand new, totally amazing k_, 
expansion unit for the Microbee , 

is a must for all Microbee 
owners/users! 

1 
--0 

Most expanso units up to this time offered at best only one or other 'Statures: 
and the wade It rnrp050.Iite to run, say, complex sourd effects mingled with 
speech The Enhancer 1 will do all this and much more as well. It is quite 
amazing how mule has been shoe -horned Into this compact unit 
The Enhancer 1s' many powenul features lolcude: 

Two ATARECOMMODORE/COLECOISEARS t pejoystck inputs 
Two TRS COLOR COMPUTER type pyslick inputs. 
Allows the connection of Touch Pads, Paddles. Proportional 
Joysticks, Trakballs, Mice. lemperatore senors, lights level sensors. 
transducers. etc. etc!! 
A 4 voice music/sound effects sythesizer. 
A real bore clock. 
Unlimited vocabulary speech synthesizer (optonl, 
Parallel printer mlerface (option) 
A tole -e speaker with volume control. 
Listings of all necesary routines for use. 
An impressive demonstration program package. 
Compatible to all Mcrobees 
All Lines carry a 90 day warranty and servicing rs also available, 
Digital recording and playback of speech and sound. 
An 8 channel analog to digital convener with variable voltage or variable 
resistance type analog inputs and also user selectable resoluto horn 1 109 bits 
A digital to analog convener with selctable resolution from I to 8 lots. 
Allows automatic dala acquisition and logging 
5 digital input liners. 4 bgeal ouput lines 
A nu ce Input channel, 
A 40 pin experimenter socket with al 8 analog inputs, 5 digital Inputs. 
4 digrtal ouputs, 3.58 MHz buffered clock, sound output (so that you can play 
the sound effects through your HI FI). 3 high resolution voltage comparators, 

DAC output etc 
The amazing Mcrobee Enhancer Is evadable exdusrvely from 
Rod Irving Electronics. 
Cal. $149! 

.. 
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HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER 
PRACTICE WITHOUT ANNOYING 
THE FAMILY! 
If you play any type of electronic 
insirumenl,lhis headphone amplifier 
well surely interest you. II will let 
you ttwct ice for hours without 
upsetting the husehown you can 
Dse it 10 inn your o 
instrument ,the midst a rowdy 
lam session- (EA Feb'84) 83MÁ l t 

Cat 683011 528.00 

1 
150W BASS AMP 
This guitar amp for impeccable bass 
players features many 'acdnes 
found on expensive 'commercial' 
ones It delivers 150 watts into 4. 
ohms, has a t -hand graphic limiter, 
line out and h -amp facilities 
(ETI Aug '84) ETI 1410 
Cat. 654100 $299 

! 
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EFFECTS UNIT 
An 'effects une" that can Reate 
phasing, flanging. mho, reverb and 
bato effects 

(EA June: 83) 83GA6 
Cal. 683060 $75.00 

- MI.SICbIOI . Is 

MUSICOLOR IV 
Add excitement to parties, card 
nights and discos with EM 
Muscolor IV IoM slow. This es the 
latest in the famous line of 
musicolors and et offers features 
such as four channel "color Organ 
plus four channel bight chaser, front 
panel LED edisplay internal 

opto single sensately 
control plus opt -coupled switchong 
for increased safety 
(EA Aug: 81) 81 MC8 
Cat, 681080 589.00 
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ZENER TESTER 
A rumple low cost add-on for your 
m nimeter, This checks zeners and 
reads out the zener voltage directly 
on your multirneter. It can also check 
LEDs and ordinary diodes 
(ETI May'83) Eri 164 
Cat K41640 $9.50 

C- t 

SLIDE CROSS -FADER 
Want to put on really professional 
slide show, Ths slide oross-fader 
can proven smooth dissolves from 
one protector to another, initiate 
slide changing automatically from 
an in -bull vanalbe timer, and 
synchronise slide changes to pre- 
recorded commentary or music on a 
tape recorder, All this at a cost far 
less than comparable commercial 

ruts. (EA Nov:81) 81SSI 
Cat. K81 / 10 $85.00 

ELECTRONIC 
MOUSETRAP 
This clever eleOonic mousetrap 
disposes of mice instantly and 
mercifully, Those fail, and resets 
self automatically. They II never get 
away with the cheese again! 

11%1112"1"4 
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$29.95 
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PH METER KIT 
Build this pH meter for the swimming 
pool season is here again) Fran 
symboling pools to fish tanks to 
gardening,this pH meter has many 
applications around the home. This 
unit features a large 3I2 digs liqud 
crystal display and resolution to 
.01 pH units, king suitable for 
use in the laboratory as well, 
(EA Dec 82) 82PH12 
Cat. K82123 

Sr Y 
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TTT 
DUAL TRACKING 
POWER SUPPLY 
Built around positive and negative 3 - 
Terminal Regulators this versatile 
dual tracking Power Supply can 
provede voltages up to 7A In 
adeblion the Supply features a fined 
+5V 0 9A output and is completely 
protected agent short circuits, 
overloads and thermal runaway. 
(EA March'82) 82PS2 
Cat. K82030 $87.50 

76E0 IrSHANCER 
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VIDEO ENHANCER 
100's SOLD 
Like tone controls in a N -h amplifier, 
luck up the signal with this Video 
Enhancer, (EA 0c1:83) 83VE10 

Cat K83100 $35.00 

30 V/1 A FULLY 
PROTECTED POWER 
SUPPLY 
The last power supply we dd was 
the phenomenally popular 611.131. 
This low cost supply features lull 
protection, output venation from OV 
to 30V and selectable current lime 
Both volalage and current metering 
is prowled. (En Dec 831E11 162 
Cat. K41620 $52.50 

-Q . _ 
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ELECTRIC DUMMY LOAD 
With this unit you can test power 
supplies at Currents up to 15 Amps 
and voltage up to 60 Volts. It can 
-sank" up to 200 Watts on a static 
test and you can modulate Me load 
to parlor dynamic tests 
(ETI cí,110) Ell 147 
Cat K41470 $109 

DIRECTIONAL DOOR 
MINDER 
Most electronic door minders 
function by having a beam of light 
shining across doorway 
interrupted, but are incapable of 
detecting whether the light beam is 
broken by a person enterrrg or 
leaving the room- Ss protect 

that problem with the aid overcomes 
digital log C 

(Ell Nov.84(811 278 
Cal. K42780 529.95 

ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
425 High Street, 
NORTHCOTE. 3070 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
Phone (03) 489 8866 
TELEX: AA 38897 
48-50 A'Beckett Street, 
MELBOURNE, 3000 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
Ph. (03) 663 6151 
Mall Order and 
correspondance: 
P.O. BOX 235 
NORTHCOTE 3070 

MAIL ORDER 
HOT LINE 

(03)481 1436 r 
*e conr sereal 
POSTAGE RATES 
11.89.99 82.00 
110.824.99 83.00 
825.849.99 84.00 
850.899.99 $5.00 
1100-199 17.50 
8200.8499 .... $10.00 
8500 plus .... 812.50 
This Is for basic postage 

a 
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VIDEO AMPLIFIER 
Bothered by smeary colours. signal 
beats and RF interlereelce on your 
computer display? Throw away that 
cheap and nasty RF modulator and 
use a direct video connection 
instead, Its much boner! The Video 
Amplifier features adjustable gain 
and provides both normal and 
inverted outputs Power is denved 
from a 12V DC dugback supply. 
(EA 
Cal 683081 

83) VA8 $15.00 

TRANSISTOR TESTER 

Have you ever desoldered a suspect 
transistor, only to find that it checks 
OK?Trouble-shhoohg exercises are 
oaen hindered by this type of false 
alarm. but many of them could be 
avoided with an -in-circus' 
component tester, such as the EA 
Handy Tesler. (EA Sept:83) 83TT8 

Cal 683080 $15.00 

1 
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FUNCTION GENERATOR 
This Function Generator with digital 
readout producesSine, Triangle 
and Squaresover a frequency 
range from below 20Hz to above 
160Hz with low distortion and good 
enve4ope stab cry. It has an inbuilt 
tour doge frequency counter for ease 
and accuracy of frequency seeing 

Cal. 682040 
82A03N8) 

Cat. 682041 $87.50 i 
' 

EPROM PROGRAMMER 
EP1 
No need for a Micro with EA's great 
Eprom Programmer suitable for 
2716/2758 Eproms 
(EA Jan:82) 82EP1 

Cat. K82013 $47.50 
With Textool Sockets $59.95 
Errors end OrMssions Excepted. 
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300 BAUD DIRECT 

CONNECT 
Geoff Nicholls 

Modem? What do I want with a modem? 
Can't afford a floppy disc? Use your telephone to access one 
for the cost of the call. 
Bored with your old programs? Download hundreds of free 
programs. 
Want to get in touch with fellow computer enthusiasts? Use 
'electronic mail'. 
Ever used a CP/M system? CP-DOS? UNIX? Well a modem 
will make your computer a remote terminal on some of the 
most exciting sytems around. Read on. 

COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS is the 
new growth area in micros. We've been 
hearing about electronic mail, computer- 
ized shopping and the like for ages, but it's 
only been in the last few years that the aver- 
age computer hobbyist has been able to af- 
ford the hardware to actually do it. This 
project brings the hardware cost down yet 
again - for around $100 you can buy all the 
parts to build a 300 baud full duplex direct 
connect modem. Attach it to your computer 
and a vast new area opens up - the elec- 
tronic office comes home! 

Ins and outs of modems 
Why do we need modems at all? Why not 

connect the RS232 port directly to the 
phone lines? Well, apart from the need to 
isolate the telephone lines from any danger- 
ous voltages (we need all the Telecom tech- 
nicians alive), there are several reasons why 
that would not work with the switched tele- 
phone network. 

The signals coming out of the RS232 port 
are digital, so they look like rectangular 
pulses of various lengths. To avoid distor- 
tion in transmission a signal path carrying 
such pulses would need to have a high fre- 
quency response such that the edges of the 
pulses were not rounded off too much, and a 

54 - ETI May 1985 

low frequency response so that a long pulse 
didn't droop too much. Now at 300 bits the 
RS232 line produces one character every 
1/30th of a second at maximum speed. This 
speed would be for a character made up of 
one start bit, eight data bits and one stop 
bit, that is 10 bits at 300 bits per second. If 
this character was 0000000001 (which is pos- 
sible), then the RS232 line would be at a 
high voltage for 9/300ths of a second and a 
low voltage for 1/300th of a second. To 
avoid excessive distortion of the pulse a 
high frequency response of 300 Hz is re- 
quired. This represents the frequency at 
which the transmitted pulse reaches 90% of 
its final value in 0.35/300ths of a second, 
that is 35% of the bit time. 

A second requirement is to have a limited 
droop or tilt of the pulse for the 9/300ths of 
a second when it's high. For the pulse to 
droop to 90% of its initial value, the re- 
quired low frequency response is about 
0.5 Hz! Unfortunately, the telephone sys- 
tem does not allow such low frequencies 
through it. Although there is a dc circuit 
back to most exchanges, once your signal 
gets there it has usually passed through 
transformer stages which roll off below 
300 Hz. (The fact that the RS232 channel 
can sit at low or 'mark' for long periods 

means the response would have to go right 
to dc.) 

OK, we can't just feed RS232 signals 
down telephone lines, so what's the answer? 
Enter the modem! It converts the digital 
levels into audio signals that fall inside the 
frequency response of voice -grade tele- 
phone lines. There are many different tech- 
niques used for high-speed data transmis- 
sion, but the low -speed modems are almost 
always FSK or Frequency Shift Keying. The 
concept is simple: assign one frequency to 
represent a '0' and another to represent a 
'1', and switch between them according to 
the digital data. The transmit frequency 
may be generated by having discrete oscilla- 
tors and switching between them, or by hav- 
ing a single oscillator the frequency of which 
can be changed. The latter approach is the 
commonest for two reasons: it is easier to 
implement on integrated circuits, and it pro- 
duces phase coherent signals that occupy a 
smaller bandwidth. 

The receiver may be implemented in a 
number of ways. One approach is to use a 
phase -locked loop to track the incoming sig- 
nal frequency. As the frequency changes, 
the PLL generates an error voltage which is 
used to vary an internal oscillator so that it 
follows the signal. The error voltage follows 
the modulation component of the signal, 
i.e., the data. 

Other systems use separate bandpass fil- 
ters tuned to each transmit frequency; the 
outputs of each filter are compared and 
whichever is the strongest determines the 
data output. 

A practical data communication system is 
complicated by the need to transmit data in 
both directions: if both ends use the same 
transmit frequency then only one end can 
transmit at once and the possibility of 
clashes arises. The solution is to use sepa- 
rate frequencies at each end for transmis- 
sion so that both ends may transmit simulta- 
neously without interference. This means 
that some agreement must be reached be- 
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tween the communicating parties as to 
which frequency to transmit on. The usual 
approach is to make the party initiating the 
call the ORIGINATE end and the party re- 
ceiving the call the ANSWER end. 

The Australian standard frequencies for 
300 baud operation are set down in a docu- 
ment called "CCIT V.21" and differ from 
the American 300 baud standard which is 
called "BELL 103". 

The frequencies are defined in terms of 
the RS232 signal levels (which are detailed 
in CCIT V.24) in which a logic zero is a 
positive voltage over 3 volts (also called a 
space), while a logic one is a negative volt- 
age less than -3 volts (called a mark). 

The actual frequencies used are tabulated 
below: 

MODE 
Mark 

+ 
Space 

- 
Mark 

+ 
Space 

Bell 103 ORIG. 
Bell 103 ANS. 
CCIT V21 ORIG. 
CCIT V21 ANS. 

1270 
2225 

980 
1650 

1070 
2025 
1180 
1850 

2225 
1270 
1650 
980 

2025 
1070 
1850 
1180 

Answer tone 
There is á further CCIT document relevant 
to the ETI-699. It is called "V.25" and deals 
with automatic calling and answering re- 
quirements. Apart from defining who 
should start transmitting first, V.25 covers 
the generation of ANSWER TONE which 
is a 2100 Hz signal used by Telecom to disa- 
ble 'echo suppressors' on the line. I'm not 
familiar with the details of echo suppres- 
sors, but they seem to cause problems for 
modems if they are not turned off by the 
V.25 tone. 

When the S3530 is being operated manu- 
ally and is switched to ANSWER it waits 
2.1 seconds then sends a 3.4 second burst of 
2100 Hz tone followed by an 80 ms pause 
then a 1650 Hz tone. The other modem is 
expected to pick up the 1650 Hz tone and 
send a 980 Hz tone within 700 ms. The an- 

t 

swering S3530 will start sending data 640 ms 
after it detects the 980 Hz signal. If it does 
not pick up any carrier it will wait a few sec- 
onds before re -sending the 2100 Hz tone 
and repeating the cycle. 

In ORIGINATE mode the S3530 will wait 
until it detects the 1650 Hz tone for about 
426 ms before it activates the Carrier De- 
tect signal. About 200 ms later the originate 
53530 will send a 980 Hz tone for 640 ms 
before sending data. 

How to use the Modem 
Firstly, you will need a communications 

program to run on your computer. There 
are simple programs available (or easily 
written) for almost all machines that make 
them behave as a serial terminal. Such a 
program will get you started, but sooner or 
later you will want a proper file transfer 
program that allows error -free exchange of 
programs and documents. 

The most widely used microcomputer 
protocol is known as the Ward Christensen 
protocol after the American who defined it 
and placed it in the public domain for users 
everywhere. Communications programs 
supporting the Christensen protocol include 
MODEM7, YAM, RCPMLINK, TEL- 
COM II, NETROM, PC -MODEM, 
MODEM86, and MITE. There are many 
more programs freely available from bulle- 
tin board systems and remote operating sys- 
tems all over Australia. If you have any 
trouble getting a com program then write to 
one of the computer clubs or system opera- 
tors of the bulletin boards and ask for help. 

Some machines, such as the MicroBee, 
have built-in terminal and file transfer utili- 
ties in ROM. The 'Bees software is called 
either Netrom or Telcom, unless you have a 
very early 'Bee in which case you may have 
to write your own, or buy a new ROM. 

Calling up a bulletin board 
You'll need an approved modem, a com- 

puter running a com program and a tele - 

There are a few legal points to be aware of be- 
fore you connect a home -built modem to the 
switched network. Here's a summary of the 
position: 

At present the Australian Telecommunica- 
tions Commission ("Telecom"), by virtue of 
the Telecommunications Act 1975 ("The 
Act"), has control of what may be connected 
to the public telephone network. It Is an of- 
fence under the act to attach any apparatus 
other than an approved device or an appli- 
ance rented from Telecom to a telephone line. 
There Is nothing wrong with constructing and 
using the modem described here provided 
you do not attach it to Telecom lines without 
approval from Telecom. It may be used freely 
over a private intercom system or as an RTTY 
modem by radio amateurs, for instance. 

Authorizations for modems are granted by 
the Regulatory Branch Data Division, Com- 
mercial Services Department Headquarters, 
199 William Street, Melbourne, 3000. Tele- 
phone (03)606-6939. 

Applications for authorizations must be 
made on Form TS139, Data and Non -Voice 
Equipment Directly Connected to the Tele- 
com Network. 

Information on relevant publications may 
be obtained from the above address or by 
phoning (03)606-5770, telex AA30146. 

The specifications relevant include 1050, 
1053, 1222, 1240, 1302 and 1364. 

Even If you don't intend connecting the 
modem to the switched network, I urge that 
you follow the constructional details and 
component specifications exactly to ensure a 

high degree of electrical safety - we don't 
want to lose any readers! 

phone line. Put your computer into the 
following com mode: 

300 bits FULL duplex 
8 data bits 
1 stop bit 
no parity 

Switch your modem to CCIT V.21, ORIGI- 
NATE and PHONE. Now run the terminal 
program on your computer and dial up one 
of the bulletin board systems. On answer (it 
often takes ages to get through to the larger 
systems), listen for the carrier tone to con- 
firm that you have the right number. (Occa- 
sionally you may get a person answering, 
perhaps the sysop if the system is being 
changed.) Once you hear the tone switch to 
the MODEM position. The CARRIER 
DETECT LED should come on within a 
few seconds; if it doesn't then don't wait too 
long before hanging up by switching back to 
phone and hanging up the receiver. If all is 
well you'll see a message come up like: 

HOW MANY NULLS (0-9) DO YOU 
NEED? 

If you see this, type 0 to continue. Many 
systems will display other sign -on messages, 
indeed some will do nothing unless you type 
a carriage return first. So if nothing happens 
after the CARRIER DETECT comes on, 
type a few CRs just in case. 

From here on just answer the questions 
as they come up. In case you get stuck, try 
typing a question mark or "help" to get 
more information. Many of the systems 
have paying members and will ask for a 
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membership number and password. They 
will usually allow a visitor a limited time on 
the system to find out how to join and 
what's available. The membership fees are 
typically $20 a year, enough to discourage 
the computer vandals but not too steep for 
the serious enthusiast. It is a sad fact that 
some imbeciles always try and stuff things 
up for the rest of us, however it only takes a 

few seconds to disconnect an unwanted 
caller and they never know if the sysop is 

monitoring or not! 
When you call a bulletin board your 

modem is always the ORIGINATing one, 
but if you are not talking to an auto -answer 
system then you will have to decide who will 
ORIGINATE and who will ANSWER be- 
fore putting the modems on-line. 

There is a great deal more you can do 
with the modem than I have said here, I 

suggest you read the computer sections of 
the electronics magazines and also buy com- 
puter magazines such as Your Computer 
(which operates the MiCC Bulletin Board 
out of this office! The phone number is 

available in the magazine). 

e 

Resistors all r/. W 5% unless noted 
R1, 10,13 10k 
R2 1k5 
R3 27k 
R4 68k 
R5, 26, 27 330R 
R6 15k 
R7 47R 1W 
R8 82R 1W 
R9, 12 8M2 
R11, 17, 20, 
21, 24, 28 33k 
R14 100k 
R15, 16 47R 
R18 39k 
R19,22,25 22k 
R23 680R 

Capacitors 
C1, 6, 8, 9 15µ 16 VW tag tantalum 
C2, 3 1,O00µ 16 VW RB 

electrolytic 
C4 22n greencap 
C5 O.821.1. 250 Vac metallized 

paper eg RIFA PME 267H 
C7 100n greencap 
C10, 11 22p ceramic 
C12, 13 100n ceramic bypass 

(bluechip) 
Semiconductors 

IC1 LM324 
IC2 7805 
IC3 7905 
IC4 AMI S3530 

IC5 TL072 etc 
01 BC548 
01, 2, 5, 6 1 N914 etc 
D3, 4 1 N4002 etc 
ZD1, 2 3V9 I W zeners 
LED1, 2 5 mm red LEDs 

Miscellaneous 
T1 Telecom approved line, 

Isolating transformer either 
Ferguson MT -620 or Arlec 
45035 

PP1 Telecom approved 12 Vac 
plugpack min 300 mA 

SW1, 2 SPDT miniature toggle 
switch 

SW3 DPDT 250 Vac miniature 
toggle 

XTL 3.579 MHz crystal (NTSC 
type) 

SKI DB25S solder type chassis 
socket 

ETI-699 pc board; plastic instrument case 
non -vented 200 x 160 x 70 mm; ETI-699 front 
panel; handset phone; 2 x 5 mm LED bezels; 2 
nylon cable clamps (3/16" cable); 2 rubber 
grommets; mains -rated spaghetti to Insulate line 
conductors; sealant eg Silastic; self tapping 
screws for mounting pc board and clamps; 
250 Vac rated hookup wire. 

Price estimate: $99 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS AMI S3530 

pin N Name Type Level Function 

1 DL input TTL digital loopback mode 
2 TP input +5 V Test pin; not used 
3 EP output analogue Eye pattern 
4 Vdd power +5 V Positive power 
5 RC input analogue Receive carrier from line 
6 TEST1 input CMOS Set to +5 V for passthrough 
7 TESTO input CMOS Tie to -5 V 

8 NC ? - 0 V Substrate connection 
9 AGND power 0 V Analogue ground 

10 TC output analogue Transmit carrier to line 
11 SL input TTL Select high for COT, low for BELL 
12 OSCi input CMOS Oscillator input 
13 OSCo output CMOS Oscillator output 
14 DSR output LSTTL Data set ready active low 
15 Vss power -5 V Negative power 
16 CDT input analogue Carrier detect threshold 
17 DGND power 0 V Digital ground 
18 SH input CMOS Switch hook active low 
19 RI input CMOS Ring indicator active low 
20 RTS input TTL Request to send 
21 CD output LSTTL Carrier detect active low 
22 RD output TTL Received data to terminal (low) 
23 CTS output TTL Clear to send active low 
24 OH output LSTTL Off hook active low 
25 DTR input TTL Data terminal ready 
26 AL Input TTL iAnalogue loopback 
27 TD Input TTL Transmit data from terminal 
28 CLK output LSTTL 4.8 kHz clock 

For more information see the AMI data book. 

......,. ,-..;,,, j r.`. ,. 
. 
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Above: Mounting the pc board. Make sure not to use metal panels front or 
rear of the case. 

Below: The ETI-699 pc board must be used to mount the components. Com- 
ponents and links must be insulated according to Telecom requirements. 

Construction 
Electrical safety requirements 

In order to provide an adequate level of 
electrical protection for persons who may 
contact the line it is essential that the fol- 
lowing criteria be met by anyone construct- 
ing the modem: 

1. The power supply must be provided 
through a double -insulated plugpack 
rated at 12 Vac rms and conforming to 
Australian Standard AS C126 and 
clause 10.7 of Telecom Specifications 
1302. In particular, the secondary volt- 
age should be brought out by an insu- 
lated cable without any terminals so that 
it passes into the modem case with no 
exposed conductors. This arrangement 
forms a first line of defence against the 
mains voltage powering the equipment. 

2. The ETI-699 printed circuit board must 
be used to mount the components. 

3. The line isolation transformer must be a 

Telecom approved type that is electri- 
cally and physically compatible to one 
of the following: 

Ferguson MT620 
Arlec 45035 

4. Current limiting capacitor C5 must be 
rated at 250 Vac and he a non -electro- 
lytic type with a maximum capacitance 
of 1.0 F. 

5. The zener diodes ZD 1 and ZD2 must be 
rated at 1 W and have a maximum 
breakdown voltage of 4V7. 

6. All terminals and pc board tracks as - 
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The modem circuit splits logically into five 
sections comprising the power supply, the 
line interface, the hybrid, the modem chip it- 
self and the RS232 Interface: 
The Power Supply 

Plugpack PP1 provides a nominal 12 volts 
ac that is double insulated from the mains 
voltage. This provides a first line of defence 
against the 250 volt supply. 

The alternating current is half -wave recti- 
fied by D3 and D4 and filtered by R7, C2 and 
C3 to provide dual supplies for the two regu- 
lators IC2 and IC3. The regulators produce + 
and -5 volts for the rest of the circuit. 
Capacitors Cl and C6 ensure that the regu- 
lators are stable. 

The RC filters R16/C8 and R15/C9 decouple 
any noise on the power supplies to the signal 
amplifiers in the hybrid. C12 and C13 bypass 
the supply to the modem chip itself (IC4). 

The Line Interface 
The line Is switched between the modem 

and the telephone by SW3, a 250 volt ac rated 
DPDT switch. This allows dialling as well as 
voice communication when required. 

Isolation transformer T1 introduces a 

3.5 kV insulation barrier between the modem 
circuit and the incoming line. The layout of 
the printed circuit board maintains this isola- 
tion by spacing the line -side tracks at least 
10 mm from tracks on the modem side of the 
transformer. 

Capacitor C5 and zener diodes ZDI and 
ZD2 form a voltage limiting circuit to limit the 
maximum voltage that can be developed 
across the line terminals in the event of a 

short to the 250 volt mains. The mains may be 
introduced if the plugpack failed catastrophi- 
cally or If the data terminal equipment (le, 
computer) presented mains voltage at the 
RS232 socket. The impedance of the limiting 
capacitor C5 at 50 Hz is about 3.8k so if the 
full 264 volts (240 + 10%) was developed 
across it then the maximum current that 
would flow Is less than 70 mA. 

The two zener diodes would dissipate 
about 280 mW under these conditions, which 
is well inside their 1 W ratings. The voltage at 
the modem side of the line would therefore be 

around 5 volts rms, and so would the line 
side voltage. 

Resistor R8 is specified at 1 W because it 
mounts next to C5 on the circuit board, and 
hence could damage the capacitor If not 
rated to handle the fault current. 
The Hybrid 

The hybrid must couple the transmit signal 
to the line, allow the received signal to pass 
to the modem with minimal interference from 
the transmit signal and terminate the line In 
the correct impedance. 

The transmission signal from pin 10 of IC4 
is amplified by IC5a and presented at low 
source impedance to R23 and passes 
through RB, C5 and T1 to the line at around 
-11 dBm. (A power level of 1mW into 600 
ohms is 0 dBm or about 775 mV into 600 
ohms. A level of -11 dam is a power of 79 

µW or a voltage of about 220 mV into 600 
ohms.) 

IC5b amplifies the received signal from the 
line and rejects the transmitted signal from 
IC5a. The gain from the line to the output of 
IC5b (neglecting R8 and C5) is 1+R25/R19 or 
2. 

The gain from the output of IC5a to the out- 
put of IC5b is given by (neglecting C5): 

R25 R25 R8 + Rllne A=- -+ 1+ I1 

R19 R19 R23 + R8 + Rline 

where Rline is the line impedance. 

This equation will evaluate to zero if 
R25=R19 and R23=R8+Rline. If the line im- 
pedance is 598 ohms resistive then the trans- 
mit signal will be nulled. In practice the line is 
rarely resistive, let alone near 600 ohms so 
the above should only be taken as a guide to 
understanding the principal of the hybrid cir- 
cuit. One of the functions of R8 is to swamp 
some of the reactance of the line, though 
some received signal Is lost by introducing It. 

The hybrid should be assumed to provide 
about - 10 dB of rejection on a typical line. 

Capacitor C4 filters any high frequency in- 
terference from the line, while C7 and R17 
couple the received signal to the modem 
chip. 

The AMI -S3530 
This device performs all of the modem 

functions of the ETI-699; the rest of the circuit 
interfaces it to the external line and terminal 
equipment. 

A brief description of the pin functions is 
given in the table. 

All timing and frequency selection is de- 
rived from the on -board crystal oscillator. An 
NTSC 3.579545 Mhz crystal connects to pins 
12 and 13. 

The S3530 is operated in manual mode in 
this design, so the ORIGINATE/ANSWER 
switch SW2 Is connected to the SWITCH 
HOOK and RING INDICATOR Inputs. 

Switch SW1 selects the transmission for- 
mat; if only CCIT is required then SW1 may be 
deleted and the pads on the pc board left 
open. 

I have made provision for two testing 
modes to aid in servicing the modem. They 
have not been marked on the overlay so only 
experienced hobbyists should activate them. 

The modes are as follows: 
Passthrough mode. This disables the 

normal handshaking sequencing the modem 
employs and permanently enables the trans- 
mitter and receiver circuits. CARRIER DE- 
TECT, the ORIGINATE/ANSWER and CCIT/ 
BELL select still operate. To activate this 
mode, cut the fine track between pins 6 and 7 
of IC4. Then solder a link between the pad 
next to pin 7 and the pad next to pin 4. An- 
other pad has been provided at pin 6 to 

reconnect pin 7 for normal operation. 
Analogue Loopback. This tests all of the 

analogue and digital functions in the S3530. 
The receiver finer frequencies are changed to 
match the transmitter and an internal switch 
connects the received carrier (pIn 5) to the 
transmit carrier (pin 10). The modem can then 
be tested by sending characters in full duplex 
mode. This function is activated by removing 
the link from the pad near pin 27 (it normally 
goes to the ground pad near C7) and insert- 
ing a link from the pad near pin 27 to the pad 
near pin 25. 

The received data is presented on pin 22, 
while the data to be transmitted is input on 
pin 27. 

The S3530 provides a carrier detect output 
on pin 21 to indicate whether signal of suffi- 
cient strength Is present on the expected fre- 
quency, which varies with operating modes. 

The other pins on IC4 are either unused 
outputs, or are inputs that are tied to allow 
manual operation. 

NOTE - We received an update from the 
manufacturers that is not mentioned in the 
AMI Data Book. Pin 8 is labelled NC for not 
connected in the book, but it Is actually a 

substrate connection and must be tied to 
ground. 

The RS232 Interface 
The S3530 does not produce signals suit- 

able for driving an RS232 port so some butt- 
ering and level translation Is performed by 
IC1. 

Resistors R3 and R4 form a voltage divider 
of which the 1.4 volt output is buffered by 
IC1a. This level is midway between the TTL 
high and low thresholds and is used to deter- 
mine TTL levels. 

Carrier detect from pin 21 and IC4 Is con- 
verted to RS232 levels by the inverting com- 
parator IC1c and presented to the port 
through R5. It also drives T1 to activate the 
CD LED1 when carrier is present. 

The received data from pin 22 goes to the 
non -inverting comparator ICtb and is then 
ANDed with the carrier detect signal by D1, 

D2 and R2. This is necessary because of a 

minor oversight by the S3530 designers: the 
received data from the chip is clamped to 
positive or 'space' when no carrier is present 
and this confuses some computers and ter- 
minals. The convention is to have the com- 
munications line sitting in the 'mark' or nega- 
tive voltage when data is not being transmit- 
ted. 

The incoming data is converted to TTL 
levels by IC1c, an inverting comparator with 
hysteresis and enters the S3530 through pin 
27. 

NOTE - Some terminals or computers 
may require a CTS signal to operate correct- 
ly. If this Is the case, connect pins 4 and 5 to- 
gether on the DB25S socket. Also, the Micro - 
Bee does not have pin 8 (the defined RS232 
Data Carrier Detect signal) connected, so Mi- 
croBee owners should connect DCD to pin 5 

instead. 

sociated with the line must be insulated 
to a 250 Vac rating by means of sleev- 
ing, spraying with insulating varnish or 
by other suitable means. 

7. The modem must be enclosed in a case 
of non -conducting material and the pc 
board mounted rigidly within the case. 
It is strongly recommended to use the 
case listed in the parts list. 

8. The double pole switch SW3 must be 

rated at 250 Vac. 
9. The line wiring must enter the case 

through its own grommet and be se- 

curely clamped to the case. All line wir- 
ing should be routed as far as possible 
away from the pc board and other wir- 
ing inside the case, to be at least 15 mm 
away. 

10. The cable from the plugpack must enter 
the case through its own grommet and 
be securely clamped to the case. The 
cable should be soldered directly to the 
pc board without any plug and socket 
arrangement to prevent the inadvertent 
connection of a dangerous voltage to 
the modem. 

11. The data equipment (computer) that 
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will be connected to the modem should 
comply with the IEC Publication 435. 

12. The dialler telephone (if) used with the 
modem should comply with Telecom 
Specification 1302, 1050 and 1053. 

Construction details 
First check the pc board to see that there 

are no broken tracks, copper bridges (espe- 
cially between IC pins) and that all holes 
have been correctly drilled. If all is OK then 
the 11 links can be installed. It is good con- 
structional practice to insulate these links by 
either sleeving tinned copper wire with spa- 
ghetti or using insulated hook up wire to 
make them. Note that one of the links is 
under IC4 so don't forget to install it first! 
(It need not be insulated.) 

The resistors may be soldered in next, all 
the t/ W types can mount down against the 
pc board, but the two 1 W resistors R7 and 
R8 should be mounted about 5 mm clear of 
the board to allow air flow around them. 
These two should be installed with spaghetti . 

sleeves on their pigtails to reduce the 
chance of accidental shorts. 

The diodes can go in next, the smaller 
1N914 types can mount against the pc 
board, but the two 1 A diodes (D3, D4) and 
the 1 W 3V9 zeners should be mounted a 
few mm clear of the board with sleeves on 
their pigtails. Watch the polarity of the 
diodes, the end with the band should match 
the overlay diagram. 

Six of the capacitors are polarized and 
should be checked carefully before solder- 
ing, the other five (C4, C5, C7, C12, C13) 
can go in either way. The 250 Vac capacitor 
C5 should mount right against the pc board 
so that the leads cannot be seen. 

The transistor and the two regulators 
(01, IC2, IC3) also need to be inserted the 
right way around and soldered in. It is a 
good idea to stop construction at this point 
and temporarily solder the plugpack leads 

to the pc board to check the supply rails for 
correct voltage. Set your meter to the 20 V 
dc range and clip the negative lead to the 
heatsink tab of IC2. After switching on the 
plugpack you should get +.4.75 to 
+ 5.25 V on the positive lead of C8 and - 4.75 to - 5.25 V on the negative lead of 
C9. If you don't obtain these results then 
switch off and trace the fault before pro- 
ceeding. 

I recommend that an IC socket be used 
for IC4 and it is wise to also use sockets for 
the other two (ICI and IC5). These don't 
add much to the cost but could save a lot of 
time if you are unlucky enough to have a 
fault later. 

Solder in the 3.579 MHz crystal either 
way, it's not polarized. 

The line transformer can go in now; if 
you have the Arlec 45035 you will find that 
it only goes in one way, with the closely 
spaced pins towards the centre of the pc 
board. The Ferguson MT -620 will fit in two 
ways, it does not matter which you use since 
its equipment and line terminals are inter- 
changeable. Use a generous amount of sol- 
der and a hot iron here since the trans- 
former is secured by the solder joints. 

Cut 13 lengths of hookup wire each about 
75 mm long and strip one end of each. Sol- 
der these to the LED1, LED2, SW1, SW2 
and RS -232 terminal pads. 

Cut two 150 mm lengths of 250 Vac rated 
hookup wire and solder to the line terminal 
pads. Make sure that the insulation goes 
right down to the pc board and that there 
are no loose strands on the top of the board. 
I pulled the wire through a little as I sol- 
dered each with a pair of pliers to ensure the 
insulation butted against the board. Slip a 
20 mm sleeve of spaghetti over each wire to 
insulate the switch terminals after they are 
soldered later. 

That's about all you can do with the pc 
board until the case 'is ready to mount it. 
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Insulation Is particularly Important on the telephone side of the board. Make sure that insulation goes 
right down to the pc board with no loose strands on the top of the board. 
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The recommended case has separate 
front and rear plastic panels - do not sub- 
stitute metal panels. 

The rear panel has to be drilled to take 
the two rubber :grommets and a hole needs 
to be cut to take the DB25S socket. The 
'plasticwork' diagram shows where to per- 
form the surgery. The front panel may come 
pre -drilled and screen printed, but if not 
then you should get a 'Scotchcal' label to 
stick to it. 

There are two ways to stick the label on, 
if you are feeling lucky then rip off the back- 
ing paper, align the marks with the corners 
of the panel and press it down. If Murphy 
plays a big role in your life then use the pat- 
ented "Peter Ihnat" approach of wetting 
the sticky side of the label before contacting 
the panel. This gives you a few tries to get it 
right without tearing the label. 

Drill the panel (carefully) through the 
label with a drill press according to the 
'plasticwork' dimensions, starting with a 
small drill to get the centres aligned. 

The pc board mounts to the left of the 
case as seen from the front. There are six 
mounting holes which should line up with 
some of the pillars in the recommended 
box. The other unused pillars under the pc 
board are best snipped off with a strong pair 
of side cutters, otherwise the solder joints 
will stop the board from sitting down prop- 
erly. Don't cut off any pillars to the right of 
the pc board since they are required for the 
line cable clamp and a possible future auto - 
dialling pc board. (If enough readers ask for 
it.) 

Trim the wires to the two SPST switches 
and solder them up. Most switches have the 
toggle opposite the closed contacts. 

The LEDs can also be wired up now, 
again it is good practice to sleeve the con- 
nections. The anode lead of a LED is long- 
est and goes to the terminal marked "A". 

Insulating the line wiring 
Take the lead of the dialler phone and cut 

it to leave enough on the phone end to pick 
up and use the phone. Remember you can 
buy an extension for the plug end, so don't 
be too stingy with the length for the phone. 

Carefully strip back the outer sheath for 
20 mm or so on each cut end, and then strip 
the insulation off the two wires to expose 
about 5 mm of conductor on each wire. 

Pass both wires through the grommet 
nearest the end of the back panel. Slip two 
20 mm lengths of spaghetti over both ends 
to tie the leads together. Put a 30 mm 
length sleeve of smaller diameter heatshrink 
tubing separately over each lead. Finally 
put a 10 mm length of small diameter spa- 
ghetti over each individual wire (four in all). 
The latter sleeve is to be a tight fit over the 
switch terminals after the wires are 
soldered. 

Solder the line side to the moving con- 
tacts of the double pole switch SW3 and the 
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phone side to one of the fixed contact pairs. 
(The lower pair for most switches.) 

Now slide the smallest sleeves over the 
soldered terminals so that no part of the ter- 
minals is exposed. Then push the heatshrink 
up over each pair of contacts and apply a 

hair dryer to shrink the tubing. The object 
of all this is to make accidental contact with 
the line impossible by covering all line ter- 
minals with 250 Vac insulation. 

Slide one of the larger plastic sleeves 
back to one of the plastic mounting pillars 
near the back panel and slip a nylon cable 
clamp over the sleeve. Screw the clamp 
down with a washer and a self -tapping screw 
as in the photographs. 

Transmit level testing 
At this point you should have the line and 

phone leads wired to switch SW3 and two 
loose wires coming from the isolating trans- 
former. Strip these wires back 5 mm and 
temporarily solder a 600 ohm resistor across 
them. (Use 270R and 3308 in series if you 
haven't got a 600R handy.) 

Reconnect the plugpack lead and put the 
remaining ICs in their sockets. Be careful 
with 1C4 as it is a static sensitive device. Be- 
fore powering up, make sure there is noth- 
ing shorting the pc board underneath. 

Set the switches to CCIT V.21 and AN- 
SWER. Now monitor the voltage across the 
600R resistance with a CRO or an ac volt- 
meter with a bandwidth of at least 3 kHz. 
Switch the plugpack on and note what hap- 
pens. You should see nothing for a few sec- 
onds then a brief burst of 2100 Hz followed 
by a gap then another longer burst of 
1650 Hz. The cycle then repeats as long as 

power is applied. The voltage should he less 
than 0.24 V rms or 0.69 V p -p when the 
tones are present. If all is well then proceed 
to the final assembly stage. 

If you are getting more than 0.24 V rms 
then either your measuring equipment is 
inaccurate, the resistors around IC5 are in- 
correct or you have a freak AMI -S3530. 

POWER 

CARRIER 
DETECT 

0 

.... . 

The level may be reduced by increasing R18 
which is presently 39k. 

If you are getting around 0.2 V rms then 
proceed to final assembly. 

If you are getting nothing at all, first 
check pin 28 of IC with a CRO or frequency 
meter. There should be a 4.8 kHz square 
wave signal at LSTTL levels (about 0.5 to 
3.5 V). If the latter signal is not there then 
IC4 may be faulty. 

Final assembly 
Screw the DB25S socket to the back 

panel and wire it up. Run the plugpack lead 
through its grommet and slip a couple of 
lengths of spaghetti over the wires to allow 
the nylon clamp to grip properly. Solder the 
wires to the ac input pads, once again 
avoid leaving any exposed conductors on 
the component side of the board. 

Remove the 600 ohm resistor and solder 
the wires to the remaining terminals on 

BELL 103 

CCIT V.21 

ANSWER 

ORIGINATE 

SW3. Push the sleeving over the terminals 
as before to completely cover them. Lift up 
the pc board and either spray all tracks 
within the dashed area with an insulating 
coating or apply a sealant such as Silastic to 
completely insulate the line. The trans- 
former will need a bit of the same on the ex- 
posed line terminals above the pc board to 
complete the job of isolating the line. 

Slip the front and back panels into the 
slots provided in the base of the case and 
screw the pc board down with six self -tap- 
ping screws. Note that the back right hand 
screw passes through a washer and then the 
plugpack cable clamp. 

Screw the switches to the front panel and 
install the LEDs with bezels. 

Carefully go over everything to ensure 
that all electrical safety criteria have been 
met. When you are sure all is OK the lid 
may be fitted and the two halves screwed 
together. 

PHONE 
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SEALED LEAD ACID 
As used in security systems, battery backup for 
computers etc. Premium grade long life 
(typically in excess of 5 years). Easy to charge. 

4y 
configurations on dash under dash or stalk 
mount. All installation hardware is supplied Incredibly compact 22H x 145W x 132D. 7 Key `w . 

AS REVIEWED 
EA OCT 82 P26-28 

ETI NOV 'S2 P26 

000 

950 900 800 700 
IDC CABLE 

1 174 

Per M 101.1 + 

W 0616 16 way 1.75 1.65 
W 0624 26 way 2.75 2.55 
W 0634 34 Way 3.60 3.35 
W 0650 50 way 6.50 6.00 

D 1000 ONLY SUPERB QUALITY 
MADE IN ENGLAND! - OUALITYI $99 SLIMLINE GRAPHIC 

EQUALISER/AMPLIFIER FEATURES: Instant fuel consumption in 

Visual and audible excess 
speed alarm. - 
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and other fuel data 

Iltrea/100km and MPG! (most others have only S 
one of the above) lust switch from one to the P a 89 other as you drive along Instant speed, time 

with an unbelievable array of mounting 
INSTALLATION: The Voyager comes complete( 1 1 1 1 1 

7 

COWS 
5065 12V 1.2AH 19.95 16.98 

(even a roll of insulation tape!) as well of course 30W/30W Led Level meters/Oual. Japan Mar,. Freq. 

S 5067 12V 2.7AH 24.95 19.98 
as the speed and fuel sensors. A lavishly Response 20HZ-30104Z 

! illustrated Installation manual is provided as 

I S 5069 12V 4.5AH 34.95 26.95 well as a comprehensive operators manual. C 9312 
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 'PHONE YOUR ORDER - ALTRONICS TOLL FREE 008 . 999 . 007 4 

T wi NICS BLOOD PRESSURE & HEART RATE MONITOR 
Why Risk Unnecessary Heart Attack? 
A simple (take the reading yourself) periodic check of your blood pressure and pulse provides an 
"inward look" into a vital aspect of your bodily health. Heart desease strikes down many people in 
their early 40's (or even 30's). The tradgedy remains that had such victims been alerted, remedial 
medical, physical and dietary action could have been prescribed to avoid illness and in many 
Cases restore full bodily health. 

...~..-......-'^"n 

14/ 

A Superb Gift for the dedicated fitness 
enthusiast Absolutely essential for those over 40 
and concerned with their health, or on Fitness 
Therapy. Use this easy to operate Monitor to 
measure your pulse (or heart rate) and Blood 
Pressure. 

DON'T PAY j -- 
X 3055 

Now Only $89 
Remember high blood pressure is in itself 
symptomless and the usual forerunner to future 
chronic heart disease. Features include "error" 
display warning of incorrect use. Handbook 
supplied will enable anyone in your family to be 
fully conversant with this monitor in minutes. 
Easy to read display of Systolic and Diastolic 
Blood Pressure and Pulse Rate. 

I -BUILD THESE FABULOUS KITS 

SENSATION!OSCILLOSCPE 
TRANSISTOR 

ASSISTED IGNITION 
WITH DWELL 

1 EXTEZSION 
T - --- 

(See EA Oct '84) 

K 2000 

Only 
$249 

Over the years many people have asked, "Do 
you have a CRO kit""-Our answer- up until 
now- has been that built and tested units were 
not dearer than kits, if you could get a kit at all. 
The Altronic K 2000 Cathode Ray Oscilloscope 
kit has a guaranteed 5MHz band width but 
should go to around 6.5MHz. It also features 
75mm (3") CRT Blue Phosphor with accurate 
graticule, separate vertical and horizontal BNC 
type input sockets etc. Remember, a 5MHz 
scope is usually adequate to troubleshoot most 
micro processor and other digital circuitry as 
well! This is a wonderful opportunity to learn 
electronics and end up with a valuable piece of 
test equipment as well. The Altronic K 2000 kit is 
absolutely complete. The chassis is prepunched 
and everycomponent including nuts and screws 
are provided, along with instructions. 

STATE OF THE ART 

KEEP YOUR ENGINE IN TOP TUNE 

Yes,it's bad enough paying $2.00 a gallon for 
petrol without wasting a fortune on an out of 
tune engine. Fit this transistor assisted ignition 
kit in minutes and start saving money from the 
very next petrol stop. 

The Avtek MultiModem 
a breakthrough In low cost modem design 
Using state-of-the-art VLSI integrated 
circuitry, the Avtek MultiModem provides 
the highest standards of reliability for data 
communications on public phone lines. 
Digital signal processing is used to 
achieve functions normally requiring 
analogue filters. 

MULTIMODEM NEVER REQUIRES 
ADJUSTMENT 
MULTIMODEM WORKS RELIABLY ON LINES 
WHERE OTHER MODEMS CAN'T FUNCTION 
Its digital filters are much sharper than on 
conventional modems. Line interference is 
screened out. You get error free data transfer, 
even on very noisy lines. 

K 4010 

$35.00 

\NP 
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This unique electronic ignition system will 
easily double the interval between tune ups. 
Plugs and Points stay in top condition for much, 
much longer. 
Greatly reduced plug breakdown at high rev's. 
Dead easy to build and (even better) there are 
only 3 electrical connectors required to the car 
wiring system. 

MULTISTANDARD OPERATION 
CCITT and Bell Duplex and Half Duplex. 
AUTO ANSWER OPTION (MODEL D 1205) 
Autoanswer is the ability of your 
computer/modem to receive when the phone 
rings. Some computer/software combinations 
do this. MultiModem offers the alternative for 
computers without this facility-hardware 
autoanswer. Leave your computer waiting for 
information. 
TEST FUNCTIONS 
DIG: This function enables the user to test the 
modem's operation over a line, testing both 
modem and line. 
ANL: Provides testing of computer, software, 
cabling and modem. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Data 
Standards: CCITT V.21 & V.23 Bell 103 & 22 
Data Rates: 300, 600 6 1200 BPS 
Backward 
Channel:75 BPS In conjunction with 1200 BPS 
Computer 
Interface: CCITT V.24 (RS232C) 
Power 
Requirements: 240 VAC Power drain -3 watts 

TWO MODELS 

D 1200 (Standard) $349.00 
D 1205 with auto answer $389.00 

COMPONENTS 

105 STIRLING STREET,PERTH 
FOR INSTANT SERVICE 

PHONE ORDER TOLL FREE 
008 999 007 

PERTH METRO AND A/HRS 
ORDERING SERVICE 

(09) 328 1599 
ALL MAIL ORDERS 

Box 8280,Stirling St.Perth WA 6000 
PACKING AND DELIVERY CHARGE 
$3.00 DELIVERY AUSTRALIA WIDE -We 
process your order the day received and 
despatch via. Australia Post. Allow approx. 7 
days from day you post order to when you 
receive goods. Weight limited lOKgs. 
$5.00 OVERNIGHT JETSERVICE - We process 
your order the day received and despatch via. 
overnight jetservice Courier for delivery next 
day Country areas please allow additional 24-48 
hours. Weight limit 3Kgs. 
$10.00 HEAVY HEAVY SERVICE - All orders of 
10kgs. or more must travel Express Road - 
Please allow 7 days for delivery. 
INSURANCE - As with virtually every other 
Australian supplier, we send goods at 
consignees risk. Should you require 
comprehensive insurance cover against loss or 
damage please add 1% to order value (minimum 
charge $1). When phone ordering please 
request "Insurance". 
TOLL FREE PHONE ORDER - Bankcard 
Holders can phone order toll free up to 6pm 
Eastern Standard Time. Remember with our 
Overnight Jeteervlce we deliver next day. 

ALTRONICS RESELLERS 
Wanted in all Areas of Australia-Phone 
Steve Wroblewski on (09) 381 7233 for 
Details 

CITY 
Eland Rind 
Erclromcs . . ..267 1385 

Jays 264 6688 
SUBURBAN 
CARUNGFORD 
Jaycar 745 3077 
HURSTVILLE 
Jayc.t 570 7000 
LEWISHAM 
Pre Pa. 
Electroac 569 9770 

COUNTRY 
ALBURY 
Webb. 
Electronic. 25 4066 

BATHURST 
The Electronics 
Shop 31 4421 

BROKEN HILL 
Crystal TV 4803 
COFFS HARBOUR 
Con. /labour 
Electron,. 52 5684 

GOSFORD 
Tomorrow. 

Electronics 24 7246 
KURRI KURRI 
Kurd Electronic. 37 2141 
NEWCASTLE 
O.GESystems 69 1625 
Gorge Brown 6 

Company 69 6399 
NOWRA 
Southern 

Commun,abons21 4011 
ORANGE 
MW Electron.c 626 491 
PORT MACOUARIE 
Ma l of 

Electronics 83 7440 
RAYMOND TERRACE 
Albac. 

Electron.. 87 3419 
RICHMOND 
Vector 
Electrorec. 78 4277 

TAM WORTH 
Lard.. 
Communications 65 4622 
TENTERFIELO 
Roman Ross 36 2204 
TOUKLEY 
TES Electron, 96 4144 
WINOANG 
Madenk 
Electron.. 96 5066 

WINDSOR 
MA E Electronics 
Commonoa,on. 77 5935 
WOLLONGONG 
Hewme. 
Enaction. 27 1620 

Wmcom 
Electronics 28 4400 

atEil 
CITY 
Electron, 
Components ...80 4654 

Sc.entroncs 54 8334 

QUEENSLAND 
CITY 
0elsoun0 PIE .. 2296155 
SUBURBAN 
FORTITUDE VALLEY 
Mc G, a Ins 
Electron,... ..832 3944 

StLllw 
Electrons . 523547 

SALISBURY 
Colourvew 
Wholesale 2753188 

SLACKS CREEK 
Oaad Hail 
Electronic. 2088808 

TOOWONG 
ECO Technics 3710879 
COUNTRY 
CAIRNS 
Ttemp.on instrument 
Scrota. 512404 

BUNDABERD 
PM Electronics 728 272 
GLADSTONE 
Purley Electron, 724321 
NAMBOUA 
Nambour 
Electronics 411604 

PADDINGTON 
Jacque. 
Electronic..... 3698594 

PALM BEACH 
The Electron, 
Centre 341248 

ROCKHAMPTON 
Purley Electronics . 21058 
TOOWOOMBA 
Hunt. Electronic 329677 
TOW NSVILLE 
Sole. 722015 

cEIIS 
Force Electronic 212 2672 
Protean,. 2123111 
Gerard A Goodman223222 
SUBURBAN 
BRIGHTON 
Boonton 
Electron,. ....296 3531 

CHRISTIES BEACH F.. 
Electron.. -.382 3366 

PROSPECT 
J0nsen 

Electronics -.269 4741 
REYNELLA 
Force 
Electron,.....381 2824 

COUNTRY 
U7.GAUBIER 
South East 

Electron,. 250 034 
PT.LINCOLN 
Weal Coat 

EI«1 Soppe, ..82 5802 
WHYALLA 
Eyre 
Electron. 45 4764 

TASMANIA 
HOBART 
D A I Agenc.e... 34 7877 
George Ramey ...342233 
LAUNCESTON 
George Harvey ..31 6533 
LEGANA 
Fr../ Beech 
Electronics 301379 

WA 
COUNTRY 
ALBANY 
BP Electron,... 41 2681 
ESPERANCE 
Esperen 
Communicabons7l 3344 

GERALDTON 
KB Electron,. 

A Marine 21 2176 
KALGOORLIE 
Today. 
Electron/ce 21 2777 

UANDURAH 
entran, 35 3227 

WYALKATCHEU 
014 Pease 811132 

VICTORIA 
CITY 
Achre 
ENcbomcs ....602 3499 

All Electron, 
Components ..662 3506 a 

MaGratha 
Ercuon,cs....3471122 ca 

SUBURBAN 
BENTLEIGH U Absolute 
Electron,. ....557 3971 .II 

BOX HILL SOUTH 
Entrap it 
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HOME BURGLAR 
ALARM MODULE 
Having to pay out a lot of money for an expensive home 
burglar alarm control could leave you feeling ... er .. . 

robbed. With this simple alarm module it will cost you 
precious little to set up a comprehensive alarm system. 

BURGLARY HAS, in recent times, be- 
come an all too common fact of life. City 
and suburban homes have become a favou- 
rite target for the break and enter thief. It is 
probably a safe bet that at least half our 
readers have come home from work or a 
night out somewhere only to find that their 
house has been broken into and their valu- 
able and often personal possessions have 
been stolen. 

A lot of people say that the worst aspect 
of a burglary is the feeling of violation, 
often much more traumatic than the actual 
loss suffered. The saddest thing is that most 
people still cling to that old adage "it does- 
n't matter what you do, if they want to get 
in they will". 

While it is true that even the most sophis- 
ticated and expensive alarm system can be 
circumvented by very clever professional 
thieves, the statistics show that the majority 
of break and enters are done by rather 
clumsy amateurs who would probably have 
been put off by even the most rudimentary 
security measures. 

The ETI-1527 burglar alarm module was 
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developed from a design by Dick Smith 
Electronics and is intended to be the control 
centre for a comprehensive low cost burglar 
alarm system which includes many features 
found only in the much more expensive 
commercial units. 

The cost of having a burglar alarm in- 
stalled in an average home can range from 
around $500 to $2000 or more. With the 
ETI-1527 module an average home can be 
protected for about $100 or so depending on 
the type and number of sensors used. This 
board can form the basis of burglar alarm 
systems which can be as simple or compli- 
cated as you like. 

Design details 
The alarm has four sectors, that is, four 

inputs, which allow four separate alarm cir- 
cuits to be wired up. Each of these circuits 
can contain a number of sensors. This will 
allow plenty of flexibility in the design of a 
sensing system for your particular needs. 
The types of sensors available and the in- 
stallation of sensors will he covered in detail 
in later sections of this article. For now, let 

Part 1 

Robert Irwin 

us examine the board itself. 
The inputs are designed to be loaded by a 

22k load resistor. Either shorting this resis- 
tor out or open circuiting the input will 
cause an alarm condition to be generated. 
This means that both N/O and N/C sensors 
can be used on the same input. 

The use of four inputs allows the prem- 
ises you are tyring to protect to be divided 
up into four sectors which can then be 
treated as separate circuits and wired 
accordingly. 

Two of the sectors are provided with an 
entry delay and these can be used for the 
front and back doors to allow you to enter 
the premises without setting off the alarm 
immediately. The other two sectors are trig- 
gered straight away if a sensor is disturbed. 

Apart from entry and exit delays the cir- 
cuit also provides for an adjustable alarm 
run time. This allows you to set the time the 
siren or bell sounds after the alarm is trig- 
gered. After the alarm has sounded for this 
preset time the circuit will automatically re- 
arm itself. If the input which triggered the 
alarm in the first place is still active then the 



HOW IT WORKS - ETI-1527 

The circuit contains four Input points. To en- 
sure freedom from RF Induction in the lines 
going out to the sensors two capacitors are 

paralleled up across the Input terminals. A 

ceramic and a greencap were used In tandem 
to provide adequate suppression at all fre- 
quencies. The inputs are all identical and are 

connected to the Inputs of four window com- 
parators formed by the op -amps of IC1 and 
IC2. Each window comparator is made up 
from a pair of op -amps. 

The threshold levels for the comparators is 
set by a resistive divider network formed by 
R5, R6 and R7. The voltage at the Junction of 
R7 and R6 is 7.3 V and the voltage at the junc- 
tion of R5 and R6 Is 4.7 V. These are the 
upper and lower threshold voltages of the 
comparator respectively. 

For the Input of the alarm to be In the 
sealed state the Input to the comparators 
must Ile between the threshold voltages. This 
is accomplished with two 22k resistors. Each 
Input has a 22k resistor connected between 
the Input to the comparator and the positive 
supply rail (R1, R2, R3, R4). The external load 
resistor (not shown in the circuit diagram) is 
then used to connect from the comparator 
Input to ground thus creating a voltage 
divider which holds the Input at 6 V. If the 
load resistor is shorted out then the voltage 
will swing towards ground. If the resistor is 
open circuited then the voltage will swing to 
the positive rail. In either case a threshold will 
be exceeded causing the output of one or 
other of the op -amps in the window compara- 
tor to swing high. The diode pairs D1 and D2, 

D3 and D4, D5 and D6, D7 and D8, are used to 
OR the outputs of the op -amp pairs. 

The output from the diodes is fed, via a 

capacitor, to one input of the flip-flops 
formed from pairs of cross -coupled NOR 
gates. The action of the capacitors Is to pro- 
vide the lock -out function but more will be 

said about this later. The remaining input on 
each of the flip-flops is tied via R16 and RV1 

to ground. These resistors along with C13 
provide the exit delay function. 

At turn on the capacitor will initially be dis- 

charged and will therefore have no voltage 
drop across it. The voltage at the Junction of 
C13 and R16 will then Initially be pulled up to 
the positive rail. This forces the output of the 
flip-flops low regardless of the state of the 
Input circuitry thus disabling the alarm trig- 
gering circuitry. As C13 charges, the voltage 
at R16 will fall. When It falls below the switch- 
ing point of the CMOS (around 6 V) the output 
of the flip-flops will be dependent on the 
Input from the comparators and thus the cir- 
cuit will be in the armed state. The time taken 
for C13 to charge will be dependent on the 
setting of RV1 and thus the exit delay can be 
varied by varying RV1. 

IC5a forms an inverter to drive the exit 
delay LED which Is turned on while the exit 
delay is active. While the exit delay is active 
the lock out facility can operate. If a particular 
Input Is in the sealed state Initially then the 
output of the comparator for that Input will be 
low and therefore the output from the flip-flop 
which Is connected to the appropriate sector 
LED will be high and the LED will be off. 

If, however, an input is unsealed In the exit 
period, the output from the corresponding 
comparator will be high. Since the coupling 
capacitors (C9, C10, C11 and C12) are Initially 
discharged the voltage at the Input of the flip- 
flops will be high also. This will cause the ap- 
propriate sector LED to light. The coupling 
caps will charge through the 470k resistors 
and the voltage will drop. When the voltage 
drops past the switching point of the CMOS 
the LED will go off. The Input then looks 
sealed to the flip-flops and the alarm can then 
be armed without the unsealed Input causing 
it to trigger. This sector will then be locked 
out until it Is sealed. 

The remaining gating circuitry is dedicated 
to the alarm triggering logic. The Inputs are 
divided up Into two instant trigger inputs and 
two delayed trigger Inputs. The outputs of the 
flip-flops for the instant Inputs are ORed to- 
gether by D9 and D10 and fed to one input of 
a NOR gate, IC5b. The delayed Input trigger 
signals are ORed by D11 and D12 and are 
then fed via R26 and RV2 to a capacitor, C14. 

When a delay Input is triggered the output of 
the appropriate flip-flop goes high and C14 
will begin to charge. 

The time taken to charge depends on the 
setting of RV2. The positive side of C14 Is 
connected to the other input of the NOR gate, 
IC5b. This creates a time delay from when the 
input is triggered until the capacitor charges 
enough to switch the NOR gate. 

Diode D14 provides a discharge path for 
C14 via R18. When the alarm is triggered the 
output of IC6c goes high. This provides a 

pulse which triggers the latch formed by IC6a 
and b. This has three effects. Firstly, the out- 
put of the Inverter formed by IC6d goes low 
which turns on the siren and bell circuitry. 
Secondly, the output from IC6b goes low and 
resets the input flip-flops. The third thing that 
happens is that the latch formed by IC5c and 
d Is set which causes the prior entry LED to 
light. This latch is only reset at power up by 
C21 and R29. 

When the alarm is triggered the output of 
IC6a goes high. This causes C22 to begin 
charging through R28 and RV3. When the cap 
voltage reaches the CMOS switching level 
the latch is reset and the siren and bell Is 
turned off. The alarm will then arm as if it 
were switched on again except that the prior 
entry LED will remain lit. 

When the siren and bell circuit is triggered 
the transistors, 01 and 02, are turned on. 02 
then turns on 03 which will activate a dc bell 
and will sink up to 1 A. 01 enables the two 
LM555s which form the siren drive circuit. IC8 
Is configured as an astable which puts out a 

square wave signal. IC7 is used to modulate 
the frequency of IC8 by producing a low fre- 
quency sinusoidal type signal. The overall ef- 
fect is to produce a piercing modulated siren 
type signal. This Is then buffered by 04 to 
provide the drive to run a 4 ohm speaker. 

The board requires a nominal 12 V dc sup- 
ply which Is then filtered by C19 and C18. D1 

provides protection against connecting the 
battery the wrong way round and ZD1 gives 
overvoltage protection. 

circuit will lock this out and only re -arm 
those sectors which are not active. This fea- 
ture also means that if you wish to leave a 

window open at night but you still want to 
have the rest of the house protected you can 
simply turn on the alarm with the appropri- 
ate window open and the circuit will lock 
out that input. 

To indicate the state of the alarm, seven 
LEDs are provided. A power on indication 
is given to show that dc power is being ap- 
plied. At turn on, four red LEDs indicate 
whether each sector is sealed or unsealed. 
After a short time any unsealed sectors are 
locked out and the LEDs are extinguished. 
Once armed these same LEDs will indicate 
which sector was triggered if an alarm is 
sounded. 

If the alarm is triggered then another 
LED will light to indicate that there has 
been prior entry. The remaining LED indi- 
cates that the exit delay is active. This dis- 
play will allow you to easily determine the 
state of the alarm and see if it has been trig- 
gered. 

The circuit also has an on board siren 

SPKR+ + BELL +BAT - 
0 0 00000 

SPEAKER 1 

(8 OHM) 

SPEAKER 2 

12V SIREN 
OR BELL 

SYSTEM POWER n SWITCH 

12V BATTERY OR 
POWER SUPPLY 

o 

o 

Figure 1. Wiring up the power supply and sirens to the module. 
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generator which will produce a modulated 
siren tone when connected to a speaker. 
The circuit will produce 4 or 5 watts into a 4 
ohm load and any small inexpensive 
speaker will create quite a din when con- 
nected. As well as the speaker connection 
there is a 12 V, 1 amp dc output to drive an 
alarm bell if you prefer. 

The alarm module itself is very easy to 
construct as all the components (with the 
exception of the four input load resistors) 
are mounted on a single pc board. But the 
key to a reliable and effective alarm system 
is the quality of sensors used and the meth- 
ods used to install them. The ETI-1527 will 
only perform to íts full potential if time and 
thought is put into the design of a suitable 
sensing system to go with it. 

As previously mentioned, a section on in- 
stallation will be included later in the article 
but if you are seriously considering install- 
ing your own alarm system then a bit of 
background reading wouldn't go astray. 
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The pc board for the ETI-1527. 
The LEDs stand 'tall' in order to 
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PARTS LIST - ETI-1527 

Resistors all 1/4 W, 5% 

R1, 2, 3, 4 22k 
R5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 17, 18, 34 10k 
R6 5k6 
R12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 26 470k 
R19, 20, 21, 22, 
23,24,25 1k 

R27, 29 10M 
R28 100k 
R30, 31 1R 

R32 1M 

R33 33k 
R35 12k 

R V 1, 2, 3 1M miniature trim. 

Capacitors 
C1, 3, 5, 7 10n ceramic 
C2, 4, 6, 8, 19, 20 100n greencap 
C9, 10, 11, 12, 14 22µ 16 V electro. 
C13, 16, 18, 22 100µ 16 V electro. 
C15 470n 16 V tag tantalum 
C17 33n greencap 

C21, 23 10n greencap 
Semiconductors 

IC1, 2 LM324 
IC3, 4, 5, 6 4001B 
IC7, 8 LM555 
01, 2 BC558 
03,4 TIP32B 
D1, 2,3,4,5,6, 
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 

12, 13, 14 1N914 
D15 1N4004 
ZD1 15V 400 mW zener 
LED1, 2, 3, 4 5 mm red LED 
LEDS, 7 5 mm green LED 
LED6 5 mm yellow LED 

Miscellaneous 
ETI-1527 pc board; ETI-1527 front panel (if 

required); 7 x 5 mm LED mounting grommets 
and washers; 300 mm tinned copper wire; 2 x'/z" 
6BA nuts and bolts; 2 x 8 way pc board mount 
terminal block. 

Price estimate: $28-$30 

9 

For a guide to 
components and kits 
for projects, see 
SHOPAROUND 
this issue. 
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The Australian Standards Association puts 
out a useful booklet called A guide to the se- 
lection and application of intruder alarm sys- 
tems. This booklet can be obtained from the 
ASA and gives a good background to the 
types and uses of the various sensors avail- 
able. The NRMA and other insurance com- 
panies may also be able to help you with in- 
formation on security systems. For now, 
let's get on with the construction of the 
board. 

Construction 
Begin by carefully examining the pc 

board. Make sure there are no broken or 

shorted tracks. A magnifying glass is very 
handy for this. Once you are satisfied that 
the pc board is in good shape then you can 
start soldering in components. Start by sol- 
dering in the two eight -way terminal blocks. 
These should be located so that the connec- 
tion clamp openings face the edge of the 
board. 

Next you can locate and solder in the 20 
wire links. These should be made with 
tinned copper wire. The resistors can then 
be soldered in followed by the capacitors. 
Take careful note of the polarity of all the 
electrolytics and the tantalum caps. These 
will only work if put in the right way round. 

TO 
INPUT 
OF 
MODULE 

22k 
LOAD 
RESISTOR 

a) Connection for N/O contact sensors. 

TO O 
INPUT 
OF 
MODULE 

22k 
LOAD 
RESISTOR 

b) Connection for N/C contact sensors. 

TO 
INPUT 
OF 
MODULE 

22k 
LOAD 
RESISTOR 

c) Using a combination of WO and N/C contact sensors on the same sector. 

Figure 2. Methods of wiring up WO and N/C sensors. Note that a 22k load resistor must be In circuit at all 
times to prevent the alarm from triggering. 
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Figure 3. Suggested power supply arrangement. 
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Solder in the three miniature trimpots. The 
diodes can be put in next. These also need 
to be put in the correct way round so take 
careful note of the overlay diagram. 

The rectifier diode and the Zener should 
not be confused with the 1N914 small signal 
diodes. The four transistors can be soldered 
in next. 

The TIP32Bs need to be bent over to sit 
flat on the board. This should be done be- 
fore they are soldered in to make sure that 
the holes line up. Bolt the TIP32Bs to the pc 
board securely. This is done for heatsinking 
reasons. The large copper area underneath 
them acts to dissipate any heat build up that 
may occur. If the board is going to be in- 
stalled in an unventillated place then per- 
haps a bit of extra heatsinking could be pro- 
vided. 

The ICs should be soldered in next. If 
you wish to use sockets then do so, other- 
wise take special care to get all the ICs in 

.the right way. Special care should he taken 
with the HEF4001Bs. These are CMOS de- 
vices and should be kept away from any 
static discharges. When soldering them in 
solder the ground pin (pin 7) and the power 
supply pin (pin 14) first. 

The only remaining components to be 
soldered in are the LEDs. These should be 
left till last so that, if you intend to mount 
the board on a panel, you can adjust the 
LEDs to the correct height before soldering 
them in. Also make sure that they are in the 
correct way round. 

No box has been specified for the mod- 
ule. It is expected that everyone will wish to 
mount the alarm in their own way. Some 
may wish to use a security box or others 
may wish to rely on hiding it in a cupboard 
or some such procedure (this will be dis- 
cussed in more detail in the section dealing 
with installation). 

Whichever way you mount the module 
you will need to mark the functions of each 
LED. The prototype was mounted on a 
piece of aluminium plate with stand off 
spacers and a scotchcal label attached. The 
artwork for this label is reproduced here if 
you wish to use it. With the pc -board com- 
plete, the time has come to test your con- 
structional expertise .. . 

Testing and set up 
To test the board you will require a 12 V, 

1 A dc power supply. If you do not have a 
bench supply then a 12 V rechargable bat- 
tery such as the one sold by Dick Smith will 
do nicely. You should buy one of these any- 
way as you will need it when you install the 
alarm. 

Before you wire the battery to the board 
you should wire up everything else first. 
Wire a switch between the switch terminals 
and make sure it is in the off position. A 
speaker should be wired to the speaker out- 



put terminals in series with a 100 ohm resis- 
tor. The resistor will attenuate the volume 
of the siren so that you don't have the police 
arresting you for noise pollution. 

All the trimpots should be set to mini- 
mum (fully counter -clockwise). The battery 
can now be connected. Make sure you con- 
nect it the right way round. OK! Brace 
yourself for any loud noises and/or smoke 
and flick the switch. If you arc lucky the 
board will be still intact and all the LEDs 
except for the prior entry LED will be lit. 
The siren should not go off. If this is the 
state of affairs then so far so good. 

After a few seconds the four red LEDs 
should got out. After about 30 seconds or so 
the yellow exit delay LED should go out 
leaving the power indicator as the only LED 
lit. If all this happens correctly then heave a 

sigh of relief and switch off. 
Wire in 22k load resistors across each of 

the four input terminals. Make sure they are 
in securely and are not touching one an- 
other. Switch on again. This time only the 
power and exit delay LEDs should light. 
After the exit delay has expired the yellow 
LED should go out. The alarm is now in the 
armed state. 

Short out the resistor on one of the in- 
stant inputs and leave it shorted. The siren 
should sound immediately and the appro- 
priate red LED should light to show that 
that sector is unsealed. The green prior 
entry LED should also come on and stay 
on. After about 20 seconds or so the siren 
should stop and the alarm will re -arm itself 
as if it had just been switched on. 

The sector LED should go out about five 
seconds after the siren has turned off. This 
indicates that the sector has been locked 
out. The other three sectors will be re- 

ETI 1527 

DEL 1 

DEL 2 

INST 1 

INST 2 

22k 

22k 

22k 

SECTOR 1 

MAGNETIC SWITCHES .6/ ON WINDOWS 
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l 
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OR ROOF 

SECTOR 3 

NC SWITCH ON 
BACK DOOR (DELAYED) 

Figure 4. Typical application of the ETI-1527 module. Note that the entry and exit points are connected to 
the 'delay' Inputs on the module. 

activated after the exit delay period has 

expired. The prior entry LED will stay on 
to indicate that the alarm has been trig- 
gered. It will only be reset when the alarm is 

turned off. 
The only thing left to do on the board is 

to set up the time delays. If you haven't yet 
decided where to install the module then 
you had better read the installation guide 
first and then come back to this section. 

Firstly, get a watch with a second hand 
(or a digital watch if you would prefer a high 
tech approach!) and measure the time taken 
for you to leave the house from wherever 
the alarm will be situated. Also measure the 
time taken for you to open the front (or 

The 

back) door and get to the alarm. The exit 
and entry delays can now be set to cover 
these measured times. Give yourself a fair 
bit of leeway as you may come in with your 
hands full one day and not be able to get to 
the alarm in time. 

The alarm run time is a matter to decide 
yourself. It should be long enough to ensure 
that someone will be alerted but not long 
enough to annoy the neighbours too much if 
a false alarm occurs in the middle of the 
night. Once you have set the alarm up satis- 
factorily you can turn your attention to the 
problems of installation. Read the installa- 
tion section thoroughly before buying or at- 
tempting to mount any sensors. 

installation section forms Part 2 next month. 

When you're back indoors, there's still a lot 
of territory to cover. OYCJL Q will tale you 
there. Don't go bush without it. 
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Australian SCANNER'S WORLD is the 
book that will introduce you to that 
other world 'beyond the shortwaves'. 
It contains on introduction to scanning 
and scanners, an article on scanner 
antennas - including how to build 
and to erect antennas. The major part 
of this book is the "Listener's Guide"; 
computer -sorted listings of services 
throughout Australia and New Zea- 

land, with their frequencies 

"s ' 
World 

listed in both frequency order 
and alphabetical order by ser- 
vice. Beacons are listed also. 
Your copy is available by mail 
order direct from: 
Federal Marketing 
P.O. Box 227, 
Waterloo, NSW 2017 
Please odd $1 to the cost of the magazine 
to cover postage ond handling. (Add $5 
to these charges for air mail postage out- 
sde Australia.) 
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465 Pacific Highway, Lane Cove 2066 N.S.W 
P.O. Box 558 Lane Cove 
Ph: (02) 427 1233 (3 lines) 
87A Melville Road,'West Brunswick 3055 Vic. 
P.O. Box 127 West Brunswick Ph: (03) 383 4088 
51 Lemana Lane, Miami 4220 Qld. 
P.O. Box 166 Burleigh Heads Ph: (075) 35 3878. 

DISTRIBUTORS - ADELAIDE, BRISBANE, 
DARWIN, NEWCASTLE. 

Write or call for FREE short form price schedule. 

SHOP AROUND 

This month's projects are avail- 
able in kit form from a number 
of suppliers. 

The Forth computer project 
employs a basic kit from Energy 
Control that includes the board 
with the R65F11, the R65FR1 
and a bit of PROM. This will set 
you back $159. If it seems a lot 
for a board and three chips read 
the article and see what you get 
in the chips. Energy Control is 
at 73 Eric Street, Goodna, Old 
4300. They have a toll -free num- 
ber on (008)77-7147 if you want 
to shop with Bankcard. To com- 
plete the project you will need 
about $20 worth of extra bits, 
but they are commonly available 
at the corner store. 

The ETI-699 modem is shap- 
ing up to be one of our hottest 
sellers. Designer Geoff Nichols 
has contacted just about every 

. Australian bulletin board using 
it and our office Microbee. It 
really does work. The core of 
the project is the AMI 53530, 
worth $18.50 from RIFA. They 
are at 2 Cross Street, Hurstville 
NSW'2220. Ring (02) 570-8122. 
Everything else in the project is 
as common as mud. Alternative- 
ly, contact your local kit supplier 
for the whole thing in one go. 
Jaycar in Sydney is selling kits 
for $139. As we went to press 
All Electronic Components in 
Melbourne had indicated they 
would be doing it, but hadn't yet 
worked out a price. We estimate 
that if you make your own cir- 
cuit boards and get good deals 
on the bits you should come out 
of it for less than $100. 

The four -sector house burglar 
alarm ETI-1527 ís another much 
requested project. Kits are 
available from most of the usual 
outlets. DSE will be selling it for 
$29.95, as will Jaycar. AEC in 
Melbourne will be around $40. 
If you want to get your own 
things together, you shouldn't 
find any problems with availabil- 
ity. 

Artwork 

For those constructors willing 
and able to make their own pc 
boards and/or front panels, we 
can supply same -size film trans- 
parencies of the artwork, posi- 
tives or negatives as you require. 
From the list given below, select 
what you want and address your 

request/order to: 
`ETI-xxx Artwork' 
ETI Magazine 
Waterloo NSW 2017 

When ordering, make sure you 
specify positives or negatives, 
according to the process you 
use. Your cheque or money 
order should be made payable to 
`ETI Artwork Sales'. Prices for 
the artwork for this month's 
projects are as follows: 
ETI-699 (front panel) $2.92 
ETI-699 (pcb) $5.72 
ETI-1527 (front panel) $8.15 
ETI-1527 (pcb) $5.90 

Boards and panels 

Front panels and pc boards 
for our projects may be obtained 
from the following suppliers: 

All Electronic Components 
118 Lon.sdale St 
Melbourne Vic 3000 
(03)662-3506 

RCS Radio 
651 Forest Rd 
Bexley NSW 2207 
(02)587-3491 

Jemal 
P.O. Box 168 
Victoria Park WA 6100 
(09)451-8726 

Mini Tech 
PO Box 9194 
Auckland NZ 

For pc boards produced in re- 
cent years, the following suppli- 
ers either keep stocks on hand 
or can supply to order: 

Acetronics 
112 Robertson Rd 
Bass Hill NSW 2197 
(02)645-1241 

Jaetronics 
58 Appian Drive 
St Albans Vic 3021 

Jaycar 
117 York St 
Sydney NSW 2000 

Mini Tech 
P.O. Box 9194 
Auckland NZ 

Rod Irving Electronic 
425 High St 
Northcote Vic 3070 
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Electronics 
Today 

SPECIAL OFFER 
EXCLUSIVE TO 
ETI READERS!!! 

a 
Security System! 

Here's your chance to win a ZAP Electronics Home 
Security Alarm System in the ZAP-ETI Crossword 
competition. 
The ZAP Security System has been designed for commercial as well as residential 

voli 

\ usage. It comprises a lockable commercial -quality control panel, Cerberus passive 
E t Infra -red detector, Power supply and rechargeable battery, Weatherproof J horn -siren Magnetic Switches, Wire, Clips and instructions. Total System valued at V'$299 and YOU can win it with this crossword competition! 

a 

Why put off installing an alarm system? Take this opportunity to obtain a complete 
commercial -quality alarm system with Infra -red movement detector and all parts. 
Kit supplied with satisfaction/money back 14 -day guarantee, and delivered free to 
your home by Certified Post. Save up to $150 on individual parts cost alone! 

Simply fill in the crossword below, and send in with your order to ZAP Electronics 
Mail Order Service. On the 21st of June, 1985, the first correct entry drawn will 

havetheirpurchase price refunded, or an additional ZAP Security System FREE... 
Winner's Choice!!! 

CLUES 
1: Freedom from danger. 4: Style of Music. 5: Infra -red detector supplied with 

.r t ZAP Alarm. 7: An electronic detection method. 9: Leading supplier of security ex 
alarms. 11: "The good ..." (colloquial). 12: Adjust this to vary entry/exit delay. E 
13: Eastern Suburbs Newspapers (abbrev.). 15: Prior to the First century. Q 
16: One of ZAP's 5 retail stores. 

CC 
DOWN: Q 
1: ZAP Electronic System. 2: A long way. 3: Computer System Index (abbrev.). 4: Crossword CL 

6: Mistake. 8: Varies light intensity. 10: The Alarm button. 14: Place of research (abbrev.). 

CC 

m 

J 

Send to: ZAP Electronics Mail Order Service (02) 858-2288 

PO Box 264, Eastwood, NSW 2122 
cc 

Name = 
Address 

Postcode 
Please send me ZAP Security Alarm Systems at the special price 
of only $299 ea., and enter me in the Crossword Competition draw. 

My Payment is enclosed for $ 

by: Cheque Money Order Bankcard 

Mastercharge American Express Visa 

Card No. Expiry Date 

15. 
Signature 
All entries must be received by final post on 14th June, 1985. Crossword Competition drawn at ZAP, 

Eastwood office on 21st June, 1985. winner will receive a full refund of $299 or an additional FREE ZAP 

Security System valued at $299. The judge's decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. 

Lotteries Act Permit TCNO 85660. Purchase is not a condition of entry. 

1. 

5. 

7. 

12. 

16. 

2. 

Ce 

i 
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Low cost 

FORTH DEVELO MENT 
SYSTEM 
Go FORTH and you will 
multiply - and add and divide 
and... 
FORTH is one of those computer languages 
you may have heard about but kept away 
from. However, if you're into controlling 

robots, mechanical arms, washing 
machines, train sets, etc, then it's about 
time you looked more seriously at Forth. It 
is a language which was developed with con- 
trol in mind and is more flexible than either 
Fortran and Basic when it comes to whiz- 
zing stepping motors around or checking 
the status of sensors. 

Peter Ihnat 

To briefly summarize its features, Forth 
is a language in which you add your own 
operations by defining them in terms of 
previously defined operations until a single 
word (or operation) represents your whole 
program. It is a structured language. It uses 
the concept of Reverse Polish Notation 
(RPN) and is quite easy to learn. Most peo- 
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ple agree that it is simpler to use than As- 
sembler yet has many of its advantages. 

For those curious about the language or 
who would like to learn it, there are two ex- 
cellent books that 1 can recommend. The 
first is Starting Forth by Leo Brodie which 
takes you through programming, etc using 
drawings, cartoons and the like. Certainly a 

good beginner's book but not recom- 
mended for anyone who already knows 
about computers. The second book is the 
RSC-Forth User's Manual which comes with 
the kit from Energy Control'. It describes 
the Forth development system and language 
extremely well and saves you from having to 
plough through loads of rubbish to find rele- 
vant information. I can fully recommend it. 

Up until now, the way of getting hands on 
experience with Forth was to purchase a 

disk or tape and load it into your home 
computer. Rockwell, however, recently de- 
veloped a complete ROM based Forth sys- 

tem consisting of the CPU, memory, I/O 
facilities and the RSC-Forth software inte- 
grated into a single chip. Thanks to Energy 
Control in Queensland, the Rockwell 
agents here in Australia, a low cost single 
board microcomputer which runs Forth is 

now available. 
The kit from Energy Control consists of a 

double -sided pc hoard with plated -through 
holes, a Rockwell R65F11 CPU, a R65FR1 
development ROM, a bipolar PROM for 
memory decoding, and RSC-Forth litera- 
ture (user's manual and data sheets). To 
complete the system, the bits listed in the 
parts list are also required. They are not in - 

eluded with the basic kit since all are stand- 
ard LSTTL chips, resistors and caps most of 
which the digital hobbyist will have in a 

junk box. In other words, Energy Control is 

providing a kit of the specialized, and there- 
fore hard -to -get, parts. 

An upgrade to the kit is also available 
and will he discussed at a later date. It con- 
sists of a double -sided, 40 track disk drive, 
2793 disk controller, cable and connectors 
and the disk drive power supply. 

The system 
The basic system allows an external user 

program to be executed from external 
EPROM or the development of such a pro- 
gram under the control of the R65FR1 
development ROM. Mask programmed 
into a 3K ROM in the CPU is the Rockwell 
Single Chip Forth (RSC-Forth) operating 
system and the run-time portions of the 
RSC-Forth language. The other portions of 
the RSC-Forth software not required at 

run-time are provided in the development 
ROM. 

To put this more simply, the R65FR1 
development ROM is only required for pro- 
gram development - that's why it comes in 

the kit from Energy Control. If the system 
ever needs to run permanently under the 
control of one of your programs then place 
it in an EPROM and remove the develop- 
ment ROM. At power -up, your program 
takes over due to a unique power -procedure 
by the operating system. This is discussed in 
greater depth in the user's manual. 

Also included on the hoard is an RS232 

tJ1d ° ° ' 0 If 
r. 

u 
145V 

PARTS LIST - ETI-694 

Resistors all r/. W, 5% 
R1,2 1M 
R3, 9-12 4k7 
R5, 6, 8, 25-27 1 k8 
R7 330R 
R24 2k2 
R30-33 4k7 

Capacitors 
Cl, 13-19 100n ceramic bypass 
C2.< 10n 
C3 220n 
C4,5 10p 
C9, 10 10µ 16 V RB electro 
C11 1O011 16 V RB electro 

Semiconductors 
CR1-4 1N914 
U2 74LS373 
U3 74LSO4 (must be LS) 
U4 74LS10 
U5 '555 
U8-10 6116 2K RAM 
U11 74LS32 
U14 74LS240 
U16 ICL7660 
U17 LM1458 
Y1 2 MHz crystal 

Miscellaneous 
1 x 40 -pin IC socket; 2 x 24 -pin IC sockets; 2 x 

28 -pin IC sockets; 1 x 20 -pin IC socket; DB-25 
female connector (right angle pc mount) normally 
open push button; and the RSC-Forth 
development kit which includes: 

U1 R65F11 
U6 256 x 8 bipolar PROM 
U7 R65FR1 development 

ROM 
pc board and literature. 

Price estimate: $179 
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link for connection to a serial terminal. The 
data sheets state that this is a 1200 baud link 
which would he correct if a 1 MHz crystal 
was used. However, a higher speed CPU is 
supplied which requires a 2 MHz clock. The 
RS232 link becomes 2400 baud with seven 
data and two stop bits. Higher operating 
speed is always an advantage. 

Finally, there are two 8 -bit I/O ports, two 
16 -bit counter/timers and room to mount up 
to 16K of RAM, ROM or a combination of 
both - just about all you could want for a 
simple development system. 

R65F11 and R65F12 CPUs 
The Rockwell R65F11 and R65F12 are 

complete, high performance 8 -hit NMOS 
single chip microcomputers which are com- 
patible with the whole 6500 family. What 
makes these devices so special is the fact 
that they are CPUs which also perform the 
task of a PIA, ACIA and counter -tinier. 
The R65F11 has the following features - 

it is an enhanced 6502 CPU; 
it contains the kernel of RSC-Forth and 

an operating system built into 3K of ROM; 
it has 192 bytes of RAM on the chip, 32 

bytes of which can be placed into standby 
mode when the power is off; 

it contains two 8 -bit 1/O ports including 
four edge sensitive lines and input latching 
on one 8 -bit port; 

it contains two 16 -hit counter/timers with 
three associated latches; 

it provides a full duplex serial I/O chan- 
nel; and 

it can address up to 16K of external 
memory. 

Not bad, you say, for a .40 -pin package. 
Those of you familiar with the 6500 family , 

of micros, will realize that the R65F11 is the 
equivalent of having a 6502 CPU, 6522 VIA 
and 6550 ACIA all on the one chip (as well 
as a Forth ROM and some RAM). The 
R65F12 contains all the above as well as 
three extra 8 -bit ports and comes in a 64 -pin 

TABLE 1. Memory map decoded by PROM supplied by Energy Control. 

Function Address space Signal Socket 

FDC $0100-$013F FDC U12 
RAM1 $0200-$07FF MEM3 U10 
RAM2 $0800-$OFFF MEM2 U9 
RAM3 $1000-$17FF MEM1 U8 
ROM $2000-$3FFF MEMO U7 
Not used $1800-$1FFF 
page zero $0000-$0OFF 
page one $0140-$O1FF 

TABLE 2. Jumper Selection. 

Socket Part Type Jumper position 

PIN 27 PIN 20 
U7 8K x 8 RAM R/W RMEMO 

2764 PROM +5 MEMO 
2732 PROM +5 MEMO 

PIN 27 PIN 23 PIN 20 
U8 8K x 8 RAM R/W All RMEM1 

2K x 8 RAM R/W RNV RMEM1 
2764 PROM +5 All MEM1 
2732 PROM +5 All MEM1 
2716 PROM +5 +5 MEM1 

PIN 21 PIN 18 
U9 2K x 8 RAM RNV RMEM2 

2732 PROM All MEM2 
2716 PROM +5 MEM2 

PIN 21 PIN 18 
U10 2K x 8 RAM R/W RMEM3 

1/2 2732 PROM +5 MEM3 
2716 PROM +5 MEM3 

For 2 MHz operation, Install 2M jumper. To use three 2K x 8 RAM chips and the R65FR1 development 
ROM, fit the jumpers highlighted in the above table. 

QUIP package (quad in -line). If you would 
like to use the R65F12 CPU, Energy Con- 
trol sells a special daughter board which re- 
places the R65F11 and brings out the extra 
UO pins. 

Construction 
The circuit diagram illustrates the overall 

system. Construction shouldn't present any 
difficulties but care should be taken. Use a 
fine tipped iron and fine solder otherwise 
solder bridging may occur. Start with the 
resistors, diodes and capacitors (check ori- 
entation of all polarized components). The 
silk screening on the pc board will indicate 
the position of all components; remember 
the board can be expanded to include extra 
memory, a disk controller and a Centronics 
port, so there'll he parts marked on the 
board that are not needed for this project. 

Next, insert and solder the IC sockets and 
capacitors. Note that IC sockets are recom- 
mended for IC1, IC6, IC7 and IC8. If you 
have doubts about your soldering ability 
simply use sockets for all ICs. Finally, 
mount the reset switch, 2 MHz crystal and 
DB-25 connector (for the RS232 link). 

Insert the ICs. Note that they all point in 
the one direction. Plug the R65FR1 devel- 
opment ROM into position U7 on the board 
and RAM into positions U8, 9 and 10 
(depending on which RAM chips you are 
using). The memory decoding PROM sup- 
plied by Energy Control is set up for the 
memory map shown in Table I. Sockets U8, 
9 and 10 require 2K RAM chips like the 
6116. For other RAM or ROM ICs, you will 
have to blow your own PROM. 

The only tricky part of setting up the sys- 
tem is fitting the on -board jumpers. These 
customize the memory sockets (U7, 8, 9 and 
10) for the particular RAM or ROM IC 
which will be used. Figure 1 shows the loca- 
tion of the jumpers and Table 2 lists the 
combinations required. Note that an extra 
jumper at the position marked 2M is re- 
quired for operation at 2 MHz. 

Finally, the moment. Connect 5 volts to 
the board, an RS232 terminal and switc 
on. If all is well, the display will show - 

RSC-FORTH V1.7 

Entering the command VLIST will list the 
entire Forth vocabulary. If not, check all 
your soldering and especially the on -board 
jumpers. The user's manual will take you 
through the whole Forth repertoire. 

`Starting Forth by Leo Brodie and Forth 
Programming by Leo Scanlon are avail- 
able through ETI booksales. Starting Forth 
is worth $25.00. Forth Programming will 
set you back $24.25. For postage details 
see the book sales ad elsewhere in this 
issue. 
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WIRELESS 
INSTITUTE 

OF 
AUSTRALIA 

FOUNDED 1910 
The W.I.A. represents the 
Radio Amateur at Local, 

National and International 
level and offers,AMATEuR7¿,4Q10 
following ---- 
services: 

* Monthly 
"AMATEUR 
RADIO" 
Magazine, 
included in 
membership fee. 

* Most REPEATERS have 
their licence, power and site 
cost paid by the institute. 

* World wide QSL-service. 
* Assistance to members in 

legal problems arising out of 
the pursuit of their hobby. 

* A Weekly Sunday Broadcast 
to Amateurs and Short Wave 
Listeners. 

* Assistance in dealing with 
Interference Problems 
(TVI-RFI etc.) 

* Novice and full call courses. 
* Trial Novice and AOCP 

theory exam papers. 
* Advice on Radio Mast approvals 
* The ONLY representation of 

the RADIO AMATEUR in 
legislative matters. 

,k e9 

Join the 8,600 Amateur 
members in the W.I.A. by 

forwarding this coupon to: 
W.I.A. P.O. BOX 300, 

CAULFIELD SOUTH, VIC. 3162 
Please forward a membership 
application form and further details 
to: 
Mr, Mrs, Miss, Ms 

Address 

Callsign 

Postcode 

PROGRAMMABLE 
° POCKET' 

SCANNER. 

-a01W000a/4- 
SX-155 

PROFESSIONAL 
POCKET SCANNER 
WITH OVER 45,000 

- CHANNELS & 160 ' 

MEMORIES 

Q 

The Microcomm SX-155 represents the latest develop- 
ments in State-of-the-art LSI CMOS technology as applied 
to scanning monitor receivers. It incorporates many 
features. a lot of which are not even found in today's larger 
base scanners. 
For example the SX-155 has 160 memory channels which 
can be programmed in either of two modes. The first allows 
you to manually program the entire 160 channels. The 
second mode provides for manual programming of the first 
40 channels with the top 120 reserved for use by the SX-155 
while in its SEARCH mode. It uses these channels to 
automatically store frequencies on which it has found 
signals during the search phase. 

The SX-155 also features a Priority Channel (for that 
important frequency). An LCD display providing readout of 
all receiver functions including an accurate crystal controlled 
24 hour clock. 
Supplied complete with rechargeable Nicad batteries 
charger. and rubber duck antenna. the SX-155 is a must for 
anybody with an interest in monitoring. 

$399 
AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTOR 

.GFS ELECTRONIC,IMPORTS 
Division of DERIBAR Pty. Ltd. 

17 McKeon -Road, Mitcham, Vic. 3132 
PO Box 97, Mitcham, Vic. 3132 

Telex: AA 38053 GFS 
Phone: (03) 873 377.7 3 Lines 

9I SCU WUrI c 9t1jr to 

300 Main Street, Lilydale 
P.O. Box 509, Lilydale, 3140 

(03) 735-0588 
AMPLIFIERS 
ZPE Series 11(500W) $1300.00 
DISCO MIXERS 
Citronic SM 330 $095.00 
Arista $330.00 
JUMBO STROBE 
FLA 701 $153.48 
Scanner S101 $99.45 
Scanner Bar 5104S $342.86 
HELICOPTER 
2 ARM Spinner $198.00 
4 ARM Spinner $289.00 
8 ARM Spinner $497.89 
UFO 324 "unreal" $1698.55 

PINSPOT 
PS 1125 $48.94 
PS 112L $58.99 
MIRROR BALLS 
MB 008-8" $37.20 
MB 012 $64.58 
MB 014 $93.54 
MB 018 $125.34 
MB020 $153.79 

SMOKE MACHINE 
Great for Special Effects $328.00 

(fluid at S15 per litre) 
MIRROR,BALL MOTORS 
AC 240V $29.99 
ROLLING LIGHTS 
8 x 4515 lamps $958.95 
24 x 4515 lamps $1985.45 

COSMOS LIGHT 
24 lamps $1980.68 
Half Ball rotary light 
6 lamps $357.28 
CONTROLLERS 
Audio/Chaser (DW 4LC 4000) $295.00 
Pre-set Programmed Controller 4 
Channels each 1000W. 
LIGHT COMPUTER (DW 7LC 4200) $488.00 
Programmable 7 channel with t -prom (16 
programmes). Ideal for Advertising signs 
and Disco lighting. 
VU LIGHT BAR (DW I 2LC 480) $394.00 
12 channel L.E.D. like display controller. 
Triggered by sound signals. Exciting new 
product! 
CHASER (DW LC 4000) $155.00 
4 channel each 1000W with speed and 
mode switching. 
MUSICAL (DW M 4000) $130.00 
4 channel each 1000W sound to light. 
PLEASE NOTE: ALL CONTROLLERS COME 
WITH 6 MONTHS WARRANTY. 
LAMPS all colours, soft glass 
ES 240V 60W box of 25 $75.00 
BC 240V 40W box of 100 $77.00 
BC 240V 25W box of 100 $75.00 

Bankcard & Mail Orders 
Power Cords not included 
Trade Enquiries Welcome 

Send S.A.E. for free price list. 

10% discount with all orders over $1000 
received by 1/6/85 
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reference and 
data handbooks 

80024H (Limited stock only) 
CONTEMPORARY MATHEMATICS 
FOR ELECTRONICS $3S o $29.95 
This book is split into three sections. Direct current 
maths Introduces the student to the calculator, 
fractions and dimensional analysis. Alternating cur- 
rent maths covers phasors, quadratics and RMS In 
both sine and digital waveforms. Active device 
maths Introduces number systems and boolean. 

B0320P (Limited stock only) 
ELECTRONIC TABLES AND 
FORMULAS -$19-04- $14.95 
Covers formulas and laws, constants and stand- 
ards, symbols and codes, service and installation 
data, design data and mathematics. Fifth edition. 

B0324P (Limited stock only) 
WIND 8 SOLAR ENERGY 

-4~95.. $14.95 
Covers solar energy and photovoltaic converters, 
wind energy, batteries and inverters. Also includes 
practical solar power supplies with applications for 
radio communications and low -power electrical 
systems. 

B0335R 
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA 
BOOK $5.75 
Covers maths aids and tables, times and frequen- 
cy, rf circuit data, LCR networks, transformers, fil- 
ter design, antennas and feed systems, solid state 
circuits, constructions and testing data. Limited 
supplies. 

1 
t r 40 

;, 

constructional 
projects 

D0323H (Limited stock only) 
SOLID STATE ELECTRONIC 
PROJECTS -$9.4- $6.95 
A large collection of easy -to -follow electronics 
projects and tests, including experiments with 
solid-state devices such as solar cells, fibre optics, 
LEDs and linear and digital ICs. Projects include a 
transistor checker, a series regulated power supply 
and a solar cell battery for a portable radio. 

circuit techniques 
and design 

E0096B (Limited stock only) 
REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES 

-$P9-7-5_ $19.95 
Comprehensive discussion of the internal architec- 
ture and operation of the latest solid-state regula- 
tors. Explains when regulated supplies are needed 
and how to Incorporate them In your projects, and 
discusses modem circuitry including linear and 
switching circuits and late ICs. 

E0110B 
LM 3900 IC PROJECTS 6- $3.75 
Unlike conventional op -amps, the LM 3900 can be 
used for all the usual applications as well as many 
new ones. It's one of the most versatile, freely ob- 
tainable and inexpensive devices around. This 
book provides the groundwork for simple and ad- 
vanced uses - it's much more than a collection of 
protects. Recommended. 

Simply fill in the reply -paid 

FEDERAL MARKETING 
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great book buys 
priced to clear the decks... 

test equipment 
and fault-finding 

F0114B 
HOW TO GET YOUR PROJECT 

WORKING 56.95 
Helps you to overcome the problems of a circuit 
that doesn't work by indicating how and where to 

start looking for many of the common faults that 
can occur when building up a project. 

F0258P 
EFFECTIVELY USING THE 

OSCILLOSCOPE $16.91 
Describes the potential uses of the scope, ranging 
from audio and television tests and measurements 
to performance tests. 

F0282B 
HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN 
S/S OSCILLOSCOPE $6.95 
This book comprises a project divided Into sections 
for builder to individually construct and test - then 
assemble into complete instrument. Includes short 
section on scope usage. 

electronic music 
and audio/video 

G0124B 
AN INTRO TO VIDEO 56.95 
This book is written in layman's language and is 
for anyone who is thinking about buying or renting 
or who has just bought or rented a video recorder 
and wants to get the best out of the machine. 

G0128P 
MODERN RECORDING TECHNIQUES $22.95 
Explains the equipment controls and techniques 
found in a modern recording studio and how to use 
them creatively and correctly to produce a desired 
result. Numerous photographs, diagrams and 
charts. 

card insert & send to: 

BOOK SALES 

G0129P 
SOUND -SYSTEM ENGINEERING 

$35.50 
Dealing with audio systems as a whole, it Includes 
installing and equalising the sound system and 
Interfacing the electrical and acoustic systems. 
Instrumentation, the acoustic environment and 
designing for acoustic gain. 

G0130P 
TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK 

$8.75 
Complete, accurate, up-to-date guide to direct sub- 
stitutes for receiving and picture tubes. Contains 
more than 6000 receiving tube substitutes, 4000 
monochrome and colour picture tube substitutes, 
and 600 communications substitutes. Also includes 
pinouts for quick operational checks. 

G0131 P 
HOW TO BUILD SPEAKER 

ENCLOSURES $9.95 
A guide to the 'whys' and 'haws' of constructing 
top -performance loudspeaker enclosures. 

G01358 
ELECTRONIC MUSIC PROJECTS 

$5.95 
Provides constructors with practical circuits for the 
less complex music equipment including fuzz box, 
waa-waa pedal, sustain unit, reverb and phaser, 
tremolo generator, etc. Text covers guitar effects, 
general effects, sound generators, accessories. 

G01368 
ELECTRONIC MUSIC & CREATIVE 
RECORDING $6.95 
Shows how electronic music can be made at home 
with the simplest and most inexpensive of equip- 
ment. Describes how the sounds are generated 
and how these may be recorded to build up the 

final composition. 

G0385B 
CHOOSING AND USING 
YOUR HI-FI -1491i- $3.95 
Provides basic information on the technical speci- 
fications of hl -fi equipment. Otters advice on what 
to look for in equipment in order to obtain real 
high-fidelity sound and reproduction. 

140 Joynton Avenue, Waterloo. - Ph: (02) 663-9999 
P.O. Box 227, Waterloo, NSW 2017 Australia 



ALL JAYCAR MATERIAL 

AVTEK MULTIMODEMS 
Stated- the-anmultimodem - has the following data standards CCITT 
V21 is V23. BELL 103 & 202 - Data rates 300, 600 & 1200 BPS - 
Backward channel 75 BPS in conjunction with 1200 BPS Computer 
interface CC TIT V24 (RS232C) _ Power requirements 240V AC 3 watts. 
Talk to the world with this fine Muir modem 
Cat XC-4820 

INCLUDES PHONE 

$349.00 
MiniModem * 300 Baud full duplex * Answer/originate * Plugs straight 

(hardware phone * Supenor VLSI chip performance (identical to 
Multlnwdem) * Telecom approval C84/37/1173. 
Cat XC-4825 

ONLY í$199.00 
INCLU S PHONE 

SQUEAKY CLEAN MAINS 
FILTERS - Two fantastic low cost models MS -4010 will 
supply up to 4 appliances Each 240V socket is isolated from the other, 
to interference from disc drives is de -coupled from the CPU power 
supply etc. It will supply up to 4 outlets with a total load of 6 amps 
(unswitched). 
Cat MS 4010 

ONLY $99_00 
Single 10 amp line socket type Filter (unsw/tchec). 
Cat M5.4012 

ONLY $29.95 1 e 

1-4 :k., 

no-e."": 

UV EPROM ERASER 
Erase your EPROMs quickly and safely. This unit is the cost-effective, 
solution to your problems. It will erase up to 9 x 24 pin devices In 
complete safety, in about 40 minutes for 9 chips (less for less chips). :: Erase up (o 9 chips at a time 

Chip drawer has conductive loam pad 
;: Mains powered 

High UV intensity at chip surface 
ensures thorough erase 
Engineered to prevent UV exposure 
Long life UV tube 
Dimensions 217 x 80 x 68mm 

': Weight 670 grams 
Cat XE-4950 

ONLY $79.50 
1 >> 

,1 
- 

MAIL 
ORDER 

HOT 
LINE 
(02) 
646 
1300 

"t\`, . \.. 
Hands -Free PO Memory 
Desk/Wall Telephone 

Loud and dear fully duplex handsfree 2 way speaker 
10 direct access memories 
Telephone line powered 
Unauthorised call restriction lock (optional) 
Adjustable volume control switch on handset 
Adjustable speaker volume control 
Privacy muting button 
Ringer HI -Lo control 
Ten 18 digit memories plus one 22 digit last number redtal 
Wall mounting or table use 
Programmable PABX pause 

Cat Yí7092 

ONLY $149.95 
ALARM STICKER 

Durable. self-adhesive sticker that dearly tells would-be thief that there 
is an alarm fined Sticker does not refer toa specific alarm which acates 
further doubt 
Cat IÁ-5100 ONLY 950 each 

10 or more 85C each 

WARNING . ,. 
- 

HECIMC 
ASID 

. 

' i. v 

ONLY 
$4.95 

ROBOT WATCH J 

s Fr 

Le 

Just what every child would love. Ifs a military look digital watch which 
breaks away from the band to form a Robot. The robot has movable legs 

Card arms with pop -out hands. pop-outt 
XW-0340 

SILICON VALLEY POSTER This is a full colour 'caricature' poster measuring 760(W) x 575(H)mm and Is a full map of the famous 'Silicon Valley' area smith of San Francisco. 
The entire area spans from Mountain View thru Sunnyvale, Cupertino. Los Gatos. Santa Celara, San Hose. Fremont- etc!! 
Famous semiconductor factories such as Fairchild Hewlett-Packard. Intersd, Siliconát NEC. Sig netics. American Miao Systems and dozens you have not even heard of Each factory Is in its correct location 
The poster is fug of cartoon characters and statements. You could stand in front of it for an hour and not take it all W 
We are convinced that you cvig be delighted with this poster It is printed on very héavy art quality paper and is not cheap. Each one Is supplied In a cardboard mailing tube. (No room (or 
a picture). Cat. BP -9220 The cost Is $9.95 + *3 postage (sorry) 'I4)t1 

ICY! nun. le 
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FREE CATALOGUE 
Ask for a FREE COPY of our 1985 Engineering Catalogue or 

send large SAE with 50c stamp. 

FM TRANSMITTER MODULE 
FEATURES- * Ultra low noise output (-60dB or better attainable with suitable 

tuner) * Excellent frequency stability * NOT a kit ready for immediate use * Connections required (A) Power supply or battery (B) Antenna (C) 
Audio input 

* Full instructions supplied * Suits any application where a stable low noise FM link is required 
SPECIFICATIONS: 

Frequency 88 108MHz 
Useable range - 50 metres 
Supply - 6 to 9V @ 2OrnA 
Input sensitivity - adjustable _ max. 3OmV 
Pre -emphasis 50us standard 
Dimensions 90 x 22 x 15mm (approx.) 

Cat DT -5450 

w -Yaw 

ONL Y 
$59.95 

WALL MOUNTED PUSH BUTTON 
PHONE - This phone may look like those cheapies you see 
everywhere. but this one is different It's Telecom approved and is 
supplied complete with plug, The sound quality s superb. It doesn't 
sound like you are talking into a shoe box hke some do. It's supplied 
complete with wall bracket and has a memory 'Mal. Great as a second 
phone 
Cat Y1.7090 

' 
1E1' a 

RIMS 
;,aRI Q 

ONLY $24.95 
approved 
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ULTRASONIC PEST REPELLER 
Which of these do you need to get nd or 

r 
@ n s. fliesa e, dowes. birds. spiders bars rats cockroaches moths fleas, 

The Vermin.. ultrasonic insect/ pest tepelfer creates sonic envtronrnent which es totally hostile to the creatures mentioned above 

MOW 0044 IT WOW 
The telatrvef devoid of ultrasonic sounds Evolution has not had compelling re sensory' horno protect non acoustic senso mechanisms 
ultrasonic ostlinulanOn By sub)eang ar insect or rodent o. high ~1 ultrasonic saundwave of particular pattern the ebeature begins to behave n typical 
fashion The pest becomes disoriented. lethargic and bewildered The natural reaction is to escape from the sound affected area 

The sonic pattern is the secret and this pattern is combiranon of scores of frequencies mued together The pattern was developed by Professor J L Stewart. 
the man who invented the Bonn ear It works' 
Like us you would be skeptical at first that this would work Our first reaction s. Bliley are so good why haven I we heard about them before, or Surely 

product like this d good it was any go would have been mound years ago There haw been ultrasonic repellets around but none ofthem have the patented 
soundwave pattern of the Verminex We have on our file nan, many lanai dtesrenony to the fact that the Verminexneflenve The letters are from Ausnalan 
Universities Animal Husbandry research institutions. r:srrnrnernal Piggenes. restaurants etc Many of them had several pest problems, 

Your pent problem may not be as bad but it may slit be .r nuisance wht.h Is why the dornest. Verminea unit was developed 
We ale so confident of the Vrnnoex units effectiveness we make the blowing offer 
Buy the Verminea from us and use it for up to 14 days 121 days for mad order csstornersl If you are not happy oath product eel usng It as directed. return it to 

us in clean. original condition and we will refund yout money in full1. ¡Less posVpackmg) What have you got to lose, 

The Vermino <overs an area of 2000 so R t uninterrupted) and n not cheap But d the idea of dangerous chemicals. sprays bons etc wornes you it s a great 

solution Ir is supplied with a 240V plug park but can he battery powered 
Cat YS5500 

WHAT NA VI YOU GOT TO LOIN IXCIPT TMI BUCB7 ONLY $69 
'WHAT ARE MICROCHARTS7' 

Mlaocharts are professional. comprehensive. plastic summary cards 
packed with key time -saving Information on rniaoprocessors, 
electronics. programming. and tools of the business Colourful 100% 
plastic Miaocharts are carefully organised for fast use at work. home. 
and in the classroom 
WORDSTAR Much more info than keyboard overlays and 
can be flipped over faster. Allows large text window and avoids 
submenu-hopping, For beginners and advanced users Covers full 
manual and more 
Cat BM -8506 
ZOO CPU Full instruction set, ASCII. hex and decimal 
conversions, flags. cycle times. interrupt structure. ptnout. disassembly 
table. reg map, addressing, code for compansons. powers of 2. 
diagrams and more 
Cat BM 8500 
HOW TO SAMPLE Lets you estimate how many articles 
or people have a charaaenstic by examining only a small sample No 
math background needed For manufacturing. OC. research. etc. 
Cat BM -8514 
"C" LANGUAGE Comprehensrve and concise summary 
of the efficient "C' language for those using or learning 'C'. Avoids 
refem g to manuals which can break concentration when programming 
Cat BM -8512 

INFRA RED MOVEMENT 
DETECTOR 

The infrared or IR detector for short, falls into the Black magic 
category. It basically is a high gam passmo tuned receiver of a 

particular IR band The heart of the unit consists of a high gain lens 

(antenna?) which has a 'Commutated' field of view Its reception 
pattern Is comb like. but highly tuned to the IR wavelength of human 
bodies. 

When a human passes within proximity of the pickup tree the lens 
will selectively pick up IR radiation and then not Movement across 
the pickup area will result in a series of pulses sent to a detector 
ceCutt 

IR detectors are very reliable as they do not transmit and will not 

respond to non heat radiating objects Curtains, for example. can 
wave about without topping the alamh. Even the cat is unlikely to trip 
the unit 

ELECTRONICS 

a-2 ' L" 0áT 

GREAT TOY 
Kids Duke "Emergency' Siren 
CB -type microphone with siren/speaker/from 4 -way switch on the 
microphone gives you Police. Rte and Ambulance sirens (al distinctive) 
PLUS Public Address! (it doesn't make enough noise to be a nuisance 
but 

lA 
great 
S3190 ni) Cat ONLY $8.95 

Incorporating ELECTRONIC AGENCIES 

NUMBER 1 FOR KITS 
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE (02) 646 1300 

ONLY 
$19.50 

FEATURES 
12V 1k powered 
Small 4Vz'"x 2" x 11/2" 

Double sensor 
Computerised OC to lower (allure rate 
Built-in test lamp 
Tamper switch Included 
Alarm output SPST 30V DC @ IA 

z 

L 

STEREO AUDIO MIXER 
Brilliant mixing console is packed with features It allows the blending of 
microphone. 2 phono inputs and either 2 tape or 2 tuner inputs 
Some of rts many features include. Right and left VU meters separate 
bass and treble controls 5 slide level controls headphone 
monitoring switch taikover facility Frequency response 20Hz to 
2OkHz Dimensions 318(L) x 217(W) x 85(H)mm operates from 
240V mans 
Cat. AM -4200 ONLY $99.50 

MICRON PROFESSIONAL 
20W IRON 

240V AC SOLDERING IRON 
This great Iron has all the features of those costing a lot more. 

370 C !bred temperature 
High efficiency patented heating element 
Iron clad chrome plated long Ice Interchangeable tips 

IRON CLAD TIPS 
This soldenng Iron uses high grade ron clad. Chrome plated and pre - 

tinned tips Tip life expectancy s many times that of conventional 
plated tips 

Cat. TS -1552 MICRO CHISEL - 1mm 

Cat. TS -1553 MIM CHISEL _ 1.5mm 
Cat. TS -1554 STANDARD CHISEL 3mm 

ALL Tips $3.50 each 

VHF VIDEO/AUDIO RF 
MODULATOR - At king last a good quality. stable 
video/audio-to-RE modulator It even will enable you to connect a 
Commodore VIC 20 to a VHF TV sett Note that this module is specially 
tuned for Australian TV (VHF Chao -let 0 8 15 5MHz sound subcamer). 
A full data sheet and connection diagram Is included, 
Cat LT -3802 

ONLY $9.95 each 

SYDNEY: 11 r Yi rt. Street Tel 1021 267 1614 
N$. W CARL1NGFORD Cnt Carlingford 8 Pennant Hills Road Tel 002) 872 4444 

SHOWROOMS CONCORD i 15.117 Panama,' Road Teb (02) 745 3077 
HURSTVILLE: 121 Forest Road Tel. (02) 570 7000 
GORE HILL 188/192 Pacific Highway (Cnr Bellevue Avenuel(021 439-4799 

QUEENSLAND BURANDA: 144 Logan Road. Tel (07) 393 0777 
MAIL ORDERS: P.O. Box 480. AUBURN 2144. TeL (02) 643 2000 
HEAD OFFICE: 7/9 Rawson Street. AUBURN 2144 

Tel (02) 643 2000 Telex: 72293 
SHOP HOURS POST & PACKING 

Carlingfor4 Hut h . 6 Gore Hill 55 5999 _ 51 SO 

Mon -Fri 9am 530pm Thurs830pm, Sat Ilpm 510 $2499 _ 5320 
Sydney 525 549 99 54 50 

Mon -Fn 8 30am - 5 30pm. Thurs 8 30pm. Sat 4pm 550 - 59999 5650 
Concord 5100. 5198 5800 

Mon -Fn 9am - 5 30pm. Sat 4pm Over 5199 510 00 

COMET ROAD FREIGHT ANYWHERE IN AUSTRALIA ONLY 512 

. 1 I, 



IDEA OF THE MONTH 

DB-15 PLUG 
TO MICROBEE 
PARALLEL PORT 

DO 

07 

ARDY 

ASTB 

+5V 

DATA BUS 

CONTROL BUS 

um +5V 

6IN 
OFF r 

OUT 

14 
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12 Í 6 

74LS126 

DIR 

EN 

3k3 

AEN 

+5V 
18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 

19 20 
74LS245 

I 10A, 
2 3 4 6 7 8 9 

Ó 

á á 
DO- D7 

DB-15 SOCKET 
TO PERIPHERAL 
SOCKET 

Peripheral Switch 
William Perry, Hurstville, NSW 
This circuit allows up to four 
user -selectable peripherals to 
be plugged into the 'Bee at any 
one time. 

One of the four output ports 
is selected by an IN/OFF/OUT 
switch, the information being 
decoded by four 74LS20 quad 
NAND gates. Output from the 
NAND gates selects one of 
four bidirectional buffers. The 
direction of data flow through 
the buffer is also determined 
by the switch. The control buss 
is similarly buffered by half of 
a 74LS126. 

The buffers are necessary to 
present a high impedance to 
the buss when the chips are not 
selected. 

I-1 

AS FOR PORT A 

CEN DEN 

C 

ONE OF 4 CIRCUITS 

BSEL CSEL DSEL 

IDEAS FOR EXPERIMENTERS 

Simple electronic metronome 
A 555 timer wired for astable 
operation drives a speaker 
directly in this idea by R. Hunt- 
ley of St Albans, Vic. The period 
is set by a 500 kohm (log) 
switch -pot with a 75 kohm series 
resistor, charging a 3.3 µF cap- 
acitor. This gives a range of 
about 30 to 230 beats per minute 
when an eight ohm speaker is 
connected. 

The dial should be calibrated 
with the speaker connected, as 
the speeds obtained depend on 
the speaker's impedence. The 
pulse width is about 1 ms, as the 
discharge pin of the timer is con- 
nected directly to the timing 

capacitor. This gives a clean, 
sharp click, very similar to the 
sound of a mechancial 
metronome. 

A 5 V regulator is used to 
keep the calibration indepen- 
dent of the battery voltage (the 
speed varies by only 5% for bat- 
tery voltages between 5 V and 
15 V. Current drain is about 
10 mA, giving about five hours 
of operation from a single 
50 mAh battery. A phono out- 
put is provided via a 10 IF 
capacitor. This may also be am- 
plified by a hi-fi set to provide 
an output with any desired 
volume and tone. 

LM78L05 
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'IDEA OF THE MONTH' CONTEST 

Scope Laboratories, which manufactures and distributes soldering irons 
and accessory tools, is sponsoring this contest with a prize given away 
every month for the best item submitted for publication in the 'Ideas for 
Experimenters' column - one of the most consistently popular features In 

ETI Magazine. Each month we will be giving away a 60 W Portable 
Cordless Soldering Iron, a 240 Volt Charging Adaptor together with a 

Holder Bracket. The prize is worth approx. $100. 
Selections will be made at the sole discretion of the editorial staff of ETI 

Magazine. Apart from the prize, each person will be paid $20 for an item 
published. You must submit original ideas of circuits which have not 
previously been published. You may send as many entries as you wish. 

PRIZE WORTH 
APPROX. 

$100 

RULES 
This contest is open to all persons normally resident in Australia. with the exception of 
members of the staff of Scope Laboratories, The Federal Publishing Company Pry Limited, 
ESN, The Litho Centre and or associated companies. 

Closing date for each issue Is the last day of the month. Entries received within seven 
days of that date will be accepted if postmarked to and including the date of the last day of 
the month. 

The winning entry will be judged by the editor of ETI Magazine, whose decision will be 
final. No correspondence can be entered Into regarding the decision. 

The winner will be advised by telegram the same day the result is declared. The name of 
the winner, together with the winning idea, will be published in the next possible Issue of ETI 
Magazine. 

Contestants must enter their names and addresses where indicated on each entry form. 
Photostats or clearly written copies will be accepted but II sending copies you must cut out 
and Include with each entry the month and page number from the bottom of the page of the 
contest. In other words, you can send in multiple entnes but you will need extra copies of the 
magazine so that you send an original page number with each entry. 

This contest Is Invalid in states where local laws prohibit entnes. Entrants must sign the 
declaration on the coupon that they have read the above rules and agree to abide by their 
conditions. 

COUPON 

Cut and send to: Scope/ETI 'Idea of the Month' Contest, ETI Magazine, P.O. 
Box 227, Waterloo NSW 2017. 
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What:'Ís better 
thah;.NiCádfor 
memory back-up? 
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t `I 

COMPARATIVE SIZE 

NEC 
5\OC( 

1.0 F 
P019 

SUPERCAP 
of course! 

Unlike NiCad - 
It never needs replacing or maintenance. 

It does not exhibit discharge memory. 

It can be wired either way. Lack of polarity 
' enables this. 

It can be soldered onto P.C.B.s with other 
components. 
It can be charged at high and low current 
rates, i.e. microamps to amps. 

It is completely safe. It will not explode under 
extremes of temperature, nor will it leak. 

It is small and compact. 

Catalogue 
No. 

Cap. 
(Farad) 

Rated V. 
(V.D.C.) 

Max. W.V. 
(V.D.C.) 

Max. ESR 
IIItat 1 kHz) 

FAOH105Z 1.0 5 5.5 2.5 

FZOH223Z 0.022 5 5.5 50 

FZOH473Z 0.047 5 5.5 40 

FZOH104Z 0.1 5 5.5 45 

FZOH224Z 0.22 5 5.5 25 

FZOH474Z 0.47 5 5.5 13 

FZOH105Z 1.0 5 5.5 7 

Equivalent series resistance 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. JN 

r I I 

SOANAR ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD. 
INCORPORATED IN VICTORIA 

. 30-32 Lexton Road, Box Hill, Vic., 3128, Australia. 

VICTORIA: 895 0222 ' QUEENSLAND: 8521133 
N.S.W.: 789 6744 WEST. AUST.: 3819522 
STH. Aug, 297 0811:,_ TASMANIA: 316533 
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COMPUTING NEWS 

More 
modems 
If you can't be bothered to make your own, consider buying a 
new low cost 1200/75 and 300 baud direct connect modem for 
the Commodore 64. It's one of two new products just unveiled 
by Melbourne based ACME Software. The new products have 
been developed and will be totally manufactured in Australia. 

The Micromodem III allows 
users of Commodore 64 and 
Commodore VIC 20 computers 
to access telephone computer 
databases. An RS232 adaptor 
will also be available to allow use 
with nearly all computers. 

What separates the Micromo- 
dem Ill from the rest is that as 
well as the common 300 baud 
mode it also has the 1200/75 
baud mode which is coming into 
prevalent use, and is the stand- 
ard adopted by Telecom for its 
new Viatel electronic database - which promises to be a true 
public access system. 

The modem is direct connect - all that is required is to plug it 
into the phone line and into the 
rear of the computer, load your 
software, and you are ready to 
enter the exciting world of com- 
puter communications. 

Acme Software also produces 
communications software to 
allow Commodore 64 and Vic 20 

users to take full advantage of 
the features of the Micromodem 
Ill modem. It's called 64 NET, 
and is of special interest to 
educational users as it has fea- 
tures which make it directly 
compete with more expensive 
systems. 

64 NET allows users to con- 
verse with each other via the net- 
work, with Basic or machine lan- 
guage programs. The teacher 
may retrieve any students' 
screen (or program) to assess 
progress or offer help. 

Bill Dimech of ACME Soft- 
ware told us that the desired 
capabilities of 64 NET were 
determined after talking to a 
range of teachers to get their 
opinions. 

Further information on these 
products may be obtained from 
most Commodore computer 
dealers or directly from ACME - 
Software at PO Box 3, Brighton 
North, Victoria 3186. 

1 

/. 
1 I' 
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PC of the year 
ETI's computer based stable - 
mate, Your Computer maga- 
zine, has just announced the 
winner of the 1985 Computer of 
the Year Awards. It's the 
HP110, a portable computer 
from Hewlett Packard. 

In its citation, YC noted that 
the first IBM delivered to the 
University of New South Wales 
in 1964 had 128k bytes of memo- 
ry, cost $1m, was two metres tall 
and came complete with an IBM 
engineer and a staff of white 
coated high priests in a false 
floored, specially air condi- 

tioned environment. The HP, 
twenty years on, costs less than 
$5000, is 10 cms tall and fits into 
a normal executive briefcase - 
which doesn't have room for en- 
gineers, high priests or air 
conditioning. 

The software prize was taken 
away by the Microsoft flight 
simulator, beating a whole lot of 
business software in the process. 
Interestingly, the shortlist in- 
cluded the only other low cost 
package in the contest, Borland 
International's $89 Sidekick. 

Tell them"you-read"it in' ETI 
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Computer 
protection memory 
Westinghouse Systems have 
taken over the marketing of the 
Computer Protector, formerly 
sold by Edor Electronics. 

The Comptuer Protector is 
designed to protect computer 
memory against spikes, glitches, 
lightning, on -off electric motors, 
electric welding plants, switch- 
ing of relay contactors etc. 

It ensures attentuation per- 
formances at frequencies up to 
300 MHz. Maximum peak surge 
current is up to 4500 amps for 

(8/20 microseconds). Transient 
energy absorption is up to 75 
joules for (10/1000 micro- 
seconds). 

The Protectors are completely 
sealed to ensure safety for the 
user and are available in 1, 3, 6 
and 10 amp versions. It plugs 
into any 3 pin wall socket. Spe- 
cial types are available with an 
earth line choke. 

Enquiries to Westinghouse 
Systems, PO Box 267, Williams- 
town, Vic. 3016. 

Viatel via Apple 
Apple Computer Australia and 
the Sydney -based developer, 
NetComm, have released some 
new communications software 
for the Apple Macintosh per- 
sonal comptuer. 

Developed in Australia by 
NetComm, the new software 
will enable users to access Tele- 
com Viatel services, other exist- 
ing Prestel-type services such as 
AFTEL and CYBERTEL, and 
any available overseas Prestel 
services. 

The MacVideotex package 
fully uses the windows and Icon 
interface of the Macintosh, with 
"exceptional graphic resolu- 
tion", according to NetComm 

managing director, Chris How- 
ells. The software complements 
the Apple communications pro- 
gram, MacTerminal, which is 
now available for asynchronous 
communications on the Apple. 

Users will be able to print 
videotex images to disk or to 
printer, as required, using a 
standard 128K Macintosh. 

Both MacTerminal and Mac - 
Videotex packages use the capa- 
bilities of Apple's intelligent 
Modem 1200, which was 
launched late last year. 

For more information contact 
Apple Computer, 37 Waterloo 
Rd, North Ryde NSW. (02)888- 
5888. 

Blue Bo='.......o 

Club Call 
Southern Districts Commodore Users Group meets on the first and third 

Wednesday of every month in the API Hall, Kurrajong Rd, Prestons in 
Liverpool NSW. Meetings start at 6 pm and all are welcome. The SDCUG puts 
out a newsletter for 50c edited by Geoff Knight. 

Apple owners might like to get along to the AUSOM meetings held first 
Saturday of the month at 2pm on the Victoria College campus, building E. It's 
situated on the Burwood Highway at Bennetswood, Melbourne. 

BRIEFS 

Pascal compiler 
Software City, 1/27 Forge St, Blacktown, NSW 2148, is selling 
Turbo Pascal, a full Pascal Compiler with built-in Wordstár 
editor. It includes a full source code and spread sheet. 

Apple drum machine 
Thinking Systems has released Drum key, a digital drum ma- 
chine for the Apple II. It is menu driven and uses the com- 
puter and an external audio unit to produce the sounds. Con- 
tact Thinking Systems, 29 Belmore St, Surry Hills, NSW 
2010. 

A word for Mackintosh 
Microsoft has announced that Word, a wordprocessor pack- 
age, is now available for the Mackintosh. It makes use of the 
capabilities of the Mac to allow full visual presentation of the 
text, while driving most popular printers. Word also allows 
the user to use the mouse and window features of the Mac. 

New modem 
Pulsar Computers in Melbourne has released a Telecom 
approved direct connect modem for local and US protocols. It 
includes auto dial, auto answer with error detector and ex- 
tremely fast call detection. It is designed to handle V21, V23 
mode 1 and mode 2 as well as the main US standards. For in- 
formation contact Pulsar Electronics (03) 330-2555. 

IMS even faster 
IMS International has announced what it claims is an industry 
breakthrough with substantial improvements to the S100 com- 
puter architecture. The new architecture uses the master/slave 
environment of TurboDOS to achieve transfer speeds of up to 
one megabyte a second. Contact IMS, 5th Floor, 23 Berry St, 
North Sydney, NSW 2060. 

New Ericsson PCs 
RIFA has been appoined national distributor for the new 
series of Ericsson personal computers. Richard Knehans of 
RIFA promised a national demonstration campaign to coin- 
cide with the release of the new machine in Australia. 

Smart Cable 
Ectron has released an intelli- 
gent cable to interconnect RS 
232 equipment. It configures it- 
self to match your computer to 
your printer or other peripheral. 

According to the makers, the 
intelligent cable solves 90% of 
the traditional problems associ- 

ated with interfacing RS 232 
equipment. It senses the distri- 
bution of protocols on the lines 
on both sides and makes the ap- 
propriate connections. 

For more information contact 
Ectron at 8 Hinkler Rd, Morial- 
loc, Vic 3195. (03)580-9677. 
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ACTIVE 
ELECTR NIC 

289 LATROBE STREET, MELBOURNE 3000 PH. (031602 3499 
887 SPRINGVALE ROAD, SPRINGVALE 3171 PH. (03) 5471046 

8.30am - 5.30pm MON-THURS 8.30am - 8.00pm FRIDAYS 9am-12noon SATURDAY 
ALL YOU HAVE EVER WANTED IN AN ELECTRONIC STORE - AND MORE! 

SPRINGVALE SUPER STORE 
NOW OPEN! 

CHECK THESE 2 GREAT LOCATIONS 
SPRINGVALE CITY 

DISK 

IACTIVE 

ELIZABETH STREET 

I I 

DRIVE SPECIALS 
CHINON 31/2" S.S-D.D 40 TRACK F351 (250K) S149 
CHINON 51/4" S.S D.D 40 TRACK F051 (250K) S149 
CHINON 51/4" D.S D -D 40 TRACK F052 (500K) 5195 
MITSUBISHI 51/4" D.S D.D 40 TRACK M4851 (500K) S215 
MITSUBISHI 51/4" 80 TRACK M4853 1 MEG 5260 
MITSUBISHI 51/4" D.S H.D 77 TRACK M4854 1.6 MEG 5350 
MITSUBISHI 51/4" D.S H.D 77 TRACK M4855 2 MEG 5385 

. 
iV-, 

L,.._ 

7 a 

43/-1,11 
MAIL ORDER lI 

HOT LINE banHcord 
(03) 671312 welcome here 

POSTAGE RATES 
$159.99 $1.50 $100-$199 $5.00 $10-$24.99 $2.00 $2005499 7.50 $25-$49.99 
$50-$99.99 

$3.00 
$3.50 

$500 plus $10.00 

MAIL ORDERS LA TROBE STORE ONLY 
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8.30am - 5.30pm MON-THURS 8.30 am -8.00 pm FRIDAYS 9am-12noon SATURDAY 
ALL YOU HAVE EVER WANTED IN AN ELECTRONIC STORE - AND MORE! 

CHECK OUR SEMICONDUCTOR 
PRICES - YOU WON'T DO BETTER 
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Ahoy Mates! get in for 
here's more great books all 

computers for 
beginners 

H0423A 
YOUR FIRST BASIC 

PROGRAM -$4608- $9.95 
Imagine - in just one hour you'll be writing your 
first BASIC program! This very entertaining book 
requires no computer experience at all. It's a fun, 
easily -understood introduction to computing - 
loaded with bright Illustrations and simple dia- 
grams. Anyone, from 8 to 88 years old, should 
make this their first BASIC computer book. 

computer hardware 
and techniques 

J0157P 
MICROPROCESSOR CIRCUITS $14.75 
Presents basic microprocessor concepts In simple 
language for beginners and teaches you to con- 
struct a useful microcontroller system. Offers 30 
demo circuits which take you through assembly, 
operation and programming of a microcontroller. 

J0159P (Limited stock only) 
DON LANCASTER'S MICRO 
COOKBOOK -$22,20- $19.95 
This 'cookbook' starts with the very fundamentals 
of microprocessors and microcomputers and takes 
you through number systems, codes, etc, till you 
can work intelligently with micros. 

J0160P 
THE S100 AND OTHER MICRO 
BUSES $14.50 
The key to successful computer expansion is a 
complete understanding of the bus system, through 
which the computer communicates with peripher- 
als. This book will give you that understanding. 

J0161P 
MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN & 
TROUBLESHOOTING $26.75 
Tells you how to design microcomputer systems 
and make them work without an expensive com- 
mercial development System or the need for costly 
test instrumentation. Includes a complete descrip- 
tion of two microprocessors - the 8085 and the 
6502. 

J0162H (Limited stock only) 
IAPX 88 HANDBOOK -316-.26_ 514.95 
This book from Intel itself describes the unique 
Intel 8088 microprocessor in total detail. Invaluable 
for all Involved with the 8088. 

J0163P 
USING THE 6800 MICRO- 
PROCESSOR $13.25 
Guides the reader through the conception, con- 
figuration, writing and running of a variety of 
programs that demonstrate practical use of a 6800 
system. 

J0164P 
STD BUS INTERFACING $21.75 
Explains what the STD bus is, in easy -to -under- 
stand language. 

J0360H (Limited stock only) 
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER 
INTRO -911415-. $19.95 
Designed for beginners, this book offers an infor- 
mal introduction to programming In BASIC. Also 
covers applications for business, graphics, games 
and word processing and includes comprehensive 
tables and charts. 

J0393P (Limited stock only) 
VIC-20 PROGRAMMER'S REFERENCE 
GUIDE $21-96- $18.95 
An all-purpose reference guide for first-time users 
and experienced programmers. Includes a BASIC 
vocabulary guide, programming tips, machine - 
language programming guide and a section on 
inpuVoutput operations. 

J0395B (Limited stock only) 
THE ART OF PROGRAMMING 
THE ZX SPECTRUM 137136-- $4.95 
For beginners and seasoned programmers. Covers 
low- and high -resolution graphics, sound, moving 
graphics, PEEK and POKE and advanced 
graphics. 

computing 
software 

K0106A (Limited stock only) 
INTRODUCTION TO THE UCSD 
P -SYSTEM -112e745- $18.95 
Explains the UCSD Pascal operating system, or 
"p -system". You will learn how to enter a Pascal 
program in the computer, edit it, store it on a file 
and then manipulate files. 

K0113A 
INTRODUCTION TO PASCAL: 
UCSD PASCAL X95- $19.95 
For both beginners and experienced programmers, 
this book covers all aspects of Pascal, from the 
basic concepts of program development. Extensive 
appendices. Second edition. 

K0189A 
INSIDE BASIC GAMES -$49.86- $14.95 
The medium of games teaches readers how to de- 
sign error -free, interactive BASIC programs. Rules, 
algorithms and coding differences for the PET, 
Apple II and TRS-80 are also included. 

K0200Á 
THE PASCAL HANDBOOK -$29&5G- $19.95 
Summarises the entire Pascal vocabulary, 
including the variations introduced by different 
commercial versions of Pascal. All in dictionary 
format. 

J0166A (Limited stock only) 
DIGITAL CIRCUITS WITH MICRO 
APPLICATIONS $46.50 $29.95 
An introductory text, this book provides readers 
with the basic ideas and tools needed to analyse 
and design digital circuits and computer systems. 
Discusses microprocessor computer organisation, 
machine -language number systems and gate 
circuits. 

J0167A 
MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING 
TECHNIQUES $29.95 
Teaches you how to Interconnect a complete mic- 
roprocessor system and interface it to the usual 
peripherals. The hardware and software skills 
needed to effectively interface peripheral devices 
are covered along with various buss standards and 
ND conversion. Third edition. 
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your cut of the treasure, 
priced to clear the decks.. 

J0170P 
6809 MICROPROCESSOR 
PROGRAMMING $21.95 
Gives a solid understanding of how to program and 
interface the high-performance 6809 microproces- 
sor. The author completely explores internal 
structure, addressing modes, data movement ins- 
tructions, registers, arithmetic logic and test 
instructions for the 6809. 

J0171P 
Z80 MICROCOMPUTER 
HANDBOOK $20.50 
This handbook covers hardware, software and 
microcomputers built around the Z80. 

J0273P 
APPLE INTERFACING $15.95 
Using this book, you will be able to perform useful 
experiments which will provide a much clearer 
understanding of the fundamentals of computer 
interfacing and computer electronics. 

J0283B 
A Z80 WORKSHOP MANUAL $8.95 
Intended for those who want to progress beyond 
BASIC programming to topics such as machine - 
code and assembly language programming or who 
need hardware details of the Z80 -based computer. 

J0285B 
EASY ADD-ON PROJECTS FOR 

SPECTRUM, ZX81 AND ACE $7.75 
The projects Include a pulse detector, picture digi- 
tiser, five -key pad, model controller, bleeper, lamp 
flasher, light pen, etc, etc. 

J0303P 
HOW TO PROGRAM AND 
INTERFACE THE 6800 $22.95 
An in-depth introduction to microprocessors and 
microcomputers in general and the Motorola 6800 
microprocessor family in particular. Includes 
experiments for the Heath ET3400 and Motorola 
MEK6800D2 learning systems designed to demon- 
strate 'real world' applications. Limited supplies. 

J0328P (Limited stock only) 
16 -BIT MICROPROCESSOR USER'S 
MANUAL --S2e-89_ 514.95 
In this third edition, Motorola offers the latest infor- 
mation to design engineers, software architects 
and computer designers in order to complete 
software systems using Motorola's MC68000 
microprocessors. 

J0342P 
16 -BIT MICROPROCESSORS $22.20 
A guide to the most popular of the 16 -bit micro- 
processors, including the Intel 8086, the Zilog 
Z8001 and 8002 chips, the DEC LSI-11, Texas 
Instruments 9900, the Motorola 68000 and the 
National Semiconductor 16000 family. 

J0350P (Limited stock only) 
Z80 MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING 
BOOK 1 X99- $14.95 
Covers Z80 software, assembly -language and 
machine -language programming. Requires no 
background In computer science, programming or 
digital electronics. 

K0201 P (Limited stock only) 
TRS-80 COLOUR COMPUTER 
GRAPHICS -51+95-. $17.95 
Explore the creative and imaginative blending of 
computers and colour. Shows how to create dyn- 
amic and interesting graphics to enhance your pro- 
grams. 

K0202A (Limited stock only) 
INTRODUCTION TO 
TRS-80 GRAPHICS '9í95-- $18.95 
It begins with the basic concepts of line drawing 
and leads the reader on to geometric shapes, mov- 
ing figure animation and other more advanced 
topics. 

K0204P (Limited stock only) 
MOSTLY BASIC: 
TRS-80 - BOOK 1 -949-21 . $14.95 
8 ready -to -use BASIC programs which have been 
completely tested and debugged. Programs Include 
a telephone dialler, digital stopwatch, spelling test, 
house buying guide, gas mileage, and others. 
Complete with explanations of each program, sam- 
ple runs, and complete program listing. 

K0222A (Limited stock only) 
32 BASIC PROGRAMS FOR 
THE PET -9P9,60- $19.95 
Each chapter fully documents a different bug -free 
program. If readers have a good working knowl- 
edge of BASIC, they can devise their own program 
changes. 

K0232A (Limited stock only) 
PROGRAMMING THE 28000 -95- $19.95 
A complete introduction to programming concepts 
and techniques for use with the 16 -bit, Z8000 
microprocessor. Presents detailed descriptions of 
the architecture and functions of this 'super chip'. 

K0233H (Limited stock only) 
START WITH BASIC ON THE 
VIC-20 '91.4-- $9.95 
Helpful exercises and step-by-step Instructions 
show you how to program in BASIC utilising all the 
graphic functions on the VIC-20. 

K0357P (Limited stock only) 
PASCAL PRIMER "129.95- $18.95 
Includes popular USCD Pascal, tear -out reference 
card, machine -language interfacing, progress quiz- 
zes and graduated examples. 

K0378H (Limited stock only) 
LEARNING LOGO ON THE 
APPLE II 15i2«í1. $9.95 
An introduction to the Logo language. Includes 
starting up the turtle, editing and debugging pro- 
cedures, secret codes and recursion. 

K0380H (Limited stock only) 
THE POWER OF VISIPLOT X494& $9.95 
VisiPlot enables the user to display data graphical- 
ly; with line graphs, bar graphs, area and circle 
graphs and even two graphs on the same page for 
comparison. 

K0390H (Limited stock only) 
INSIDE ATARI BASIC -1'1.6430_ $11.95 
Takes the confusion out of learning to operate a 
home computer. Avoiding unnecessary technical 
details and flow charts, it explains In plain lan- 
guage (and witty illustrations) how to start with 
BASIC on the Atari. 

card insert and send to: 

computing for 
business 

L0316H (Limited stock only) 
THE POWER OF VISICALC -11.535- $9.95 
Exercises designed especially for users of the Visi- 
Calc program. 

L0329H (Limited stock only) 
THE POWER OF SUPERCALC --te+3&- $17.95 
Step-by-step exercises designed especially for 
users of SuperCalc. 

L0369H (Limited stock only) 
DEVELOPING MICRO -BASED 
BUSINESS SYSTEMS X59- $11.95 
Directed specifically at intending developers of 
small computer -based business systems who are 
not data-processing professionals. 

L0372E 
BUYING YOUR COMPUTER $4.25 
Contractural details for the first-time purchaser. 

L0376H (Limited stock only) 
DEVELOPING COMPUTER 
SOLUTIONS 1149e24_ $14.95 
A manager's guide to effective planning, implemen- 
tation and evaluation of automation alternatives. 

electronic 
calculators 

M0246B 
YOUR CALCULATOR 8 YOUR MONEY $4.75 
Starts with a basic revision of percentages and 
decimals, then deals with mortgages, cars, Insur- 
ance, fuel, shopping, tax, etc. There's a section on 
investment and one on the calculator In a small 
business. 

M03708 
FUN AND GAMES WITH YOUR 
CALCULATOR $2.50 
A collection of 101 jokes and riddles, several mind - 
boggling games for two or more players, and a dic- 
tionary of words with their corresponding numbers. 
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amateur radio, dx 
communications 

N0287R 
THE BASIC BOOK OF HAM RADIO $5.75 
A comprehensive guide to the world of amateur 
radio. 

140 Joyntón Avenue, -Waterloo , - Phone: (02) 663-9999 
P.Ó. Box 227, Waterloo, -NSW 2017.. Australia 



COMPUTING TODAY 

FORTH.. 
A COMPUTER 
LANGUAGE FOR 

HACKERS! Tom Moffat 
39 Pillinger Drive, Fern Tree 7101 

Most of us have had the chance to play with some fancy microprocessor controlled hi-fi 
equipment or instrumentation. Chances are the code controlling that smart box was written in 
Forth, a very fast, no nonsense language ideal for control applications. 

FORTH ... where have we heard that 
name before? It keeps popping up all over 
the place, but quietly. An occasional men- 
tion in the ads in ET!. Sometimes the sub- 
ject of an article in an overseas comptuer 
magazine. When we see the article we dis- 
cover they're mostly gibberish, and we pass 
them over. Well, if you've got this far, hang 
on, because we're going to talk about Forth 
and try to make some sense of it! 

Now why, you say, are we going to fea- 
ture Forth, a computer language, in ET!? 
After all, this is supposed to be an electron- 
ics magazine, not a computer rag. The an- 
swer is that Forth was born and bred for 
hackers who would just as soon compute 
with a soldering iron as with a keyboard. 
Forth is an elegant, straightforward method 
of attacking various input/output ports on 
your computer to make them do something 
useful. It's also very clever at shuffling text 
around. The results are similar to those 
you'd get with machine code, but without 
the hassles. 

Forth isn't new. It first surfaced in the 
late 70s when Charles Moore, an engineer 
at the Kitt Peak Observatory in Arizona, 
wanted to control the movements of a big 
telescope with a computer. He soon real- 
ized that the accepted languages of the day 
were a damn hard way to simply toggle a 
few data bits up and down. So he invented 
his own language. Moore saw it as a 'fourth - 
generation' computer language, but his 
computer must have been a few generations 
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earlier. It would only accept file names of 
five characters, so the "u" bit the dust. 
From then on Forth was with us to wrap its 
addictive tentacles around many an unwary 
hacker. 

As an aside, if you ever happen to be in 
Arizona it's worth a trip to Forth's birth- 
place. Kitt Peak is a lofty mountain poking 
out of the desert near Tucson. The collec- 
tion of gadgetry on top would keep an ETI 
reader occupied for weeks. And most of it's 
open to the public. The prize exhibit would 
be a giant solar telescope that projects a 

two -metre image of the sun onto a table. 
You can stand there watching the sunspots 
dancing around, live. It's not known 
whether there's a monument to Forth .. . 

the language didn't exist the last time I vis- 
ited Kitt Peak. 

Talking Forth 
Forth is a strange language. It's been de- 

scribed as a "write -only" language. If you 
look at some of the program listing material 
with this article you'll see why. Gibberish! 
But much of Forth's efficiency stems from 
the fact that it's short and sweet. Each of 
those words and symbols represents a 
powerful routine made up of other words 
and symbols. You take what's there and 
build on it. It's a roll your own computer 
language. 

Forth comes in as many different versions 
as there are computers. That is, what you 
get with your Apple may differ slightly from 

CP/M, but if some feature you want is miss- 
ing, you can make it yourself. We will be 
looking at a version of Forth for the 
Microbee. But Forth is such a universal lan- 
guage that anything you learn here can be 
applied to just about any version. 

Building new routines out of existing 
ones is called "compiling a definition" and 
what results is called a "word". That's right, 
Forth is a compiled language, and since it 
doesn't have to work out how to do every- 
thing afresh every time it's run, it goes like 
the wind. But it can also run as an inter- 
preter as well, as a completely interactive 
mode. 

When you're 'interacting' with Forth, ac- 
tions it doesn't like are signalled by a 

numbered error message. Remember, this 
is a do-it-yourself language, so you are ex- 
pected to look up the message meanings, or 
memorize them. Serious transgressions usu- 
ally bring about a monumental crash. If 
you're good, however, Forth says "OK! Do 
this. OK! Do that." OK! The same "OK" is 

in Microsoft Basic. It reminds me of some 
of the graffiti around Hobart. "GIRLS 
WILL RULE, OK!" ... "TASSIE 
GREEN'S OK!" (perhaps a reference to 
one of Tasmania's illegal agricultural prod- 
ucts). 

Now we come to the most important fact 
about Forth: it uses Reverse Polish Nota- 
tion, the stuff used on most Hewlett Pack- 
ard calculators. It's also known as "postfix" 
notation. It means that, when performing 
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an operation on a number, you first specify 
the number and then what's going to hap- 
pen to it. In the more familiar algebraic 
notation, you say "2 + 2 =" and hopefully 
come up with 4. In RPN, you say "2 2 +". 
In other words, take two, and another two 
(you've now got the numbers), and add 
them. 

What's happened to the answer? It's on 
the stack! That great super efficient high 
speed number store. In Forth, if you want 
to look at the answer, you have to pop it off 
the stack and send it to the screen, with the 
Forth word ".", a full stop. (Punctuations 
are just as valid as anything else as Forth 
words.) Or you can leave the number on the 
stack to subject it to further operations. 

The stack is just what its name implies 
... a stack of numbers arranged so that the 
last number stored is the first one you get 
back when you access it. If you store one, 
two and three on a stack, and then say 
"pop -pop -pop", what you get back is three, 
two and one. The beauty of the stack con- 
cept is that it takes only a few microseconds 
to put something on, or take something off. 
Pushing into the stack, and popping off, are 
direct machine code instructions on just 
about every microprocessor ever made. 

Now to see how RPN speeds things up in 
Forth, let's make the above mathematical 
task a little harder. Let's add two and two 
together and then multiply the result by 
five. First in standard algebraic notation: 
I've got a two. What will I do with it? Add 
it. Add it to what? Another two. Now I've 
got four. What will I do with it? Multiply it? 
Multiply it with what? A five. Now I've got 
twenty. What now? Print it! 

Let's try it in Forth: I've got a two. And 
another two. Add. I've got four. And now a 

five. Multiply. I've got twenty. Print it! 
Seen in Forth style, this is "2 2 + 5 k." 
Forth goes right down the line and takes 
care of each item as it's encountered, leav- 
ing results on the stack. The first "2" goes 
onto the stack, then the second "2". When 
"+" comes along it removes the first two 
stack items, adds them, and puts the result 
back on the stack. Now we have a "5", and 
that goes onto the stack, leaving two items 
there once again. When "" comes along it 
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removes the first two stack items, multiplies 
them, and puts the result back on the stack. 
Now "." comes along, removes the top (and 
only) item from the stack, and prints it on 
the screen. The result: an answer to the 
problem, and an empty stack ready for the 
next operation. 

In a practical Forth system, the above 
problems would be trivial tasks. A standard 
Forth number is a 16 -bit integer. A 'double' 
Forth number is a 32 -bit integer. Note that 
they're only integers;floating point arith- 
metic does not exist, and most Forth pro- 
grammers feel there's no need for it. There 
are ways to achieve floating point type re- 
sults with the available integers, but we 
won't detail them in this short introduction 
to Forth. Suffice it to say that you can get 
some pretty big results when you've got 32 - 
bit numbers to play around with. 

Charles Moore's problem of driving a 

telescope mount would seem trivial at first 
as well. After all, he simply had to send 
some pulses out to some stepper motors to 
make the mount move. But the computer 
had to work out when to move, how much 
to move, and in which direction. It had to 
take into account the movement of the 
earth, calculation of azimuth and elevation 
of the target object, and all the other vari- 
ables that make astonomy so interesting. 
Now you could do this quite easily in Basic; 
it's built for number crunching. But the tele- 
scope would require many new values every 
second to keep moving smoothly. Forth's 
integer arithmetic can supply these values at 
lightning speed. 

Forth and the Turtle Tot 
Our experiments in using Forth for real- 

time machine control have involved the use 
of a Tasman Tot Turtle robot. This little 
gadget, used in schools as a teaching aid, 
has two wheels mounted symmetrically near 
the edges of a round plastic base. Each 
wheel is driven directly by a stepper motor. 
If you set both motors to go in the one di- 
rection and then send 'step' pulses to them 
simultaneously, the turtle will move for- 
ward. If you set one motor for forward and 
the other for reverse and then pulse them, 
the robot will rotate about its centre in the 

one place. There is a pen in the centre of the 
turtle that allows it to leave a trail where it's 
been. Signals are sent to the turtle by an 
RS232 serial link. 

Although the above functions have many 
times been implemented in Basic, it's a 

messy business. In Forth it's dead easy. In 
the latest version of Microbee Forth you 
have 16 'screens', or 1K blocks of memory 
in which to compose your Forth words. In a 
disk based computer these blocks are on 
disk instead of in RAM. When you think a 

block is ready to try out, you tell the com- 
puter to LOAD it and Forth begins 
compiling/issuing error messages wherever 
you messed up. A successfully compiled 
block earns you an OK. 

The Turtle program listed is shown as in- 
dividual `screens'. To get the Turtle going 
you establish communication with it via the 
Microbee's RS232 routines. The two 
CREATE words lay some machine code 
into the compiled Forth 'dictionary'. Every 
time SEND is mentioned, a number is 
popped off the stack and its lower eight bits 
are sent to the Turtle. When RECV is in- 
voked, eight bits are collected from the Tur- 
tle's sensor switches and pushed onto the 
stack. The switches provide feedback from 
the Turtle as it finds its way through mazes, 
etc. 

With communication channels estab- 
lished, it's an easy matter to write Forth 
routines to get the Turtle to do anything you 
want. An early routine is MOVE; this tog- 
gles a selected bit up and down to produce 
one movement. Similarly, DOFUNCTION 
puts the Turtle's pen to paper or raises it, or 
makes its 'eyes' flash on and off. With 
MOVE established you can make the turtle 
go forward a given number of steps with the 
word 'TFD' which uses the previously de- 
fined word 'MOVE'. Other movements are 
silmilar except that they toggle different 
bits. You tell the Turtle how far to move by 
pushing an appropriate number onto the 
stack before invoking the word: 20 TFD 
would move the turtle forward 20 centi- 
metres. 

Users of the Logo language may feel 
there's something familiar here. They're 
right. The Turtle words shown in the Forth 
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FORTH APPLICATION - TURTLE TOT 

SCR It 1 SCR 3 
0 < TURTLE TOT PROCEDURES: START UP WITH '1 LOAD") 0 ( TURTLETOT control primitives continued...) 
I CR ." HOLD ON' I'm compiling my procedures...* 1 

2 ( Set up 1200 baud RS -232 communication channels) 2 : FLASHEYES 0 DO EYESON 20 DELAY EYESOFF 20 DELAY LOOP ¡ 

3 HEX CREATE SEND El C, 7D C, CD C. 7F C. A8 C. E3 C. E3 C. 3 SAY 'SEND BEGIN RECV 16 AND 0= WHILE 192 SEND REPEAT ¡ 

4 C3 C. 2C C. CO C, SMUDGE 4 : SAYL BEGIN SAY SPS 15132 = UNTIL ; 

5 CREATE RECV CD C. 31 C. A8 C. 26 C. 00 C. 6F C. C3 C. 5 : TOOTHI 65 SAY : 

28 C. CO C. SMUDGE DECIMAL 6 : TOOTLO 66 SA) 
7 'SEND 'TERMINAL IF WARM THEN SEND : 

7 TOOTANDFLASH 0 DO EYESON TOOTLO EYESOFF TOOTHI LOOP ; 

a 2 LOAD 3 LOAD 4 LOAD ( get the other three screens) 8 : SWITCHES TEMP S SEND RECV 15 AND ; 

9 SIGNOII 240 150 DO 255 1 - 15 PPLAY LOOP CLS 9 : LTOUCH' SWITCHES 1 AND P= 
10 .' Forth procedures for the TURTLE TOT' CR 10 RTOUCH' SWITCHES 2 AND 0- 
11 - by Tom Moffat" CR 11 : FTOUCH' SWITCHES 4 AND 0= 
12 Fley,ble Systems' CR 12 STOUGH' SWITCHES 8 AND 0= 
13 Hobart. Tasmania' CR CR CR 13 HERE FENCE ' :S 

14 .' LET S OW' CR ; 
14 

15 SIOtiCml :5 15 

SCR a 2 

P ( Beoin TURTLETOT control primitives) 
1 

2 0 VARIABLE FUNCTION 192 VARIABLE TEMP 11 CONSTANT CALIBDIST 
3 174 CONSTANT C.4LIBTURIIR 174 CONSTANT CALIBTURNL 
4 : MOVE FUNCTION 2 TEMP ' 0 DO TEMP 0 OUP 
5 'SEND 5 SEND LOOP : 

: TFD C..LIBDISI 20e MOVE 
7 TBe. CALIBDIST 194 MOVE : 

E TPT C L I BTURtIP 100 -' 192 MOVE I 

9 TLT CALIBTURNL 100 / 202 MOVE : 

e pormcnor, CUP FUNCTION ' 192 'SEND 
1 TPC. FUNCTION f 32 OR DOFUNCTIUl 
2 : TPU FUNCTION 3 223 ..ND DOFUNCTION 
3 : E,ESCEI FUICTI=8I D le OR DOFU4CTION 
4 : EYESOFF FUNCTION D 239 enD DOFU4CTIUN ; 

5 :5 
it 

8 
9 

10 
11 

12 
13 
14 
15 

OK 

SCR 11 4 

0 ( Application=_ programs for the TURTLE TOT) 
I 283 2 VARIABLE RND 
2 : RANDOM RND a 31421 6927 DUP RND 

' W. SWAP DROP ; 

3 : AOIDER BEGIN I TFD SWITCHES 
4 DUP I AND 0= IF 128 SEND 2 TBK 45 TRT THEN 
5 DUP 2 AND 0= IF 99 SEND 2 TBK 45 TLT THEN 
6 II XOR P= IF 76 SEND 2 TBK 60 200 RANDOM 2 /MOD DROP 
7 IF TRT ELSE TLT THEN THEN AGAIN 

WALLWALKER BEGIN 2 TFD SWITCHES DUP 1 AND 0= 
IF 1 FLASHEYES 30 TRT t TFD THEN 4 AND 0= 
IF 45 TRT ELSE 12 TLT THEN AGAIN ; 

TALKING ' KEYBOARD - TYPE SOME KEYS.' CR BEGIN KEY 32 - DUP 
0= IF 132 SEND 255 THEN le - DUP 
0= IF 31 SEND 255 THEN DUP 10 
< IF SEND 255 THEN DUP 43 
< IF 15 SEND P THEN DROP AGAIN : :S 

Buying a 
computer? 

Here's a magazine that's 
sure to help you! 

We aim to provide you with the information you'll need 
to compare, evaluate - and make the right decision on 
which computer is right for you. 

We've collected a wealth of articles, written by rank 
beginners as well as those deeply experienced in the 
computer industry. All of them have gone through the 
drama of buying a personal computer ... and they'll 
share their experiences with you. 

Available at your newsagent now 

only $4.50 

listings are much the same as those suplied 
with the versions of Logo that support the 
Turtle Tot, such as Apple and Commodore 
Logo. This isn't surprising since the Logo 
and Forth procedures were written by the 
same author (me). There are many similari- 
ties between the two languages. In fact the 
full version of Logo being prepared for the 
Microbee is being written in Forth. And 
most of Forth, of course, is written in itself. 

Curious? 
I know this brief discussion of Forth has 

probably raised more questions than it's an- 
swered, but hopefully by now at least you'll 
know what the language is all about, and 
you'll have an idea about what all those 
cryptic words are supposed to represent. If 
you want to press on with Forth, be pre- 
pared to be thought of as a nut -case by more 
conventional programmers. Admitting you 
use Forth is like admitting you don't take 
baths. Why is this? I don't really know, but 
it might have something to do with the fact 
that Forth people with their funny language 
and little computers are getting results that 
rival those from the `professionals' with 
their seemingly unlimited budgets and years 
of training. 

If you'd like to learn more about the 
Forth there's a book you should have. Start- 
ing Forth* is by a fellow named Leo 
Brodie. His little text is filled with strange 
cartoons, disgusting puns, and even some 
information about Forth. Brodie is one of 
those people who admits to enjoying elderly 
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FORTH APPLICATION - HAIKU POETRY COMPOSITION 

SCR II 1 

0 ( Haiku poetry Composer, Tan Moffat, Aug. 30, 1984> 
1 

2 0 VARIABLE STORE 2 ALLOT 

SCR e 3 

0 bird - 

1 cloud - 

2 dust - 

breeze - 

crow - 

feather - 

bush - 

dawn - 

field - 

butterfly - 

dew - 

firefly - 
3 RANDOM 283 9 31421 a 6927 DUP 283 ! U. SWAP DROP 1 3 flower forest = glade - glitter - 

4 : <STASH BLK 7 IN W STORE 2! ; : STASH> STORE 20 IN ! BLK ! , 4 grass - hill - lake = leaf - 

5 .WORD ( nr. blk) BLK ! 16 IN ! 126 WORD HERE COUNT TYPE ; 5 meadow - moon - morning - mountain - 

6 NOUN 50 RANDOM 3 .WORD ; VERB 13 RANDOM 50 3 .WORD ; 6 night - pine pine cone pond ` 

7 : ADJ 50 RANDOM 4 .WORD PREP 7 RANDOM 50 4 .WORD . 7 rain - river - scarecrow sea - 

8 : BUZZ 4 .WORD : 8 shade = shadow - shape - silence 
9 : ARTNOUN 3 RANDOM 58 BUZZ NOUN ¡ 9 sky - snow - snowflake sound - 

10 ARTADJ 50 RANDOM 2 RANDOM IF 59 BUZZ ELSE DUP 6 < IF 10 sun - sunset surf - thunder 
1 57 BUZZ ELSE 58 BUZZ THEN THEN BUZZ : 11 violet - water - waterfall wave - 

12 12 wildflower - wind - creeps - drifts - 

13 2 LOAD 13 flutters - has fallen - has passed has risen 
14 is 14 hac turned - is falling - is floating is trickling 
15 15 quivers - shakes - sleeps - struggles 

SCR a 2 SCR a 4 

0 : PATTB ARTADJ NOUN . CR 18 SPACES ARTNOUN VERB 0 autumn = azure = empty = ICY = 
PREP ARTNOUN CR 21 SPACES ADJ ADJ NOUN ¡ 1 old '- orange - billowing ^ bitter 

2 PATTI NOUN PREP ARTNOUN . ' CR 18 SPACES ARTADJ 2 black - blue - broken = cold 
3 NOUN PREP ARTNOUN CR 21 SPACES ADJ NOUN ; 3 cool = crimson - damp - dappled ^' 

4 PATT2 ARTADJ ADJ NON . 

' CR 18 SPACES PREP 4 dark = dawn - delicate dry - 
5 ARTADJ NOUN CR 21 SPACES ARTNOUN VERB ; 5 falling - frost)! = green ^ hidden 
6 : PATT3 ARTADJ NOUN VERB ;' CR 18 SPACES ARTADJ 6 late - limpid - lingering - little = 
7 

8 
ADJ NOUN CR 21 SPACES PREP ARTADJ NOUN ; 7 long - 

e quiet - 
misty - 

red = 

morning - 

silent - 

muddy - 
small 

9 : POEM CLS 33 226 C! <STASH BEGIN 4 0 DO CR 15 SPACES 9 sparkling - spring - still = sudden - 
10 4 RANDOM DUP 0= IF PATTB THEN DUP 1 = IF PATTI 10 summer - throbbing twilight - wandering 
11 THEN DUP 2 = IF PATT2 THEN 3 = IF PATT3 THEN CR 11 white = wild - winter - wispy - 

12 LOOP KEY 3 = UNTIL STASH> 1 226 C! ; 12 withered = young = behind = in - 
13 13 of = on = through - under - 
14 POEM 14 with - an a - the 
15 :S 15 the - 

OK OK 

a broken morning .. 

the moon creeps of a glitter 
sudden bitter crow 

a wandering forest drifts ; 

the silent dark sky 
with a red glade 

dust of the dawn t 

the wild moon under the night 
red snowflake 

a hidden billowing feather , 

through the winter sky 
the dew is falling 

an orange snowflake ... 

the scarecrow sleeps of 
broken dawn sun 

a 

a violet 

cold cloud ... 

a mountain quivers behind the scarecrow 
sudden dappled butterfly 

dark dappled silence : 

under the lingering grass 
the night sleeps 

morning feather . 

a violet quivers through the field 
late red sunset 

a morning scarecrow 
the mountain has fallen with 

empty twilight meadow 

the old pine has turned 
the black cool river 

in the sparkling sound 

a limpid withered wildflower , 

under a white sun 
a bush is trickling 

silence behind a river 
a little mountain of a hill 

long dust 

feather with a sunset 
the winter shadow with 

old flower 

a shade 

the night 

a still glade is floating : 

an autumn Old lake 
under the wispy morning 

the dark pine ... 

the wildflower flutters on a 

late falling breeze 

bush under a bird : 

a dappled moon on the rain 
delicate silence 

waterfall 

Volvos and music of the 1950s (I wonder if 
he's heard that new compact disc of all the 
old Chuck Berry songs? ) Starting Forth 
has been roundly panned as "insignificant" 
by many reviewers in the main -stream com- 
puter press. Anyhow I loved it, and it 
taught me most of what I know of Forth. It's 
like reading an issue of ET/ made up mostly 
of Dregs columns, with just a bit of elec- 
tronics thrown in. list prize, "digression of 
the month" - ed.]. 

As for getting hold of the Forth language, 
you're probably going to be pleasantly sur- 
prised. Forth is generally cheap and plenti- 
ful. The latest price for Microbee Forth is 

$30 for an EPROM from Applied Tech- 
nology. There was also a version from 
Mytek, but that may no longer be around. 
Anyhow, Applied Tech's has those 16 

screens to play with. Although its advertiz- 
ing doesn't make it clear, you must have a 

32K Microbee or larger, because the 
memory for the screens is in the upper I6K 
region. 

Forth has also been advertized fairly 
cheaply for most other popular computers. 

- There's even one computer called "Jupiter 
Ace" that has Forth as its native language, 
as Basic would he with most other comput- 
ers. It's also been reported that Forth inven- 
tor Charles Moore is now working on a 

'Forth Engine' to produce 400 million 
operations per second, with a selling price 
of around $10,000. 

A driving force behind all this activity is 

the Forth Interest Group in California that 
seems intent on propagating the language as 

far and wide as possible. It's also got an ad- 
dress listed in Melbourne. A letter brought 
back a list of various language packages, 
utilities and books available from the Cali- 
fornian FIG, and the names of some other 

people in Hobart who are into Forth. 
After reading all this ranting and raving 

are you ready to forsake Basic forever and 
dedicate your life to the advancement of 
Forth? Probably not, Forth isn't for every- 
one. But if you give it a try you'll probably 
find it's something new, a refreshing breath 
of air in a world of drabby sameness. 

Just to send you on your merry way, the 
second listing is a Forth program that com- 
poses Japanese Haiku poetry. Contribu- 
tions from this electric poet have already 
appeared in the Hobart Mercury, and 
others have been submitted to a national 
literary magazine for their consideration 
(not letting on, of course, that a computer 
was responsible). Stay tuned for further 
episodes! 

*See footnote to ETI-694 elsewhere in this 
issue. 
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ADVANCED MATHS 
PACKAGE 
for the Sharp PC -1401 
For the engineering student - a welcome new alternative 
package for Sharp portable computers. 

"CONGRATULATIONS! You are now 
the owner of a very powerful and sophisti- 
cated Advanced Mathematics Package 

" or so go the opening lines of the 
instruction booklet that comes with Porta- 
com's new software offering for Sharp port- 
able computers. The version sent in for 
review was for the Sharp PC -1401 pocket 
computer but versions are also available for 
the PC -1500A and PC -1350. 

The package consists of a tape and a 

small 14 page booklet describing the opera- 
tion of the programs. Nine functions are 
provided for in the software. These are: 

1) matrix - which calculates the determi- 
nant and inverse of a matrix and the solu- 
tion to a system of linear equations 
expressed in matrix form; 

2) interpolation - which uses the 
Lagrange method to interpolate numeric- 
ally between a series of points on a curve of 
graph; 

3) base conversion - which converts 
numbers from one base to another for bases 
from 2 to 16; 

4) complex numbers - which turns the 
machine into a complex numbers calculator. 

5) real root solver - which calculates the 
roots of polynomials using Newton's meth- 
od; 

6) rectangular -spherical conversion - 
which converts between three dimensional 
rectangular and spherical coordinates; 

7) area of a polygon - to calculate area 
from the X, Y coordinates of the corner 
points of a polygon; 

8) triangle solutions - for unknown sides 
or angles in a triangle; and 

9) integration - which uses Simpson's 
rule to numerically integrate a function 
which can be entered as an equation or a 
sequence of points. 

All nine functions worked extremely well 
and, after getting a few old maths assign- 
ments out and recalculating some problems 

Robert Irwin 
using the maths package, I could find no 
fault in the accuracy of the results (only a 

lack of accuracy in my assignments!). 
Seemingly, a good deal of work has been 

put into making the package as user friendly 
as a pocket computer can be. All the func- 
tions make generous use of prompts and I 

found that after one or two run throughs 
with each program I could almost dispense 
with the manual. The hardest problem was 
remembering the appropriate letter needed 
to call up the function I was after; I dare say 
they would eventually be remembered as 
most bear some relation to the function they 
refer to. For example, "matrix" is labelled 
"M" and "complex numbers" is labelled 
"C". This is not uniform, however, as 
"triangle solutions" is labelled "V"! Per- 
haps a directory should have been included 
in the program. 

The speed of the programs is quite good. 
1 compared the speed of the "matrix" and 
"root solve" functions with that of the same 
function keys on an HP15C and found that 
PC -1401 was generally quicker with the 
solution. With the prompts on the PC -1401 
it was also easier to enter the matrices. The 
"matrix" program itself, though, was rather 
limited as only one matrix at a time could be 
dealt with. The inclusion of a subroutine for 
matrix multiplication would have been ex- 
tremely useful especially for engineering 
students. 

The one major criticism I have of the 
package comes in the area of documenta- 
tion. The booklet provided is quite ade- 
quate in its description and demonstration 
of each function but lacks any additional in- 
formation to help the user in familiarizing 
her/himself with the depth of the software. 
The most glaring omission is in the "root 
solver" and "integration" functions which 
require an equation to be programmed into 
an unused line number. There is no mention 
in the booklet of the line numbers used by 
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he Advanced Maths Package itself. Even 
though this information could be elicited by ' 

stepping through the program I think that 
its inclusion in the manual would be greatly 
appreciated. 

The amount of memory used in storing 
the program would also be a useful piece of 
information to include. The introduction 
states that "This instruction manual as- 
sumes that the user is familiar with both the 
computer, its accessories and the advanced 
mathematics operations". Even so, I feel 
that the level of familiarity Portacom is as- 
suming may exclude a few too many poten- 
tial buyers. 

Nevertheless, in general, the Advanced 
Mathematics Package is a very worthwhile 
addition to the Sharp portable computer 
range and is indispensable for any engineer- 
ing or mathematics student who owns a 
compatible computer. In fact the addition 
of this software may make some students 
reconsider when buying a new calculator (or 
should I say pocket computer?). The price 
of the Maths Package is under $30 and at 
this price represents good value for money. 
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The microbee 
Computer -in -a -Book 

represents a novel, practical 
effective low cost way of 

advancing to disk drive capability 
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The microbee 3.5 inch 400K high speed/high density Drives are 
very compact, extremely tough and represent the best value -for - 
money 'Real Disk Drive' on the market today. The Computer -in - 
a -Book comes complete with all the software you will need to get 
started including demo program, MW Basic, Wordbee 
Wordprocessing, Telcom communications and CP/M with utilities. 

Microbee 64K with Single Disk Drive $995 incl. Tax 

Add-on Disk Drive in matching volume $345 incl. Tax 

Ask about Modems, Printers and Business Software. 

corn user Austr and manufactured 
in Australia by 
Applied Technology 

PHONE ORDERS - borWC°rd ACCEPTED 

microbee technology centres 
N.S.W. 
I Pattison Ave, Waitara 2077 
Phone 102) 487 2711 

VIC. 
729 Glenferrie Rd, Hawthorn 31 

Phone (031 819 5288 

W.A. 
141 Stirling highway, Nedlands 
Phone (09) 386 8289 

S.A. 
151 Unley Rd, Unley 5061, 
Phone (081 272 1384 

QLD 
22 455 Logan Rd, Stones Corner, 4120 

Phone (071 394 3688 

FACTORY 
Koala Crescent, West Gosford 2250 
Phone (043) 24 2711 



For more information: 
LEISURE IMPORTS, 

401 Pacific Hwy, Artarmon. 
2064. (02) 438 4166 

QED 
INCON CABLE 

The new QED interconnec ing cable consists of a 
directionally coded twisted pair of balanced conductors 
sheathed in a graphite impregnated outer sleeve. The 
directional nature of the copper strands is due to a special 
extrusion technique which effectively aligns the "grain" of 
the copper. The sonic benefits of this directionality can be 
readily appreciated by comparing the results when 
connecting the cable the "wrong" way round followed by 
the correct way. 

Using INCON the sound is 'louder' but at the same time 
the background noise level is lower, with a much clearer 
more open sound quality and better instrument definition. 
QED INCON reveals the full potential of Compact Disc 
players. 

thousands sold 

PULSAR ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD. 
19 Catalina Drive, Tullamarine. 3043 

Phone 330 2555. 

Allen-Bradley MOD POT Now you can 
have the best when you want it. 
Because the Allen-Bradley Mod Pot, which has a world- 
wide reputation for consistent quality and performance, 
is assembled right here in Australia at our newly - 
established Mod Pot assembly centre.The entire 
standard Mod Pot range is nqw 
available for extra fast delivery 
to anywhere in Australia - 
Allen-Bradley, the company 
you can rely on. 

FEATURES: 
Hot moulded Carbon. 
Cermet. 
Conductive Plastic. 
Single or Concentric 
shafts. 
Push/Pull or Rotary 
switches. 
PC Pin Type or Lug 
terminals optional. 
Vernier Drives, 4 or 
16 turns. 

.1 

AB ALLEN -BRADLEY ®/ Design excellence and quality in the best tradition. 

The most versatile standard potentiometer available 
today - mix and match the amazing Mod Pot Modules 
for over 1 billion possible control combinations. 

,t 

These pre-engineered, pre -tested 
modules form 1, 2, 3 or 4 control 
sections - one family of variable 
resistors to solve your unique control 
problems. 

Call your Allen-Bradley 
Electronic Components 
Sales Centre today, and 
you'll be amazed at how 
fast we will deliver. 

Allen-Bradley, 75 years of cost effective, innovative 
electronic component manufacturing. 

VIC. 188 Whitehorse Road, Balwyn, 3103. Ph. 80 6171 
N.S.W. 22 Parramatta Road, Lidcombe, 2141. Ph. 648 2652 
OLD. 1925 Logan Road, Upper Mt. Gravatt, 4122. Ph. 343 7900 
W.A. P.O. Box 23, Subiaco, 6008. Ph. 387 1702 
S.A. K.D. Fisher, P.O. Box 170, St. Mary's, 5042. Ph. 277 3288 
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BROADBAND 
RF WATT METER 

Model 44A 

[v 

E Y 

fwo 1 
osr w. 

ISO 

soo 

Requires no 

inserts 
No 

bandswitching 

Measures 1 

to 500 watts 

Five power 
ranges 

Five watts 
full scale 

Frequency 
range: 25 to 
1000 MHz 

Measures 
incident and 
reflected 
power 

Shock 
mounted 
meter 
movement 

Available 
with type N 

or UHF 
interchange- 
able 
connectors 
Light weight: 
Easy to 
carry 

The Model 44A RF Watt Meter is a compact, 
versatile instrument for measurement of radio 
frequency power which reads directly in incident 
and reflected power. A truly wide band and 
dynamic range instrument that does not require 
inserts or bandswitching. 
It is ideal for mobile radio installation in aircraft or 
ground vehicles as well as base stations. The 
metal die-cast case is constructed to withstand 
rugged field use. 

SCIENTIFIC DEVICES AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 
VIC. 2 JACKS RD., SOUTH OAKLEIGH. 3167 

PHONE: (03) 579 3622 TELEX: AA32742 
N.S.W. 559A WILLOUGHBY ROAD. 

WILLOUGHBY. 2068 
PHONE: (02) 95 2064 TELEX: AA 22978 

S.A. 31 HALSEY RD., ELIZABETH EAST, 5112 
PHONE: (08) 255 6575 TELEX: AA 88125. 

PCB TRANSFORMERS 

2.5/3VA 

5/7 & 7.5/10VA 

Manufactured to AS3126 and Telecom approved 
Suit standard PCB grids and simplify construction 

12/15VA 

POWER TRANSFORMERS 

Conventional 

Low Profile. 

Plug Pack 
Adaptor I AUSTRAL," wish 

Wide range of secondary voltages from 1.5V to 115V 
Stock range has ratings up to 1000VA 
Special types for microprocessors, 115V etc 

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS 

5000'1' ?C 
hone patch 

75 ohm to 300 

or 600ohm matching transformer 

Line and Matching transformers up to 150W 
Power transformers for high power amplifiers 
Transistor drivers Ask for MAL 

"28"S Special 'C' core transformers or DOUG 
VK28PX 

TALK TO FERGUSON - THE AUSTRALIAN COMPANY 
WITH NEARLY 50 YEARS EXPERIENCE OF MANUFACTURING 

IN AUSTRALIA FOR AUSTRALIAN CONDITIONS 
Ferguson Transformers Pty. Ltd. 

331 High Street, Chatswood 2067. Tel: (02) 407.0261. 
Telex: AA25728. Melbourne: (03) 561-6699. 

7ER5USO/vP-' 



The below -cost bargain of the decade! 
Famous Yaesu 

~ 

FT -ONE 
Amazing value! Yaesu's incomparable 
FT -ONE: probably the best transceiver 
you'll ever own! Fully guaranteed shop 
demo units (never transmitted!) now way 
below cost to clear! 
You reap the benefit!!! 
Very limited supply, first come, first served. 
If you're too late ... 
Not necessarily in all stores (ask at your 
local store and they might be able to order 
one from another store for you.) 

Country Customers: Order Direct from DSXpress 
on our toll -free orderline. Phone (008) 22 6610- 
for the price of a local call from anywhere in Australia 
(except Sydney). 

NSW 

Co,. Swift b Young Sts. 

T55 Terrace Level 

Shop 1. 65-75 Main St 

613 Princess Hwy 

Oxford b Adelaide Sts 

531 Pittwater Rd 

Campbelltown Mall, Queen St 

Shop 235, Archer St Entrance 

147 Hume Hwy 

162 Pacific Hwy 

315 Mann St 

4 Florence St 

Elizabeth Or b Bathurst St 

450 High St 

173 Maitland Rd, Tighes Hill 

Lane Cove b Waterloo Rds 

George b Smith Sts 

The Gateway, High b Henry Sts 

818 George St 

6 Bridge St 

WHILE 
STOCKS 

LAST 
S 

LAST YEAR . . 

$2477 
$ 1995 

STORE LOCATIONS 
Albury 21 8399 
Bankktown Sq. 707 4888 
Blacktown 6717722 
Blakehurst 546 7744 
Bondi Junction 3871444 
Brookvale 93 0441 

Campbelltown 27 2199 
Chatswood Chase 411 1955 
Chullora 642 8922 
Gore Hill 439 5311 
Gostord 25 0235 
Hornsby 4776633 
Liverpool 600 9888 
Maitland 33 7866 
Newcastle 61 1896 
North Hyde 88 3855 
Parramatta 6892188 
Penrith 32 3400 
Railway Sq 211 3777 
Sydney 27 5051 

125 York St 

Brisbane St b Kahle Ave 

263 Keira St 

ACT 

96 Gladstone St 

VIC 

Creswick Rd b Webster St 

145 McCrae St 

Shop 46, Box Hill Central, Main St 

Cnr Hawthorn Rd b Nepean Hwy 

260 Sydney Rd 

1150 Mt Alexander Rd 

Nepean Hwy b Ross Smith Ave 

205 Melbourne Rd 

291-293 Elizabeth St 

Bridge Rd b The Boulevarde 

Springvale b Dandenong Rds 

QLO 

293 Adelaide SI 

166 Logan Rd 

Sydney 267 9111 
Tamworth 66 1961 
Wollongong 28 3800 

Fyshwick 80 4944 

Ballarat 31 5433 
Bendigo 43 0388 
Box Hill 890 0699 

East Brighton 592 2366 
Coburg 383 4455 

Essendon 379 7444 
Frankston 73 9144 
Geelong 18 6766 
Melbourne 67 9834 
Richmond 4281614 
Springvale 547 0522 

Brisbane 2299377 
Buranda 391 6233 

Cat D-2852 

Gympie b Hamilton Rds Chermside 
Cm Queen Elizabeth Di b Bernard SI Rockhampton 
Cnr Gold Coast Hwy b Welch St Southport 
Bowen b Ruthven Sts Toowoomba 
Ingham Rd b Cowley St. West End Townsville 
SA 

Wright b Market Sts Adelaide 
Main South b Flagstaff Rds Darlington 
Main North Rd b Dadington St Enfield 

24 Park Terrace Salisbury 
WA 
Wharf St b Albany Hwy Cannington 
68 Adelaide St Fremantle 
William St b Robinson Ave North Perth 
Centreway Acde, Hay Si Perth City 
TAS 

25 Barrack St Hobart 
NT 

17 Stuart Hwy Stuart Park 

Watch for a new store opening in your areal 

359 6255 
27 9644 
32 9863 
38 4300 
72 5722 

212 1962 
298 8977 
260 6088 
281 1593 

451 8666 
335 9733 
328 6944 
321 4357 

31 0800 

81 1977 

Dear Customers. 
Guile often, the products we advertise are so popular they run out within a few days or unforeseen circumstances might hold up shipments so that advertised Imes are not in the stores by the time the advert appears And very 

occasionally, an error might slip through our checks and appear in the advert latter all, we're human tour) Please don't blame the store manager or staff: they cannot solve a dock stnke on the other side of the world, nor hr an 

error that s appeared in print II you're about to drive across town to pick up an advertised line. why not play it sale and give them a call lest lust in case' Thanks Dick Smith Electronics 

MAJOR RESELLERS 
NSW: Ballina: A. Cummings b Co. 91-93 River St 86 2284 Bathurst: Electronic Shop, Shop 5 Half Case Plaza, Howick St, 31 4421 Bowral: Barry Gash Electronics, 370 Bong Bong St 

61 2517 Broken Hill: Hobbies b Electronics, 31 Oxide St 88 4098 Charlestown: Newrronics 131 Pacific Hwy 43 9600 Coffs Harbour. Coifs Harbour Electronics, 3 Cuffs Plaza, Park Ave. 

52 5684 Deniliquin: Deni Electronics, 220 Cressy St 81 3672 East Maitland: East Maitland Electronics. 99 High St 33 7327 Gosford: Tomorrows Electronics Er HiFi, 68 William St 

24 1246 Inverell: Lyn Willing TV, 22A Evans St 22 1821 lismore: Oecro 3A/6-18 Carrington St 21 4137 Port Macquarie: Hall of Electronics, Horton Centre, Horton St 83 7440 
Orange: Fyfe Electronics 173 Summer St 62 6491 South Tweed Heads: Shop 1, Inessa Court. Blundell Bvde 36 1077 Swansea: Swansea Electronics, 184 High St 71 1874 Wagga: 

Wagga Wholesale Electronics 89 Forsythe St. VIC: Hamilton: John Thompson and Co, 138-148 Gray St 72 2000 Echuca: Webster Electronics, 220 Packenham St 82 2956 Mildura: 
McWilliams Electronics 110A Langtree Ave 23 6410 Morwell: Morwell Electronics. 95 George St 34 6133 Shepparton: GV Electronics Centre 100 High St 21 8866 OLD: Atherton: 
Maartens Music Centre 55 Main St 91 1208 Bundaberg: PM Electronics, Takalvan St 72 8272 Cairns: Electronic World Shop 27 K -mart Westcourt Plaza 518 555 Gladstone: Purely 

Electronics Shop Cnr Herbert b Auckland Sts 72 4321 Mackay: Stevens Electronics, 42 Victoria St 51 1723 Maryborough: Keller Electronics, 218 Adelaide St 21 4559 Rockhampton: Purely Electronics, 

15 East St 21 058 SA: Mt Gambier. Hutchessons Communications, 5 Elizabeth Street 25 6404 Whyalla: Eyre Electronics Shop 2 Forsythe St 45 4764 WA Albany: Micro Electronics 

133 Lockyer Ave 41 3432 TAS: Launceston: Advanced Electronics 5A The Quadrant 34 1399 NT: Darwin: Ventronics 24-28 Kavanagh St 81 3491 

HEAD OFFICE & DS XPRESS ORDER SERVICE 
P.O. Box 321, North Ryde, N.S.W. 2113. Tel: 888 3200 

SPEEDY PHONE/BANKCARD ORDER SERVICE 
Just phone your order and Bankcard - it's so simple! (008) 22661 0 
orders only on this number. Enquiries: (02) 888 3200 
POST & Order Value Charpe Order Valera Charge 

PACKING 5 500.5 999 S200 55000.59999 5600 
510 00S2á 99 S3 50 $100 or more 58 00 

CHARGES 52500-54999 5450 

Terms available to approved applicants acclistjr 

EL' : ITH 
PTY LTD 

SA Customers: Credit facilities available through C.C.C. 
722 King William Street, Adelaide 
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VZ200 VIDEO 
HARDWARE 
INTERRUPT 
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This article details how to use the video hardware interrupt on 

the VZ200 and gives three simple examples of its usefulness. 

THE HARDWARE INTERRUPT is a 

very useful feature of a computer's capabil- 
ity, with many different applications. The 
usefulness comes from the ability to 'inter- 
rupt' the normal flow of software execution, 
diverting the operation of the CPU by ex- 
ternal means. The CPU can then be made 
to execute a separate, independent program 
before returning to the original program 
execution. 

This description may sound like a 

GOSUB call to a subroutine in Basic, or a 

CALL to a subroutine in a machine code 
program, but there is an important differ- 
ence. The difference is that the interrupt 
can occur asynchronously to the normal 
program execution (that is, it can occur at 
any time unrelated to the progress of nor- 
mal program execution). 

This capability is extremely useful when 
the computer has to serve some external de- 
vice which can't wait for an action by the 
computer during normal program execu- 
tion. Such devices range from a digital -to - 

analogue converter (which must sample 
data at strictly regular intervals), to a soft- 
ware clock counter which needs to be incre- 
mented by an external hardware clock 
pulse. By using a hardware interrupt these 
devices can be served almost immediately. 
in the time it takes the CPU to complete the 
current instruction. 

The interrupt is called a hardware inter- 
rupt because there is a special pin on the 
CPU chip itself, which, when taken to 
ground potential (low or zero), initiates the 
interrupt sequence. This action is also per- 
formed by some external hardware device. 

The VZ200 uses a Z80 CPU chip, which 
has three different responses to this inter- 
rupt signal depending on the interrupt mode 
set in the internal interrupt register (IR). 
Note that we are talking about the INT 
case, not the NMI). For the VZ200 the in- 
terrupt register is set to interrupt mode 1 

(by an IM1 instruction) during the initializa- 
tion sequence. 

The response to an interrupt in Interrupt 

Steve Olney 

Mode 1 is to complete the current instruc- 
tion, save the program counter register 
(PCR) contents on the stack (allowing re- 
sumption of execution at that point upon 
returning from the interrupt) and then jump 
to location 0038 HEX. This could be viewed 
as a hardware version of the software 
RST 38 instruction. 

The VZ200 video interrupt 
Those of you who have access to a circuit 

diagram of the VZ200 will see that the inter- 
rupt pin (pin 16 INTLof the Z80 CPU is 

connected to pin 37 (FS) of the 6847 video 
controller chip. Reference to the 6847 data 
sheets shows that pin 37 of the 6847 chip is 

the video field sync output pin. This pin is 

pulled low by the 6847 chip during the verti- 
cal retrace period of the video output signal. 
That is, the field sync output pin goes low 
every 1/50 of a second (video frame rate of 
50 per second) causing the Z80 CPU to be 
interrupted and diverted to location 0038 
HEX every 20 ms. 

Scrutiny of the machine code (in ROM) 
at location 0038 HEX reveals a JUMP in- 
struction to location 2EB8 HEX. This jump 
is referred to as interrupt vector. 

The machine code at 2EB8 HEX contains 
several CALLs to various locations before 
returning to the original program execution. 
I haven't looked at these in detail, but most 
likely they are concerned with cursor con- 
trol and perhaps screen scrolling during 
listing. 

In any case, the code in which we are in- 
terested is near the start of the code at 2EB8 
HEX. The first CALL after saving affected 
registers is to location 787D HEX. There 
are two interesting points to note here. The 
first is that location 787D HEX is in RAM, 
and secondly, this is the memory location 
referred to in the VZ200 Technical Manual 
(under System pointers) as the "interrupt 
exit" 

By PEEKing location 787D HEX (eg 
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LISTING 1 

HEX CODE 
F5 
3E 2A 
32 IF 70 
Fl 

C9 

LISTING 2 

100 

200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 

MNEMONIC 
PUSH AF , Save 'AF' register because we alter it 

LD A,2AH ; Load 'A' register with code for 'II' 

LD 1701FHI,A 1 Put it in the top right-hand corner of screen 
POP AF ; Restore 'AF' register 
RET 1 Return 

S= -32768 : F = 

FOR I = S TO F 
READ D 

POKE I,0 
NEXT I 

POKE 30846,00 
POKE 30847,128 
POKE 30845,195 

S 7 :' START AT 8000 HEX 
POKE THE 8 -BYTE MACHINE CODE PROGRAM 
INTO MEMORY STARTING AT 8000 HEX 

ENTER THE START ADDRESS OF THE MACHINE 
CODE PROGRAM INTO INTERRUPT JUMP 
EXIT AT 787D HEX. 

DATA 245,62,42,50,31,112,241,201:' DECIMAL EBUIVALENT OF HEX 

LISTING 3 

HEX CODE MNEMONIC 
F5 PUSH AF 1 save registers 
C5 PUSH BC 1 we destroy 
E5 PUSH HL 
3A 3B 78 LD A,1783BH) I 

06 08 LD 8,8 
21 18 70 LD HL,7018H , 

17 LOOP RLA T 

30 07 JR NC,ZERO 
36 31 LD IHL),31H , 

23 INC HL 
10 F8 DJNZ LOOP , 

18 05 JR EXIT 
36 30 ZERO LO (HL),30H , 

23 INC HL 
10 Fl DJNZ LOOP I 

El EXIT POP HL 
CI POP BC 
Fl POP AF 
C9 RETURN 

LISTING 4 

load latch contents 
bit Counter 
start of screen display 
rotate into Carry and test 

output '1' 

adjust to next display position 
go until all bits are done 
exit if done 
output '0' 
adjust to next screen position 
go until all bits are done 
exit 

100 S= -32768 : F = S 29 'START AT 8000 HEX 
200 FOR I = S TO F ' POKE THE 8 -BYTE MACHINE CODE PROGRAM 
300 READ D ' INTO MEMORY STARTING AT 8000 HEX 
400 POKE I,0 
500 NEXT I 

600 POKE 30846,00 
700 POKE 30847,128 
800 POKE 30845,195 
900 DATA 245,197,229,58,59,120,6,8 
1000 DATA 33,24,112,23,48,7,54,49 
1100 DATA 35,16,248,24,5,54,48,35 
1200 DATA 16,241,225,193,241,201 

ENTER THE START ADDRESS OF THE MACHINE 
CODE PROGRAM INTO INTERRUPT JUMP 
EXIT AT 7870 HEX. 
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PRINT PEEK[30845]) you should find it 
contains 201 DECIMAL (0C9 HEX) which 
is the Z80 RETurn instruction. 

Using the video interrupt 
Let's just back up to summarize what 

we've discussed so far. Every 20 ms the Z80 
CPU is interrupted by the 6847 video con- 
troller chip. The interrupt mode (mode 1) 
causes the Z80 to jump to location 0038 
HEX. From here execution jumps to 2EB8 
HEX where a CALL to 787D HEX is en- 
countered. Location 787D HEX (in RAM) 
contains a RET instruction and so execution 
returns immediately and continues until 
2EDA HEX where a return from interrupt 
instruction (RETI) is found. Execution is 
now RETurned to the original program 
flow. 

Now, because location 787D HEX is in 
RAM, we can change the RET instruction 
at that location to a JUMP to some other 
selected location. At this location we can 
insert our own interrupt servicing code. 

Here is a very simple example to illus- 
trate this procedure. Starting at location 
3450 HEX in the Basic ROM is a subroutine 
which generates the 'beep' whenever you 
press a key. We can alter location 787D, 
787E and 787F HEX to contain a JUMP to 
3450 HEX to execute this 'beep' routine 
every time a video interrupt occurs (every 
20 ms). 

To do this we POKE the following 
machine code into memory starting at loca- 
tion 787D HEX: 

Hex Code Mnemonic 
C3 50 34 JP 3450H 

Note: Remember location 787D HEX is 
CALLed every 20 ms, so you must not alter 
the RET at this location until you have ent- 
ered a valid jump address in the following 
two bytes. Otherwise the Z80 will jump to 
some indeterminate address depending on 
what random data was contained in 787E 
and 787F HEX. 

The following strict order should be used: 
POKE 30846,80 (POKE 50 HEX into 

location 787E HEX) 
POKE 30847,52 (POKE 34 HEX into 

location 787F HEX) 
POKE 30845,195 (POKE C3 HEX into 

location 787D HEX) 
Type in the above commands via the im- 

mediate mode (without line numbers). The 
text within the brackets should not be typed 
in as it is for information only. 

Once you have done this you should hear 
an almost continuous beep from the internal 
speaker. Notice that there is nothing which 
interferes with this beeping. Well, almost 
nothing, as will be explained a little later. 
However, you can enter a Basic program as 
normal (except for the distraction of the 
beeping) and even RUN or LIST it. In fact, 
you can do all the normal operations (ex - 
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cept tape operations - see below) without 
affecting the beeping. This is because the in- 
terrupt has priority over other software ex- 
ecution. So we see it is possible to have a 

Basic program running in the `foreground' 
with a separate machine language program 
running in the `background' being executed 
at regular intervals. 

To stop the beep all that is necessary is to 
change the JUMP instruction (0C3 HEX) at 
location 787D HEX back to a RET (0C9 
HEX) by: 

POKE 30845,201 

Tape operations 
As mentioned earlier, there is another ac- 

tion which will disable the `beep'. During 
tape operations, interrupts are disabled to 
ensure that accurate timing delays in the 
tape function's machine code are not dis- 
turbed. So while you are CSAVEing, 
CRUNning or CLOADing data to or from 
tape the beeping will stop. However, once 
the operation is over the interrupts are 
enabled once again and the beeps return. 

To enable the `beep' again, enter - 
POKE 30845,195 

Note: Before typing the above, make sure 
that locations 787E and 787F HEX contain 
the correct jump address (3450 HEX)! 

Non erasable video display 
Next we'll look at an example which 

shows how the video interrupt can be used 
to put `non -erasable' information on the 
video screen. 

Normally, any information displayed on 
the screen can be overwritten, cleared or 
scrolled off the screen, either during pro- 
gram execution or in the immediate execu- 
tion mode. By using the video interrupt you 
can display information which cannot be 
overwritten. 

The machine language source code is 

shown in Listing 1. 

Use the Basic program shown in Listing 2 

to enter and then to enable the machine 
code program shown in Listing 1. 

After you have entered Listing 2, 
CSAVE it before RUNning it. You should 
see an ' ' in the top right-hand corner of the 
screen. Try to erase this by any means you 
like and you will find the best you can do is 

to erase it momentarily (in fact a maximum 
of approximately 20 ms, the time taken be- 
tween successive interrupts). The only way 
to erase the "' is to disable the interrupt 
itself, or to disable the machine code 
program by: 

POKE 30845,201 
which POKES a RET instruction (0C9 
HEX) back into location 787D HEX. 

Real-time system pointer 
display 

When programming in Basic a useful fea- 
ture would be to see a constantly updated 
display of various system pointers (eg start 

of program, end of program, start of free 
space etc) to aid in keeping track of the pro- 
gress of these parameters. 

To illustrate this principle simply, we will 
display the contents of the output latch. A 
copy of the latch contents is maintained at 
location 783B HEX (307779 decimal). The 
latch controls the following: 

BIT FUNCTION 0 1 

0 speaker O/P #1 see note below 

1 unused 

2 cassette 0/P toggles according to data 
O/P 

3 mode control Mode 0 Mode 1 

4 background colour green butt 

5 speaker 0/P #2 see note below 

6 unused 

7 unused 

Note: During a key press `beep' or execu- 
tion of the SOUND command, the software 
toggles bit 0 and bit 5. When it does this, it 
first looks at the state of each bit and then 
inverts that state. Normally each bit (0 and 
5) are the complement of each other, and 
the inversion of both at the same time gives 
a `push-pull' like drive signal to the speaker. 
However, if both bits were the same, there 
would be no differential change when they 
are inverted, and so no output. You can 
therefore disable the `beep' and the 
SOUND command by looking at both bits 
and then POKEing a value into location 
783B HEX (30779 decimal) which makes 
them equal. That is, if the contents of 783B 
HEX are even, then POKE back into 783B 
HEX a value equal to (contents + 1). Con- 
versely, if the contents are odd, POKE back 
a value of (contents - 1). 

Getting back to the latch display - to in- 
dicate the state of each bit, we will display a 

'0' or '1' for each bit in the top right-hand 
corner of the screen. 

The machine language source code is 

shown in Listing 3. 
The Basic program in Listing 4 will enter 

and enable the machine code program of 
Listing 3. Note that Listing 4 is similar to 
Listing 2, so if you have already entered 
Listing 2 you can modify it to Listing 4. 
Once again, enter the Basic program (List- 
ing 4), and CSAVE it before RUNning it. 
You should see the contents of the output 
latch displayed in binary in the top right- 
hand corner of the screen, reading from left 
to right, starting with bit 7 across to bit 0. 
Change the background colour (COLOR,0 
and COLOR,1) and note the change in bit 4 
in the display. 

Cursor position pointer 
Edit line number 900 to: 
900 DATA 245,197,229,58,166,120,6 

ReRUN the program. 

This will display the horizontal cursor 
position pointer (0-31) from location 78A6 
HEX (30886 decimal). Use the left/right 
cursor position arrows to move the cursor 
and observe the display. 

Basic program pointers 
Now edit line number 900 to: 
900 DATA 245,197,229,58,249,120,6 

ReRUN the program again. 
This will display the LSB (Least Signifi- 

cant Byte) of the 'end of Basic program' 
pointer. Try adding extra lines to the Basic 
program and note the change in the display. 
For example, add the line: 

1500 REM TEST 
Note down the binary value displayed and 
then edit line 1500 to: 

1500 TEST 
Compare the new display value with the 
previous value. 

This exercise reveals that although the 
short form remark symbol (') occupies two 
screen spaces less than the long form REM 
command, it needs two more program me- 
mory spaces to store it than the long form! 

what neit? 
These given examples are very simple 

ones designed to illustrate the basic princi- 
ple of using the video interrupt and do not 
show the full potential of the technique. I 
have written two programs which utilize this 
technique in a more complex fashion. The 
first of these is a real-time clock which is 

controlled by the internal clock of the 
VZ200. This gives a digital readout display 
in the upper right-hand corner of the 
screen. The real-time clock is implemented 
entirely in software (no need for extra hard- 
ware or modifications). 

The second program demonstrates a 

split-screen graphics mode with one part of 
the screen having text arid lo -res graphics, 
with the remainder in hi -res graphics. 

Other applications 
These are but a few of the many possible 

uses of the video interrupt. Other applica- 
tions include: 

arcade games - synchronizing move- 
ment with the video raster rate to give 
smooth action. Mixed hi -res graphics and 
text for scoring, simulating instrumentation 
etc; 

stopwatch - event timer or lap -scorer; 
frequency counter - using the internal 

VZ200 clock to give the timing gate period; 
and 

real-time control - using the VZ200 as 

a component in a control system, eg burglar 
alarm. 

The list could go on, as anything which 
requires a reasonably accurate time -keeping 
function or synchronization with the video 
display, is a possible candidate. Which all 
goes to show that it's not always rude to 
interrupt! 
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The microbee PC85 puts 
advanced computer technology 

in the hands of Hackers, 
Hobbyists and Horticuituralists 
at a cost below any competitors 
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I/Nll/PrC85 

tt 

The new microbee PC85 features a new high level of user 
friendliness. At the touch of a button you choose from a menu of 
built-in programs - Wordprocessing, Basic, A Calculator, 
Telecommunications and more. You can even have your own 
software built-in! Check out the new microbee PC85. You'll be 
impressed with the quality and surprised at the price. 

Microbee PC85 $499 incl. Tax 

with Green Monitor $599 incl.Tax 

Ask about Printers, Modems and more. 

C I I 
computer 
PHONE ORDERS 19== ACCEPTED 

Designed and manufactured 
in Australia by 
Applied Technology 

microbee technology centres 
N.S.W. 
I Pattison Ale, Waitara 2077 
Phone 1021 487 2711 

VIC. 
729 Glenferrie Rd, I Iasthorn 3122 
Phone 103) 819 5288 

W.A. 
141 Stirling HighNay. Nedlands 
Phone 109 386 8289 

S.A. 
151 Unley Rd, Unley 5061, 
Phone 1081272 1384 

QLU 
455 Logan Rd, Stones Corner, 4120 
Phone 107) 394 3688 

FACTORY 
Koala Crescent, West Gosford 2250 
Phone (043) 24 2711 
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SHARP 25 line x 80 CHARACTER/GRAPHICS LCD 

Liquid Crystal Displays take one step closer to emulating the attributes of the C.R.T. 

with Sharp's LM64004G. Its 640x200 dot capacity will give word processing and 

spreadsheet capabilities to laptop and portable computers and increased graphics 

flexibility to instrumentation and monitoring equipment. The LM64004G is supported 

by the Sharp LR3692 L.S.I. controller. 

MEGAVAULT LAUNCHES 330 AND 660 MEGABYTE WINCHESTERS 

An average seek time of 18 ms puts these 8" hard disks in a high performance class 

normally the preserve of 14" and "washing machine" storage units. OEMs and 

mainframe installers can look forward to big savings right across the board. Cost, 

weight, power drain and size are way down on these SMD and SCSI interfaced 

devices. 

FLOPPY INTERFACE TAPE STREAMER BACKS UP 10 MBYTE 

Configured like two 5Mbyte floppy drives Interdyne's ID1010 provides a rapid and 

economical back up for the most popular hard disk configurations. Track access is 

totally electronic overcoming offset problems associated with the head positioning 

mechanism used in most streamers. 

REDUCTIONS ALL ROUND ON MINISCRIBE HARD DISKS 

Miniscribe follows the release of their low power, half height 3212 10MByte 

Winchesters with a 25MByte model designated the 3425. Average access time for both 

units has been reduced to 88 msec, putting them among the fastest stepper positioned 

drives commercially available. 

ldaneva 
daneva australia pty ltd 
64-66 Bay Road Sandringham Victoria 3191 
Australia PO Box 114 Sandringham 3191 
Telephone (03) 598 5622 Telex AA34439 

Sydney: ESM Electronics (02) 51 5880 
Adelaide: DC Electronics (08) 2236946 
Brisbane: Baltec (07) 369 5900 



ETI.638 Modification 
F. Arundell, Talbot Vic. 

Having recently built the ETI-668 Programmer 
(February '83) I wondered whether the ETI-638 pro- 
grammer for the 2708 EPROM (July '78) could be 
modified by a similar arrangement. 

It turns out it can be. Elimination of the '638's serial 
data transfer system and Its replacement with a par- 
allel system direct from a Microbeé s parallel port 
results in much improved data transfer. This is not 
insignificant since the ETI-638 takes 70 minutes to 
program all 1k of the 2708. 

A number of modifications are necessary to the 
'638 circuit. For a start, all the ICs associated with the 

serial data transfer can be eliminated. This includes 
IC1, IC2 and IC3, plus all their associated resistors 
and capacitors. The data buss can now be taken 
directly to the Microbee, together with pin 19 of the 
IC3 socket, which must be connected to the 'Bee 
clock output, Pin 7 and 15 of the port. 

It is also necessary to produce a DPDT switch. In 
the 'Read' mode, one pole must short the collector 
off 03 to ground'(through R17). The other one must 
short pin 20 of the 2708 socket to ground. When in 
the write mode they should be connected through the 
switch as they are. 

ADDR CODE LINE LABEL MNEM OPERAND 0E91 
0E93 
0E95 

3E07 
D301 
011F02 

00870 
00880 
00890 

LD 
OUT 
LD 

0,07M 
11),A 
8C,21FM 

00100 IETI 638 EPROM Programmer for 2708' 0E98 C3100E 00900 JP START 
00110 ;modified by F.Arundell, 16/8/84 0E98 21DA0F 00910 READ LD ML, INTR 
00120 0E9E 22F00F 00920 LD (INTI,HL 

0E00 00130 ORO 0E0014 0E01 21BCOF 00930 LD HL,READM 
0E00 F3 00(40 DI 0E414 CD540F 00940 LOOP CALL INIT 
0E01 EDS7 00150 LD 0,1 0E47 El 00950 POP ML 
0E03 F5 00160 PUSH AF 0E08 110004 00960 LD DE,400{/ 
0E04 ZIFOOF 00170 LD ML,INT OEAB FR 00970 El 
0E07 7C 00180 LD A,H BEAC 7A 00980 LD A,D 
0E08 ED47 00190 LD 1,1 BEAD 83 00990 OR E 
0E0A 7D 00200 LD A,L OEAE 20FC 01000 JR 07,8-2 (Loop until all read 
0E0B D301 00210 OUT (11,A 0E00 F3 01010 DI 
BEOD 010004 00220 LD BC,400H 'CLEAR SCREEN 0E81 18D6 01020 JR FIN 
0E10 2100F0 00230 START LD HL,0F0004 0E83 21EOOF 01030 TEST LD ML,INTT 
0E13 3620 00240 CLR LD IHL1,2011 0E86 22FOOF 01040 LD IINT1,ML 
0E15 23 00250 INC ML 0E119 21C20F 01030 LD HL,TESTM 
0E16 08 00260 DEC BC 0E0C 18E6 01060 JR LOOP 
0E17 78 00270 LD 0,8 OEBE 21EAOF 01070 VRFY LD HL,INTV 
0E18 81 00280 OR C OECI 22F00F 01080 LD IINTI,HL 
0E19 20F8 00290 JR MZ,CLR 0EC4 21C8OF 01090 LD HL,VRFYM 

00300 (Enter START address 0EC7 18DB 01100 JR LOOP 
0E18 3ECF 00310 LD A,OCFM (Set ARDY lop to let 0EC9 21090F 01110 ERROR LD ML,£RRM 
OEID D301 00320 OUT 111,A :Address generator reset OECC 0115F2 01120 LD BC,OF215M 
0EIF 3EFF 00330 LD A,OFFM ;Ail bits input OECF CD640F 01130 CALL MESS 
0E21 0301 00340 OUT (11,A 0E02 0607 01140 LD 8,7 
0E23 3E07 00350 LD 0,070 (Disable Interrupt 0004 CDOCBO 01150 CALL 800CM 
0E25 D301 00360 OUT 111,0 0ED7 CD0600 01160 CALL 800611 
0E27 216DOF 00370 LD HL,MSO ;Point to messages OEDA FE03 01170 CP 3 
0E2A 018DF0 00380 LD BC,0F08DM OEDC 20E0 81180 IR NZ,ERROR 
0E20 CD640F 00390 CALL MESS PEDE 110000 01190 LD DE,0 (To terminate loop 
0E30 0115E1 00400 LD BC,0F11511 BEET Fl 01200 POP AF 
0E33 CD640F 00410 CALL MESS OEE2 ED4D 01210 RETI 
0E36 CDI30F 00420 CALL ADDR 0EE4 Fl 01220 EXIT POP AF 
0E39 D5 00430 PUSH DE PEES ED47 01230 LD I,9 
0E3A 0115F2 00440 LD 8C,0F215M 0EE7 C3EBDA 01240 JP ODAEBH ;Returns me to monitor 
0E3D CD640F 00450 CALL MESS BEER 00 01250 NOP 
0E40 CD0680 00460 COP 8006H CALL PEER 0125F2 01260 SMOLOC LD BC,OF225H 'Show location 0E43 FEIO 00470 CP 10M i'P OEEE 3E00 01270 LD A,0A0H 0E45 2815 00480 JR Z,PROO OEFO 02 01280 LD 18CI,A 0E47 FE12 00490 CP 12H i^R BEF1 03 01290 INC BC 0E49 2850 00500 JR (,READ 0EF2 23 01300 INC ML 
0E411 FE14 00510 CP 14M I^T OEF3 7C 01310 LD A,M 0E4D 2864 00520 JR 2,TEST 0EF4 CDFFOE 01320 CALL SHOW 0E4F FE16 00530 CP 16M i^V 0EF7 7D 01330 LD A,L 0E51 2868 00540 JR 2,VRFY 0EF8 CDFFOE 01340 CALL SHOW 0E53 FE03 00550 CP 3 ;Break OEFB 3E00 01350 LD A,0A0H 0E55 20E9 00560 JR NZ, COP OEFD 02 01360 LD 18C),A 0E57 011F02 00570 LD BC,21FM PEFE C9 81370 RET 0E5A 1804 00580 JR START OEFF F5 01380 SHOW PUSH AF 
0E5C 210EOF 00590 PROD LD ML, INTP 0F00 OF 01390 RRCA 
BESF 22F@OF 00600 LD (INTI,H1. 0F01 OF 01400 RRCA 0E62 2IB60F 00610 LD ML, PROOM 0F02 OF 01410 RRCA 0E65 0120F2 00620 LD BC.0F2200 0403 OF 01420 RRCA 0E68 CD640F 00630 CALL MESS 0F04 C0080F 01430 CALL 8.4 
0E611 El 00640 POP HL 0F07 Fl 01440 POP AF OESC 0E70 00650 LD C,70$ 1112 Loops ((F08 E6OF 01450 AND OFH 0E6E 3EOF 00660 LO A, OFM ;Byte output 0FOA C690 01460 ADD Á,90H 0E'0 111701 00670 OUT 111,A OFOC 27 01470 DAA 
0E72 3E87 00680 LD 0,87H (Enable Interrupt OFOD CE40 01480 ADC A,40M 
0E74 0301 00690 OUT 111,6 OFOF 27 01490 DAA 
0E76 C5 00700 PROOI PUSH 8C OFIP 02 01500 LD IBC),A 0E77 ES 00710 PUSH HL 0F11 03 01510 INC BC 0E78 110004 00720 LD DE,400H ilk 0F12 C9 01520 RET 
0E78 FB 00730 El 0F13 CD170F 01530 ADDR CALL 004 0E7C 70 00740 LD A,D 0F16 53 01540 LD D,E PE7D B3 00750 OR E 0F17 CD2COF 01550 CALL KEY 0E7E 20FC 00760 JR N2,s-2 ;Loop until all bytes out OFIA 07 01560 RLCA 
0E80 F3 00770 DI OFIB 07. 01570 RLCA 
0E81 CD4B0F 00780 CALL DELAY 0F1C 07 01580 RLCA 
0E84 El 00790 POP HL OF1D 07 01590 RLCA 0E85 CI 00800 POP BC 0FIE SF 01600 LD E,A 0E86 OD 00810 DEC OFIF CD2COF 01610 CALL KEY 0E87 20ED 00820 JR NZ,PROOI ;For total no.o4 loops 0F22 83 01620 OR E 0E89 3ECF 00830 FIN LD 0,0CFM (ARDY low again 0F23 5F 01630 LD E,A OEBB 0301 00840 OUT 111,A 0F24 C9 01640 RET 0E8D 3EFF 00850 LD A,DFFH 01650 (CLEAR RET OFF STACK AND RESTART 0E8F 0301 00860 OUT (11,0 0F25 El 01660 RST POP HL 
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MICROBEE COLUMN 

ADDR CODE LINE LABEL MNEM OPERAND 

0F26 010004 01670 LD BC,400H 
0F29 C3100E 01690 JP START 
OF2C 03 01690 KEY INC BC 

OF2D CD0680 01700 KEPI CALL 8006H 
PF30 FE18 01710 CP IBH 

0F32 2800 01720 JR Z,EXIT 

0F34 FE03 01730 CP 3 

0F36 28ED 01740 JR 2,RST 
0F38 02 01750 LD 1BCI,A 

0F39 D630 01760 SUB 30H 
OF3B 38F0 01770 JR C,KEYI 
0F3D FEBO 01780 CP PAH 
OF3F F8 01790 RET M 

0F40 D607 01800 SUB 7 

eF42 FEBA 01810 CP 0AH 
0F44 3807 01820 JR C,KEY1 

0F46 FE1O 01830 CP ION 

0F48 30E3 01840 JR NC,KEY1 
0F44 C9 01850 RET 
@FOB 810030 01860 DELAY LD BC,3000H 
0F4E 0B 01870 DEC BC 

0F4F 78 01880 LD 4,9 
@F50 131 01890 OR C 

0F51 20FB 01900 JR NZ,e-3 
0F53 C9 01910 RET 
@F54 E5 01920 (NIT PUSH HL 

BF55 3E4F 01930 LD A,4FH 
0F57 D301 01940 OUT 11),6 
OF59 3E87 01950 LD A,87H 
BFSB 8301 01960 OUT 111,4 
OF5D CD4B0F 01970 CALL DELAY 
0F60 El 01900 POP HL 

0F61 0120F2 01990 LD BC,0F220H 
0F64 7E 02000 NESS LD A,1HL1 
BF65 23 02010 INC HL 
PF66 FE24 02020 CP 't 
0F68 CO 02030 RET Z 

OF69 02 02040 LD IBC),A 
OF64 03 02050 INC BC 

0F6B 10F7 02060 JR MESS 
0F6D 45 02070 MSG DEFM 'FYI 638/Nlerobee' 
0F7D 45 02080 DEFM 'Eprom Programmer*. 
0F8E 53 02090 DEFM 'START ADDRESS'S. 
@F9D 43 02100 DEFM 'COMMAND 7 f' 

BFA9 23 02110 ERRM DEFM 85540 ERROR'4' 
BFBb 20 02120 PROGM DEFM FROGS. 
OFBC 20 02130 READY DEFM ' READs' 
OIFC2 20 02140 TESTY DEFY ' TESTS. 
OFC8 20 02150 VRFYM DEFY VRFYs' 
OFCE F5 02160 INTP PUSH AF 

OFCF 7E 02170 LD A,1HL1 

BFDO 0300 02180 OUT 101,0 

0FD2 1B 02190 LOOP2 DEC DE 

OED3 CDEBOE 92200 CALL SHOLOC 
OFD6 FI 02210 POP AF 

BFD7 FB 02220 El 

OFDB ED4D 02230 RETI 
OFDA F5 02240 iNTR PUSH AF 

BFDB 0800 02250 IN 4,10) 
OFDD 77 02260 LD IHL1,A 
OFDE 18F2 02270 JR LOOP2 
OFEO F5 02280 INTT PUSH AF 

0FE1 DB00 02290 IN 4,101 

BFE3 FEFF 02300 CP OFF)( 

OFES C2C90E 02310 LOOPI JP NZ,ERROR 
0FE8 18E8 02320 JR LOOP2 
OFEA F5 02330 INTV PUSH AF 

OFEB 01100 07340 IN 4,10) 

OFED BE 02350 CP IHLI 

OFEE 18F5 02360 JR LOOPI 
BFF0 0000 02370 INT DU 0 ITkle address MUST be EVEN 

0000 02380 END 
00000 Total errors 

LOOP1 OFES LOOP2 PFD2 KEYI OF2D RST 0F25 

KEY OF2C SHOW OEFF SHOLOC OEEB ExIT OEE4 

FORM 0F49 ERROR BEC9 VRFYM OFC8 INTV OFEA 

TESTY BFC2 INTT OFEO INIT 0F54 LOOP 0E44 

READY OFBC INTR OFDA FIN 0E89 DELAY BFAB 

PROO1 0E76 PROGM @F86 INTP OFCE VRFY BEBE 
ar TEST 0E113 READ 0E911 FROG 0ESC COY 0E40 

ADDR OF13 MESS 0F64 MSG 0F6D CLR 0E13 

START 0E10 INT @FF0 

0ED0 64 OF 06 07 CD OC 80 CD 06 80 FE 03 20 EB 11 00 d 11 

OREO 00 FI ED 4D F1 ED 47 03 EB DA 00 01 25 F2 3E AO 0.1406GC)Z Sr) 

OEFO 02 03 23 7C CD FF OE 7D CD FF OE 3E AB 02 C9 F5 MIN In ) Zu 

BF00 OF OF OF OF CD 00 OF FI E6 OF C6 90 27 CE 40 27 /1 0r F 148 

0F10 02 03 C9 CD 17 OF 53 CD 2C OF 07 07 07 07 5F CD !B S., _M 

0F20 2C OF B3 5F C9 El 01 00 04 C3 10 OE 03 CD 06 80 , J_!a C M 

PF30 FE 18 28 BO FE 03 28 ED 02 D6 30 30 FO FE BA F8 ` 10` 14 1.1086` 

OF40 D6 07 FE OA 38 E7 FE 10 30 E3 C9 01 00 30 OB 78 V ` 80` 00! 0 x 

OF50 BI 20 FB C9 E5 3E 4F D3 01 30 87 D3 01 CD 41, PF 1 (1.005 ) 5 M( 

@F60 El 01 20 F2 7E 23 FE 24 C8 02 03 18 F7 45 54 49 
a 

.`NN wETI 

0F70 20 36 33 38 2F 40 69 63 72 6F 62 65 65 45 70 72 638/M/Crob.eEpr 

BF80 6F 6D 20 50 72 6F 67 72 61 6D 6D 65 72 24 53 54 om ProgrammersST 

'F90 41 52 54 20 41 44 44 52 45 53 53 3F 24 43,4F 4D ART ADDRESS,aCOM 

OFAO 4D 41 4E 44 29 3F 20 20 24 23 25 5C 26 40 20 45 MAND º 9101548 E 

0F80 52 52 4F 52 21 24 20 50 52 4F 47 24 20 52 45 41 RROR's PROG. REA 

OFCB 44 24 20 54 45 53 54 24 20 56 52 46 59 24 F5 7E DO TEST* VRFYW` 
OFDO D3 00 IB CD ED OE FI FB ED AD F5 DB 00 77 18 F2 5 nt p(.Mu( w 

OFEO F5 DB 00 FE FF C2 C9 0E 18 E8 F5 DB 00 BE 18 F5 u( ` B! 6u( ) u 

0E00 F3 ED 57 F5 21 FO OF 7C ED 47 7D D3 Al 01 00 04 a.Wu'p 1.015 

0E10 21 00 FO 36 20 23 011 70 B1 20 F8 3E CF D3 01 3E ' p6 . pc/ .005 ) 

0E20 FF D3 01 3E 07 D3 01 21 6D OF Pl 8D F0 CD 64 OF 5 ) 5 'm p.d 

0E30 01 15 F1 CD 64 OF CD 13 OF DO 01 15 F2 CD 64 OF 6114 . (/ Md 
0E40 CD 06 80 FE 10 28 IS FE 12 28 50 FE 14 28 64 FE al ` 1 ` 1P` Id` 

0E50 16 28 68 FE 03 20 E9 01 IF 02 le 04 21 CE OF 22 Ik` I 4'6 

0E60 FO OF 21 B6 OF 01 20 F2 CD 64 OF El BE 70 3E OF p '6 rM0 a p) 

0E70 DO 01 3E 87 D3 01 C5 E5 II 00 04 FB 7A 93 20 FC 5 0 5 Fe (13 : 

0E80 F3 CD 413 OF El Cl BD 20 ED 3E CF D3 01 3E FF D3 am1 aA .>O5 ) 5 

0E90 01 3E 07 D3 01 01 IF 02 C3 10 OE 21 DA OF 22 FO ) 5 C 'Z 'p 

0E40 OF 21 BC OF CD 54 OF El 11 00 04 FB 74 B3 20 FC 'y MT a (13 / 

0E110 F3 18 D6 21 EB OF 22 FO OF 21 CO OF lB E6 21 EA r V" p 'B r'! 

OECD OF 22 FO OF 21 C9 OF 18 DB 21 A9 OF 01 10 F2 CD p 'M (') rM 

Pasteurised Sentences 
D. Geister and R. Kostecki, Elizabeth Park SA. 

This educational program forms its own sentences 
which are then displayed through a scroll window. 

The way the program works is very simple. It firstly 
reads the square graphics data. Then it is processed 
into PCG and printed as the scroll window. Next It 

reads the describing words, active nouns, doing 
words and Inactive nouns and then joins them Into an 
understandable sentence. 

This program is easily changed to suit. Line 150 
can change the scroll to any speed. The words for 
the sentences can be changed to what ever you want 
them to be. Then at the end you can add a small pro- 
gram that asks you questions about the sentence 
and therefore teaches you how to read. 

00002 REM *0000 Pasteurised Sentences 
00005 REM MMMM Roman KosteCkl and Darren Geister - June '84 0000 
00010 CLEARICLSIDIM 81(4) 
00020 RESTORE 2601FOR A=63504 TO 6340E.(1646)a15:READ B 
00030 POKE A.BINEXT A 

00040 FOR R.1 TO 4 

00050 RESTORE A*20+16010=INT(RND,20)t11FOR S.1 TO G 
00055 READ 81N(A)INEXT S 
00060 NEXT A 
00070 A14="The "4815(1)6" "*813(2)." "*5)5(3)9' the "*813(4)"." 
000E0 CURS 26.71PRINT CHR(133)iIFOR Al= TO it 

00085 PRINT CHR(132))INEXT AIPRINT CHR(1311 
00090 CURS 26.8IPRINT CHR(129)ICURS 38.8:PRINT CHR(136) 
00100 CURS 26.9:PRINT CHR(134)I:FOR A=1 TO 11 

00105 
00110 
00120 

PRINT CHR(135)IINEXT A:PRINT CHR(130) 
VOLEN(A1t) 
AlA=" ".Alt*" 

00130 FOR A.1 TO Veil 
00140 CURS 27.2,PRINT 015(10,4410)) 
00145 REM 0000 SPeed of Sentences 0000 
00150 FOR 0=1 TO 501NEXT B 
00160 NEXT A 
00170 GOTO 40 
00175 REM 0000 Descri bins Words 0000 
001E0DATA"biº"."small"."loud mouth"."sme)IY"."dead" 
00185DATA"smart".'silly",'4000erOu5","ºreen"."red" 
00190DATA"dumb","COlourful'."black"."uºIY"."white" 
00195DATA"dull".'siºantic"."tail"."layºe"."starer" 
00198 REM NNMM Active Nouns MMMM 
00200DATA"Cat"."el eohant"."dos"."Neal"."bee". 'ant "."bird" 
00205DATA"Person"."sAunk"."monkey" 
00210DATA"donory"."ROliCeman'."doctor."station assistant" 
00215DATA"brain"."boy"."ºIrl"."dr1ver".'martian"."Rueen" 
0021E REM 04~ DGIns WOrds 0014011 

00220DATA"flew t0"."tallied to"."sat On"."Screamed at" 

00223DATA"Is sleepins on"."ran to" 
00225DATA"swam in"."oa)ked On"."sO(RRed On"."IOONed at" 
00230DATA"crashed Into',"burnt"."shooed on"."ate"."wrote on" 
00233DATR"drew on" 
00235DATA"Painted on"."draººed around"."has Stolen'."Spat on" 
0023E REM 000M Inactive Nouns MMMM 
00240DATA"bed"."water'."wet cement"."tree"."rock" 
00245DATA",round"."flower"."eomRuter"."robot"."bath tub" 

00250DATA"car"."truck'."bus"."train"."aeroRIane" 
00255DATA"bike"."tricrie"."television"."book"."pad" 
'00257 REM MONO S9uare Graphics 0MMN 
002600ATA107. 107. 107. 107.107.107.107.107.107.107.107.107.107 
002650019107. 107. 107 
00270D01A235,171.171.255.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 
0020000190.0.0.0,0.0.0,0.0,0.0.0,255.171,171,235 
00290D0T80, 0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0,0. 0.0.255. 170. 170. 255 
0030 0DA TAO. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 127. l 06. l 06. 107 

003100019107. 106. 106. 127.0.0.0.0.0, 0, 0.0.0.0.0. 0 
003200910255.170. 170. 255.0.0.0.0, 0, 0.0.0.0.0.0. 0 
00330DATA107. 107. 107,107.107,107,107.107,107.107.107.107.107 
00335D4TA107. 107. 107 
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We regret that disks can be sold in boxes of ten ONLY. Smaller quantities Cannot be supplied. r 

Aspecial opportunity, 
for our readers to 
save at least 20% on 
the regular price of 
Professional Magnetic 
Media disks by 

Could you ever place a value on the information you store on your computer disks 
... let alone the time it took to put it there? With so much at stake, don't settle for 
anything less than the very best disks available - Nashua Professional Magnetic 
Media. 

What is the Nashua difference? Simply this: their disks are strictly monitored during 
every stage of production. They don't rely solely on an inspection of the finished 
product to detect flaws. Nashua build their product right in the first place. If a disk 
doesn't stay within narrowly defined quality margins ... well, it's just not good 
enough to carry the Nashua name! 

4,^e',b.w 
.244, 

Plastic library 
case included 

in purchase price 

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE 
per box 

MD1 5t44" single sided $30.00 
single density 

MD1D 51/4" single sided $33.00 
. double density 

MD2D 51/4' double sided $43.20 
double density 

Nashua disks offer you quality with unequalled consistency. And by special MD2F 51/4" double sided $49.80 arrangement, we proudly offer our readers an opportunity to save on this superb 96 tracks per inch product. 
FD1 8" single sided $45.00 We are dealing directly with Nashua on your behalf ... so their superb 

single density Professional Magnetic Media disks are available to you at prices at least 20% 
(more, for some of the varieties shown) below recommended retail. Don't miss FD1D 8" single sided $51.00 
this opportunity! double density 
Complete and send your order form tóday! FD2D 8" double sided $52.80 

double density 

Nashua Floppy Disk Offer 
Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Signature 

American Express Bankcard Cheque* 
Please make cheques payable to the Federal Publishinysiompany Pry Ud 

Credit Card No: I1111111iIlIIIIIIII 
LCard Expiry Date: Allow four weeks for delivery 

Send completed coupon to: Federal 
Marketing. PO Box 227 Waterloo NSW 2017. 

CODE QUANTITY PRICE 

Plus $2.50 postage & 
handling per box 

TOTAL 
J 



Sealed lead acid &nickel cádmium Yúisw_. 
o , iCllál%]eáble bátÍel'le$ IAÍNTEÑÁNC FREE 

VUASA 

2 '''SiSA 

VUASA 

'MPVUASA 

b -' 

COMPLETE RANGE_ - TIP j 
-OF BUTTON CELL STACKS _'-b '4' -i + 
assembled in Australia to customers specifications. 

4111h 
VUASA 

kieu 
... ...,.. 

_ ` vuASn 

vUASA 
"ff. 

N " 
- 

I R.sr - 
agagilia 

Z. 

` VUASA 

15-17 Normanby Road, Clayton, Vic. 3149 Phone (03) 544 8411 

31 Phillips Street, Thebarton, S.A. 5031 Phone (08) 352 2066 
I.E.I. (AUST.) PTY. LTD. 248 Johnston Street, Annandale, N.S.W. 2038 Phone (02) 692 0999 

RADIO M 
CONTROL 

REMOTE 
oc SWITCH 

3 MODELS AVAILABLE! 
FOR THE CAR, a single channel 
model turns on/off alarms etc 
from outside - comes with two 
pocket transmitters....595.00 

SINGLE or DUAL CHANNEL models 
avail. for other applications, 
e.g. garage doors, alarms etc 
These have extended range to 

100 metres,13,000 programable 
codes, supplied with I pocket 
transmitter - European import. 

SINGLE CHANNEL 5115.00 
Extra transmitters.. ea 532.00 
DUAL CHANNEL 5125.00 
Extra transmitters..ea $40.00 

MAYF 
ANTI-INV,O 

ICES Y TILL 
f YRICES3oTH TUNE 

CAR , ). 
ALARM \ 
$4 9 

Keyless car alarm 
with inbuilt siren 
and entry/exit and 
reset delay. Ideal 

for use with ultrasonic below 

ULTRASONIC 
CAR BURGLAR 

DETECTOR 
Protects the 
of your vehicle 

' from illegal 

entry. NO/NC coot 

PRE-PAK 
electronics p/Ic 

NEW PROFESSIONAL ALARM SCOOP BUY! 

CONTROL CONTROLRBOX -JUST 

UNIT 399 Built/tested. 

Similar alarm boxes sell for upto 5199. 

Built for Aust. home, office, factory! 

Heavy duty steel cabinet (lockable). 

Sophisticated A versatile circuitry. 

Adj. entry, exit A adj. reset delay 

411N.0./N.C. instant, N.C. delay oper. 

Inbu It siren, add horn speaker(s). 

6x LED status indicators. all modes 

Inbui t 24hr panic or fire circuit. 

lots more features, send for brochure 

ELECTRO -MAGNETIC 
COUNTERS 

REST QUALITY ' ;-rr/ FAMO(IS MAKERS 
WAY BELOW NORMA) COST! 

1-9 10 
211V Ilf NON -R1 Sf 1 TAlg f. 

PAM! MOIIN I I NG .., 511 . 9ri $11 ,110 

11(Iv AC CHASSIS MT(,..57.50 52.70 

270v Al CIIASSIS Ni(,..s11.95 $11.110 

I5 -30v Or MIN 154..53.00 57.55 
AI! above either S or 6 digit readout. 

o 

3 INCH 
AC/DC 
3-4.5v 

OR 24v 
BELLS 
$5 10. $4.SOre. 

High quality English alarm 

bells by Chloride -Gent in 

either 3-4.5V or 24V AC/OC 
models. Ideal for warning 
indicators, doorbells, etc. 

Transformers 
° 9.7Vx2 20A 

MAINS INPUT: 0, 2400, 2650 

OUTPUT: 2 windings 8V -10V 

depending 
on primary 139 tap. 

WERE 569 13Sx110xllOmm 

Ideal 13.8V 20A 

8 Ohm 

STEREO 
PHONES 

y 
2 

Not 

5T9'5 'J PAIRS FOR 

$3.99 
PARTLY WATER -DAMAGED STOCK - 

Should be 1 or 2prs working! 

ULTRASONIC 

S4PC 

s/0 

;14S 

9 

$79 
INFRA -RED si3ó 

PEOPLE WAS 

2ICgm handy 
SURPRISE 

KIT 
WORTH UP TO $60 

Transformers, Electros, 
Poly A ceramic caps, 
Resistors, Switches. 
Semiconductors, Pots, 

INTER -STATE POST- ADD $3.00 

TV ANTENNA 6d8 

AMPLIFIER GArNp 

VHF /UHF /FM Dual 
Outputs 

aÁs19 T 

DETECTOR slog 
BURGLAR Does not nydetect the 

FANS 
Ex computer 

DETECTOR Smaller animaimalsls,, range to 12 5 
metres LED movement indicator n 

IOR HOWLS. SHOPS, and DTI ICES. N.0./N.C. contacts, tampered, 

Covers 40 sq. metres, ceiling very reliable and guaranteed! MUFFIN. 1 1 S v 4.6e9 
or wall mounting. sensitivity ROTRON. 
adjustable, IVA nc operation, PACK/POST: $2.00 PLUS 511 220 v sib suit alarm control unit above. OF ORDER VALUE. rp 

le WEST ST, 
LEWISHAM, NSW 

569.-9797r' 
24 Ilt Pll@E ORDER SERVICE 

1N5404 
400PIV 3AMP 
Rectifiers 
10 for =Z 
100for$1 S 

Phone or mail order 
BANKCARD. accepted 
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180,000 Components for Peanuts! 
Siemens, a world leader in high 
technology electronic components is 
even better known for relentless quality 
control. And now Siemens is offering 
memory I.C.'s at a lower price. 

Both 128 and 256 refresh cycle I.C. 
memory parts are available immediately. 

s, 

,d 

Each 16 pin dual in line package delivers 
180,000 components - mostly transistors 
and capacitors - in its silicon chip. 
That's more than 600 components for 
less than 1 cent! 

Siemens Ltd. 
544 Church Street, Richmond. Vic. 3121. 
Telephone: 420 7318 Sydney 436 8730 

Siemens Memory I.C.'s. High quality. New low price. 
'Minimum order of 100 t pieces, plus sales tax it applicable. Cash sales facilities available for non account customers. A5/85 CSA2430l744 
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GFS C-90 Talkman Communicator 
In November 1984 we advertized a competition 
for a pair of GFS transceivers. You were 
required to answer two questions: who 
Invented the triode apart from De Forest and 
Fleming, and who successfully specified FM 
radio back in 1936. 

The answer to question 1 was Von Leiden, 
(1978-1914) in Vienna. He was working on the 
problem of amplifying telephone signals when 
he heard of Fleming's work on valves and 
realized its application to his problem. He stuck 
a control grid between the anode and cathode 
and called it a triode. 

He did this completely 

Philips VR6849 VCR 
We also ran a contest sponsored by Philips for 
a stereo VCR. The questions related to the 
VCR. We asked why it had three heads instead 
of two, what was unique about the infrared 
remote control and to tell us, in 50 words, the 
difference between hi -fl and normal VCRs. 

The reason it has three heads is to provide 
better picture quality in slow or still picture 
modes. The unique feature of the infrared 
control Is that it has a docking mechanism 
which allows it to be located safely in the VCR 
when not in use. 

The difference between this recorder and 
previous VCRs is the way the sound tracks are 

laid down. In a standard VCR they are layed in 
linear fashion up one side of the tape. The 
Philips scheme involves heads mounted on 
the spinning audio drum. Thus the audio 
tracks parallel the video tracks and a much 
higher writing speed pertains. 

There were only a small number of 
people who got this all correct and used 50 
words or less. Of these we selected Richard 
Szewzyk of Hamersley, WA 6022, on the 
basis that his entry floated longest when we 
threw them all up In the air. Such Is the fall 
of fate. Enjoy the VCR, Richard. 

separately from the American, 
Lee De Forest (1873-1961) who 
developed an essentially 
similar device called an Audion. 
One of De Forest's assistants 
was a man by the name of 
Babcock, a common, but 
wrong, answer to our 
competition. 

The prize went to John 
Blackie of North Carlton, Vic 
3054, who wants to use the 
transceiver for setting up TV 
aerials. Congratulations) 

.i 

Loss of memory can be disastrous 
especially in Computers. Install our 
COMPUTER 
PROTECTOR `pomp« -E 

... protects your computer memory against spikes, 
glitches, lightning, on -off switches, electric motors 
etc. Max peak surge current up to 4500 amps; 
transient energy absorption up to 75 joules. 

Please forward [I Computer Protector(s) 

Name: 

Westinghouse Systems 
P.Oiamsto 7, 
Williamstown, Vic. 3016 
(03) 3971033 

-, Address: 

n Chq $ L 
P'code: 

111 11 

PIF3-1A 3AMPS 2STAGE 4 E.LC. $82 
PIF3-3A 3AMPS 2STAGE + E.L.C. 585 
PIF3-6A 6AMPS 2STAGE I E.LC. 590 
PIF3.10A 10 AMPS 2STAGE E.L.C. $95 
Plus Sales Tax it applicable Add 54 packlpos' wS2 
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COMMUNICATIONS NEWS 

One hundred 
years of time zones 
In January 1885 following a meeting in Washington to look at a 
better structuring of time across the world, the division of the 
globe into twenty-four time zones was adopted. 

The present world time zones 
which are known as GMT or in 
more recent times UTC were the 
idea of Sir Sanford Fleming, a 
Canadian who worked with vig- 
our on the idea of better time 
reference throughout the world. 

Sir Sanford Fleming came to 
Canada from his native Scotland 
in 1845 and began life as a sur- 
veyor in Ontario and then 
worked with the Canadian Rail- 
ways. In 1851 he designed Cana- 
da's first postage stamp and also 
planned the city of Toronto. Ile 
progressed to become chief engi- 
neer in the Inter -colonial Rail- 
ways in 1863, at the same time as 
he was chief engineer of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway. 

As trains and ships got faster 
Fleming realized that it was es- 
sential to have a more satisfac- 
tory time system. Each railway 
station had its own local time. In 
the province of Ontario there 
were four different times recog- 
nized in four cities within six 
hundred kilometres of one an- 
other. In the United States over 
one hundred time standards 
were in use. 

It was in 1876 that Fleming 
proposed a time system of 

twenty-four hourly time zones 
around the world. Because of 
confusion betweem am and pm 
Fleming saw the value of a 
twenty-four hour clock which 
deleted this type of time 
reference. 

In 1884 twenty-five nations 
met in Washington to adopt his 
concept of Standard Time. At 
that conference twenty-two 
countries agreed, one country 
voted "no" and two abstained. 
Because the conference was in- 
ternational and there was a cer- 
tain amount of national pride, 
many were reluctant to adopt 
Greenwich as the prime merid- 
ian. But already some sixty per- 
cent of charts used by the world's 
shipping was based on Green- 
wich so it seemed natural that 
the Greenwich meridian be 
adopted. This meant that every 
clock throughout the world was 
on the same minute and second, 
the only difference was the hour. 

In November 1883 the railway 
systems in the United States and 
Canada adopted the twenty-four 
hour system and time zones so 
that there was a working exam- 
ple of the system at the 1884 con- 
ference. National jealousy stood 
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This early map of the world issued as a verification by Radio Portugal, was 
drawn in the days before adoption of the 24 hour time zones across the world. 

in the way of quick adoption but 
by 1890 the system had been ac- 
cepted by almost all countries. 

Earlier time calculations from 
a sundial and the stars has pro- 
gressed into an era of atomic 
time, which is accurate. Atomic 
time loses only a milli -second 
every ten thousand years. Pre- 
sent time calculations are now 
known as UTC (co-ordinated 
universal time) which has re- 
placed Greenwich Mean Time in 
name only. 

Fleming's interests not only 
covered the twenty-four hour 
time zones but the twenty-four 
hour clock which is well-known 
to short-wave listeners as used in 
international broadcasting and 
in many other fields of com- 
merce and communication. The 
first two figures denote the hour 
and the second two figures the 
minutes, so that 0950 is actually 
9.50 am and 2150 is 9.50 pm. 

Arthur Cushen 

Communications in the information age 
'Communications 85', The Aus- 
tralian International Electronic 
Communications and Informa- 
tion Technology Exhibition will 
be staged at Sydney's Centre - 
point from 6-9 August 1985. 

'Communications 85' is de- 
signed to reflect the converging 
technologies of telecommunica- 
tions, computers and micro- 
electronics. 

The show is aimed at the de- 
fence forces, transport and navi- 
gation control authorities and 

radio and TV organizations, as 
well as data processing profes- 
sionals, information managers, 
and businessmen who may nei- 
ther be qualified nor particularly 
interested in the genius behind 
the technology but who want to 
know how the latest communi- 
cations equipment will save 
time, money and improve effi- 
ciency and productivity. 

'Communications 85' will 
be the largest specialized com- 
munications exhibition ever held 

in Australia. The theme for the 
show is 'communicating in the 
information age' and visitors will 
be able to view an extensive 
range of equipment including 
facsimile, paging and PABX 
systems, computers, LANs 
through to exciting new areas 
including videotext and tele- 
conferencing. 

Further details are available 
from Australian Exhibition Ser- 
vices Pty Ltd, (03)267-4500, telex 
AA39329. 
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Smallest 9 -band 
portable receiver 
Sony has announced develop- 
ment of a 9 -band portable re- 
ceiver of virtual pocket size (134 
x 74 x 23 mm weighing 235 g). 

The ICF-4900 uses single -chip 
IC design. It is the first multi - 
band radio receiver to incorpo- 
rate the single -chip ICs used in 
Sony's portables. 

its dual conversion system 
provides superior shortwave re- 
ception and reduces image inter- 
ference. The SW band -spread 
system facilitates tuning. Wide 
SW frequency range enables re- 
ception of standard frequency 
stations and local broadcasts 
outside international meter 
bands. 

The new unit comes with a ro- 
tating rod antenna and can pull 
in high -information MW broad- 
casts, FM programming and 
seven shortwave bands. Power 
output is 100 mW. The unit 

conies with a 5 cm diameter 
speaker. 

Supplied accessories for the 
1CF-4900 include earphone, soft 
case, and SW guide to the major 
frequencies. The dc in jack en- 
ables ac operation with optional 
adaptor. 

Announcing 
The 1985 South East Radio 
Group Convention will be held on 
June 8 and 9, 1985 at the Show 
Hall, Pick Avenue, Mt Gambier. 

This year Nos 2 and 3 Halls 
have been procured enabling the 
convention to be conducted under 
one roof and giving extra space for 
bigger and better trade displays, 
with an area set up for a sit and 
chat and coffee. 

The weekend will have all the 
usual events with novel events for 
the children on Sunday. 
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KILOHERTZ COMMENT 

BELGIUM: The Belgium Radio has 
extended its transmissions to 55 
minutes. 

Broadcasts In English are 0800- 
0855 UTC on 9880 and 21820 kHz 
Monday to Friday. A transmission to 
North America 0030-0125 UTC is 
broadcast on 5910 and 9925 kHz. 
During the Wednesday transmission 
a programme called Radio World - 
DX is broadcast, which includes in- 
formation for the shortwave listener. 
CHINA: Radio Beijing is using new 
frequencies and has left the out -of - 
band channels for its broadcast to 
Australia 0830-0925 UTC and re- 
peated 0930-1025 UTC. Transmis- 
sions are now on 9700, 11755 and 
15190 kHz and include a mailbag 
session on the broadcast on Sun- 
day and Tuesday. 
INDONESIA: Jakarta has been re- 
ceived on the new frequency of 
11815 kHz from 0200 to past 0400 
UTC. Radio Republik Indonesia sta- 
tions are now operating 24 hours a 

day on most transmitters. RRI news 
bulletins are now carried by all pri- 
vate stations in Indonesia according 
to a recent BBC report. The private 
stations now carry RRI news on 
relay from 2200 UTC and also relay 
commentaries. 
NEW ZEALAND: Dunedin Radio 
4XD operated by the Otago Radio 
Association commenced broadcast- 
ing from Dunedin in 1922, as a non- 
commercial station. For many years 
the station used 1431 kHz with low 
power, but has now moved to 

1305 kHz with 2 kW and a new 
transmitting mast at Highcliff near 
Dunedin. As 1305 kHz is a clear 
frequency, and 4XD the only opera- 
tor in the South Pacific, the station 
is being heard on the east coast of 
Australia. 

At 1030 UTC each Sunday the 
station presents Arthur Cushen's 
Radio World, a seven minute maga- 
zine feature. This is to be extended 
to 30 minutes with station personal- 
ities including Jack Fox, patron of 
the NZ Radio DX League who will 
provide a special programme for 
Australian listeners. 

SPAIN: Spanish Foreign Radio has 
been heard using two out -of -band 
channels in English at 1930-2030 
UTC. The broadcast to Africa is on 
11690 kHz and to the Middle East 
on 9780 kHz. Reception reports are 
requested to Spanish Foreign 
Radio, PO Box 156202, Madrid, 
28080 Spain. The broadcasts on 
11690 kHz are very well received 
but 9780 kHz has some 
interference from Moscow. The pro- 
grammes include news and com- 
mentary and each day at the end of 

the transmission, Spanish -English 
lessons. 
SWEDEN: Radio Sweden's trans- 
missions to Australia and New Zea- 
land in English (1100-1130 UTC) 
have been moved from 17820 kHz to 
15115 kHz because of interference 
from Radio Pakistan. The writer sug- 
gested this new channel atter a 

request from Radio Sweden for an 

interference free outlet In the 19 

metre band. 
SWITZERLAND: Swiss Radio Inter- 
national has been testing with con- 
tinuous music on four frequencies 
and according to an announcement 
the broadcasts are in the 75, 49, 31 

and 25 metre bands. Signals have 
been observed on 9535 and 
12030 kHz, the latter frequency giv- 
ing the best reception. 
SYRIA: Radio Damascus has now 
commenced an External Service 
with broadcasts to Europe and 
North America. The transmissions 
In Arabic have been reported- 
ly heard in Australia recently on 
12085 kHz (verified by the writer). 
This new External Service uses 
9485 and 12085 kHz. English 
broadcasts are 1200-1300 UTC and 
1935-2030 UTC, to North America 
and Europe respectively. A new 
service to Latin America in Arabic, 
Spanish and Portuguese from 2200 
UTC is carried on the same fre- 
quency. The transmitters have a 

power of 500 kW. Damascus has 
returned to shortwave after a period 
of seven years. 
UNITED NATIONS: The United Na- 
tions has extended its programme 
service broadcasting daily to Africa 
from 1900-2000 UTC, on 21710 
and 15120 kHz (Greenville), 
15360 kHz (Tangier), 15330 kHz 
(Philippines). The broadcasts are in 
English and French. During the 
meetings of the General Assembly 
the UN Radio, using the facilities of 

the Voice of America, broadcasts in 

13 languages. The rest of the year 
the broadcasts have been weekly 
and the UN Radio now plans daily 
transmissions. The transmission 
from the United Nations to the Pa- 
cific is heard each Saturday 0930- 
1030 UTC on 9565 and 15250 kHz 
in Japanese, Chinese and English. 
UNITED STATES: The Voice of 
America's weekly programme for 
shortwave listeners which is part of 
the Thursday Magazine Show has 
been renamed "Worldwide Short- 
wave Spectrum" and the address is 

Voice of America, Washington DC, 
20547. During the programme the 
producer chooses the most interest- 
ing question received for which the 
writer receives a complimentary 
copy of the 1985 World Radio 8 
Television Handbook. The VOA has 
also announced that two new veri- 
fication cards are available for con- 
firmation of its programme, one 
which pictures the space shuttle, 
and the other the Statue of Liberty. 
The broadcast is heard on Thurs- 
days at 1330 UTC and this broad- 
cast beamed to the Pacific can be 
heard on 6110 and 15425 kHz. 

This Item was contributed by 
Arthur Cushen, 212 Earn St, In- 
vercargill, New Zealand, who 
would be pleased to supply addi- 
tional information on medium 
and shortwave listening. All 
items quoted are UTC (GMT) 10 

hours behind Sydney time, all 
frequencies are in kilohertz (kHz). 
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'COMMUNICATIONS NEWS 

Dick Smith UHF 
wattmeter kit 
Dick Smith Electronics has in- 
troduced the K 6312 UHF watt- 
meter kit to the Australian 
market. 

The unit designed for accurate 
power measurements relies pri- 
marily on its strip line layout for 
reproducible accuracy. 

Spokesman for Dick Smith 
Electronics, Mr Gary Crapp 
said, "After many enquiries 

from the now successful 'Explor- 
er' UHF transceiver kit, it 
seemed logical to present the 
project at this time, as there are 
over 1000 'Explorers' opera- 
tional in the field." 

Retail price for the K 6312 
UHF wattmeter kit is $49.95. 
The kits are now available in all 
Dick Smith Electronics Stores 
throughout Australia. 

o 

5 

HX 2000 
hand-held 
scanner 
Dick Smith Electronics has 
available throughout Australia 
the new HX 2000 AM FM pro- 
grammable hand-held scanning' 
monitor receiver. 

Performance is as good or bet- 
ter than from most 'fixed' scan- 
ners but with the added bonus of 
being a hand-held unit. 

Features include 20 channel 
memories - for full coverage 
and easy selection; choice of 
over 15.(100 frequencies by just 
pushing a button; seven bands; a 

scan for frequencies you have 
entered or search for new fre- 
quencies; and an LCD sidelight 
for night use. 

Bandwidths extend from 
911 MHz (VHF) to 525 MHz 
(UHF 'T') with search fre- 
quency increments of 5 kHz, 
10 kHz, 12.5 kHz (VHFR) and 
12.5 kHz (UHF). Sensitivities 
range from 0.5 µV at mid VHF 
to 1.0 µV air band. 
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DOC news 
Sydney taxi drivers with illegal 
linear amplifiers in their cabs are 
to come under close departmen- 
tal scrutiny. 

Penalties include confiscation 
of equipment and a fine of up to 
$1000 which may be increased 
to $10,000 under the Radio - 
communications Act which will 
take effect this year. Under 
this act it will also be illegal to 
install such equipment without 
authorization. 

"The Department does not 
want to wield a big stick, but 
..." So if you don't want to 
keep to the approved 25 watts 
for transmitters watch out for 
departmental officers and offi- 
cers from the NSW Department 
of Motor Transport. They will 
soon begin inspecting taxis at 
depots and ranks to check for in- 
stallation and operation of linear 
amplifiers. 
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To protect privacy AMFAR 
would not include street ad- 
dresses of licensees; the last 
three digits of a fixed transmit- 
ter's geographical co-ordinates 
would he deleted to limit ac- 
curacy of identification of a 

transmitter site to one square 
kilometre; and references to 
state or federal police forces 
would not be specific. 

The modified version of 
AMFAR would initially he 
available from State Offices of 
the Department's Radio Fre- 
quency Management Division at 
a cost of $20 for a complete set 
of microfiche or $7 per page for 
paper copies. It will he updated 
periodically. 

The Minister for Communica- 
tions, has issued a warning to 
prospective buyers of satellite re- 
ceiving systems (earth stations) 
to make sure they understand 
fully the capability of the various 
systems before finalizing pur- 

chasing arrangements. 
Ile said "It should be made 

quite clear that earth stations 
which are designed to pick up 
signals from the Intelsat IVA 
satellite system will not he able 
to pick up signals from Aussat." 

The ABC will cease Intelsat 
relays from 1986 to use Aussat 
exclusively. Commercial Ser- 
vices will also use Aussat. 

The Department of Communi- 
cations is to make its register of 
radio frequency assignments of 
licensed radio communications 
operators available to the public 
in a modified form. 

Mr Duffy said that in July 
1984 his Department advertised 
its proposal to release AMFAR 
(Australian Master Frequency 
Assignment Register) and re- 
ceived a generally favourable 
response. Comments had been 
taken into account including mi- 
nority concern about increased 
interception of transmissions. 

Adelaide will receive multicul- 
tural television in June 1985 - 
exclusively on Ultra high Fre- 
quency (UHF). 

As with existing services, the 
multicultural television service, 
provided by the Special Broad- 
casting Service will operate from 
two transmitting sites. The main 
transmitter will he at Mt Lofty 
(on Channel 28) and a translator 
will operate front the Grenfell 
Building (Channel 43) to cover 
the Adelaide foothills. 

A new ABC FM station to serve 
the Bega area, on the South 
Coast of NSW, makes the 37th 
in the network in Australia. 

The ABC FM transmitter is 
located on Brown Mountain, 
about 40 km 'west of Bega. at 
the same site as the television 
transmitter for ABC ABSN-8. 

The station broadcasts on a 
frequency of 105.7 MHz. Pro- 
grams originate in Adelaide to 
he relayed to the transmitter by 
land links. 



Introducing the newest member of HP's logic analyser family. 

The HP163OG...65 channels 
and advanced software analysis 

help you maximise 
16 -bit system performance. 
First came the HP1630A and the 

HP1630D. One, a low-cost general 
purpose logic analyser suited to the needs 
of the full development cycle. The other, 
with 16 channels of timing analysis and 
27 of state, an invaluable tool for the 
hardware design engineer. 

Now Hewlett-Packard introduces 
the HP1630G. With up to 65 channels 
of state analysis, it is the new standard for 
software design engineers working on 
complex new 16 -bit microprocessor - 
based products. 

Plus, the ability to configure 8 of 
those lines for 100 MHz timing analysis 
gives you a logic analyser system with 
investigative power and versatility for 
virtually all your needs. 
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Three new software overview 
modes let you non -intrusively monitor 
software performance and hardware/ 
software interactions in real time. 

Time tagging gives you added 
insights into system functions. 

Floppy disc interface and 
popular 16 -bit microprocessor 
support. 

Our HP1630G upgrade kit 
protects your previous HP investment. 

If you've already invested in an 
HP1630A or HP1630D, but you feel 
you need the added capabilities of the 
HP1630G, you'll be glad to know that 
an upgrade kit is available. 

HP1630D 
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HP1630G 

hli HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

Melbourne: 895 2895. Sydney: 888 4444. Adelaide: 272 5911. Perth: 383 2188. 
Brisbane: 30 4133. Canberra: 80 4244. Auckland: 68 7159. Wellington: 87 7199. 
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FEATURE 

THE STRATEG IC 
DEFENCE INITIATIVE 
When the US President dreamed up the Starwars proposal 
two years ago some were not sure whether it was science 
fact or fiction. Practical or not, this scientific proposal still 
dominates US -Soviet relations. 
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Jon Fairall 
ON THE 22ND MARCH 1983, the Presi- 
dent of the United States, Mr Ronald Rea- 
gan, stood up and delivered a speech. He 
argued for the end of the defence policy 
known as MAD (Mutually Assured De- 
struction) and for the setting up of a defence 
system for the United States. He called it 
the Strategic Defence Initiative. The news- 
papers called it Starwars. 

Reagan challenged his scientists to come 
up with a shield to protect the USA against 
missile attack. As the President outlined it, 
satellite mounted lasers would destroy the 
missiles during their flight between the 
USSR and the USA. 

It was seen as an attempt to rid the world 
of nuclear terror, an attempt to end a thirty 
year stalemate between the superpowers. 
But how practical is the President's dream? 
Starwars 

To understand exactly what is involved 
consider the flight of a balistic missile. It can 
be divided up into four phases. First there is 

the boost phase, during which the rocket 
motors fire and the rocket lifts out of the at- 
mosphere. During this phase the rocket is 

extremely hot and emits large amounts of 
infra red radiaton. 

The second period is called bussing. Each 
rocket contains a number of warheads (typi- 
cally ten) contained in a `bus'. The bus has 
sufficient intelligence to be able to make 
mid course corrections and to eject war- 
heads into predetermined orbits. 

In the third phase, the mid course phase, 
the warheads drift towards the atmosphere. 
Re-entry is called the terminal phase. 

To destroy such a rocket there are a num- 
ber of strategies that might be suggested. 
It's clear, firstly, that attack should begin as 
the rocket leaves the atmosphere. The laser 
will operate much more effectively without 
the atmosphere to attenuate it. 

Secondly, it's clear that the rocket must 
be destroyed before the beginning of the 
bussing phase. Once warheads are ejected, 
problems multiply as rapidly as warheads. 

There are a number of scenarios here. 
One is that infra -red lasers would be used. 

The trajectory of a MIRV'ed missile launched in Russia against targets in the USA. Interception must 
occur before the warheads start to separate, but after the rocket has left the atmosphere. Detection will be 
easiest during the boost phase, while the rocket motors are still firing. 

FIGHTING MIRROR 

GROUND BASED LASER 

PRIMARY MIRROR 
IN GEOSYNCHRONOUS 

ORBIT 

The fighting mirror scenario envisages a single laser on the ground, where power supply problems 
would be manageable. The use of a mirror in geosynchronous orbit means the beam can be deflected to 
the fighting mirrors in low earth orbit above the missile fields in Russia. The optical problems are 
phenomenal. 

The energy of the laser would he coupled 
directly into the warhead as heat, either dis- 
integrating it, or turning it into a lump of 
molten scrap iron. 

Alternatively, an ultra violet laser could 
be used to destroy the molecular bonds in 
the warhead material. 

A third alternative is to use X-ray wave- 
lengths. The laser energy would then pass 
directly through the outer shield of the bus 
and interact directly with the silicon in the 
integrated circuits of the guidance system. 
An expensive killing machine becomes in- 
stant junk. 

An alternative scenario has also been 
suggested. In this the lasers are based on the 
ground. The beam is then directed by mir- 
rors in orbit. In some schemes there is a pri- 
mary mirror in geostationary orbit which 
then directs the beam down to mirrors 
closer to the ground. In other schemes there 
is only one mirror used to direct the beam 

onto the rocket. All these schemes are 
known as "fighting mirror" scenarios. 

In any case the plan would be to destroy 
the missiles during the boost phase. We can 
get some idea of what this will mean by con- 
sidering the flight trajectory of the newest 
US weapon, the MX missile. For the MX, 
the boost phase amounts to a period of 
about three minutes after launch. Of this 
the first minute or so would be spent in the 
earth's atmosphere. This leads to a destruc- 
tion "window" of about two minutes. With 
current deployment of Soviet Missiles there 
would be about 1400 targets. 

So the essence of the problem is to de- 
velop the technology to destroy 1400 mis- 
siles in about two minutes. That's about 
eleven missiles a second from a distance of a 

few thousand kilometres. It's true that the 
missiles that survive those first two minutes 
still have 15 or 20 minutes to go before the 
terminal phase, but they multiply like rab- 
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Pointing the bone 

Unlike a conventional weapon, near enough is not good enough when it comes to lasers. It 
must be pointed at the target accurately. This implies that the detection apparatus on the satellite 
must be good enough to fix the position of the target to an uncertainty of less than the dimensions 
of the target. 

The primary concept here is resolution - the ability to distinguish between two points very 
close together. The better you can do that, the better you can determine the position of an object. 
Resolution depends on a whole lot of mechanical parameters within an optical system, but if these 
are optimised, it is ultimately limited by wavelength and the size of the receptor. 

Everything else being equal, the bigger the receptor the better the resolution. Also, the shorter 
the wavelength the better the resolution. So, from the point of view of designing a system with 
resolution in mind we want something that operates on very short wavelengths with a very large 
receptor. 

Unfortunately, other factors have to be taken into account. There is an upper limit to the size 
of the receptor, set by the means of transport into orbit and mechanical considerations. There are 
also constraints on the wavelength: the rocket is brightest in the infra red, especially during the 
boost phase. It is essentially invisible at optical wavelengths during much of its flight. We also need 
to consider that the dimensional tolerances of the receptor are also related to wavelength. The 
shorter the wavelength the more accurately the receptor needs to be built. 

All of this leads to some design compromises. Radar would provide easy detection and 
tracking, but the size of the dish required would be extremely large, making it very vulnerable, and 
also very difficult to set up. Infra red would be nice, since it is where the rocket emits most of its 
energy, but detection would require an optically perfect mirror 100 metres across. Reducing the 
mirror size somewhat, at the cost of increasing the accuracy with which it was manufactured, 
would lead to optical contact. The trouble here is that the rocket is not inherently bright at optical 
wavelengths, and could be made darker very easily. 

Whichever way it is done, detection will require major advances in optics and light gathering 
systems. It is not impossible, and would have worthwhile side benefits in applied optics and 
astronomy. Whether the cost of doing so can be justified even on national security grounds is 
another question. 

The absentee factor 

One of the key questions in the debate over the Strategic Defence Initiative is: How many 
satellites do you need? 

In principle, all you need do is provide continuous surveillance of the entire surface of the 
earth. This could be achieved with three satellites in geosynchronous orbit (as indeed is the case 
with comsats). The problem is that the geosync orbit is some 35,000 km away. 

There is a whole group of problems that multiply rapidly with distance. Detection and pointing 
difficulties, in fact, will rise with the square of the distance. As a result, most practical proposals 
envisage the laser satellites in low earth orbit, say of the order of a thousand kilometres or less. 

But this leads to another problem. It's called the absentee factor, and stems directly from the 
fact that at low orbit the satellite can see considerably less of the earth's surface than in high orbit. 

There is a considerable amount of disagreement over the figures, but It seems that on the 
most optimistic forecast the absentee factor at this altitude is about 10. That is, you need ten 
satellites in orbit to guarantee that one will always be over any given point on the earth's surface. 

That's not to say that only 10 satellites will do the trick. In the event of a launch you need a 
certain number of satellites within striking distance of the launch sites in order to guarantee 
destroying them all. 

The way to approach the problem seems to be to work out how many satellites you need to 
destroy the existing Soviet fleet, and then multiply that number by 10. 

The exact figures here are the subject of intense debate, but we can come up with some 
approximate figures to work with. It seems inconceivable that a system could be built that could 
detect, track and destroy a missile in under a second. So let's make that assumption in the 
knowledge that we are being extremely optimistic. Then on the figures presented in the text, we 
have a requirement for eleven satellites. (That's one missile per second for 120 seconds for each 
of 12 satellites.) 

So on these figures, we would need a total of 120 satellites. That's a minimum figure. In the 
early stages of the technology we would almost certainly need more. Many more. 

bits. If you can't stop them here, you can't 
stop them anywhere. 

Reaction 
Politically, and in the press, the reaction 

to Starwars was one of almost universal hos- 
tility. For one reason or another, most of 
America's friends, and all of her enemies, 
opposed the idea. At the very least there 
was agreement that the existence of Star - 
wars research would make arms control 
talks more difficult. 

In the science community, there was, 
and still is, continuing disagreement 
over whether Starwars is possible or practi- 

cal. A convergence of views seems to be oc- 
curing over time, though. The received view 
seems to be that it is possible, but not 
practical. 

Possible 
The history of science is replete with ex- 

amples of pundits who proclaimed this or 
that "impossible". Most have wound up 
with egg on their faces. There is no essential 
bit of technology in the Starwars plan that is 
not scientifically understood. Lasers can he 
made. Power plants can be built.The sensors 
and communications necessary to control 
the system can be put together. 

In fact, the leading edge of this tech- 
nology may already be within orders of 
magnitude of necessary values. According 
to Dr George Paul of the University of New 
South Wales, the latest developments at the 
Lawrence Livermore laboratories in the 
USA indicate that enormously powerful 
lasers are already fully functional. Scientists 
at Livermore have been using lasers to im- 
part energy into small particles of matter in 
an attempt to start nuclear fusion. Require- 
ments here are for extremely high power, 
the type of power that could possibly heat a 

missile to destruction. 
Less developed, but in principle, de- 

velopable, are the optic systems necessary 
to focus the laser beams. Special optics are 
necessary because, although a laser is by 
definition a device that emits a parallel 
beam of light, there is some divergence 
from perfection. The amount of divergence 
is related to the size of the aperture. The 
bigger the better. 

Some figures are in order. According to 
Dr Paul a laser with a one meter aperture, 
operating at a wavelength of 10- metres 
will diverge 10 ems over a distance of 106 

metres. Thus the power intensity will be re- 
duced by 10%. Of course, the real thing will 
operate over much greater distances, prob- 
ably with smaller apertures. 

In order to improve things somewhat, 
most scenarios have mirrors to focus the 
beam to make it more nearly parallel. How- 
ever this needs optics of very high order. 
Apart from the precision necessary to focus 
the beam accurately, the mirrors and lenses 
must pass very close to all the energy sup- 
plied to them. If faults develop that cause 
the optics to absorb any of the incident 
energy, the entire system will self destruct. 

According to Dr Ian Faulkner of Sydney 
University's Physics Department, the re- 
quirements of a laser weapon would lead to 
a whole new type of optics. Presumably 
much of the money allocated for Starwars 
would be spent in this area. However, says 
Faulkner, there is no physical principle that 
suggests it can't be done. 

Power supplies 
Perhaps the biggest problem for pro- 

ponents of the Starwars scenario relates to 
the power supply. According to the Fletcher 
panel, a study group set up in 1983 by the 
US Defence Department, the simplest "fail- 
ure mode" of a rocket can be assumed to re- 
quire the application of around 200 MJ per 
square metre to the surface of the rocket. 
This is sufficient energy to evaporate a layer 
of carbon three millimetres thick. 

We can assume that this energy is de- 
livered so fast that there are no inefficien- 
cies created by the ability of the rocket to 
dissipate the energy by re -radiation. We can 
also make the highly unrealistic assumption 
that there are no losses in the optical sys- 
tems or due to the divergence of the beam, 
and that all the energy emitted by the laser 
is coupled into the target. 

With these simplifications we can calcu- 
late the power requirements of providing a 
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FEATURE 

laser umbrella against the existing Soviet 
missile fleet. 

There are 1400 missiles, therefore we re- 
quire 2.8 x 10" Joules. Assuming that the 
overall efficiency of the laser systems is 30% 
we then need access to 9.3 x lot' Joules. 
This, of course, is a highly unrealistic as- 
sumption. A more realistic figure for the ef- 
ficiency of the laser is probably only 1%. 

This energy requirement needs to be de- 
livered over the two minutes of the launch 
window. Therefore we can do some more 
arithmetic to find the power requirements 
of the system, and come up with an answer 
of 7.75 gigawatts. 

How much power we actually need de- 
pends on what scenario we adopt. If we are 
talking about the fighting mirror strategy, 
we need to increase the power requirements 
by a factor of at least 10 to accommodate 
losses in the atmosphere. 

Alternatively, if the power supplies are 
mounted on the satellites themselves we 
need to multiply the power requirements by 
the absentee factor. (See box.) 

No matter which way you look at it, we 
still need to multiply our power require- 
ments by a factor of 10. That is at least 60 
gigawatts of power. 

To give this some kind of physical mean- 
ing, consider that the huge New South 
Wales Electricity Commission power sta- 
tion at Liddel in the Hunter Valley puts out 
2000 megawatts at full capacity. So you 
need at least thirty of them to run Starwars. 
Liddel is not a tiny power station. 

It appears that a realistic price for elec- 
tricity generation in the USA at the moment 
is around $300 per kilowatt. If this is so then 
the power supply for Starwars will cost 1.5 x 

1010 dollars. This, of course, is a highly un- 
realistic price because of the optimistic as- 
sumptions we have made. Most pundits 
seem to think that more realistic estimates 
will increase it by a factor of between 10 and 
100. 

We have also ignored the technical and 
economic difficulties of getting 25 Liddel 
type power stations into earth orbit. 

Costs 
What the final cost of developing and de- 

ploying all the elements of Starwars might 
he is anyone's guess. Robert Jastrow, 
founder of the Goddard Space Flight Cen- 
ter, and one of the proponents of Starwars, 
is on record as saying that it is not unreason- 
able to suggest that each laser satellite will 
cost as much as an aircraft carrier, say a bil- 
lion or so dollars. 

At present the USA can afford to run a 

fleet of about 10 or so carriers, and many of 
these are obsolete. Starwars would involve 
at least 100 satellites (on the most optimistic 
assumptions about aiming rate and absentee 
factor) and none of its satellites could ever 

be allowed to become obsolete. 
Starwars has spawned a new word in 

Pentagonese. It's T -dollar. A T -dollar is 

lx1012 U.S. dollars. The cry is: "Give us a 

T -dollar for Starwars!" And some even 
question whether that is enough. 

Practicalities 
Those who argue against Starwars, and 

there are many, see an incredible range of 
difficulties in these plans. 

Firstly, it can't stop low level delivery of 
atomic weapons. Whether by terrorists, low 
flying bombers or cruise missiles, the USA 
would be just as vulnerable as it has always 
been. MAD again. Foreshadowing this, 
Caspar Weinberger, the US Secretary of 
Defence, announced on January 18, 1985, 
that the Defence Department was consider- 
ing reinstating the network of fighter sta- 
tions and low level defences that protected 
the USA against just such a threat during 
the 1950s. 

A second, even more profound, argu- 
ment against the idea of total defence is that 
no matter now big it is made, or how many 
satellites are deployed, it will always be pos- 
sible for the Soviet Union to build one more 
rocket than necessary to overload the 
system. 

It's worth bearing in mind that for Star - 
wars to be of any value it must work perfect- 
ly. It can't he fifty percent effective, or 
seventy percent, or ninety percent, or even 
ninety-nine percent. One percent of 1400 is 

14. Fourteen rockets, say 140 atomic war- 
heads landing on the USA would effectively 
mean the end of the nation. 

Even if the defences are not overrun, and 
even if they work perfectly, there are all 
sorts of things the opposition can do to pro- 
tect their missiles. The problem with Star - 
wars is that it's so expensive, its technology 
so advanced, that it will always be easier 
and cheaper to upgrade the Russian offen- 
sive capacity than the US defensive one. 

For instance, no matter how powerful the 
laser, there is always some thickness of ma- 
terial that will attenuate it to a comfortable 
level. Of course, that could quickly get to be 

an impractical method of protecting a satel- 
lite. It would he easier to try reflecting 
rather than absorbing the incoming radia- 
tion. This can be very easily accomplished. 
In fact studies have shown that a coat of 
highly reflective paint will do the trick. 

An embellishment of this idea might be 
to develop a mirror that could reflect the 
incident beam right back to the battle 
satellite. 

There are other tricks. In order to aim 
the laser at the missile, it will be necessary 
to firstly detect the flame of the rocket ex- 
haust, and then aim, not at the exhaust it- 
self, but a little above it. Heating the body 
of the rocket, by burning fuel in a skirt near 

the nose would fool the sensors into believ- 
ing that the target was actually higher in the 
sky than it was. 

In fact, it's probably not even necessary 
to build real rockets with real warheads. 
Decoys can be used just as well. 

The decoys could take the form of rock- 
ets with dummy upper stages and no war- 
head, which would save a considerable 
amount of money. Alternatively, dummy's 
could be deployed from the bus as soon as 

the rocket was outside the atmosphere. This 
would work much the same way as the 
"chaff' used during World War 2 to blind 
German radar to the presence of British 
bombers. 

Another cheap and unsophisticated ploy: 
jam the command systems. There has to be 
some way for workers on the ground to in- 
terpret data from the satellites signifying 
that an attack is under way. These workers 
then have to have some way of ordering the 
satellites to initiate their defence. 

If you can disable the communications 
flow, you have disabled the satellites. Elec- 
tronic warfare, jamming and counter jam- 
ming electronic communications, is one of 
the more arcane of military arts, but it is 

reasonably well understood by its practi- 
tioners. It's not particularly expensive, or 
difficult. 

Another way of stressing the de- 
fence system would be to alter the 
physical characteristics of the rockets 
themselves. There has been a trend in 
recent years towards building rockets 
with much reduced boost times. One may 
expect that the existence of Starwars will 
lead to increased effort in this area. 
With such a system the destruction 
window will effectively shrink from 
120 seconds down to perhaps tens of 
seconds. 

This all presupposes the ultimate implau- 
sibility, that the Soviet Union would not at- 
tempt to attack the laser satellites them- 
selves. Once you bring such a factor into the 
equation, you really are right back at the 
beginning of the spiral. All the same consid- 
erations that led to the arms race in the first 
place will apply in space. The only differ- 
ence will be the price. 

And, of course, all of this presupposes 
that the system will actually work as re- 
quired. Remember that you can't really test 
a system like this. The Russians, after all, 
are unlikely to stage a mock launch of a 

thousand or so missiles just to test the Yan- 
kee defences. When it happens it happens 
for real. 

The problem with Starwars is that it is an 
attempt to find a technological fix for a 

human dilemma. There is no technological 
fix. The world will only become a safer 
place when arms control talks lead to disar- 
mament. Don't hold your breath. 
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525.549.99 54.00 
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LEI H 
ECONOMY 19" RACK CASE 
Cal. H10400, 1-9 10+ 

534.95 529.50 

*** SCOOP *** 

PRIME SPEC RED LEDS 
We bought 100,000 so you can reap 
the benefits! 
Cat. 110150 
1.9 10-99 100+ 

$0.10 $0.09 $0.08 

CENTRE RETURN 
JOYSTICK 
Features 2x150K pots, long shaft 
40mm with 25mm control ball. 
Bonus adjustable onset feature on 
pots 
Cal X156371.9 10+ 

$9.95 $8.95 

NEW SWITCHES 
1-9 
SPOT Cat. 511040 
$1.50 
DPDT Cat. 511042 
$1.60 

10+ 

51.40 

$1.50 

QUALITY MOMENTARY 
(RED BODY) 
SPOT Cal. 511050 
$1.50 
DPDT Cat S11052 
$1.95 

$1.40 

$1.75 

;Writ 
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NEW" 
BICYCLE COMPUTER 
Fantastic 12 function, dual L.E.D. 
Display, very popular in the USA 
and now available at Rod Irving 
Electronics 
FEATURES: 

3 Speed functions: 
Instaneous,Average 
speed and Maximum speed 
reached. 

stance travelled. 
Target Distance (Perfect for 
training) with 1/4,1/2.3/4 bar 
graph display. 
Pacer. Audio, 2 Speeds. 
Clock/SlopwatcnJourney time 
Calones used. 
Miles Or Kilometres. 
Memory: Time, bodyweight, 
type, size, target size, 
target distance. 
Friction free magnetic sensor. 
Easily fined, easy to detach 
for secunty. 
90 Day Warranty. 

Cat. D12050 559.95 

READY MADE CABLES 
Serial to Serval 
Cat. P19011 523.50 
Parallel centronics to centronics 
Cal. P19013 534.50 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
CABLE 
2pr. Cat. W11302 50.75m 
3pr. Cat. W11303 50.90m 
10pr. Cat W11310 51.95m 

JUMPER LEADS 
Set of 10 high quality leads approx. 
450mm long. Normally 54.95 

Cat. W12000 NOW $2.95 

CANNON TYPE AUDIO 
CONNECTIONS 
We've sold 10005 because o1 their 
great value!, 
3 Pin line male 1-9 10 
Cat. P10960 $1.90 $1.80 
3 Pin chassis male 
Cat. P10962 51.90 $1.80 
3 Pin line female 
Cat P10964 $2.50 $2.10 
3 Pin chassis female 
Cat. P10966 $2.90 52.20 

ECONOMY TOGGLE 
SWITCHES 
Unbelievable Value! 
1.9 10 100, 
S11010 (SPOT) 

$1.00 50.90 $0.80 
S11020 (OPDT) 

$1.20 $1.00 $0.90 

}5 S» 
P.A. SPEAKERS 
Low dual cone, wide range. 
200mm (8in.). Ideal for public 
address, background music, 
etc. Tremendous Value at these 
prices! 
Cat. C12000 1-9 10+ 

$5.95 $4.95 

HORN CRAZY!! 
8W, aluminium or plastic, 
Normally 59.50 
Aluminium Cat. C12015 
Plastic Cat. C12010 
1-9 
$6.50 

ALARM PRODUCTS! 

4 

LOCAL BURGULAR 
ALARM CONTROL 
PANEL 
The odds against you are 
climbing and prevention Is better 
than cure! 

Adjustable moVentry lime delay 
and alarm time (avoids 
unnecessary noise pollution) 
12V D.C. 5Amp 
Provision for battery back-up. 
Tamper swath 
Optional outputs: Sirens, bells. 
floodlights, automatic diallers, 
tape recordings, closed circuit 
TV, etc. 
Accepts N.C. and N.O. 
detectors such as Infrared, 
microwave, ultrasonic, wireless, 
vibration sensor, magnetic 
switch, door mat, smoke 
detector,glass breakage sensor 
panic button etc. 

Cat. S15051 $89.95 

ULTRASONIC 
BURGULAR ALARM 

Easy to Install 
Connect with magnetic switch, 
Infrared detector, etc 
Equip with hornspeaker, 
lockswitch, flashlight, closed 
circuit TV, etc. 
Rechargeable battery circuit 
with recharge indicator L.E D. 
N.O. and N.C. circuit 
breakdown Indicator 
Low dry battery indicator 

Cat. S15052 $89.95 

GLASS BREAKAGE 
DETECTOR 
Adjustable for posed circuit or open 
circuit type glass. Instructions 
supplied 
Cat. 15060 53.95 

4" BELL 
12V D.C. 250mA 
Cal. 551072 

MINITURE BUZZER 
5-15V White or black. 
Cat. A15062 1-9 

51.95 

$9.95 

10+ 
$1.75 $6.50 $5.95 $4.95 

RECHARGEABLE 12V 
GELL BATTERIES 
Leakproof and in 3 convenient 
sizes, these long service life 
barrens are ideal for burgular 
systems, emergency lighting or as a 
computer backup power supply. 
Ideal for many power needs 

Cat. S15029 12V 1.2 AH 517.95 
Cat. S15031 12V 2.6 AH $34.50 
Cat. 515031 12V 4.5 AH $44.95 

IQl 
NICAD BATTERIES 
Save on carbon batteries with these 
Appolon Nickel cadmiums. 
Rechargeable up to 1000 tiniest 
1-9 
Cat. S15020 

$2.45 
Cat. S15021 

$4.95 
Cat. S15022 

57.95 

10+ 
AA500 MA 

52.25 
C7.8 AH 

53.95 
04 AH 

56.95 

r 

ELECTRONIC CASSETTE 
DEMAGNETISER 
Save 52. Rix retail $19.95 
Cat. A1006 NOW $17.95 

NEW JOINABLE PCB 
MOUNTING SCREW 
TERMINALS 
Less than half the price of the old oneet 
2Way 1.9 10+ 

Cat. P10542 50.50 $0.40 
3 Way 
Cat. P10543 50.75 $0.65 
(please note these are the new due ones) 

HORN SIREN 
12V DC, 8W 
Cat. C12012 1-9 10+ 

S14.95 $13.95 

ULTRASONIC MOTION 
DETECTOR 
A compact design that can be 
used with visually any alarm system 
which has an input for N.C. or N.O. 
external sensor. Coverage is 
approximately 110 degree angle 
and up to 8 metres. Comes with 
detailed instructions. 
Cat. S15033 $39.95 

4 

MOUNTING BRACKET 
For above Ultrasonic Alarm and 
features ball pivot for honzontal and 

55.95 
vertical adlustmerl. 
Cat 515042 $11.95 

10+ 

SOLDER CENTRONICS 
PLUGS 
Unreal price for absolute top quality. 
Normally 514.95 (Our oppostion 
charge up to 519 95). 
1.9 101 100+ 

RELAY AND BASE 
Can carry 10A at 28V DC or 5A at 
240V AC Supplies with Chassis 
Mounting Socket with screw 
terminals. Great for school projects 
and demonstrations, switching DC 
power supplies, central circuits and 
with contacts parallel up to 20A can 
be switched. 
Normally 58.95 
Cat. 514074 NOW 56.95 

PIPER MOUSE ROBOT 
This is a Super -Sonic robot. 
controlled by super -sonic sound 
sensor and an electronic circuit. 
(1 Channel). By using the whistle 
Included with this Kit. Piper Mouse 
will your commands 
m ediatley taming to the left, stop, 

turning to the right, stop. advance 
and stop. 
Cat. 696680 534.95 

I 

36 WAY CE- NTRONICS 
CRIMP PLUG 
Cat. P122000 
1-9 199 100+ 
56.95 $6.50 $6.25 

LOGIC PROBE 3800A 
Features 20MHZ memory. TTL 
CMOS operation. Normally 529 50 
Cat. 011272 
1-9 10 

$19.50 $17.50 

e i - 

IC SPECIALS! 
1.9 

4116 51.80 
4164 $3.25 
2716 55.90 
2732 5625 
2764 58.25 
27128 512.50 
6116 5 5.50 
41256 $14.50 

10+ 
$ 1.70 
5 2.95 
5 5.50 

5 5.95 
$ 7.95 
511.50 
5 5.15 
512.50 

BULK 'IC' SPECIALS 
10+ 100+ 1000+ 

LM324 50.70 50.65 50.60 
LM339 50.70 50.65 50.60 
LM555 50.40 50.39 50.35 
LM723 50.60 $0.55 50.53 
LM741 $0.45 50.40 $0.37 
LM1458 5080 50.70 50.65 
LM1488 50.60 50.57 50.55 
1M1189 50.60 50.57 50.55 

./111115ffIZTTT 1 
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IC SOCKETS (LOW 
PROFILE) How cheap can 
they go?? 
1+ 10+ 100+ 1000+ 
8 Pin Cat. 
15c 14c 12c 09c 
14 Pin Cat. 
16c 15c 14c 10c 
16 Pin Cat. 
17c 16c 15c 11c 
18 Pin Cat. 
18c 17c 16c 13c 
20 Pin Cat. 
29c 28c 27c 26c 
24 Pin Cat. 
35e 33c 32c 28c 
40 Pin Cat 
45c 40c 35c 305 

FUSE SPECIAL 3AG 
Two values, 3 Amp and 1 Amp 
1-99 100-999 1000+ 
8c each 6c each 5c each 
STOCK UP NOW 

dM!0.Y 

FULL STRENGTH 
FERRIC CHLORIDE 

1-9 10+ 

250m1 $1.95 1.75 
SOOml $2.95 $2.50 
!litre $4.95 4.50 

APPLE JOYSTICKS 
Ideal for games or wo d 
processing Fits most 6502 
"compatible" computers. 
Cat. C14200 $27.95 

11 

BULK CABLE 100M 
ROLLS 
Cal. W11222 3C2V75 OHM 

522.00 
Cat, W11224 5C2V75 OHM 

$35.00 
Cat W11219 4 Core Shielded 

$49.00 

. I )a 

VERBATIM DISKS 
"Lowest" price possible for 
"Highest" quality. 

1-9 10+ 
Boxes Boxes 

MD525.01 29.50 27.50 
MD550-01 39 50 37.50 
Valuelite Boa of 10 524.95 

NEW SLOPING CASES 
Plastic with metal front panel, 
available in two sizes 

Cal H10450 190x120mm 59.95 
Cat. H10455256x185mm 517.95 
(measurements are approx. only) 

NATIONAL 
RECHARGEABLE 
DRILUSCREW DRIVER 
EZ505 

Quick I Hr Charging 
4 Stage Torque Control 
2 Speed switch 
Handle Storage Compartment 
Forward/Reverse Operation 
National Quality 
Spare Battery Pack Available 

Cat. 712320 $149.00 

----r II- 

IND. 
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WE HAVE DONE IT 
AGAIN!! 
New multlmeter at unbeatable 
value for under 5451 The new 
YU-FONG YFE-1030C features: 

Large 31,O digit display. (1/2 
inch high) 
Autopolarfty, '1, display for 
Negative input. 
High over -load protection for 
all ranges. 
Over -load display highest 
figure "1" or "-I' alone glows. 
Power consumption 20mW 
approx. 

Cal 549.95 

1 

SUPER HORN TWEETER 
Requires no crossover and 
handles up to 100 W 1 

Sensitivity: 100dBf0 Sm 
Frequency Response 3kHz-. 
30kHz 
Impedance: 8 OHMS 
Size 96mm diameter 

Cal. C12102 Rec Retail 512 95 

ONLY 511.95 

SUPER HORN 
Wide dispersion tweeter, 
handles up to 100W. 
Sensithsy. 10548:0.5w 
Frequency Reponse:3kHz- 
30kHz 
Impedance: 8 OHMS 
Size: 145,54mm 

Cat. C12102 

!'A B C D. 

I I 2" 3 E 

4 5 6 F' 

1'7 8 9 

, 0 

512.95 

HEX KEY PAD 
19 keys. unencoded, 76 a 95mm 
Cat. K46804 $42.50 

Error, and Omissions Excepted, 



COMPUTER 
BOARDS 

NEW PRODUCT! 

{j 

'R.pniíi eIl _ . He-, 

EXCALIBUR 
Tins stunning design broth eacenent colour. basic In ROM and a host 
Of feature. Is now available as a Kit 

FEATURES: 
2BOeA CPU. 3.5 MHz. 6411 RAM, 181( ROM. 
Dried video output. IF Output and RGB. 
OWERTY Keyboard, 
Cassette Interface built In 
Sen.1.1052320. Parall.l 8 b. Centronrca 
Colour 18 foreground end 8 background Colour. 
24 Ines by 80 characters 7 12 dot main. 'monitor required) 

Cat 5595 

.s- 
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LS100 
256K S100 SOLID STATE DISK 
STATE DISK SIMULATOR 
CALLED THE'LIGHTSPEED 100" BECAUSE IT OFFERS 
AN OUTSTANDING INCREASE IN YOUR COMPUTER'S 
PERFORMANCE WHEN COMPARED TO A MECHANICAL 
FLOPPY DISK DRIVE. 
FEATURES: 

256K on board. using .5V 64K DRAMS 
Uses new Intel 8203.1 LSI Memory Controller. 
Requires only 4 Dip Swelch Selectable PO Pons 

Runs on 8060 or 280 S100 machines. 

Up to 6 LS100 boards can be run together for 2 Meg of On 

Une Solid State Dlsk Storage. 
Provisions Ice Battery backup 
Software to mate the LS -100 to your CP M 2 2 DOS Is 

5lpplleo 
Tne LS.100 provIde5 an elcrease In soeed of up to 7 to 10 

...riles on Disk Intensne Software 

Full 256K Kit Including Tae S799 

fan+* 
BBafnift>li 

NEW FRpro, rag 

Menu driven rogr 27161273212764.. 

software' will program 

I6Il 
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BIG BOARD II 
OVER 1,000 SOLD! 
Jim Ferguson. Designer of the 'Sig Board" dranrouted by Donal 
Research Computer& produced th,s stunning computer 'Big Board 

FEATURES_. 
4 MH. 280 CPU AND PERIPHERALS CHIPS: The Ferguson 
Computer runs at AMMO, Its monitor code r4 lean, uses Mode 2 
rnterrupla, and makes good use of the ZBO.A DMA clip 
64K RAM lK STATIC CRT RAM 24K (E)PROM OR STATIC 
RAM, B g Board IF has the three memory banks the lost 
memory bank has eight 4164 RAM's that provide 600 d user 
space and 4K 01 monitor space. Tee second memory bank has 
two 211 and 8 SRAM, for the memor5emapPed CRT display and 
space for six 27325 Or 2K x 8 stet. RAMS. Or pin compatible 
IEIPROMs. the third memory bank is for RAM Or ROM added to 
tha board ola tee STO bus Whether bought as bare board. a 

full rot, or assembled and tested. II comes with 450n52732A 
EPROM containing the monitor 
MULTIPLE DENSITY CONTROLLER FOR SS/DS FLOPPY 
DISKS' The Big Board IT Computer has a multiple density disk 

Holler el can use 1793 or 8877 controller chips The board 
hAs two connector. for disk signet with 34 pins for 5s. -drives 
the other with 50 pina for B" doves 
VASTLY IMPROVED CRT DISPLAY:The'BpBoardIfCom- 
outer uses a 68455 CRT controller and 8002 rodeo Attributes 
controller to produce display that will rwal the display of quality 
Iermlals Characters are formed by 5 . 7 dot male. on 15 75 
K M monitors and 7 a 9 dot main. on 15 75 KHz monitors Tne 
display 4 user programmable with the default display 24 lines of 
BO characters 
STD BUS CONNECTOR: "Bp Board II brings.. bus signals to 

COnverent place on the PC board where uSets can solder 
STO socket bus cards can be plugged directly into it and it can 
as well be connected by bus able to industry standard card 
ages 
A ZBO A s10/Ow TWO ASYNCHRONOUS/SYNCHRONOUS 
SERIAL PORTS. 
TWO 2800 CTCs EIGHT PROGRAMMABLE COUNTERS/ 
TIMERS: Tee "Big Board II" has two 280, CTCs One is used to 
Clock data into and out of the Ze0A CTCs One is used to crock 
data into and out of the Z80 -A S10/0, while the Other d la lyr 
terns and application use 
PROM PROGRAMMING CIRCUITRY AND SOFTWARE The 

'Big Bard. computer has circuitry and driven for programming 
2716. 27321411, or pnncomatible IEIPROMS (Software 525 
atrai 
CPIS. CAPABILITY: CPIM with Russell Smith'. CBIOS for the 
BIG BOARD II ' vaMble Iplus teal 5230 

The CBIOS 5 or 8 is &r it separately 'plus M.1 565 

Cal 941015 NOW 5595 
'plus 

Less t 0i for 3 or more. 

49 

Assembled and Tested S849 
Iplus tal 

THE LITTLE BIG BOARD 
FEATURES: 

Z80A CPU 1a MHO 
65.536 bylea d RAM 
Two RS232C I/O ports 
Battery oaek up realtlme clock and Calendar 
Up to tour. 8 inch or 5 25 Inch double sided. double densely or 
single density floppy disk drive& 
Full STD But 
Designed for C/PM. MP/M and CP/NET systems 

Cat (Including tool S459 

;41, 
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6809 "UNIBOARD" 
NEW SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 
KIT! 
Many software professionals feel that the 6909 features oObably 
tee moat powerful Instruction set soatable today on ANY B bit 
micro. Now, at last, all of that Immense computing power la 1'50p 
able al a Duly unbellerably low once. 

CHECK THE FEATURES??? 
64KRAMusing 4116 RAMS 
6809E Motorola CPU 
Double Density Floppy Dlsk Controller for either 5H pr B Inch 
drive& Uses WD1793. 
On board BO . 24 video for low coat consols. Uses 2716 Chu. 
Gen. Programmable Format& Uses 6845 CRT Controller. 
ASCII Keyboard parallel input Inerfsoe. 165221 
Serial I/O 16551) for RS232C or 20 MA loop 

o Centronics compatibe parallel printer interface.165221 
Buss expansion interface wnn DMA Channel 168441 
Dual timer for real clock apol¢ahon. 
Powedul on board system monitor.127321. Features commands 
such as Go To, AIM, Fill, Move, Display. or Test Memory. Also 
Read and Write Sectors Boot Normal, Unknown, and General 
Flea 

PC board i3 double sided. Plated through sower masked. 11 . 

11 end, 
Includes the powerful 3rd generation Motorola 6809 Processor 

Ideal for colleges, OEM's. Industrial and sc,entrlk uses 

BLACK PC BOARD WITH PAL'S AND TWO EPROMS 
$199 

Plus la. 

511. ORB INCH SOURCE DISKETTE ADD S25 
plus td.. 

COMPLETE KIT, FULLY SOCKETED. ALL OPTIONS ARE 

STANDARD, NO EXTRAS TO BUY 5599 
including td.. 

Cal Please allow 4 for delivery 

YOUR CHOICE OF POPULAR DISK OPERATING 
SYSTEMS. 

FLEX tm Irom TSC Cal 
OS9 tin from Microwave Cat 
(Please specify 5s. or B roost 

-67 - 
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BIG BOARD 1 COMPUTER 
KIT! 
FEATURING: 

649 RAM: Uses industry standard 4116 RAM'. All 640 Is avail. 
able to tee user. our O OEO and EPROM 5ecti00S do not make 
holes en system RAM Very special Care was taken en the RAM 
array PC layout to eliminate potentel noise and glitches 
2.80 CPU: Running al 2 5 MMz. Handles all 4116 RAM refresh 
and supports Mode 2 INTERRUPTS Fully buffeted and runs 
8080 software 
BASIC I/O: Consists of separate ;wallet Pon (ZOO P1011or use 
Canan ASCII encoded Kw,board lot input output would be on 
the 80.240,0.0 DisPlry 
24. 80 CHARACTER VIDEO: Wife Crisp. Bicker..OrWy 
flat Ippq eabemely sharp even on small monitors Hardware 

inn and full cursor control composite video or 5pó1 video rid 
sync Character set n supplied on a 2716 style ROM, making 
customized font. easy Sync pulses can be any desired length or 
polarity Video may be inverted or Hoe 5 . 7 Matrix. upper and 
lower cse 
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER: Uses WD 1771 controller chip 
with a TTt Data Seperator for enhanced reliability IBM 3740 

Pocompatible Supports up to four 8 rock, disk doves Directly Coin. 
ttle with stanard Shugart dines such as the SAB00 or 

SA8001 Drives Can be configured for remote AC oft/on Runs 
CP/M 2 2 
PFM 3 3 29 SYSTEM MONITOR: The real power of the Big 
Board lees ends PFM 33 on board monitor PFM commands 
include Dump Memory, Boot CP/M, Copy E.amine. Fdl Memory, 
Test Memory Go TO Read end Witte 1/O pig.& Disk Read (Drive 
Track. Sector', and Search PFM occupies one Al the lour 2716 
EPROM locations provided 
FULLY SOCKETED 

Ideal for OEM, Industrial Business. Scientific. Colleges e1C 

Cal Ka10ot including la., 5379 

OPTIONS AVAILABLE: 
CP/M 2 2 FOR BIG BOARD 

TWO PORT PARALLEL I/O 

SERIAL I/O 

REAL TIME CLOCK 

DOUBLE DENSITY ADAPTOR BOARD 

BIOS DISK 

5269 
519 
535 
SI 5 

5225 
525 

l_ tzs I, -.--- ,1 

RITRON MULTI PURPOSE 
MODEM 
We goofed with the multi modems 
you wanted, because we were 
unable to get supplies, however we 
now have something beter and at the 
same price' Our New RITRON Multi 
Purpose Modem has arrived and 
has all the standards you require. 
Just check the Ritron's features: 

CCITT V21 300 Buad Full duplex 
CCITT V23 1200175 
Bell 103 300 Full duplex 
Bell 202 1200 Half duplex 
Auto answer, auto disconnect. 

Telecom Approval No. C84/37'1134 
A better modem for the same price' 

S399 

* * * * * * * * 
We stock a full range of 
computer connectors! 
* 

IC SPECIALS 
1.9 10+ 

8085 4.95 4.00 
8155 4.95 4.00 

8156 4.95 
8212 1.95 
8224 2.95 
8226 2.50 
8253 4.50 
8255 4.50 
8257 4.95 
8259 4.95 
8279 4.95 

4.00 
1.75 
2.50 
2.00 
4.00 
3.95 
4.00 
4.00 
4.00 

COMPUTER AND DISK 
DRIVE CASES AND 
POWER SUPPLIES 
51/41' DRIVES 
10 51/4" SlImline Drive Case 
X11091 Bare Case S49 
X11011 Case and Pwr Supply S89 
2 x 51/4" SlImline Drive Case 
X11001 Bare Case S69 
X11012 Case & Pwr Supply S139 
1 x 51/4" Standard Drive Case 
X11003 Bare Case S39 
X11013 Case and Pwr Supply S89 
2 x 51/4" Standard Drive Case 
X11004 Bare Case $59 
X11014 Case 8 Pwr Supply S129 
8" DRIVES 
ix B" Standard or 2 x 8" Slimllne. 
and computer Case (BB1) 
X11006 Bare Case S99 
X11016 Case & Pwr Supply S395 
2 x 8" Slimllne Drives and 
Computer Case 
(BB1 and BB2 etc) 
X11007 Bare Case S145 
X11017 Case 8 Pwr Supply S395 
1 x 8" SlImline Drive Case 
X11020 Bare Case $95 
X11022 Case 8 Pwr Supply S149 
Dual 8" SlImline Drive Case 
X11025 Bare Case 599 
X11026 Case & Pwr Supply $245 
10 8" Standard Drive Case 
X11009 Bare Case $99 
X11019 Case & Pwr Supply S139 
5" Hard Disk Drive Case 
X11030 Bare Case $139 
X11032 with Pwr Sup & Fan $475 
5" Dual Slimline 
Room for BB2 etc. under drives 
X11005 Bare Case $149 
X11015 Case & Pwr Supply $399 

Errors and Ommisslons Excepted 

Rod Irving Electronics 
425 High Street, 
NORTHCOTE, 3070 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
Phone (03) 489 8866 
TELEX: AA 38897 
48-50 A Beckett Street, 
MELBOURNE., 3000 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
Ph.103) 663 6151 
Mail Order and 

P.O. BOX 235 
NORTHCOTE 3070 

MAID pEP- 
leVIP/6ROP EcECT 

via , 
NO 

or phone --- 
MAIL ORDER 

HOT LINE -. 

(031481 1436 

Vff 

POSTAGE RATES 
51-$9.99 

$10-524.99 
$25- $49.99 
550-599.99 
5100-199 

62.00 
$3.00 
54.00 

$5.00 
57.50 

5200-5499 ... 510.00 
5500 plus ... 512.50 
This Is for basic postage 
only, Comet Road freight, 
bulky and fragile Items 
will be charged at 

° different rates. 

Certified Post for 'orders 
over $100 included "free"! 
Registered Post for.orders 
over $200 Included "freer! 
Account orders from 
schools, Government 
Departments, Public Co., 
gratefully accepted. (Min. 

-order of $20). 

CICADA 300 
300 baud 
Provides full 12V bipolar 
ouput signal 

Direct connect modem 
Full duplex operation 

(Phone not included) 

Cat. X19101 $180 
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"SO ,,HATS 

NEW IN 

CR5?" 
..THE ANSWER IS 

IN THE PALM 
OF YOUR HAND 

Now you don't 
have to leave your 

y communications behind 
when you leave your 
vehicle. The ICOM IC -40 
is a compact 40 channel 
UHF CRS field proven 
hand held, with optional 
3 Watts output power, 

11, the same as many 
., mobile radios. 
,_> The IC -40 is ` perfect for 

jobs on the 
land, water 
or business. 

Contact your 
local dealer for 
a demonstration 
of the most 
advanced CRS / portable 
available in 
Australia. 

Please post to:7 
ICOM AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 
7 DUKE STREET WINDSOR 3182. 
VICTORIA. 

Name 

Address 

City Postcode 

or phone ICOM on (03)51 2284 

The World System 
ICOM 

MINInIVIART.`; n 

AUDIO 
FOR SALE: B & W DM70 monitor speakers, re- 
cently recond. woofers and electrostatic panels. 
These speakers sound like a $3000 pair. Sacri- 
fice $920 offers. (02)869-1840. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
FOR SALE: SCANNER LISTING of Australian 
civil/military VHF/UHF aeronautical frequencies, 
approx. 500 sorted freq/location/service format. 
$5 D. Vale VK3CDI OTHR PO Box 2395 Mlldura 
Vic. 3500. 

COMPUTERS 
FOR SALE: MICROBEE Wordbee, wordproces- 
sor on ROM $15. Microbee Pascal on ROM 520. 
All manuals included. Ian, 12 Saligna Way, Mac- 
quarie Fields, NSW 2564. (02)605-5323, after 
4 pm. 

FOR SALE: THE RARE AY -3-8500 and AY - 
3 -8760 game chips. Open to offers. Write to R. 

J. Heaton, 32 Begonia Ave, Bayswater, Vic 3153 
with an offer and address. Will reply If deal 
made. 

FOR SALE: SYSTEM 80 with modifications, 
monitor, GP -80 printer and joystick. 18 books 
and 36 programs on tape. Value $2500 asking 
$800. (02)59-1067. 

FOR SALE: S100 CARD FRAME and mother 
board 10 slot fitted with 5 connectors $100. 
Two S100 prototype boards 1 used, $30 for 2. 
S100 extender board $30 SA400 51/4' disk drive 
$100. Two Friden Flexowriter teleprinters $30 
each. Cheltenham Vic (03)584-4749. 

FOR SALE: TECHNICO TMS9900 microcom- 
puter board 16 -bit, 2K RAM, assembler and 
documentation $200 ono. Michael Cvetanovski, 
9 Main Rd, Cardiff Hts, NSW 2285. (049)54-8135. 

FOR SALE: MICROBEE 32K with 4 MHz mod. 
Green screen monitor, cassette, dot matrix 
printer (with cable and paper), light pen, cas- 
sette and ROM based software (with carry 
case). All manuals supplied. Exc. condition. All 
for $790 ono. Simon 8 am -12 pm on (02)99- 
2357. 

FOR SALE: VZ200 SOFTWARE. Excellent ext 
BASIC for 25 more commands. Utilities, protect, 
monitor -debugger, educational. VZDTR, RAM 
packs. SASE to J. D'Alton, 39 Agnes St, Too- 
wong, Old 4066. (07)371-3707. 

FOR SALE: CROSSWORD GENERATOR, Cross - 
lotto Analysis, Race, Handicapper. Tapes for 
TRS-80 model I, SEGA 3000 515 ea. Listing for 
all other computers S10. G. Egel, 18 Stun St, 
Loxton, SA. 

FOR SALE: S100 COMPUTER. 5 cards (1 -VDU, 
1-DGZ80 + 3 memory) plus M/board with on- 
board power supply. Any offer considered. Ph 
Tony b.h. (089)81-8499 a.h. (089)27-5539. 

FOR SALE: MEMORY CHIPS. 2102LIPC 20 off 
52 ea, 2114LP3 100 off $2.50 ea, 6116P3 or LP3 
100 55.50 ea, 2708 $4 ea, 2716 56 ea. Mr J. 
Wicks, (03)547-7787 7-9 pm only. 

WANTED: ZX81 will pay up"to $20. Damien Bar- 
nard, 11 Raneagh St, Woodville, SA. (08)243- 
0466. 

FOR SALE: SUPER 80 Assembler with full 
screen monitor on cassette 516. Disassembler 
59. R. Vowels, 93 Park Drive, Parkvllle, Vic 
3052. 

FOR SALE: SINCLAIR ZX81 - 16K RAM, full 
size keyboard, green monitor, cassette record- 
er, plenty software, mags. Package $350 ono. 
Will sell Individually. (03)49-5587. 

VIDEO 
FOR SALE: MOVIE PROJECTORS. Two identi- 
cal 16 mm. Early Cinevox sound/silent, suit 
collector or restorer. One complete, working 
except amplifier, other disassembled. $60 the 
lot. (02)660-3269. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
FOR SALE: ONE Jaycar Hall effect breakerless 
triggering system. Includes instructions. $16 
post paid. P. Steffania, PO Box 411, Griffith, NSW 
2680. 

FOR SALE: 19" RACK FRAMES, removable 
mounting brackets, card guides, screws etc 
supplied. 3U $15 ea, 6U $20 ea. Mr J. Wicks 
(03)547-7787 7-9 pm only. 

WANTED: TRIMAX pwr/trans TP2435 (William- 
son amp), Trimax audio transf MS 860, A&R 
choke Z956, A&R pwr/trans 1783 (Mullard 5-20 
amp) (03)669-4309 b.h. (03)387-1860 a.h. 

FOR SALE: BUSINESS opportunity in tax-free 
Vanuatu for electronic technician. $A98,000 
negotiable for large building. No charge for 
goodwill and advice. Contact advertiser, Box 
229 Port Vila. 

FOR SALE: OSCILLOSCOPE BWD model 820 
dual trace with probes unused, bandwidth 
30 MHz. $720. (02)449-6420. 

FOR SALE: AWA DISTORTION and noise meter 
F242A, AWA ultra low distortion oscillator 
G233, 52000. Phone Mike (02)868-2260. 

FOR SALE: TEKTRONIX 524 oscilloscope, 
10 MHz dual input, TV field line sync separator, 
mint condition $400. (02)869-1840. 

FOR SALE: TEKTRONIX/LAVOIE 545 oscillo- 
scope. 30 MHz bw, dual channel, full delayed 
sweep, new crt, differential plug in. 4 plugs ins. 
Mint condition manuals. 5950 offers (02)869- 
1840. 

We'll publish up to 24 words free of charge for you. Copy must 
be with us by the first of the month preceding the month of issue. 
Please print or type advertisements clearly! Every effort will be 

made to publish all advertisements received; however, no respon- 
sibility for so doing is accepted or implied. We reserve the right 
to refuse advertisements considered unsuitable. 

Conditions: Your name and address plus phone number (if 
required) must be included with the 24 words. Reasonable ab- 
breviations, such as 25 W RMS or 240 Vac, count as one word. 
Advertisements must be private and relate to electronics, audio, 
communications, computing, etc - general advertisements can- 
not be accepted. Send your advertisement to: 
ETI Mini -Marl, P.O. Box 227, Waterloo NSW 2017. 
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PERSPECTIVE 

I SEE THAT BRITAIN'S parliament has 
been the latest forum for a debate on the 
thorny subject of computer software copy- 
right. Apparently William Powell, a British 
Tory MP has introduced a Private Mem- 
ber's Bill aimed at making copying of soft- 
ware a criminal offence - with convicted 
offenders liable to either heavy fines or a 

jail sentence of up to two years. According 
to New Scientist, the Bill has the support of 
all parties, and is expected to become law 
by June. 

Two of the UK's big software industry 
pressure groups are apparently champing at 
the bit to test the new law out. They've al- 
ready chosen which 'pirates' they're going 
to use for the first test cases, and have made 
it clear these will be used as "an example to 
deter others". The jackboots are out of the 
cupboard, and polished ready for action. 

What surprises me is that all of Britain's 
political parties are apparently giving the 
Bill their support. Whatever happened to 
the good old Pom tradition of defending the 
rights of all parties in a dispute? It all 
sounds like Germany in the 30s, not Britain 
in the 80s. 

Don't get me wrong. I'm not saying that 
computer software is fair game, and that 
people should be able to copy it as much as 
they like. I know that a lot of hard work 
goes into producing good software, and that 
the people who produce it must be able to 
reap a fair return from their labour. You 
obviously can't let it he copied willy-nilly, 
particularly on a commercial basis. 

What I am saying is that if anything could 
justify this kind of drastic legal action, it 
would he a situation where the issues were 
very simple and clear cut. And the plain fact 
of the matter is that when we're talking 
about computer software, the issues are 
anything but clear cut. In fact they can be 
very complicated indeed. 

One of the best discussions of this I've 
read recently was a column by the Amer- 
ican science fiction writer and columnist 
Jerry Pournelle, in last December's issue of 

Computer software, 
copying and protection 

Jim Rowe 

Popular Computing. If you can, try to read 
it, because he draws attention to a lot of the 
issues that the software industry isn't too 
keen to discuss. And not before time. 

Things like the exorbitant cost and 
vastly overrated (if not lousy) performance 
of so much commercial software; the large 
amount of incredibly poor documentation; 
the way an awful lot of software is sold on a 

`caveat emptor' basis, with no real warranty 
or guarantee that it will perform the stated 
job; and the way so many products are ac- 
companied by all sorts of weird and unrea- 
sonable `licence agreements', which at times 
seek to prevent the user from making even 
backup safety copies of working disks. In 
short, all of the tricks that software vendors 
have been using to rip off the customers, 
while at the same time crying crocodile tears 
at the way those nasty customers are rob- 
bing them through copying. 

One of the important points that Pour- 
nelle makes about those unreasonable 
'licence agreements' is that because they are 
so vendor -biased and unreasonable, they 
actually discourage honest and decent cus- 
tomers - the kind who do take their legal 
obligations seriously. As he points out, 
these people will read all the legal gobble- 
dygook, realize that it gives them virtually 
no rights (and often commits them to an un- 
reasonable sacrifice of normal freedoms), 
and decide not to buy the product con- 
cerned. In fact the only ones who are likely 
to buy it are the ones who ignore all the 
legal talk, and decide that they'll use the 
product exactly as they wish. That's pre- 
cisely why copying is so rife. 

It's also why quite a few software suppli- 
ers have gone to copy -protected disks, to try 
to make copying impossible. But this brings 
further problems. Often it makes the soft- 
ware less reliable, and prevents the user 
from making legitimate backup copies. It 
also acts as a challenge to bored software 
hackers, to see if they can 'crack' the pro- 
tection system. And whatever the mind of 
one human eye can dream up to protect 

something, the mind of another can gen- 
erally dream up a way around it .. . 

Frankly, I for one would never buy a 
piece of software which was copy -protected. 
This is because I regard copy protection as 
an admision that the vendor is charging a 
rip-off price and is dead scared that some- 
one will latch on to his goldmine. 

Quite rightly, Jerry Pournelle points out 
that the real answer to the copyright prob- 
lem is not Draconian laws, prison sen- 
tences, weird and wonderful licensing 
agreements or fancy copy protection 
schemes. These only intensify the 'us -and - 
those -bastards' polarization between ven- 
dor and buyer. 

The real answer is to bring down the price 
of software and improve its quality, so that 
it represents good value for money. And 
make it so that you can use it to do the de- 
sired job, reliably and easily. That's all. 

It's happened with books and records, 
and it's gradually happening with videotapes 
of movies. When these things were over- 
priced and poor value for money. a lot of 
people had no compunction about copying 
them. But when the price is lowered, the 
copying stops. If you can own something 
and use it legally for a reasonable price, 
there's no incentive to steal it. 

Videotapes are a very good example of 
this. While prices were at exorbitant over - 
$100 prices, sales were very slow. People 
were obviously copying from movies on TV, 
or borrowing another VCR and copying 
from rental cassettes. But when one of the 
distributors tried putting out "Raiders of 
the Lost Ark" with a much more reasonable 
$49 price tag, sales rocketed. I rest my case, 
your I honour! 

Seriously though, it's commonsense we 
need in tackling computer software copy- 
ing, not harsh laws and prison sentences. I 

believe the Poms are on entirely the wrong 
track, and I hope none of the Aussie pollies 
try to bring in the same kind of law here. 
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DREGS 

PROBLEM: You are a Telecom linesman 
(stop crying, yer poor auld sod) and have to 
lay a multipair cable across a river. You 
have an off-sider, (nice kid, pity about the 
brains) and you tell him to twist all the pairs 
together so you can sort them out on the 
other side. The pairs are all the same 
colour, so you can't sort them out by sight. 

You twist your pairs together and use a 

continuity tester to identify the pairs on the 
other end of the cable. Then you stick the 
kid and the cable drum in a boat and send 
them both to the other side. 

Disaster. As the kid is getting out of the 
boat he is attacked by a mad bull crocodile. 
(This story was told to the Dregs Hack by a 
Territorian.) End of kid. 

By dint of much shouting you manage to 
chase the croc away, and taking your life in 
your hands, you swim (quickly) across the 
river. You discover that not satisfied with 
spoiling the day for the kid, the crocodile 
has also savaged the cable drum, thus spoil- 
ing the day for you too. The drum is com- 
pletely wrecked. Which wire is which! How 
can you sort out which wires are pairs? In- 
deed, can you sort out which pair is which? 

You only have a continuity meter in your 
hand. The river is alive with crocodiles, so 
you want to go back and forth as little as 
possible. What would you do? How would 
you identify the wires? 

Scarecrows Ill 
Regular readers on this page will no 

doubt be aware that the Hack is obsessed 
with electronic scarecrows. Your editor, 
malevolent sod that he is, thus approached 
the cave where the Hack is tethered and 
threw in a small black object. "It's a scare- 
crow," he said. "Review it." 

Now if there is one thing a red blooded 
journo likes it's being told to review things. 
Conjure up images of luxurious days on the 
harbour, free lunches in the Ritz, freebees 
galore, as some 'prominent business ident- 
ity' tries to buy your favours. 

Salivating slightly at the thought, the 
Hack approached this small black Thing 
and inspected it closely. It looked like the 
top of a hi -lighter pen with a battery in it. 
He picked it up gingerly; not heavy. He 
sniffed it and concluded' the slightly fishy 
smell was more likely due to the remains of 
the calamari and chips he had for lunch than 
anything intrinsically fish -like in the scare- 
crow. 

Images of days on the harbour began to 
fade. 

He listened. Lo! The scarecrow sings! A 
high pitched squeal, almost beyond the 
limits of hearing, issued forth. "It scares 
away mosquitoes" said the editor, laughing 
as he strode off to pacify yet another adver- 
tiser. "Silly bugger's probably got a mos- 
quito net" thought the Hack. 

Well, the Hack is a true professional. 
Girding up his loins, (as it were) he went 
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home and installed the scarecrow in a 
prominent position over the matrimonial 
pit. And in due course he yawned, 
stretched, threw the cat out of the window 
and went to bed. 

The scarecrow, vigilant as ever, whistled 
away up there in the ultrasonics. 

Now, gently reader, consider some of the 
facts of life. Beyond the occasional whisper, 
giggle, and more suspicious noise, a bed- 
room is a pretty quiet place. In the normal 
course of events, dogs and cats, and even 
mosquitos think it's pretty quiet too. 

Buton this particular night, was the bed- 
room quiet? Like hell! To every dog in the 
neighbourhood it sounded as if there was a 
siren in there. And mosquitoes? Well figure 
it out. When the female mosquito is on 
heat, she makes an ultrasonic buzz. So if 

you were a male mosquito on this particular 
night, just cruising the neighbourhood, 
looking for a bit of blood to suck, and you 
happened to hear a sound like a million lady 
mossies all yelling for a bit on the side, what 
would you do? Too right! 

At three thirty the love of the Hack's life 
made a major feminist statement about men 
in general and the Hack in particular and 
disappeared downstairs. At three forty-five 
the Hack worked out on which side his 
bread was buttered and followed her. 

In the bedroom the mosquitoes buzzed, 
puzzled and no doubt, let down. Outside 
the dogs howled on, dodging the occasional 
bad tempered stone. On the loungeroom 
floor, the Hack slept, at last. As a great 
Australian once said: "such is life". 

Solution 
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SPECIALISED SCO TOOLS 
for the Electronic Work Bench 
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FOR A FREE CATALOGUE 
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FREEPOST No.2 
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N.S.W. 

Avtek Electronics (02) 427 6688 
A E Baker 8 Co Ply Ltd (02) 621 0044 AA26788 

Auslec-Austral (07) 
Delsound (07) 2296 

OLD. 
262 2811 AA40418 
55 

VIC. 

The Australian School of Electronics Pty Ltd 
(03)523 5622 AA30625 

J Boomer 8 Co Pty Ltd (069)21 4644 Dunlop IBC (07) 892 0011 AÁ41561 Ballarat Electronics Supplies (053) 31 1947 AA37435 

Geo Brown (02) 519 5855 Elphinstones Ltd (OP) 52 0171 AÁ42503 Ellistronics Ply Ltd (03) 561 5844 AA37758 

Sheridon (02) 699 6912 Haymans Electrical Ply Ltd (07) 3698400 AA44311 Radio Parts Group (03) 329 7888 AA32980 

Martin De Launay Pty Ltd (02) 267 1055 AA26679 St Lucia Electronic! (07) 52 7466 AA42883 Teleparis Investments Pty Ltd (052) 217085 
McGraths Electronics (03) 3471122 AA31001 
R.D Irving (03) 489 8131 

S.A. W.A. 

AJF Electrical (08) 2691244 Atkins Carlyle Ltd 09) 321 0101 AA93750 TAS. 

Gerard 8 Goodman Pty Ltd (08) 223 2222 AA 88983 Letco Trading Company (09) 3874966 AÁ94396 GHE Electronics (002)34 2233 (0133) 316533 
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SIEMENS 

The better -:the drive, 
the smaller the disc 
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True half height 5'/:' floppy disc. 
drives competitively priced 
from Siemens. 
Designed for office electronics, 
business computers and OEM 
applications, this slim=liñe FB500 

-series has four versions with - - 

unformatted storage capacities_ 
from 250 K to 1M bytes. Apart from 
comoactness,.these drives offer 
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_ fast access time by an advanced 
stepping motor and steel belt 
mechanism. The brushless direct 
drive DC motor is highly reliable - 

and very quiet. The full range is - 
now in stock tógether with - - 
Siemens relentless determination 
to provide complete service and 
technical assistance throughout 
Australia. 

Siemens Ltd. 
544 Church Street, Richmond, Vic. 

Melbourne: 420 7318. Sydney: 436 8730. - "- 
Brisbane: 369 9666. Perth: 362 0123.- __ 

Distributors: _ 

Auckland: Delphi Industries Limited. 567 258 
Adelaide: R.G. Pank Pty. Ltd 51 2411 - 
Adelaide: Protronics Pty. Ltd. 212 3111 
Brisbane: EC() Electronics. 376 5677 
Melbourne: Promark Electronics Pty. Ltd. 878-1255 
Perth: Reserve Electronics. 328 9755 
Sydney: Promark Electronics Pty. Ltd. 439 6477 

Siemens. The discs may be flexible, but never our standards. 
646/1189A 


